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Preface
.

The title chosen by the editors of this volume for their introductory
chapter--"We Are Not Alone"--probably reflects the reaction,that many U.S,
'social studies educators will have to reading this survey of sociocivic
education in 22 countries .all over the globe. In multifarious 4ays,
riding or bucking various trends, we are all trying to accomplish the'
same goal: to teach our youth dhat we think they need togknow in order

:to live productively and responsibly in their societies.

Therein fie our many commonalities; ,Our perhaps equally pervisive
differences arise from the vast differences between and among--And often
within--those societies. No educational system exists in a vacuum.
Social, economic, and political pressures; religious and cultural values;
history, heritage, and tradition--all theselactors play a part in shaping
the educational system that each society holds to be,ideal for preparing
its youth.

The 22 countries treated in this book range from the underdeveloped
to the highly developed, from infant nations struggling free of their
colonial cocoons to those whose political and social systems have been

- firmly in place for hundreds of years. The amounts and kinds of resources
available for educational purposes are 'equally varied across nations.
Perhaps most striking, 1,n terms of disparity, are the polar differences
in basic educational philosophy--on the one hand, that*the primary purpose
of public edncation, is to fulfill the potential of the individual and, on

1"the other, that the main goal of education is to serve the state.

As the volume editors point ont in the Foreword to this ambitious
compilation, their intent was not to paint a comprehensive picture:of
social education worldwide but rather to begin what they hope will be a
continuing and expanding dialogue. We afe pleased to play a part in this
effort to help social studies educators around the world understand each
other--and ourselves.

James E. Davis

Associate Director, Social Science
Education Consortium

Associate Director, ERIC Clearinghouse
for Social Studies/Social Science Education



Foreword

In San Francisco in November 1973, at the annual m eeting of the
National Council for the Social Studies, the editors made a presentation
on "Toward a World View of the Social Studies." We solicited feedbatk.on
the idea of establishing international communication in the social studies,
and the response Was very 'Favorable. Suggestions were made to exchange
textbooks, professional publicAtions, and other resources as well as to
arrange for tours and exchanges for teachers themselves in various
countries. As.a result of that lecture and the response, we decided to
produce a book so that others could share in the idea of international
communication and cross-cultural study in the social studies. :We decided
to begin this volume with an updated version of our original presentation,
which.aivears as our introductory chapter.

We have both traveled widely since 1973 and worked for periods of
time in some of the countries treated in this book.. However, in compiling
this volume we have avoided editorializing or inserting our own views in
the chapters on individual countries, even when our opinions were somewhat
divergent from those of the authors.

What follows 1.6 not a comprehensive analysis of world trends in the
social studies but rather an attempt to stimulate interest and inquiry,
to provide a base for opening up a dialogue, and to encourage closer

communication between social educators in different countries. From our .

reading as' well as our international-contacts, it is evident that we and
our colleagues all over the globe increasingly share concerns about socio-

civic education. The social studies curriculum area is recognized as
being intimately linked to the knowledge, skills, attitudese and actions
that are ever-more imperative for the furtherance, let alone the preser-
vation, of many worthy aspects of civilization throughout the world. The

social studies promote insights and qualities which foster mutual human .

understanding, wise decision making, and civic participation.

In attaining such goals in any nation, the contribution of education
will be furthered if educators make concerted efforts to address .,:ertain

basic professional issues. Although there are differences within as well
as between various countries in regard to these issues, it seems clear

that an) kind of global unity in the field of social studies will have to
await some degree of congruence on these points as well as the relaxation
of political differences between nations. We need to attempt to resolve,

for example, the problems of:

--Defining and delimiting the scope of the social studies:
- -Agreeing on purposes, goals, and priorities.
- -Selecting the most appropriate content.
--Identifying the most effective structure and organization for

instruction.
- -Enabling teachers to effectively use strategies and approaches

that are issue-, skill-, and value-centered. 4

- -Reaching and involving learners.
--Convincing others of the basic importance of the social studies.

i
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Ws.realiss that oUr travels and contacts, while widespread, did not
.

necessarily yield A reptedentattve or balanced list of countries in terms
f siiei population, geographical regiono.type of government, or kind of

school system. For example, same nations that recently gained independence .

continue to refltet their colonial heritage while others have largely
. eliminated such carryovers from the past. :Indigenous aspects central to
one country's program of social education may be largely missing in

another. However, we did attempt to.solicit contributions from v3ried
tountries and regions of the world so as to provid* a balanced selection
of conditions and practices. If a country was deemed especially imgortant
but-we could not obtain a native author, we recruited a contributor who
had.visited, taught in, or studied in or about the country.

Unfortunately, several of the authors who initially agreed to write
chapters found it:impossible to deliver as promised. Factors ranging
from serious illness to revolution, in addition to unstable or dynamic
political situations, also contributed to the final selection of countiies
reviewed in this volume.

The diversity of conditions and variety of systems described in this
volume reflect the still-uncrystallized condition of the field of social
studies worldwide and illustrate certain emerging trends which, in some
cases, seem to run counter to one anOther. Taken as A whole, these
differences underscore the need not only to communicate but also to make
some progress towarci eliminating same of the key differenCes which
prevent the field from solidifying. By so doing, we would enable a
statetent about social studies to have meaning across cultures and
boundaries.

A volume such as this takes several years to organize and assemble.
By the time of publication, what with the rapidity of' change that exists
in the world, it is more than possible that some of the contents may be
dated. Although we asked the authors of individual,chapters to submit
revised manuscripts reflecting changes that have occurred since 1973,
this was not always possible, and several chapters undoubtedly include
descriptions which are not longer current.

It is also important to recognize that, in spite of having been
Drovided with a suggested outline for a common approach, the chapter
authors (being creative and independent individuals) did not submit uni-
formly or consistently organized chapters. Variations in conditions in
different countries contributed further to the difficulty of producing a
volume that might be used as an accurate comparative tool.

Finally, we hope that the reader will keep in mind the major intent
of the editors: to provide an opening gambit for an international dialogue

on the social studies. To this end, we trust that our efforts will prove
to be fruitful and productive.

Richard E. Gross
David Dufty

Stanford, California, USA
Sydney, NSW, Aastralia
September 1979
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1. Social Studies Around the World.

We Are Not Alone

/ : .1
! By David Dufty
i (in collaboration wtth Richard Gross)

i

-1

!

"In ethicational activities, anything designed to help man livy at
peace with himself,' anything which draws him out of unhappy isolation
and lonell

71

ess, also helps topards harmony among the peoples." .

11Kitil,1101414,.,

UNESCO, Learning To Be (2973)
/

It wis an exciting eXperience.to take a taxi through the back
streets. 4# Katmandu and finally locate, at hia home., a fellow sodial -

educator pthom'I had met some years before at a conierence in Austfalia.
Althougthiour.culturep were very different; we'had'a great deal in common,
and we !cduld share our dreams and problems. We knew that we were not
alone 1:n. atruggling with the extremely challenging tasks facing social
educatOrs around the world today.

.

WIlile visiting a secondary social science project back in Melbourne,
I was :shown an interesting unit-on cOmmunication. There Were studies of
animal communication, nonverbal communication, and various other aspects
of communication. I.pointed out that another social science project in.
Sydney had been working on a remarkably similar unit. Later, I vlsited
a science education project in Melbourne. The developers thought I'd be
Interested in their new unit on communication (which, although it was
unknown to me, by'now had a very familiar ring to it). I subsequently
discovered that English-language educators, primary soc

(

al studies
teachets, and mass-media edu8ators in Australia were wo king on similar
projects, and during visits to other countries I found various other
groups working on the same topic. Consider the irony: dozens'of groups . (

working.to deve;op units on communica4on, and no one in communication
with anyone else! ,

The.phengmenon describe* above is often referred to as "reinventing
the wheel." A more-neutral term might be polygenesis, or inventing the
same thing in different places--which may be contrasted with cultural
diffusion, Or the spread of ideas from orwplace to-another. I don't
,wish to suggest that there is no value itOpAple working on the same
problem in different places, nor would I wish to see countries with the
time and money for educational innovation impose their ideas on other
cultures, albeit with good intentions. Howeveri-I do consider that the :
history of science, technology, and medicine has demonstrated the
importance of the mobilityof knowledge, and I am suggesting that problems
related to education for social living are of equal importance to--and,
of course, allied with--problems of the natural sciences.

Adequate communication does not ensure a better intercultural view
of the social studies, but at least allows for the possibility that such
a perspective might be attained. From this perspective, we may come to
realize that there are ways of doing things other than our own. Had we

1
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develóped such a perspective, lie tight hOisaVoided the cultural
imperialism of the colonial period or resisted the temptation tO impose
our oWn systems of social education on different countries (as haipened
during the U.S. ocoupoion of apan). 44 Might hove attempte4 to
analyze and improve our own educatibh systems withollt indiscriminately
adopting'textbookorand techniques from foreign cultures.

Who.Communicatds With Whom?

Nations are not the only social units that are4ppropriate subjects
for comparative studies in education. Within'each nation there are-
usually- state or local differences, and there can be sharvdifferences

education.received by people.in various socioeconomic,
ethnic, sex, religious,band.special-intereat groups. Furthermore,
cultural ties extend beyond national boundariec.one can note elements
of supranational macrocultures--horizontal communities of people who
probe similar issues and who discuss similar concepts even though their
day-to-day languages differ. The community of astronomers throughout
the world might be an appropriate.example.

In traveling through other countries I have consciously sought out
my "opposite numbers," and I have, after some difficulty, found people
who face much the same problems and .who are trying out sometimes similar,
sometimes unique,'ways a ,solving these problems. I refer to that
community of people who' are concerned with the task of educating human
beings to grow in their understanding of themselves, their interpersonal
relationships, the sociocultural groOs of which they are a part, and the
world in which they live. Such growth imCorporates not only knowledge
but also values, sttitudeJ, and skills in soc:el living: This group of
Dlople includes elementary and,secondary teachers- of history, geography,
political and ecoromic studies, and integrated social science courses.
It includes university educators in the social science fields and curric-
ulum specialists.in district and state education departments. But it

also includes many citizens and parents who are concerned about what
Johnny learns about sodial living.

The UNESCO publication quoted at the beginning of the chapter
perceives education as "learning to be." The book you are now reading
is concerned.w1th developing an international, intercultural, worldwide
perspective,.on "learning to live in society"--a broad and. vital part of
"learning to be." Ourtitles does not imply that we believe that
individuals must conform to existing society--they may well want to
transform contemporary society. Whether one wishes to preserve or to
transform a culture, however, one needs to.know one's self and One's
social milieu and to be able to function purposefully .in this context,

.as Paulo Freire has so forcefully argued and demonstgated.1
To understand and change one's own socigty it iA4probably necessary

to knovi something of other societies as well. A major pdrpose of this
book is to help readers better understAnd their own systems of social
studies education (whether discussed here or not) as well as to under-
stand other.systems, to be aware of cultural diversity within nations
and of intercultural differences between nations, and to move toward a
world view of social education based on a genuine iaterest in common
problems faced by people throughout the world.

2
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Ca9 We Amiss on Neaslindilo4paq.

Science and mathematics educators from diffe-ent countries readily
recognize each other. Axt educators already have'a world assodiation.
But what do.yewcall the cOmmunity of people mentioned above?

In the United States there is a long tradition of "thesocial
studies," and social studies educatord have some sense of identity. gow-

. ever, as the tuthors of a recent.publication of the National Council' for
the Social Studies observe, "the tield of social studies is so caught up
in ambiguity, inconsistency, and 'contradiction that it represents a
complex educational enigma. It has defied any final-definition acceptabl&
to all factions of,the field."2

This 4.nd of uncertainty about social education exists all over the
globe. In visiting my counterparts in other countries, I often began by
saying, "I am a social studies edUcator." The following tesponses were
typical:

"Do you mean social scioce education?"
"We don't teach social studies in this'country."
"I am a"geography teacher, and I am opposed to social studies courses."
"Social studies concerns the training of social workers; try the

.next building."
4 "What do you maan by !social studies'?"

"So am I. Happy tO meet.you."
Thus, even in English-speaking countries, reactions ranged from mis-

understanding and suspicion to warm acceptance. The problem wis much
more difficult when translation was involved. For exampte, in Sweden two
different terms'seemed to qualify as possible translations of the term
social studies: hembygdskunskap, which could.be translated as "social
orientations" (or, literally, "home-side knowledge"), and samh212kunskhi,
or "knowledge about society."

.The term die gesellschaftswissenschaftlichen Fachern used in the
German Democratic Republic, which could be translated as "social sciince
subfects," has counterparts in other countries. In Glasgow ther,e is a. .

"Center for he Social Subjects"; in New South Wales, Australia, the
term the social studies subjects has some usage.

In the United Kingdom, many tefms are used to refer to various ways
of studying society, among them modern studies., environmental studies,
humanities, social studies, integrated studies, general,studiesi social
science, political studies, sociology, and world studies. In addition,
the traditional subjects of history, geography,' and economics continue
tn play a major role in schools in Gregillritain; these are clearly
distinct from integrated social studies courses.3

In the United S.tates, history has traditionally been considered the
"leading" member of the social studies. Geography, on the other hand, is
perceived by some educators in the USA, Britain, and Australia not as
belonging to the social studies but rather as a unique subject area, .

partly social ana partly physical, which is 'of value as an intellectual
discipline and not only as social education.4 The wide influence of the
broadly conceived High School Geography Project has probably helped to
bring geography education in the United States closer in aims and methods
to other forms of social and environmental studies.5 Similarly, the
Schools Council projects in the United Kingdom have probably helped in
modifying perceptions of history and geograpily as entirely separate

. fields of knowledge and mathodology.6
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Caulk has a Caaa4aa Assacjation :or the40048tudiss,:a group
that roughly correspOnds in intereits,-if nOt in iflflUëflCS, MIth'ths

---Nitival Council for the Social Studim. Theii Engiiih counterpaM the
AssoCiation for the Teac'...6.ng of the-Socialiciences, -Iv narrower in JAI'

0
concerns and certainly does nOt speak for histoirteac.,ars,.who have .

-their own organisation. England also.hai.a,POUtical Studies Association,
andy#conomic educators also foxat Separate gioaps, in England, the U&A, and

Austrilia. Because of the complexity Orthe.situation and occasional

conflicts betweensubjects and associationWott is very difficult in these

countries- to justify an overarching concept of'sociel studies education.

At a symposium of curriculum plinning held by the EuroPean Council

in 1972, the term the hiiman sciences was used in.reference to social

studies.7' UNESCO also makes considerable use of thii concept, mainly.
in regard to the academic disciplines.8 the even brOader,term human
studies is another possibility in the search to find a Word that refers

to general education in learning to live ift.society.8

Social education is used-by the_U.S.4National CAncil for'the Social
Studies as the title-of its journal, yet.the term seems I10-broad as to
cover the whole fierd. of "socialization" as conceived by sociologidts.10

scieppe education, on the other hand; seems rather too narrow a
term to some.people and unacceptable to many history, teachers who see

themselves ap part of the humanities.tredition. Citiunship education,
satetimes used, implies content that is narrowly political-in scope, :

although same people perCeive the termais.including much beyond the
responsibilities of the social studies--as being closer to the concept
of-generarsociocivic training, emanating frai all aspects cof the schbol

experience that- have to do with the socializatiaa'of childrbn and youih.

Although the term sociocivic educeition perhips incorporates the analytical

and normative aspects of the study, it is rather awkward and has little

current usage.
There does not seem to be a feasible solution to the problem of

nomenclature. Even multiple terms (studies of persons/cultures/world or
of I/thou/we/they/us) create problems of scope and usage. 11 On the other

hand, the editors (and probably most of the authord).of this book can see

the utility of an overarching concept of the'social studies as well.as

the growing awareness tha- this subject area represents a common field of

human endeavor and a growing commuility of specialists; Perhaps we shoul4

not prejudice its growth by arguing foetoo long over what to name the

child.
5

Wh...A Are Sote Common Concerns?

If a growing horizontal world community shows some signs of emerging

in our field of endeavor, what common interests, values, aims, and

behavior patterns are found in this community of interests?
Few researchers dor writers have addressed themselves to these

ruestions. (Vincent Rogers, in his insightful study The Social Studies
in' English Education, performed some valuable comparative analyses,.and

readers might well look at the methodology of the book, although the

examples are now dated.12) Adequate research might involve observation

on the basis of such continua as those used by the Social Science
Education Consortium of Boulder, Colorado,4n its Curriculum Materials.

Analysis System. The framework shown in Figure la was included to

"suggest that many criteria are needed in cross-cultural studies, that

counEries wo!Ald probably be scattered broadly along continua rather than

4
12 'Th
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Thro.. at mitres's., that the_position of a country .night sometimes swing film
-------lintinalisiiii444Wethsti AIM- WhOilk buSinalS Of setting tip'-

criterii could be very dadous and involve All-kinds7of cross...cultural
value judgments.

The following comments about comion concerns are based partly on
observation, partly on reading, and partly on points raised in the'other

. o

,chapters, They arehlargely intuitive statements_tor,.at best, very
tentative hypotheses), and the reader is most welcome to challenge .them.

e

(I

Common Ideals

Perhaps because of the continuing work of UNESCO and other U.N.
agencied, there are common ideals tO be found in social studies courses
in the many member nations of -the United Nations. There is widespread .

emphasis on such broad ideals as citizenship education and education for
International understandihg. The proclamation of the International Year
of the Child, in 1979, highlighted the value and righte of the individual.
Environmental education has ha a strong- worldwide inflnence, encouraged
by the United.Nations and by o er supranational.agenciie, such as the
Club of Rome. \.

Multiple aims, includ rig b h cognitive and affectivesobjectives,
are frequently stressed in so etudies, perhaps as-a\result of. the
widely known woek of Benjamin Bloom and his associates. The behavioral
objectives movedent has also influenced:a number. of countries to at-

)
tempt to keep abreast of perceived changes in educational.thinking.

Common Gaps Between Ideals and Reality

Even though a United Nations declaration of human rights may be
affirmed by a national government, many violations.of rights may occur
within that country. Similarly, in schools, ideals may not be congruent
with reality; equal consideration may not be given to the rights of every'
child.

Visitors to another country are often dieected to outstanding or
model" schools (as occurred when this writer visited China) and thus
obtain a vety unbalanced view of the education system. A random sampling
of schools in any country is,likely to reveal great differences between
wealthy schools and poor schools, innovative schools and average schools,
and official'-policies 'and local realities. Educational policies in
Islamabad, Pakistan, do not seem to coiftcide with practices observ,ed In
schools in faraway Sind.13 Even in the USA there is clear evidenee that
the "new social studies" did not have the widespread impact ihat was
expected.14

The authors of a 1971 study of internationallFivic education pointed
out that "the widely'held objective of producing loyal, informed,
critical and actively participating democratic citizens was not success-
fully.attained in any countries in this study."15 In same countries (e.g.,
Israel and the USA) the investigators found strong support for the
central government but below-average support for democfatic values; in
others (e.g., the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany) there
was strong support for democratic values but below-average support for
the central government.

1 3
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Figure la

SOME POSSIBLE DIMENSIONS FOR STUDYING4
THE SOCIAL.STUDIES CROSSCULTURALLY"

1. Epistemology, Structure and Content

Phenomenological viewpoint
dominant among scholars

Common sense accepted as a major
source of social knowledge by
curriculum developers.

Teachers have confidence in the
community and their own experience
as sources of knowledge

Positivist viewpoint dominant
among scholal:s

"Knowledge must be grounded in the
academic disciplines" viewpoint
held by curriculum developers

Teachers accept scholars and
disciplines as major resources of
knowledge

1

Integrated course. lredominate

Stress on electives and plurality
of knowledges

2. Orgiaaization

Decentralization of.authority

Curricula developed at school level

Subjects predominate

Accepted core of basic knowledge
and skills Na.

Centralizaticm of authority

Curricula centrally developed

Nonstructured and nonsequential structured and sequenced

curricula curricula

Pluralistic sources of textbooks

6

Uniform national textbooks

I.



Assessment at school level

3. Aims and Values

Emphasis on the values of the
individual

1

National or state external
examinations

Emphasis on the.valuds of the
group

Emphasis on pluralistic values Emphasis on consensus and on
national statements of values

I.

Emphasis on international and Emphasis on nationalism
global values

Emphasis on affective and
aesthetic goals

4. Methods

Emphasis on intellectual and
cognitive goals

Emphasis on small-group and Emphasis on large-group,
individualized learning instruction

1 1

Emphasis on student inquiry Emphasis on teacher presentation

Many varied resources used , Limited range of resources used

7



Common Fluctuations

ahinccertainly demonstrates fluctuations very clearly. Both the

USSR and Japan have experienced periods of reaction to progressive
education, and a conservative reaction is currently apparent in a number

of countries in the Western world: The "back-to-basics" movement has

been strong in the United Kingdom, with its Black Papers,18 and in the
United States, with its emphasis on testing of basic competencies;
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand have also been strongly influenced by
these ideas. The impact of these trends on the social studies is
difficult to gauge, but one effect seems to be a movement back to

separate disciplines.17 In the early 1970s the picture looked quite the
opposite, with such countries as Sweden and England moving toward
integration by introducing courses in "social orientations" and environ-
mental studies.18

While visiting Hong Kong in 1978 I was shown an outlineaof a common-

core syllabus in social studies,19 but in mainland China the stress was
on world history., world geography, and political education.

In Australia we hakre been affected by the fundamentalist reaction

to Man: A Course of Study (MACOS), Jerome Bruner's famous (or infamous)

integrated durricaum. Conservative critics of MACOS and an Australian
project, SEMP (Social Education Materials Project), have advocated a
return to chronological history and even to "capes and bays" geography. 20

Although their numbers are very small, their voices have been loud--

largely because of the amplifying power of moduli news media. Politically,

they have succeeded in banning the use of MACOS in state schools in

Queensland.
In a 1978.report, which was based on a survey by inspectors of

schools in England, history and geography are discussed as separate
subjectsl and stress is placed on chronological sequence and geographical

skills.21 In the forthcoming UgESCO SourceboiDic on'the Teaching of Social

Studies, Stanley Wronski confirms that history and geography remain the
most prevalent separate subjects but points out that they havt been

influenced by otber disciplines.

COmmon Curriculum Concerns

Some.issues inevitably arise in discussions of education across

cultures. How do you teach children tO be good citizens rather than

disenchanted or delinquent? Teachers in the USSR raised this question.
Chinese leaders fostered rebellion during the cultural revolution, but.

during my visit in September 1978 their main objective was to keep

students working hard at their studies. Moral education is a major

concern in both Britain and Japan. In the United States there is much
8

talk of values education and citizenship education.
Education for national unity is a concern in many countries,

especially those still reacting to the colonial era. Canada, with its

Canadian studies,22 can in this respect be linked with Pakistan and its

Pakistan studies,23 as both countries struggle with identity problems.

Many countries put a high priority on instilling respect for

different ethnic and minority groups. China has a major interest ip

her minority groups. The United States, the United Kingdom, New Zealand,

Australia, Indonesia, and Singapore all emphasizt pluralism in culture

and religion. A 1978 World Council of Churches seminar looked closely

at racism in textbooks.24 The considerable impact of the women's movement

8
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in many countries is reflected in efforts to ensure that schools and
textbooki afford equal treatment for males and females. .

One growing area of interest is education for work, leisure; and
social chaAge. This issue is currently of concern primarily to the
industrial nations, but it will surely affect developing countries in the .
neai future. Such concepts ELS "coping," survival, and.living skills are
being discussed in a number of Westftn countries, And new emphasis is
being placed on career education and work.experience programs. Future
studies and studies of the impact of computers and the "information
explosion" are appearing in programs and courses in many countries.25

Common.Approaches and Methods

While it is probably true that the "banking" concept of putting
knowledge into children's heads is still widely prevalent--that teacher
talk and teacher-initiated questions and answers remain the most common
methods of teaching throughout the world,26.and that the textbook is the
major source of information27--there are indications that this situation
may be changing.. Rather than adopting a purely descriptive approach to
the social studies, many educators are making considerable use of a
problems or controversial issues approach. The Ontario Institute of
Educational Studies' Canadian Critical Issues program has made some Ilse
of the,techniques developed by Oliver and Shaver in the United States.
The Humanities Curriculum Project in Great Britain, led by Lawrence
Stenhouse, dev,eloped its own distinctive approach to controversial
issues. Some of the topics commonly investigated are urbanization and
industrialization and their consequent effects on environment and quality
of life, population problems, problems of underdeveloped or developing
countries, and issues related to human rights. There is considerable

interest in the issues of global interdependence and conflict. Many

organizations and agencies are working to promote the development of
international perspectives and concerns in teachers?as well as the
inclusion of such studies in local and national systems.28

Inquiry (or enquiry) and discovery learning are common terms in the
English-speaking. world, 'although meanings and methods vary. The inquiry
approaches to history advocated.by Edwin Fenton in the United States are
comparable to the detective work advocated in the Sdhools Council's
Project History 13-16 conducted at the University of Leeds.29 Since the

inception of these projects, there,has been some negative' reaction to
inquiry methods as part of the back-to-basics movement discussed earlier.
Nonetheless, the ideal remains prominent in many countries, including
some socialist and third-world countries. A director of a city school
system in the USSR, during a personal interview, endorsed the policy of
"making students more independent and active in their thinking, helping
them analyze and come to conclusions, working actively with their
teachers, as well as the development of a more individualized approach to
teaching"; an official directive in Pakistan state's that "curricula,
syllabi and textbooks will be revised to eliminate overloading, emphasize
learning of concepts and skills, and encourage observation), exploration,
experimentation, practical work and creative expression."3u

The use of such strategies as role play, games, and simulation is
growing despite some conservative reaction to the dangers of using role-
reversal situations with very young children. National and international
organizations are linking people wii. a common interest in simulation in
industry, commerce, public services, and education.31



cQOfl pDroachss to Cuzriculum Development

Centralized curriculum development is-probably the norm,,-particularly

in countries where nation-building is seen as a prime commitment. Major

curriculum-centers and departments exiit as part of the national education

system in the capital cities of Moscow, Colombo, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur,

Islamabad, Tokyo, and Peking. Syllabiostandardized textbooks, and other

resources are proeuced centrally and expected to be closely follaWed in

each school. Many third-wokld Countries have educational.officials who

were trained in Western countiies as well as-access to advice and assis-
4

tance from United NatiOns Develtipment Project teams and UNESCO "experts."

The use-of troth local and imported curriculum...specialists contributes to

a t4idespread view of curriculum as.something arcani tha-tiif-tafided-dowrr--

from above by those with specialized knowledge.
Many educators who recognize Opt major differences exist between and

within countries and that it is valuatile to involve many people in the

process of curriculum,development have.keen encouraging an emphasis on

school-based curriculum development.rather than on completely centralized

development. Por.example, in 1973 Australia established its Curriculum

Development Centre, which is dedicated io,,the idea of school-based rather

than centralized curriculum development.34

Common Concerns in Teacher Education

Teacher education, both preservice and inservice, faces many common

problems in different countries: What kind of.undergraduate studies of

society can best prepare teachers to -teach about society ifi schools? How

can teachers in training acquire adequate experience with the real world

of the classroom?
Inservice education is of special importance because of the'need to

retrain teachers for new concepts, courses, and methods. The Open

University in England offers "post experience" courses which symbolize

this.need for openness to experiende. The openness concept is also.of

interest in other countries that are trying to establish a concept of

continuing and lifelong education.33 Pakistan, for example, is establish-

ing an Open University on the British model. The Institu.te for Refreshing ,

Teachers in Leningrad and teacher centers throughout England and Australia

attempt to help teachets exchange ideas and pursue professional growth.

The need for continuing teacher education remains a problem in all

countries. The ambitious James Report in England was not implemented,

and there seems to be an institutional reluctance to "release" teachers

from teaching, or rather to perceive lifelong learning and curriculum

development as basic, normal, and legitimate aspects of ehe teacher's job.

Common Interest in Others

During my world travels I discovered that people in most countries

are interested in overseas trends in social educatioh. I had expected to

find an exception to this rule in China, because of its long tradition of

isolation and self-sufficiency; however, their current interest in

modernization and in learning selectively from the West has changed the

orientation of Chinese educators. In the USSR I was pleasantly surprised

to find a specialist in the small, far-off education syitem of Australia.

10
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Differences and unique features in various national educational
systems have become more difficult to identify, as a result of the
increasing degree of cultural transmission in education. The major
-differences are described below.

Differences in Wealth

There remain huge gaps between nations in regard .to the resources
which are available to them in their attempts to attain their educational
aims. For example, curriculum development by teachers is hardly possible
if they are teaching two school Sessions per day--from ear14 morning to
late evening.

There is probably a need.for research into intermediate or alter-
native technologies insocial studies education. A game which can be
fully explained in a .one-dollar teachers' manual is a very different
form of technology than a kit of resources costing $500. Keeping a set
of large photographs in every school may be preferable to buying-an
expensive film which must be borrowed from a central media eentei.--if the
teacher can'obtain a projector, if the film is available when the teacher
needs it, and if a darkened room or daylight screen is available.

Many Western projects require too much elaborate equipment io be of
widespread value,in isolated schools in poorer countries. / went to
Pakistan equipped for using slide and overhead Projectors, only to find'
that the former were extremely scarce and that the overhead projector was
a prohibifed import. I then tried using somet,inexpensive simulation
games and realized that the games wtie loaded wieh Western values and
that even the.concept of using a game as part of education was regarded
with considerable suspicion in,Pakistan.

Differences in Quality of School Life .

4

Many schools have all kinds'of equipment, and yet it is apparent to
a visitor that the quality of school life is poor. -Staff and students
may be apathetic or even in conflict, and there may-be little sense.of.
community.

Many readers may kriow the book Letter to.I.Teacher, which was
written,by the students of a poverty-stricken school in Tuscany which had
such an outstanding quality of life that its students' lives were
dramatically changed by their period in that school.34 fpeisonally
visited a rural school near Kandi in Sri Lanka in which all the science
equipment was made from local materials, yet the students did experiments .
that were so impressive that the local university professdrs came to
listen to the students report on theLk findings. A positive and optimis-
tic spirit seemed to prevail in that sEhool under the leadership of its
principal, Leonidas James.

We need many more studies of good schools in order to find out what.
criteria can best be used to evaluate the quality of school life, just as
the task of finding out what qualities mark a good teacher needs to
continue.35 Such studies require clear insights into cultural differences;
otherwise some very ethnocentric value judgments may be made a.out schooli
and teachers.

I)
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Di ter. in Attit dos To rdteLi f Social Pe uasion

Many couitries are still worlds apart in their attitudes toward the

role of the state and the legitimacy of social persuasion as a form of

*social education. In Western democracies, propaganda is generally seen

as a bad thing and as being quite distinct from education. /n socialist

states, and in social systems where iational or religious values are

given high priority relative to individual or small-group values, social

persuasion is perceived As being a legitimate part of the education

system. Im..auch_countries as levryaand_lanzania, for_examole, definite__
statements of national goals have been formulated, and it is expected

that_schools will help to educate people toward these goals.36

Weste -teitthoutts-somettaes-characterize---teeend--and _

leaders as "dictators" or make other opprobrious camments based 411

(often unstated) political-or-cultural-values._,A_textbook needs to be .

read and critiqued by people from the,country described befOre it is

'published; alternatively, the writer should try to explain his or her

biases and identify the sources of the.evidence used to make general-.

izations about the country. Very little of this kind of international

review of textbook manuscripts seems to be occurring as yet. In Japan,

the International Society for Educational Information works to correct

such stereotypes and preconceptions. United States educators have also

cooperated with overseas educators on studies of accuracy and stAreotypes

A 1969 analysis of how texts from .31 ether nations treat the hfaitory of

the United States is quite revealing.37.

Differences in Attitudes Toward the Legitimacy of Social Activism

At an idternational conference in Northern Ireland, one Northern

Irish delegate suggested that-schools in his country were unique because,

rather than aiming at bringing society-into the school, their greatest

need was to keep'society out of the school. Such a view is in contrast

to the philosophy behind the Parkway School in Philadelphia or the Swin-

burne 'Community Sbhool in Milbourne, where,the goal is to make school and

society,inseparable.38 This has long been an aim .of many educatars in

the United States, but there may be a gap between the ideal and the

reality.
In Northern Ireland some citizenship projects had to be abandoned

because of'objections from parents. In Sydney, Australia, projects

conducted by ecology action groups in schools have had,a surprising

impact on specific ecological problems in the community. In New Guinea,

the secondary Social Science Curriculum Project has on occasion actually

influenced parliamentary legislation. In the Federal Repqlic of Germany,

education far pillitical participation is widely discussed.J7

Differences. in Attention Devoted to Individualization of Instruction and

Specific Learning Difficulties

In many douritries of the world, because of economic reasons,

ideolog,ical considerations, or Lack of knowhow, little consideration

is given to individualizing instruction. In China, for example, there

is little recognition of the concept of special learning difficulties.

Although special.arrangements were made for grossly handicapped students,

other learning difficulties were seen as being resolvable by greater

student application or better classroom teaching. IL some countries
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individualised instruction mean:s that all pupils do the sal thing but
work at their own paces.. It others, there are flirted ailie and/or the . ,4.,4.

recognition that different means.can lead to th same goal.- Individualized
instruction, im particular computer-assisted learning,

)
is perhaps a

thluxury.which many nations consider ey can not afford 11 ntil more in-

-expensive techniques are devised.
,..

. What Common Problems Do We Share?

The following uncertainties, problems,- confusions, and cries for
assistance cambe heitd from 86cl-el AtUditt educators in many countriet.

,

. The Scope and Nature of Our-task

S.

Our inability to reach a consensus about a term for the fiele reflects
the .uncertainMoLsoclal_studies educators about the scopeand nature If
our task, despite a common feeling that we are.all involved:in the same
business.

History, geography, government; and-, more récenfly, economics are
well-estiblished school subjects, but what about interpersonal relations,
religion, Morality, mental health, and sex? Are they normal and legiti-

mate aspects of social .study? What are the borderlines between science,
technology, art, music, literature, and studies of society? Can we drop
traditional subject titles and reseate the curriculum in terms of broad
realms of meaning: "Ecological Survival,"."The Search for Personal
Values," "Living in an Urban Setting," etc.?

Is the task of the social studies educator.a'passive one, concerned
simply with transmitting'a 4istillatton of existing.disciplineli to young
people, or is it an sctive.and creative task that involvesnot only
selecting and reinterpreting existing knowledge but-also generating new,
knowledge?. Can students and teachers work together (for'example; on a
particular social issue) and also work with people.in the community who
can provide them with insights and understanding about human-experience
(for example, how to survive mentally and physically during a period of
enforced unemployment)?

Should a student of the social studies be concerned not only about
product but also about process--how people learn to gather relevant
knowledge for socth living, utilize'that knowledge to,live in society,
and, if desired, change that society? To what extent should a skills
emphasis balance or reduce a content emphasis?

-If these are tile complex tasks of social studies educators', then
eveiywhere ttieit profile is too low and they need to perceive theaselves
afresh ad a'significant body of profesAionals who need the benefit.of
international contacts. Such issues point to the need for adequately
comprehensive models of the talk of the social studies educator, a few
of which are beginning to appear.40

The LaL,Between New Knole.edge and Old Teaching

The cdthRlexity df the social studies task emphasizes the need for.
continuing edtication in both societal .and educational studies. Alert

educators may read extensively, watch televi.sion docuffientaries, and in
some societies traftl widely, but they still need to regularize this

process by building a process of continuing education into the basic

structure of their profession. Teachers need continuous inservice

(3



education as a part of their norial dutieS. They need continuous inter-

tettosimith siset4 thiflksri antiVittialtabatt SO vell:acwith thosOlotose:
main interest is in, educational research.

The Britiih Opin. University has developed an interesting course,
"Underdtanding Society," Which asks such basic. questions as-"Why do

peop1e live in society?," provides five social science viewpoints to..
help people answer .-these questions, and uses conceptslike aftielitation

---and conflict to explore such contemporary problems as the population

-7'N'ikplosion. These courses reach,a wide audience by means of television
*td written publications, end many teacherware enrolled in them.
iihather-tbe-Atinets'are primarily:ins-rested-in growing professionally--

-Arid as persons or in improving their qualifications for"promotion.ls an

interesting but unresolved question.

-The Best Strategies_for Curriculum Innovation

reetraints on .curriculum innovation,

particularly in centralized educational systems, and.Many educators

would weldame belp in trying to change-established patterns of thinking

and behavior. 41 Alihough there is considerable literature on this

subject.in Western countries, every world situation is.unique, and

specific-sociological studies are required to analyze the innovation

proceas in any particular social and educational setting.42 Curriculum

specialists probably need toseek more advice fram students of social

change and organizational development. The Centre for Educational .

Research-4nd Innovation has been 'very interested in curriculum change,

and its workshops have_brought together educationists from tany countries

to share these commort problems.43, The World Council for Curriculum and

Instruction, with headquarters at Bloomington, Indiana, ii another group_

that works in.this area.
One basicAmethod'of innovation has been through resehrch and develop'

ment projectsusually funded by government sources, perhaps augmented

by yrivate foUndations--which sYend large sums a money to prepare

packages of ideas and resources for dissemination, often by private :

publishers. A large nwpber of such projects were mounted in the United

States during the.era 6i the "new social studies."44 The United Kingdom

has had its Nuffield and Schools Council projects. Australia speht some

$2 millionon its Social Education Materials.Projedt (SENP). HoWever,

the project trend seems to have passed its zenith..

One valuable by-product of.such projects'was increased interest in

evaluation, which is now seen ad a basic part of all curriculum efforts.

Eviluatot's cooperate across continents, and.there has .been fruitful

interaction between evalaatorS in Sweden, England, the USA, New Zealand,

Australia, and Canada.45 Of course, for the many countries-who are
strugglingAust to,provide basic education, research and develoOment

projects are a:luxury they cannot afford.

The Problem of Assessment and Examinations

Examinations are a sOUrce of anxiety to both students and teachers,

and to an increasing degree Ehey are an obstacle to educational freedom,

self-determination, and creativity. Reduced job opportunities in-this

posttechnological age may increase examinaLion and grading presUres
.

even further.

.
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Such professions as medicine and engineering usually have high
entry qualifications and limited access to training facilities, thus
helping to perpetuate competitive examination systems. University
entrance requirements tend to have an inordinate inauence on general
education in many countries. In some colonial and formerly colonial
countries students stilk take examinations based on another culture; for
example, African children have been observed being.dAlled on England's
Wars of the Roses. Such requirements seem inexcusable.

In all zountries, educators are struggling with the problem of how
to find out whether they are achieving the rather wide range of objectives
which they have established. It is one thing to state affective objectives
,and another thing to measure growth in attitudes, feelings1 and sotial °

behaviors. There are Many "cries for help" on this issue.46

The Development of Genuinely Intercultural Curricula.and Resources

Many curriculum materials and textbooks are ethnocentric Or contain
images that are misleading or oversimplified. For example, textbooks
from Indonesia, Mexico, the USSR, Malaysia China, and Japan contain very
"sheepy" images of.the highly industrialited and urbanizedc6untry of
Australia. The writers should have condulted Australians when they wrote
the books.

Although some interesting elective courses in intercultural studies
exist, there is a need for what John Carpenter calls "the intercultural
imperative"--a view of intercultural education 49 an essential, not
merely an enriching, element of basic education.°

World travel is becoming a widespread phenomenon. Travel is
becoming increasingly possible to.formerly remote or closed countries.
Satellite television transmission_of _eyeatsgrows on an international
scale. Such trends create a need for education in intercultural communi-

,

cation, and this field is now attracting increasing world interest and
increasing academic research.48

The Best Ways to Store and Retrieve Risources

As is the case in,oiher fields of knowledge, the vast amount of
information in the social studies is extremely difficult to handle. In
the United 'States, the federally supported ERIC (Educational Resources
Information Center) system has made a major contribution to this task.
The ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education (ChESS)
at Boulder, Colorado, is one of 16such centers which gather and store
data and try to keep educational specialists in touch with trends in
their fields. ERIC data are now available in Australia, and local
resources are added to the.U.S. data. However, ERIC/ChESS is by no means
a comprefiensive international communications network; much activity in
the social studies throughout the world is not introduced into the ERIC
system. Additionally, because of financial limitations, a number of
items from the United States are not yet incorporated into the system,
nor has it-been possible, to enter references from years before-ERIC was
established.

This large-scale enterprise, which is mainly concerned with
information storage and retrieval, is-in some ways more manageable than
the task facing individual institutions as they try to handle multimedia
materials and deVelop systems for storing information to answer the many
questions which students ask during the course of their studies of
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society..abiajor University libraries in the United States are still
dividing printed letter frOl ludLovilUal tatiritleIst th. WO are Often
part of one integrated. package. Boxes of useful materials can be fou.nd
sitting unused in classrooms and libraries in many countries because no
one is,available to classify them or to make them quickly.accessible to
teachers.

Theri is much discussion og resource centers,49 and some,interesting
techniques of'informtion'retrieval are being devised," but space, staff,
and money for managing multimedia resources are still lacking. in many
schools and colleges, even in rich countries.

The Most Valuable Lines of Research

_
.

The United States is probably again unique-in-thehuge-number of
theses its scholars have produced in the social studies field. While,
from a practical vidWpoint,.there is doabt as to the worth of many.of
these and other studies (as.well as a general uncertainty about,the major
-resiatch needs in the social studies), interested rdsearchers can now
review much of this production, in abbreviated font, gor themselves.51
'A worldWide survey'of research in progress in the social studies would
be of considerable inteiest t6 researchers for themselves and might
stimulate cross-culturalretudies on such topics as children's develop-

ment of social concepts.'
,

What Evidences of Cammunication Exist?
a

Communication-in Research

The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement's Civic Education in Ten Countries project is onekexample of .

a highly sophisticated-study which demonstrates the possibilities, and

some of the 4alues, of international cooperation in educational research.53

After completing a cross-cultural sgu4y of children's mathematics
knowledge, the IEA .entered the difficult area of civic education, an
effort which required measuring both the cognitive and the affective
aspects of.political socialization. Developing an effective evaluation
instrument was'a major task in itself.54 Unfortunately, because of-
limited resources, questionnaires wire-the on,1y source of data, although
the team would have liked to observe classrooms and interview studenti
and parents.

The report of the project accomplishes the-difficult task of defining
the subject areas .cross-nationally. It then disCusses the methodological
problems encountered in conducting such a survey, provides a picture of
students' civic knowledge and attitudes at three age levels, tries to
assess the relative impacts of home and school, and then seeks to select
particular aspects of school and society and relate them to the affective
and cognitive outcomes.of civic education.

The findings are based on the responses in 1971 of more than 30,000
10-year-olds, 14-year-olds, and preuniversity students in the Federal
Republic of Germany, Finland, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, the Nether-
lands, New Zealand, Sweden, and the United States. Although cognitive
differences were substantial,'civic attitudes were revealed to be
strikingly similar across countries. 'One important conclusion of the
researchers was that specific classroom practices were less important than

what is often called the "classroom climate." They reported that "more
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kacwlsdgeable, less afahoritarlan, and more intsFested stHeitts came .frbm
choolo utters thoy wore sotaimisod to have frei'discussions and to sprits
their opinion in class. But students who reported having frequent
political discussions with teachers were not hecessarily more democratic
in their attitudes."55

Communication About Development Projects

This is a question of considerable interest- and on which much
research is needed: Do overseas.projects from wealthy countries stifle
or stimulate local curriculum development? Do they carry with them the

values of the originating culture in ah unstated form?
Consider, for example, the NACOS project. It required a huge

expenditure to develop, on a scale perhaps only possible in the USA. It'

was propagated by means of experiential teacher training workshops, and

its materials could be sold Only to schools where there mere accredi d

teachers. (In at least one cake in Australia the'concept of its being
"unfinidhed curriculum" worked very well, and a local MACOS-type unit w s
produced.56) Because of the high cost of the materials, relatiyely few
schools and systems were able to purchase them. MACOS.finally.provoked
a major backlash in the Unite&States frail fundamentaliit Christian
groups who objected to iti "humanistic" philosophy, same of its methods

and the use of public funds in its production.
The High School Geography Project (HSGP), another a the "new soc al

studies" efforts imthe United States, was different from MACOS. Its
designers incLuded people from countries other than the USA.. Its subje t

matter was less controversial. Its diffuiion did not require inservice
training. ,Groups in the Federal Republic of Germany, Israel, Hong Kong,
and Finland developed units based on the HSGP materials, and a number of
other*countriei, in which geography was an established subject famong
them Australia, New Zealand, Canada, England, Scotland, Brazil, and
Singapore)t benefited from the teachi'ng approaches modeled in the
materials.7

The products of the Schools Council in England have also spread to
other countries, albeit mainly those with British links. Although MACOS

took root in England, the Humanities Curriculum Project could not be
transplanted successfully to the USA, nor did it catch on in,Australia.
Perhaps its materlals were too culture specific, or perhaps the British
publishing firm did not have adequate distribution outlets abroad;
publishers clearly play.an important role in the communication process.

Communication in Professional Associations t

*-

The United States has in educational infrastructure which encourages
state and national educationtl organizations, conferences, and journals.
Other countries do not have such a'tradition nor such strong support
systems. Furthermore, there appears to be no move.as yet toward an
international communications netwetk in the social studies.

Dare we suggest the possibility'of an international association
for the social studies? Possibly the time is not yet ripe, but this
fullness of time will only come by ongoing dialogue and research. The
initiative probably should come from a group of educationists from a
variety of countries, rather than from just one country. Preliminary

work would involve making a list of all national associations in the
field of social education (including those in history, geography,
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economics, psycholdky, and politics), eiiin if they are tot yet linket to
**memos endial studiesorganiesties within their own countries. A
UNESCO-based conference.pight perhaps be a usefdl trigger for some kind
of linkage of associaeions aqd indtviduals.

UNESCO has alreAdy taken an important step toward international
communication with its forthcoming.sourcebooks On geography and the
tocial st9dies. Although these *boat-required long and careful-planning,
they dIllatrate (Abe possibilities of dialogue and of cooperation in the
social studies field.

..
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2. Social Studies in Australia

Education for a Multicultural' Industrialized Society
I '

By David Dnfty '

4

.A,

.
David Geoffrey'Dufty is senior lecturer in the Depairtaent of Edua

cation at the University of Sydney, Australia, where he also toOk his-

bachelor's and master's degrees. He holds a Ph.D. from StanfOrd Unia

versity in. social.studies'education. Dulty has taught at several
teacher-training colleges and has a number of years' experience as a
secondary school teacher, including a Fulbright ExChange in the United
States. Nis prime interest is in the field Of intercultural knd Asian
studies, and he has been director of an intercultural studies project 4

at SydneyUniversIty. He has traveled widely in Asia and has served as
eiconsultant in social studies for UNESCO and ii several South Vaclf4c.
and Asian-countries. ufty Is author, coauthor, and/or editor of
Teaching About Society, The Development Dilemma: Guidelines f:Jr Devel-

opment Studies, Historians at Work: ltediscovering and Recreating the

Past, Seeing It Their Way: Guidelines tO Intercultural StUdies, and

Japan: Four Frames for Inquiry.

* . *

When traveling in other countries,,it is interesting.to gather
social studies textbooks which make reference to your own country.
Books referring to.Australia have a distinctive pattern: descriptions
and photographs of wide open spaces, kangaroo's, sheep, cattle, tribal
Aborigines, and finally a reference to modern indUstry and cities.
Books from Asian countries often refer to the "White Australia Policy."
Photographs dre.often Of rather ancient vintage.1

What is Australia really like? "Reality" obviously depends on one's
perceptions of the world, eipecially those parts with which Zne is
familiar. Tourists are still guided into the "outback" and shown sheep,
kangaroos, and Ayers Rock, and thus have their stereotypes confirmed.
They will, however, eventually arrive in Sydney or Melbourne, or Perth or
Brisbane, and at that point they should realize that Australia is a very
*urbanized country with considerable secondary and tertiary industry.
Computerization and other technological developments are transforming
these industries, resulting in a,highly mechanized production system--in
which, at the time of writing, almost half a million people were unemployed.
Rural industries fluctuate greatly in accordance with world markets, but
whatever their export value they do not employ large numbers of people.

Few tribal Aborigines still live nomadic lives, Although an effort
is being made to preserve traditional ways. Uranium has been discovered
in tribal lands, with unknown consequences. Many Aborigines live as
fringe dwellers,in white towns and suffer from white men's diseases and
prejudice. Others live in cities; among them are social activists who
work for Aboriginal rights through literature, drama, and political
pressure.
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a
White Australle le no longer the ofticial policy, and.-there are'

ttssstn$' aabsxs of S.is, *pints s.., tactual* VistuesscrOusess,
However, European migrants have recetved fieimors encourigeMe4-tO dome

toAustralia than Asian migrants. Many new migrants came froi non-

. English-speaking eountries;;moWthan 20 percent of all Australtant,
were born overseas, and more than 15 percent of theie regularly lige a

language other than -English. To a growing number of :people, the-major.. :

goal for these migrants is not assimilation but.the creation of a multi-

cultural society, n which the many'cultures represented are mutually

respected and their cultural heritages, including languages, are-taught
in schools:

.TraditiOnal ties:with the United Xingdom have weakene0.1inks with
the USA remain very strong, but Japan is Australiee number one trading
partner. Australia's future is also closelitied. to relationships with
the coUntries of Southeast Asia. There is,substantial investment in

Australia by overseas countries and transnational corporations. One .

Still hears talk of a republic, and Australians still experience'some

.confusion as to who they are, where their loyalties liei and what their

future destiny.is..
A growing interest in matters other than trade and politics is

evident. .The Sydney Opera House and the Adelaide and Perth festivals

symbolize the interest.in,all the performing.arts in Australia. Nobel-

prize-winner Patrick. White has made many people in other countries
more aware of the wristence of an Australian literature; White's' work

has now been translated into Japanese. The visual arts have a long and

varied tradition; music, drama-, ballet, and film are all being fostered

by federal grants, by the creation of new-tertiary courses, and by

increased,public support. A "Life: Be.in It" eampaign,is being conducted
in order to lift the public interest above drinking, gambling, and

television watching, which remain major leisure interestS.

7he EducatiOnal Setting

According to the Australian constitutiOn, education is the task of

state, not federal, governmen.; local government has no say in education.-

'Because the Commonwealth government controls most takation and revenue,

however, in,reality it is extremely influential in education. There now

exists a .Commonwealth Department of Educatioivalong with increasing.

Commonwealth activity in education.
The Tertiary Education Commission now controls overall policy and

expenditures related to universities and colleges of advanced education.

A Committee on Technical and Further Education has been created at the

national level. The,Schools Commission Was established with the objec-
tives of bringing about greater equalityNin Australian education, involv-

ing the community in educational programs, and stimdlating innovation in

education.2 The Curriculum Development Centre has many important projects

in operation.3 Nonetheleis, state government, through'state education
departments and public boards of education, is still a major force in
Australian education.. All states have a tradition of centralized
education which is drawn from Scottish models but whose development is

.closely related to such local factors as the dominance of the capital

cities and the lack of population in rural regions. .'
There is pluralism in education, as well as in population; Australia

has a strong tradition of private-school'education--in particular, a
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large system of Catholic education. Nis tradition his been fostered by
C.

aid.to private schools from Commonwealth funds. Syllabi have traditionally
been designed by &momittees Of state departments or boards.and.handed
down to schools for implementation, aided..by teams of inspectors.
Senior-school syllabi have been (laminated by university.requirements--an
influence which has repercussions right down td the primary school. .

Education iin Australia ha's changed significantly in recent years.
Some freedoms and innovations have actually been stimulatectfrom above;

ministers; senior officials, arid state boards have macie statements about
the importance of individual schools' developing their own aims and
designing their own ,curricUla, assisted only tiy departmental guidelines
and.by advisers from curriculum branches. The degree of change and
decentralization varies fram state to state,'with Victoria the'earliest

.
and most "progressive",of the states. .The AUstralian Capital Territory,
however, has a new and strongly community-based dystem under development.
"Progressive".trends have stimulated 'vigorous public debate in Australia,
as they have in-other nations; there is evidence of a Conservative back-
lash and of a demand for a return to greater emphasis on basic literacy
and numeracy and'greater use of public examinations.

In September 1975 the Curriculum Development Centre. cosponsored a
major conference, "Curriculum Development Styles andfitructures for
Australian Needs," during which major discussion was focused on "involving

teachers, parents, and students in the ongoing process of curriculum
development:" This topic has.continued to be a major theme in Australian
educational discussions. However, such discussions must-inevitably be of
merely academic interest; given the cbuntry's overwhelming problems
caused by technological change and its resulting implications for employ-
tante. ln Australia, as In.other industrialized nations, thousands of

young people are leaving school with no job prospects. Vocational train-

ing tends to be characterized:by rigid selectionOind many graduates of

professienal and technical courses cannot find work. A number of agencies

are attempting to help unemployed youth learn how to present themselves
to employers and maintain their socialization for the worfd of work during

long periods of unemployment. There is much talk of the need to provide.
survival and living skills to both students and adults and *of the need to
make schoql curricula, social education,:and continuing education more
appropriate. far tomorrow's world.5

The Social Studies: An Overview

Australia inherited fhe traditional.studies of history and geography
through its British Aarentage. Moral education and civics were also
taught, usually-by. reference to such great men as the Eliiabethan and

Victorian heroes who helped establish the British Empire. "Social studies"

emerged in the 1940s, primarily via the British progressive tradition.
The term referred originally to new integrated courses in primary.schools

and subsequently to integrated courses in secondary schools. The term social
studies vas never used as a generic term for the social studies subjects,

as it has been in the United States, and secondary social studies courses

were often perceived as,being designed for average or dull students ho
lacked the interest and ability to cope adequately with the traditional

disciplines.6 These disciplines continued to provide the major bases of

the social subjects. Economics was added in the senior school to history
and geography, and commerce courses appeared in the junior schgol--
perhaps reflecting a cerftain pragmatism in the Australian tradition of

social education.
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In 1907 a significent conference was-held id 4401b'ouroe,,at which

'there wairlitileW40Witax4ViiiitIft the need for Mermen* tn social
education and in particular-of the need to iitroduCe new,insights from
the.other social.sciences, espe4ally sociology, into the-school: cirtic-

ulu4.P .There-was some talk of establishing a national association for'.
.toward encouraging the

ite
social studies, but.th major thrust was

riOUs stete ministers of education to prtes'the 'federal government to
-i

provide funds.for a national social_soiance.cOmml.ttee and-for nationally
funded research and development work in sociel science education.' ;

'Alter slow progress, the National Committee-on SoCial Science Teach-
ing was created. The NCSST si,onsored workshops, commissioned research
projects, and published reports and a newsletter. It then launched a
major effort known it the'Social Education Materials Project-(SEMP):
Although this project also tried to serve the'intereste of:history and
geography teachers, its basic focus wit on neglected areas of an inter-
disciplinary nature: comMunity study, the-consumer in society, decision-
making processes and government, family, people.and change, race and
ethnic relations, social control and-conflict., and urbanism.8

Ste was amexpeneive. project, costing $1.5 million, and it deserves
careful stitdy and evaluation. From,the outset there were political 4

prob1eM6, since the team coordinator (the term director was intentionally
avoided) had to work with six state education syetems as yell As with J

notistate schools. Some teams generated considerable community respdfise;
others remained relatively inward'lOokIng.- Because the teams were made

up of classroom teachers, there was far less itholarly input-to.SEMP than

was the case with the U.S. "new social studies" projects. When publi-
Cation time came, problems arose in regard to production andsdesign, and

much.of this work was completed afuer team metbers had mOved on to other

jobs. Although private publishers were invited to bid for the baterials,
markets.are small in Australia--especially for materials not geared io a .

particular syllabus. Prices of the umV products are high, and the
response from schools tips not been as strong as anticipated. The evalu-

ation of this project is continuingi and it may_provide models for other
development-activities gven if there is some doubt abut the market-
ability of its own,products.

Federdl money has also been spent, on hundteds of small=scale*projects
and on inserviCe workshops at the school, regional, and ptate levels.

Grants.for such activities have been aVailahle from the Schools''Commission,
the National Committee on Social Science Teaching, and the Currilculum

Development, Centre. 9ne problem in this tegard is that innovations in

one school aie 'mit adequately communicated to other schools, and in any

case it is difficult to replicate an idea without the original inputs of

money and creative enthusiasm.9
The Curriculum Development Centre, which eventually took- over SEM?,

also launched ten new efforts in response to suggestions and proposals

from.interested. groups, Including teachers' organizations: (1) A. multi-

media kit on Aboriginal Australians in North Eastern Arnhem tand,

a study of children's geographical concepts, (3) a study of the national

estate, (4) .an electoral education kit, (5) a high school education law
project, (6) A "Pacific Circle" project, (7) projects in the field of

multicultural education, (8) a consumer education study group, (9) an

environmental education project, and (10) a foreign affairs kit.

Meanwhile the various state departments continued to introduce
innovations in the social studies subjects. All states have integrated

social studies courses at the.primary level. Queenhland's course owes

.
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much--perkaps too.much--to the Tabs Curriculum Project f;pm the United
States.' New South Wales has'diveloped a guidelines document baled on'
Piaget and Bruner which puts considerable stress on valuing, feeling,
ahd dcting, as well as on thinking. In Victoria there is a strong
emphasis on electives and alternatives, and the departmentally developed
social studies program its only one of sevetal alternatives. Tasmania is
the only state to have developed an artidulated sOcial science program
which extends from kindergarten through to the tenth grade in the secon-
dary achoo1,11 but Western Australia is well adVanced in planning such a
program, and Sovth Australia has.recently developed draft guidelines fo'r
grades 1 to 714

At the secondary level the subject-discipline tradition is still
strong. Geography has perhaps been the most vigorous of the social
subjects in recent yearsi although some decline has recently occurred in
Victoria and South Australia. Geography teachers were the first to form
a national association, and the state and national publications of that
group reflect the high, level of thinking in geographical education and
the efforts of geography teachers to show that geographYbroadly con-
ceived and well taught--can be a valuable form of social edoication.13
There is also a national association of history teachers whieh has also
been active in designing new courses and developing new media in an
effort to offset any decline of interestain history as a form of social
study.14 Although history course§ have traditionally been oriented
toward isJestern Europe, most states now give some attention to Asian
history! Commerce ana -economics teachersv also very active in Australia,
have found sone support from the business community, especially in
Victoria'.15 There is an'Australasian Commercial and Economic Teachers
Association, andnational trends are evident toward new developments in
consumer and lawrelated education.

Tension still exists between.supporters of tradltional social sub
jects and supporters of integrated courseseven in Tasmania and Western
Australia, whereintegrated courses form .a core study in the junior high
schOol. At the senior'level, geography, history, and economics pre
dominate, although a course.i,n politics is popular in Victoria, and
various new courses have emerged in 'the Australian Capital Territory, 4
which gives considerable autonomy to individual schools. Ih South
Australia, a social education committee is working to ensure cooperation
between educators involved in thesocial studies, health'education,
religious education, consumer education, ,career education, legal studies,
environmental education, and Aboriginal stuciles.16

One person who has had a significant influence on elementary.social
studies in Australia is Norman Baker, formerly an inspector of schools
in the St. George district of Sydney. Baker, who eraveled to:the United
States'in the early l970s, helped introdUce such programs as the Taba
social studies curriculum, the Lippitt and Fox Social Science Inquiiy
program, the Senesh Working World programand, most significantly, Mari:
A Course of Study (MACOS). Federal funds have supported workshops for
the dissemination of these ideas. Publishers and leading educators from
the United States also played an important role.17

Although the U.S. programs undoubtedly have helpediteachgrs, make
their classroom teaching morg Varied and interesting, their popularity
does reflect the lack of initiative on the part-of--and lack of support
for--Australian curriculum developers. On 'the other hand, some teachers
have beln stimulated by these programs to develop their own resources,
using some of the theory and techniques of the overseas projects.
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Inspired by MACOS, Margaret Simpson, a teacher in.Noxpan Baker's
inspectorate, developed a unit. onitherigines, .11People of Abe Weetklen
Desert," which was based on catliful research and thorough field testing.'

The unit generated strong nega ive -reaction from conservatives, as mcps

bad done in,the ITnited State,. A nutber of conservative Australianif

began an onslaught on MACOS' SMP, and People of the Western Desert. By

"the use of skillful lobbying, grOup of Queeneland fundamentalists

0-ucceedeti ii_Persuadint-theit èonservative state government to investi-

gate bothi MACOS and SEMP as being dangerous influentes. Although there

was no comparable. response to People of the Western pesert in other
stated; some conservatives in other states attacked 11ACCIS ,end StMP.

Further criticismof People of die Western Desert came from 84Mt

Aboriginal people themselves, elthough otherdAborigines were highly .

supportive of the unit.. Many tommunity and educational groups actively

topposed the MACOS and SEMP critics, among-them spokespersons oi the

Catholic church. An education department committee appainted to itwesti -

gateMACOS in New South Wales found no case for"its 'being withdrawn irbm

schools.18
.

Intercultural and Multicultural Studies -

Traditionally, Auserilian students studied British history in ,

addition to Australian history as A.derivative Of Eritishjlistory.' They .

also studied tbe British Empire and were made,aware of the "benefits"-

brought to' Aitica and India by its heroicsexplorers,.administratorp, and

missionariee. Studervi were taught that Captain'took "distsoveree

Australia, or at least its east.coast, in 1770, and that GOvernor Phillip

commenced the "first settlement" in 1788. They sang "God Save.the Queen"

(or King), and theY were socialized.te, give their life to helvthe

inotherldnd and.to defendAustralia from "yellow" and otherlperils.

Today, students still sing "Advance Australia Fair," ihd the queen's

picture can-be seen in many schools, but profound changes *aye taken

plade in-the curricula-. In all states a major effort is being Made tt.,

ensure that there are intercultural and multicultural dimensions'in the

curriculum. (The term...intercultural implies awareness of other ways of

life and other world views; it'draws examples from many parts of-the

world, especially Asia)9 The term multicultural implies awareness of

the pluralistic nature of Australian society; it requires not onlyr

cultural study of.the lands from which Migrants .come but also study of

the languages of migrants.) A government document known as the "Galbally

Report" specifically states that "every person shouid be able to.maintain

his or her culture without prejudice or disadvantage and should be

encouraged to understand and embrace other cultures."20

The emphasis on intercultural stildies is illustrated by.the creation

in 1966 of an elective-Asian social studies course in New South-Wales,

lsecondary schocils, partly in response to public demandjor the inclusion

of'the study of Asia in the curriculum. The objectives of this course,

which were somewhat foreign to Australian tradition, included seeing

Asian history from Asian as well as Western viewpoints, appreciating

Asian arts, and learning to communicate wiel people who are different.21

After being tested in two schools with sympathetic principals and.

enthusiastic teachers, the course gained in popularity and is now studied

annually by some 20,000 students. The innovation process.was facilitated

by the support of a group of Australian teachk:rs who had traveled in Asia
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, and by the Commonwealth-sponsored Asian Studies Coordinating Committec,-
which sUpported ths development of writtelvand audiovisual resources;'
sponsored language programs, and piovided travel grants tip teadhers.
Qantai Airways helped by providing inexpensive audiovisual materials on
Asian families.22 .

In71979 the newiimpetus in schools is toward instilling recognition
of,therethnic'diversity of the population tn New South Walos and Ametralia.
Culturbi studies now extend eot only to Asia but also to Greece, Italy,
Turkey, Vietnam, and other'countries frotwhich.migrants have4pome.
Travel-grants have been provided for teachers to.visit and.teach in these
.copntrias in order to acquire firsthand.knowledge of their'cultures and
linkuages. Classes are being offered In many languages; there is much.
diicussioncof the importance of language maintenance and bilingualism.
CoMmudity pressure groups have kept.the.issues before the public. All in

all, ihe schools.are undergoini a gradual process of change, as the ola
concepts of integration and assimilation are iejected and new concepts of'
pluralism and'interaction take their place.

,A
' Concludidg Comments

i

In 1976 the.coeditdr of this book, Richard Gross, spent a period as
a iislting professor at Monash University and visited'various parts of '

Australia,. His major.criticidms of the social studies in Australia
referred.to"the lacicota full scope and sequence of social studies
offerings ihrbUghout all the years of schooling and to the lack of
itructureci guidelines in.the primary schools. Gross found these
deficiencies to be eipecial* evident in the big states of New South
Wales andyictoria; Tasmania,. Western Australia, and South Australia
seemed to have devbted much more thought to scope and sequence in
programs of s9cial education. ,

, ;

Gro'ss also.pointed out that Australian teachers need to become more
fully aware of overseas projects., Even SEMP.is still not widely used,
probably in part because of the increasing costs of multimedia materials.
In Western Australia and Tasmania, many resources are produced by the
state goveinments--a practice which raises questions about 1.te dangers,

of centralization and conformity. .

'#

.The p"roducts of the Victorian Secondary Social Sciencp Project,
although developed by the state education department, are:very adventur-
ous.23 The Victorians also produce an'excellent journal, "Study of

I(Society," which is sponsored by the Curriculum Developme t Centre; this
publication is the nearest thing to an Australian national journal in the
field of,integrated social studies.24 :

As a broadly accepted concept, socia Jtudies ed4ation still does
not exist in tile minds of many Australian teachers, despite some efforts

to protote the concept. 25 Many geography and historir educators seem
convinced that; if taught by interested and well infOrmed teachers, these
subjects represent adequate bocial education. At die secondary level, in
most states except Tasmania and Western Australia,:history, geography,

commerce, and economics account for a major part of time spent on studies
,

of society.
However, there is a growing interest in-the core curriculum26 as

well as in legal education,27 consumer education, career education,
environmental education, personal development, health education, drug
education, and general programs in "living skills."28 It is clear to
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many'educators that the traditional social subjects are not adequate for

social education, ahd that Australians will need to do a lot more thinking

'about the nature of essential learning about society in a changing world.49
-
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Social Studies in Brazil

Social Education by Decree

4

By Rosemary G. Messick

Rosemary Q. Messick is on the staffvf San Jose (California) State
University. She has served as visiting professoi at the Federal Uni-
versity of Rio'de Janeiro and has woiked in Brazil,as a consultant to the,

Ministey, of Education and Culture and as a Peace Corps Volunteer. .

Messick has written a secondary-level text, Brazil and Rising_Expectatiens---

(Prentice-Hall, 1974), and sections-on-Braz±-1--in elementary social
studiea-ser-i-es-to--bit-i-rublished by McGraw-Hill. In Brazil she was a

member of a teacher educational materials publishing team. . In the .

United-States her writing centers-on pedagogy in the area of social

studies. She is*coauthor of a new textbook in social studies methods
published by John Wiley, Social Studies for Our'Times.

The interpretation of the term democracy in Brazil has created
semantic and political confusion. This type of confusion, born of the
joining of idiosyncratic meanings with the tradition of centraliZed
decision making, is typical of much .of the current social education
scene in Brazil. There seems to be a conflict between the centrally
decreed educational legislation that defines social education and what
is generally said to be desired, understood, and practiced. To better
understand this conflict, one must understand the current social environ-

ment in Brazil and its traditions..

Social invironment and Tradition

During the last 15 years Brazilians have been \kielped by the

Revolutionary Government, which took office in 1964,\to change their

national self-image. Ambitious government investmene\programs in indus-

trialization and national unification have been undertaken. These

programs were designed by federal planners and encouraged throughout the'

country via extensive government-sponsored campaigns. Brazilians. no

\n

longer see themselves as citizens of the "sleeping giant' or the "land

of tomorrow." Man still believe that God is Brazilian a d Catholic,

but with an almost Puritan twist: They now feel that God will help
Brazil because Brazilians are helping their country develop. All levels

of society share a nationalism that is the cornerstone of regime

maintenance.
And Brazil has changed markedly. Once a stagnant, agricultural/

extractive, import-dependent economy, Brazil now has an economy that is

diversified and technologically complex. Brazilian businessmen aggres-
sively seek export markets for such traditional agricultural products as

coffee and sugar while competing for international markets for newer raw
and manufactured products ranging from soy beans and orange-juice



concentrete to iron ore and Volkswagen pares. 'So burgeoning was this,.

economic growth that the nountry's.annuel GNP Unseated morwthan 10

percent a year for severWyears in succession preceding the oil crisis.

Since 1913 the economic growth has-.been stymied by climatic disasters in

the agricultural sector, loss of balance of trade advantages..as a result

,of exploding oil iiport costs, and uncontrolled-rperhaps uncontrollable--.

annUal inflation ratevof.from 20 to 45 percent.'

While the economy has grown in volume And complexity during the last

30 years, changes in traditional decision-uaking style are mote difficult

to demonstrate. Power, in colonial times, rested with the landed aristoc-

,
racy o upon gaining independence from Portugal in 1822, continued- to

ominaied culturally by France andeconomically-by-England-.--
has-absorbed-heavrtumdiverse groups-West Coast African

tribes bound*into slavery during'the period from Portuguese *discovery in

1599 to English prdhibition of slave trade in the 1840s; Italians,

Germans, Syrians, Lebanese, and Japanese-during the latter 1800s and

early 1900s--while maintaining its essential power structure.and mode of

decision making.-
.
-Decision making at all.levels has traditionally been autocratic.).

Emperors (Brazil was an empire between 1822,and 1889), piesidents,

governors, interventors, and mayors have generally used'legislative

bodies as rubbet stamps to authenticate, wben convenient, executive

initiatives. During the last 30 years the military, industrialists,'and

high-level bureaucrats have infiltrated.the decision-making ranks,

changing the composition of the power elite but not the style in which

it functions.2
The current ambience is one of economic belt-tightening, political.

apathy on the part of the majority, and guarded political hopefulness 9n

the partof intellectuals and the bourgeoisie. Labor unions are beginning

to challenge the goverrvIent tutelage used for 40 years to_control their

influence. Socially; the environment is defined by striking economic

differences derived frdm wealth and family connections and teinforced by

paternalistic public and private institutions. Despite the dramatic

regional disparities caused by climate and immigration patterns, the

difference between the lower class and the,middle and upper classes is

notable. Nor does.this difference disappear with the transfer of

population from rural to urbanized areas. A quick picture of this

economic difference is revealed by the annual distribution of the GNP:

,Lower classes, which constitute 40 percent of the economically active

population, earn only 9 percent, while the upper.10 percent of the

economically active population takes home 48 percent of the GNP.

The Educational Setting

Education, since colonial times, has been used to train elites to

fulfill roles of social and political maintenance and to keep the pre-

dominant group in power.3 Even though the 1824 Constitution established

free primary schooling, data from 1967 reveal that only an average of 9

percent of the elementary school-age population (7 to 11) was enrolled

in schoo1.4 Only in the Republican era, beginning in 1889, were public

federal universities begun. Courses concentrated initially on law,

philosophy, and medicine. Elementary education fell to the state to

support. Secondary education continued to be overwhelmingly a private

effort directed toward university preparation.
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During the 1940s, federal funds were used to establish technical/
secondary schools iktha state capitals mud in. the.nore-advanced-
industrial-drban cehters of the country's south and sdutheast regions.
The fact that educational expansion at all levels went much f)irther in the.
.richer states than in the poorer ones aggravated the existing regional'

disPerities between the north and south of the country.whicfi prompted
Jaques Lambert'to consider the Brasil.of the 1950s as two distinct
countries.5

The cUrrent educational setting in Brazil can perhaps'best
characteriled as !yin flux" as_e_res.ult..of--a-aeries of -format-iiiiidated

-changes "complic'itid'Ty explosive expansion of enrollments. National laws
mandate( the structure, content, and financing of education. An appointed.
Federvii.Council of Education establishes all rules and regulations
,necesSary.to implement federal legislation pertaining to education by
prescribing such curricular details as the number of hours in the school

day and the subjects that must be taught at every level in the system,
including teacher training.

Financing and'implementation tend to be toprdown operations;
states ate required to submit their educational investment plans to the
Ministry of Education and Culture bureaucrats, who check'the plans'
conformity to federal priorities which have beeh set by officials of-the
Ministry of Planning and wilich tend to favor capital investment'projects.
'Only after,a plan is approved at the federal level can the portion of
revenues earmarked for education be passed back to the state. States

sometimes complain that their revenues have been disproportionately
usurped by federal tages, leaving insufficient sources of funding for
'their operating budgets.6

Structural changes decreed by federal laws have prompted admin-
istrative and. curricular rearrangements at all levels of instruction.
The Educational Reform Law of 1971 also provided general curriculum guide-
lines for elementary education that were to be implemented gradually.and
interpreted with increasing detail from the state to the municipal levels.
A core CurricUlum of basic subject areas, called the "common nucleus,"
was designated; instructional arrangement of them was made the respon-

sibility of the states. State. and local levels also have responsibility
for organizing experiences and studies related Eo the job market and
world of work. Secoddary schools have freedom, within federally
specified guidelines, to organize vocational and preprofessional qourses
according to their resources and clientele.

The population explosion has produced a bottom-heaVy age-distribution

pyramid: of 120,000,000 inhabitants, 50 percent are younger than 15.
Massive spending in the 1970s increased elementary school enrollment by
34 percent, with the result that 78 percent of the 7-t0-14-year-old
population is now enrolled in school (see Table 3a). The pressures on
urban schools are tremendous; in Sao Paulo, Brazil's most-developed state,
157 public'schools were operating on five shifts in 1975--a schedule that-
allowed students only a two-hour school day:7 More typical in.the "shift"

schools is an arrangement of three shifts per day of three hours.each.
Night school periods from 7 to 11 p.m. are also offered.

Although more children are going to school, the productivity of
elementary education remains, proportionally, nearly static. The dropout/
failure rate has remained relatively constant for 20 years, although it
has improved somewhat recently; of every ten first-graders, only three or
four continue to second grade. The ensuing bottleneck generates planning

problets related to age differences. For example, 86 percent of the'
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.. Table 3a

COMPARATIVE BRAZILIAN EDUCATIONAL'PYRAMIDS

Years Years of Schooling, 'Years

_1952- --1963 1962 - 1973

1963 13

1960

30

35

45

1956

48

59

74

93

r172

277

385

WINIO

1,000 1

10

9

8

6

5

4

3

2

1

97

'64.7P:17

1973

1970

1109

12911.

161 I 1966

220

351

443

1,000
11962

No. of Students Enrolled No. of Students Enrolled

Source: Situac:io Educacional do Brasil Brashia, Miestirio de Educagio e Cultura/SEBC, Brasil 1975.
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country's first-graders are older than 7, and 96 percent of the eighth=

gradercate older than 14. In sum, &complex set, of socioeconomic
factors--the population explosion, the official guarantee of free
elementary education, urban migration, underemOloyment, malnutrition,
lack_of-adequate training and salaries for teachers, lack of materials--
'tends to delimit the learning atmosphere in Brazilian public elementary
schools.

Secondary schooling has to run in order to stand still. While from

1970 to 1976 there was 122 percent growth in secondary enrollment, only
9 percent of the appropriate aie sroup (15 to 19) was enrolled in school.
The proportion of the age cohort receiving secondary education .had not
increased since 1970. The most curious phenomenon for education tech-
nicians is that the number of students who fail to complete secondary
school now nearly equals the number of graduates entering the university.

8 .

Recent reforms requiring that vocational training be offered In the'
secondary curricula so far have not transformed the traditional purpose
of secondary schooling from preparing students for college to training
efitry-level technicians; preparation to pass the cofiege entrance exam
is still the focus of the majority of secondary school programs. With

this tradition in force, it is not surprising that the great majority of

secondary schooling continues to be private and expensive.

Table 3b

BRAZILIAN UNIVERSITY GROWTH, 1950-1978

No. of No. of No. of No. of

.Undergraduate Undergraduate Graduate Graduate

Year .Students Courses Students Courses

1950 50,000 n.a. MMI MMI

1960 100,000 n.a. _ _ - -

1965 150,000 1,257 2,400 33

1975 1,000,000 1,396 16,002 420

1978 1,300,000 3,744 . 31,000 822
.,

Note: In 1975 there were about 60 federal, state, and municipal

universities in Brazil. Numbers in the columns for graduate and under-
graduate courses refer to colleges or schools which may or may not be

part of a university. There are about 175 special public institutions
offering single programs.

Source: Situagao Atual da P6s-Graduaggo no Brasil--1977 (Brasilia:

Ministerio de Educagio e Cultura/DAU, Brasil, 1978).
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University,growth tn the last 20 years cat only be callectrampant

(see Table 3b). to 1964, there wtre 1,257 univereltrgevel!prograte; 12

years later, there were 3,744. They had.proliferated so fast and their

academic,qualitY was so difficult to control that a fedefil moratorium

was called on the further creation of programs at this level in 1976.

Mdst of the new schools are privately owned and andioffer only one or two

professional programs. *However; federal universitiertontinue to grow

and expand with the support of,75 percent of the Ministry.ofIducatIon

and Culture budget.
Such rapid grovith, while answering the public-demand for greater

access to higher education, has created problem's: Promoted by government

planners who saw university expansions as the way to.meet the crying need

for scientists and technicians required to implement the ambitiOus . .

national five-year development plans, growth in specific professional

programs was not adequately controlled to respond to job market*demands.

Thus, while it is true-that Brazil now boasts five times more university

students than Great Britain and three times more than West Germany, it is

also true that Brazilian educational.institutions.graduate more medical

doctors than nurses per year and more engineers than technicians able to

provide support services for them. Moreover, same observers aie gravely

concerned about the adequacy and'soundness f the preprofessional

university training being given to students.

Social Education: An Overview

One of John Dewey's disciples,#nfsio Teixeira, was the first

proponent of introducing the concept of social studies id Brazil when he

was secretary of education for the Federal District in the early 1930s.

l'ritary teachers in the district apparently accepted Teixeira's argument

'that young children needed integrated studies that centered on their

social-and physical universe. Secondary teachers, however, resisted (and

continue to vehemently resist) the idea of integrated studies, defending

the sanctity of the separation of history and geography and charging that

social studies was an American import not compatible with Braziliap

tradition.

The U.S. presence has made itself felt since World War II. Human

resource training programs, sponsored first by the Point Four programs

and later by the United States Agency for International Development,

encouraged social studies specialists to define the major objective of

the field as, the development of tbe'skills, knokledge, and attitudes

required to function as a good citizen in a democratic society, in

accordance with U.S. practice and consensus. The effects of this training

were evident in statewide primary curricula developed during the 1960s

and in the national Reform Law of 1971. However, mastery of such basic

concepts as time and space was required earlier of Brazilian students

than of students in other nations, according to a curriculum analysis

conducted in 1967 using five Western European countries and New York

State programs as bases for comparison with now-outdated Brazilian

primary curlAcula.9
Gymnasium, secondary, and university programs continued to emphasize

history and geography until the reforms instituted by the Revolutionary

Government beginning in 1969. By presidential decree, every level of

schooling had to include moral and civic education in its program.1°

The 1971 Reform Law establishes this subject as part of the common

curriculum but prescribes that it must be taught separately, with the
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intent of-reinforcing national solidarity. .41 ister presidential decrial
:identified ihe folioming teaching and learning Objectives for moral and
civic education:

--defense Of democratic principle, through preservation
of the reiigioui spirit, ddgnity of the-humanperson
and,lova of liberty.with responsibility under the
inspiiation of God;
- -preservation, strengthening and projection of the

!

ethical and'spiritual values of the nation;
--strengthening of national unity and sense of
human solidarity;
r-veneration of Country and its symbols,' traditions,
institutions and important persons of its history;

.--improweient of character, with moral support, in
dedication to,the family and to the'comunity;
.--undarstanding of the rightd and responsibilities
of citizens and knowledge of the social, political.

1 and economic organization of the Country;
- -preparation of citizens'to assuMe civid activities ;

with a basis in morals,.patriotism and constructtve
action, with a view to the common good;
- -cultivation of obedience to the law, loyalty to
work and integration of the community.11

1

A special national commission oversees implementation of this
subject.. Programs are -organized using the concentric circle approach,
starting With the familY and school.and extending outward to the world.
The ,Federal Council of Education further specified the following
behaitioral objectives for elementary school:

.4

\ --correct implementation of group life, with develop-
merit of habits and attitudes necessary for good
integration and efficient participation; ,

--acquisition of notions of resmsibilities which,
if well fulfilled, grant certain rights;
--amplification of child's social'horizon;
--Opportunity to practice citizenship abilities.12

According to present legislation, social education must consist of
moral and civic education at all levels and a program of social studies,
organized through activities during the.first four grades and as a core
subject during grades 5-8, in the, elementary school.13 Separate subject
treatment of history and geography.continues at the secondary level, with
the addition of Brazilian social and political organization as the
expression of motal and civic education. At the university level, moral
and civic education is continued through a course in Brazilian problems.

The Ministry of,Education has urged the maintenance of a cognitive
emphasis in social itudies, so as not to'interfere with or absorb the
purposes of moral and civic education. A recent analysis of the state
social studies curricula revealed that there is no agreement on the
objectives of social studies or what social studies is.14 Most

state curricula present the program in a multidisciplinary fashion,
following the expanding-horizons model-for sequencing. Thus, even
though national mandates the existence of social studies in the ele-
mentary school curriculum and stipulates how much instructional time
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shauld be spent on .isha subject, there is no nitional.curricUlum to is

State iurrieulua coulluione have eleborited..eocUketudies ^ .

curricula that vary greatly in theoretical orientation and format. How-

ever, there has been to classroom research aiied at identifying which, if
any, elements of these curricula are actually being taught or learned in

the elementary schools. Rebearch into social studies achievement is
hampered. by. the lack.orstandardieed achieVement teets. . . .

Studena' attitudes toward sooial education subjects are hequently
, negative: In large part, students' complaints are focused on the 'required,
redundant, and nonrelevant nature of these studies. Such conventional
wisdom, however, may be more'represeptattve.of the attitudes of.the-more
articulate, sophisticated students. A pair of studies probing urban
fifth-grade attitudes toward the political regime in 1968 and 1976 .

deMonstrated an increase in the perceived efficacy of the dominant
political ideology, especially among'children-at the lower socioeconomic
.leve1.15 It would appear.that the introduction of moral and civic
education into the currioulum as a direct atteiapt at political.social-,
ization for-regime.maintenance is achieving the effect, at least for the^.
majority of the population studied, for which it 'was designed.

A recent analysis of the textbooks used for this subleot in grades
5-8 reveals some of the ways in which the trend taward nationalism, as
'interpreted by the-Revolutionary Government, has wiung practically all
confliet, violenceand controversy from the version of Brazilian develop-

-ment present in schools.16 Stereotypical Brazilian.values-conciliation,
cordiality, and nonviolence--dominate textbook interpretation of historical
events and current situations. The sociologist Fernando'Henrique Cardoso .

feels that the real problem is that " the socigty is hypnotized by
the private arbitrariness . . . that Is congealed in the silence of

public bureaucracies."17
The social studies instructional mode is predominantly expository.

A recent surliey conducted,in urban.capitals of six states, representing
all,geographical regions of the country, found that sqcial-studies
teachers priMarily lecture and wr4e outlines on chalkboards which are
copied and memorized by students.10 It appears that the problem-centered,
personal-rediscovery orientation 1.6 not presently a part of Brazilian
social studies pedago6; rather, social studies, in the context of the
rest of the curriculum, is viewed as-a series, of descriptive, items to be

learned by the student. Nor does the instructional mode of university-
level moral and civIc edutAtion encourage the investigation of such

.
.current,, controversial problems as nuclear energy or the conflict between
settlers and Indians over territory in Brazil'es wditern and Amazon
regions.19

University programs for preparing social studies teachers were
instituted in response to the.1971 Reform Law. .For the thost part, these
curricula have consisted of existing courses in colleges of social acience

: and education. Two federal universities--Minas Gerais and Parang--are
involved in long-term currioulum develoAment projects for, the training of
social studies teachers which promise to provide a thoughtful basis for
the reformulation of other teacher training programs in the soCial

studies.. No specific attention is being given av present to the prepara-.
tion of teachers for the civic education subjects mandated for- all levels
of instruction.
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1.' J.C. de Macedo Soares Guimaries, "Um Regime Para o Brasil"
(series oi three articles), Jorhal do Brasil, March°18, 25, 26, 1979.

2. Alfred Stepan, Authoritarian Brazil: Origina, Policy, and
Future,(New Raven: Yale University Press, 1973).

6

Suttary.

SoCial.education in Brazil reflects.the current political situation
tn the country. Changes in curriculum, drientation are mandated at the
federal level and implemented V), state and local Systems. However, the,
politiCal situation is changing. Public pressure is making itserf felt.
Censorstiip of the preis is on the wane. Laboi union strikes, including .

teachers' strikes, are permitted, with contracts negotiated directly
between workers and employeri. .National elections are becoming more and
more free. ,As the.arbitrariness of the executive branch diminishei,
discussion and abaee shoald flower. Mdch more in the Way of public,
intellectual-introspection id already appearing in print, and the-social
educatton curricula surely,will be part of the debate agenda. Social
studies will be reoriented, redefined, or pertlaps rejected, as the
general debate begins to filter down tb curricului specifics. The
question remains, however, whether decision-iaking style as war asce
substance will be affected by the ensuing debates.
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'4. 'Social Studies in'Bri4in.
,V0

A Time of*Transition

By Lewis Spolton-

L wis Spolton graduated.in geography and taught that subject and
social studies in a variety of schools before becoming,headmaster
successively in krimary and secondary schools in England. After taking

. his master's degree in education, since 1961 he has lectured in the
Education Department at University College, Swansea--a constituent
inktitution of the University of Wales. He has been involved in numerous
educational study trips throughout Europe and has been a visiting
professor.at Stanford University04,A the United States. Among his publi-
cations are The Upper Secondary School: A Comparative Study, Ninety
North: The Story of Arctic Eicploration, and (with D. Riley) World Weather
and Climate.

On a group of islands off the northwest coast Of Europe, 60 million
people of varied origin and tradition, along with significant grciups of

..newer immigrants, inhabit a relatively small area with a dbtplex infra-.

structure. A democratic.community, a constitutional monarch, the.Nother"
.of.parliaments,a complicated system for sharing of responsibilities .among
central, regional, and smaller governmental,districts--all'these facets
have to be lived with and appreciated. DeSpite -its long-tradition and

its common language, Great Britain remains a divided ,-ociety, with social

class a potent force.

The Educational Setting

A long period of evolution has produced a complicated educational
systeth (see Figure 4a), about which it is hardly possible to make a
statement that does not need qualification. Voluntary education preceded
legislation providing for state-supported schools. Britain's private
school system is influential beyond its numerical strength; alumni of the
so-called public schools (which are really private and independent), have
easier access to prestigious universities and influential occupations.

The national education system is administratively a partnership
between central government (with a secretary of state for education and
science at the head) and local authorities. It is a decentralized system
with great variation from district to district and much initiative left
for individual schools. School starting age is five years, but there
is an identifiable (rather slowly increasing) trend toward establishing
preschools. Primary schools are comprehensive and coeducational and
often progressive in methods. Even though an increasing number of

'middle schools are keeping pupils until they are 12 or 13 years old, the
primary state still generally ends at 11 years. At the secondary stage/
comprehengive schools are gradually replacing the so-called tripartite
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Figure 4a
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system of grammarl'tectihical, and modern schools which was established_
eftdr the lducation Act of 1944. (Actually, technical schools were 7

always few in number;,most students were assigned by meani of intelligence
and attainment tests to grammar schools for the intellectually more able
and modern schools for the others, with about 75 percent labeled "others.")
In 1977 about 80,percent of all pupils in the maintained system were in
comprehensive schools. The minimum-age for leaving school is 16, allowing
for a five-yeai secondary. course. At this point nationwide examinations
are given to about 75 percent of student's in this age group--an extremely
important factor in the development of sodial studies teaching.

At present there are twoexaminations with a deliberate overlap. The

older examination is the General Certificate of Education at Ordinary
Level (GCE "0" level), organized by seven examination boards. A newer
examination, the Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE),is organized by
fourteen examination boards on a more stridtly regional basis.

The CSE is aimed at a lower-ability range than the'GCE,with its best
obtainable grade equaling the lowest passing grade of the older exami-
nation. However, GCE has evolved from a pass/fail test to a graded
examination like the CSE. For some years there has been experimentation
aimed at establishing a common examination for all 16-year-olds.
Currently, a White Paper before Parliament envisages an arrangement
giving a common system of examination by 1985. The proposal calls for a
General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE), awarded in seven
grades and administered by four or five largely regional examination
boards. (io accomplish this will require much amalgamation between the
present boards, which are for the most part independent bodies. At thq
higher levels the universities.have a good deal of influence over GCE,
but there is more techer control of CSE. GenerallY speaking, the CSE
boards are more active in the devolution of assessment to schools and
teachers. A Mode III examination allows the school to produce its own
syllabus and to assess the work Of its pupils subject to eiternal

moderation. A Mode I examination is based on an external syllabus and
is externally examined. .(The impprtance of Mode III for social studxes
will become apparent later.)

The working of the examination boards is overseen and supervised
rather loosely by the Schools Council for Curriculum and Examinations.
This body, instituted in 1964 and usually called simply the Schools
Council, is a large group of educators who work through a number of
different committees. It is made up of representatives of three main
groups--teachers, local education authorities, and the central authority.
A noted educationist serves a term as permanent chairman; there is a
secretariat and a research and development section. The full title of
the course explains its dual responsibilities. In 1978, it was
reorganized and strengthened to give it a tighter supervisory role. Two

of the roles of the Schools Council are to4lelp equate standards between
the various boards and act to disseminate linformation. It is also
extremely active in curriculum development and has sponsored a large
number of innovatory projects in a variety of fields, including the
social studies.

At 16, students may proceed to a further two-year course in the
sixth form. (Logically, it would be more sensible to speak of the sixth
and seventh forms, but usually this period is referred to as the lower
sixth and the upper sixth.) During these two years it has been customary
for students to prepare for GCE at Advanced Level--a prerequisite for
uziversity entrance, but also used as an entry qualification for many
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posts at 18 years of age. The sixth form is specialized; students

-normally choose three major stihjects, often all'selacted 4om either the

arts or the sciences. 7
.

.

Al; increasing numbers of pupils stay on after 16_years, thete is a

need for other goals in.tha sixth form. Dilersification and 4 deciease

in specialAzation areboth undit active consideration. Well-documented

proposals for offering five major subjects-, instead of the 4current three,

7 -Ate being considered. Under this plan, the-content.in any subfect would

bereduced7-even in some Cases halved--a/though the same conceptual level

may be maintained. Iradopted, this scheme Could enhance the position
of the social studies at thie level. All sixth forms theoretically.leave
some time available for general studies, and many schools offer,a,subject

called General Studies at Advanced Level, though other schools are lees .

systematic in their approach. However, some social study does enter the

curriculum in this unstructured way.
The arrangements in Northern.treland differ from thosetescribed

above in a number of particulars; in Scotland two of the fundamental

differences are a broader,curriculum for the-older age groups. and more

centralization.
The freedom of each school to work out its own curriculum is a well-

publicized feature of the educational system intngland and Wales.
HoWever, there are many factors working toward uniformity. Tradition is

one, but the examination syllabus is extremely important and can be

dominant after the.age of(14 years, espeCially'in the case of the more

academic pupils. There is more variety in the curriculum at the,earlier 'I

stages and for those less likely to be involved in examinations. The

advent of Mode III types of assessment is also a liberating factor. All

this had important corollaries for the position of social studies.
\

Some schools in describing_their curricula did not mention social

studies at all. By statute, religious education is the only subject.that

the schools must teach, but in fact all schools will offer a broad

curriculum of English, arithmetic and mathematics, history, geography,

science, foreign languages, art, crafts, music and'physical education.

N*.

The Social Studies: An Overview

As noted, some schools did not mention social studies as a component

of their curriculum. However no school-would exclude from its general

aims the idea of helping pupils toward a clearer understanding of them-

selves, their community, their country and its prospects, and'their
responsibilities and opportunities in addition to a better appreciation

of man and his place on the earth, all of which are the central concern

of social studies. Many schools would point to the.traditional subjects

'of history, geography, English, and religious education as vehicles for

achieving these aims and also stress the contribution made by extra-

curricular activities and the general community life of the school.

These schools have not accepted suggestions for making their curriculum

more relevant by transcending traditional subject boundaries and making

use of the well-ordered schemes for social education and curriculum

development projects produced under the aegis of the Schools Council.

Social studies as a legitimate subject has yet to make a full impact.

The remainder of this section will analyze this situation and suggest

reasons and solutions.



Social Studies Content at thelrimary and Se ndary Levels

9

PrimarY EdUCation.-itn primary sch for children betWebn the
--ages.of five and eleIen, there'is much incidental social siudied'edii-
'cation. Increasingly, it is being taught informallythrough projects
and centers of interest; using local mateiial as a starting point for
extension to a wider area, History and geographY are still sometimes .

taught separately, but they have long been thought of in terms of life
in other times and in other lands. Often, these subjects are replaced
by local stuaies or social studies. Pupils are taken out of school and'
involved in neighborhood projects. POlice, firefighters, refuse-disposal
employees, postal workers,,nurses, ambulance attendants; and'parents of
School pupils with social work experience are invited to school to ialk
and be questioned. .These actiVities.lead to the making of records in
pictures and Words. Religious education.is also taught in everY school. ,

While this consists in large degree Of Bible stories and Bible study, it
also includes education and discustion of right and wrong.

There is no body of knowledge stipulated and no particular field
that must be.covered by-the end of primary school. Experience and
activity are seen as being of greater inportance than a formal body of
content. 'Pupils from different schools will-have been.prepared in '

diverse ways; thus, secondary schoo7s cannot be sure of the foundations
on which they will build. However, usually there is useful material from

A

which an edifice Can be constructed.

Secondary Education. A survey of secondary schools in England and
. Wales in 1971-1972 (a stratified random sample of 217 public secondary

,schools of all types) showed that combined studies were replacing
geography and other subjects in 29 percent of the schools (see Table 4a).

Table 4a

SOCIAL STUDIES OFFERINGS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 197.1-1972

Name of course No. of Schools

Social studies 22

Humanities 15

'Environmental studies 7

Integrated studies 7

Local studies 7

'Other titles 6

Total schools = 217 64

Worth noting is the variety of titles given to tese courses, all of
which include some social studies content. The survey noted that though
many of the courses had been designed for average and less-able students,
about half were appropriate for able and average students. These courses
were often of short duration--for example, they might be offered only in
the first year of the secondary school. In higher forms, traditional
subjects were taught separately. Some of these arrangements had been
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made in:order to spare younger sechndary puOils too,many changes, of

tsichers, th e firths* 111.pstestit Of -Chi School* surveyedi.-ecablied
studies were featured side by side with geography and history. These

courses,- with tities just'es diverse as those on the list in Table 4a,

were designed for less-able pupils. Similar courses appear as examination

titles in CSE,in increasing numbers. For example, in 1970, of the more

than a million subject entries at CSE level, geOgraphy and history each

accounted for about.90,000, but subjects subsumed under'the headings of4

ecohomics and social studies had only'about 14,000 entries. By 1976 the

number of'subject entries had increased to 2.5 million. Geography, and

history averaged about 155,000 entries each., but economics and social

studies now included about 110,000 entries--an eightfold increase in six

years, though admittedly from a-low base level.

These figures indicate the'attention paid to subjects.within the

social studies ambit. Even those who argue that history and geography
z

are not equivalent td social studies realize that the syllabi of'these

subjects are not static but are continually changing to include more

socially oriented material. The survey cited showed that 601percent of

geography syllabi were payidg significant attention to the social

applications.of the subject.1
The more-able students are mainly directed to the traditional

subject-oriented disciplines, which nevertheless contain varyihg amounts

of social studies content. Less-able eiudents are the more likely to be

involved in Courses which carry a social studies connotation in their

titles and which contain more direct social studies teaching. The

problem created by this.dichotomy cap illustrated by quoting some

of the directives given to teams involved in fthools Council projects.

For example, the Humanities Curriculum Project team (which was concerned

with the education of 14- to 16-year-old pupils of airerage and below-

average ability) was given this instruction at the outset: "No curric-

ulum is acceptable for the average if it is divisive. Any curriculum

offered to average coupils should be equally appropriate at the highest

ability range."2 The team produced its material on this basis.

Because of the way in which social studies in secondary education

has developed (along with the syseem itself since 1944), it carries some

implication of being more suitable.for the lower and slower rather than

the quicker and slicker. (This is not entirely a postwar phenomenon,

it has much deeper roots in the system, as the analysia?that follows will

attempt to demonstrate.) Allied to this is the problem of definition.

Only when it is possible to clearly define the content of social studies

and show that it is suitable for students highest in the ability range

will the field be able to make maximum progress.

The Development of the School Cuiriculum.

In the 1800s the basic curriculum of the secondary school consisted

of the classics and mathematics. As such new subjects as history and

science developed, curriculum reformers sought places for them in schools.

There were two possible ways of introducing a new subject into the

curriculum: it could be introduced alongside existing subjects, thus

extending the curriculum for all students, or it could be introduced in

place of an existing subject as a"separate but parallel course. The first

method was adopted on the Continent, in France and Germany, giving a

broader, more-encyclopedic approach to the curriculum. In England the

alternative approach was adopted, and "sides," specializing in groups of
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The.,modirnsides had to'etruggle for their exiitencd and were generally
.accounted ea-being of less worth than the classiCal sitde, which generelly
attracted the ableit pupils. .

Afier 1902,, es government-maintained eicondary'schooli gradOally
_developed sixth forme; .they were encouraged toll:Mt* 1hs PUblici,geho01
arrangeient; examinations organized .for_sixth forms in 1917 were designed
to fit this pattern of specializationwhich thus became,impostd on the .

schools, When-a new subject attempted entry into the sChools, it had to :

compete against existing subjepts and could only gain a foothold where
pupils were willing-to accept it (and schools to teach it)'es an altern
ative to traditional disciplines.

At the beginning of the,century, secondary schools were serving.onlY
a'low percentage of young 13eoile.. At the same time, the elementary
schools were beginning to add subjects other than the "three Rs" to their
durriculum. This widening of Ole curriculum became More marked when,
encouraged by a government report in 1926, separate"senior4Chools for
pupils over the age of 11 began to. be organized. At firstihese schools
;did not 'actively' seek a social role; they. had &limited academic aim. In
those days, most local communities were still efficacious ii proViding a
social education, and growing up in a closef-knit society wad a Valuable
social experience in itself. .

At.that point, the social sciences had just begun to deVelop as
separate'subjects. Geddes, a profeisor of Botany at Edinburgh; was
developing social studies as.part of geography, using and extending Le
Play's ideas Of."place, work, and folk." The French geographer Brunhes ,

produced his Geographie Humaine.in the first decade of the century. (The

title was later translatid for an English edition as Human Geography, but
it has been suggested that Social Geography might have been a more
.accurate title.) A much used book in school-geography at thistime was
Man aid His Work.

In 'the-1930s there were some,suggestions for a social studies
approach, but not until after World War II was a determined assault made
on the entrenched curriculum. Now began .the full realization that growing
up in the modern world was different. Families were becoming nuclear
rather than extended; urbanizati9n was proceedini apace, mobility was
increasing, and the mass media were making everything instant. Schools
had to be prepared to take on the social role that the community had
previously discharged.

Among the changes that followed the 1944 Education Act was the
establishment of the secondary modern schdol, which was urged by the
Ministry of Education (1947) to make its curriculum modern, relevant,
vital, and not merely a pale shadow of the grammar school. Social
studies, as a "modern, relevant, vital" study, began to make headway.
Some secondary modern schools seized the opportunity gladly, and even a
few grammar schools experimented with the integrated approach to the
curriculum. But experimental curricula did not bring parity of esteem
to the secondary modern school; when the postwar honeymoon period was
over, they were urged to become.real secondary schools and not merely
elementary schools writ large. After a change in the examination
regulations in 1951, allowing the GCE to be earned via single subjects
instead of Ehe group (five subjects) required of the old school
certificate, the secondaty modern schools turned to traditional
examination-oriented subjects.
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Witk this development the Social studies movement lost its Momentum

because ihe noremiminition, ihe.014 vas initially oriented to the

traditional subject disciplines. Thia effort used up the energies of tiie

schools in the early 1960s. Nevertheless, curriculum development Wes

much discussed et this time, and wben the Schools Council,was eventually

established in 1964 it first directed its attention to the newtSE

examination.
In its second working paper (1965), the Schools Council discussed

some of the problees of social studies in-schools:-
. . . there is traditionally a large area ofithe

curTiculum which has to do withUnderstanding man and',

his place on,this earth. Sometimes this.area is com-

prised under the term "the literary subjecte--histbry,

geography, Engl4sh and religious education. Here

.
however the term,"humanities" is used . . . to refer

to that group of subjects which.is predominantly con-

cerned with men and women in relation to their environ-,

ment, thedecommunities and their own self-knowledge

. . . It it also quite evident that the Modern world

-r_cannot be understood without impinging on the field

of economics, and that sociology, pdychology and
anthropologychave a contribution to make to the .

teacher's armoury, even though these descriptions
are unlikely to appear on the pupils' timetable.3

The folloFing projects sponsOred by the Schools Council are relevant

to the social studies:4 .!

--The Liverpool Social Studies Project (for pupils'8-13).

- -The Keele Ihtegrated Studies Project (which combines social

sciences and creative Arts).
- -The Moral Education Curriculum from Cambridge.
--Geography for the Youhg School Leaver (for pupils 14-16).

-e-The Social Education Project (which attempts to instill a sense

,of communityldentificatión and develop methods of participation, in

activities needed for the solution of Aocial problems in pupils 11-16).

- -The General Studies Pr6ject at York (which has produced study.'

units for _sixth forms and colleges of further education, many e3f which

have lauch social studies content).
In the.last decade progress has been made in the social studies,but

the way ahead is a difficult one. The British tational education system

is still oriented towa*rd an elite. The following,two case studies of

schools in England and Wales illustrate two different approaches...

First CasesStudy: The Hedley Walter School, Brentwood

Brentwood is an attractive town in Essex 20 miles from London.

Although it has its own industries and suburbs, it is mainly a dormitory

town for London commuters. Brentwood has a variety of schools, but the

Hedley Walter School epitomizes the'development of British education

since the 1930s. It began as twin single-sex senior schools for post-

primary pupils 'not ,proceeding to grammar schools. After the war it was

designated a secondary (modern) school; it became coeducational in the

late 1950s, and in 1968 it enrolled a comprehensive intake. In 1977

the Hedley Walter School had 1,400 pupils, with about 280 pupils in each

age group. It has a flourishing sixth form.
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The school philosophy aims at integriktiomof content and rejects
the unduly frapented.subjedt timetable.. Traditionally separate subjects
are grouped together on the timetable and integrated under the direction
of teams of specialists. Three such groups are the humanitied, combined
sciences, and, creative arts/handicrafts. The classes in each age cohort
are organized as mIxed-ability groups. For those who need special help
there is a system of remedial clinics, bdt the general worli is Carefully
structured to suit a vide range of abilities. As skills develop, the
material becomes more open endea. This approach was first worked out
with the humanities.group--an interdisciplinary curriculum integrating .

;Engligh, religious education, history, and geography. Blocks .of time ate
allocated to each subject group; several classes are-treated as a unit;
a system of team teaching operates, with-lead-lessons taken by the
specihlist and follow-up lessons offered to smaller groups by other
members of the, team. During theselollow-up lessons, emphasis is placed
on individualized learning; while each member of the team acts as a
general tutor, organizing the work of the group, but is also available.
'for consultation in hi-s or her other role, as a subject-matter specialist.
The work is approached thematically and is wider in scope than the sum
total of the four traditional discipline!, n that it also includes
material from.sociology, anthropology, civics, and economics.

Two-fifths of the week is made available for the humanities curric-
ulum. The general sequence is as follows: firsi year, the needs of man;
second year, coMmunication in an expanding world; third year, changing
patterns of life and work. Each theme is developecracross the,disciplines;
the work begins with study of the locality and widens from a study,-of the
homeland to a world view. A variety of skills are developed and exercised:
oral discussion, 'reading and comprehension, the writing of reports and '

also creative writing. Literature appropriate to the theme and age range
is studied and used.

The success of the scheme in the first three years led to the wish
to continue, and an integrated humanities scheme for the fourth and fifth
years was devised. Traditionally, these are the years of preparation for
external examinations. The school had to negotiate for its own syllabus
to be accepted at both GCE Ordinary and CSE levels. Assessment is based
on a range of activities. Up to 50 percent of the marks can be earned
via work compleeda during the course; 25 percent are available for an
inquiry project (there are separate projects for history, geography, and
religious education; in English "spoken English" takes the place of the
project). The remaining 25 percent are awarded for formal tests of .

knowledge and skills.
The integrated syllabus for the fourth and fifth years is based on

the 'following themes: the individual and the group, the individual and
the local community, the individual in an industrial society, the changing
nation, government and authority in a permissive society, the developing
world. A short summary cannbt do real justice to this imaginative enter-
prise, but the impor.tance of the continuation of social groupings through
the five years which the scheme allows is something that must be emphasized.

In the fourth and fifth years all pupils in the school take the
humanities curriculum in additon to a broadly based mathematics course
and a combined science course. They may choose three optional subjects
from a list which includes foreign languages, more-specialized science
subjects, and workshop subjects. Courses on sociology and the British
Constitution are available as separate options to be taken at the GCE or
CSE level.
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A few sentences'Of appraisal arelieceseary. This Scheme allows an

interdiodplidaty apprOact to the **Id Otudiol to .

students retch the age of 16, despite,the inhibiting effect of a-fittional

examination syitem wedded io single subjects. Because it ilsO'makes

social stUay thames available to all students in the age'group, regardless

of ability,.it represents an important breakthrough:

Second Case Study: Ynysawdre Comprehensive School

Ynysawdre Comprehensive School is situated in Mid-Glamorgan, where

the southern edge of the Welsh coalfields meets the softer countrY of the'

Vale. Built 15 years ago aa two.separate schools, (grammar and modern)

on the same si,te, the school has been imaginatively integrated since

comprehension by two forward-looking headteachers. In 1978 the Ynysawdre

achool had 1,555-pupils, with about 500 in each age group. The sixth

form (sixth and seventh years) has only about 100 pupils. .This 16 percent

retention rate (the figure is 20 percent. for England and Wales as a whole).

reflects the socioeconomic background of the school catchment area, which

lacks a representative proportion of the professional managerial class

and has a heavier-than-normal weighting of lower-middle-class and working-

class parents.
The school organizes its academic work' into three broad bands of

ability; although'everyone takes English, mathematics,i3hysical education)

lhealth educationi- ahd religious education at an appropriate level. In

the top ability band in form 4, consisting cif six classes, every pupil

chooses five.other subjects fram a spectrum of alternatives: Most pupils__

work temard"GCE. The choice of subjects is wide and mainly traditional.

Included in the options are history, geography, and civils; the last sub-

sumes some social studies material. In the second band of two classe?,

social studies is taught to all pupils. The subject requires five

periods each week and leads to Mode III at CSE level.. A project accounts

for one7sixth of the marks; the remaining marks are awarded for a combi-

nation of short-answer and essay-type questions. The course has a civics

bias and the syllabus includes such thethes as law and order in society,

work and wages,,the consumer, the central government, and national and

world problems. The.third band (four classes of lower ability) receives

a social studies course four periods a week.

.
The sixth-form students in the middle and lower ability bands also

devote .two periods to the Childwall Project, which consists of packaged/

social studies materials. Integrated with the social studies in the third

band is a social work practicum which allows students to work in hospitals,

residential homes for the physically handicapped, and a school for the

disabled.
All pupils in the upper ability band.choose an option with much

social studies content--history, geography, or civics. Students'in the

other ability bands take obligatory courses that include a wide range of

socially oriented content. In addition, about every week each student

takes part in a work-experience program in the community. On any given

Thursday throughout the year, about 60 pupils will be engaged in work

experience visits or social work visits.

Preparation for Teaching Social Studies

Teachers in British schools are prepared by two different kinds of

processes. Those who teach primary children and less-able secondary

-or

5.



students generally take a concurrent program of teacher education ahd
,

sublict.disciplines at a,t4essimir college of/education/4. .CcIleges of
iducation have often been ready to replace traditional disciplines with
newer-integrated .sublects, And.some ideas about social Studies methods
have imanated.from these institutions. Teachers with this kind of
preparation are likely to have.an adequate social studies background. ,

The other route to teaChing is a consecutive program ai a university.
After rollowing an academic;course for three rears, students proceed to
a fourth year consisting ofteacher education.. Because social studies
is not recognized'as an academic subject, feW teachers with this back-
ground are prepared to teach social studies. Mainly specialists, these

\
\ .teachers for the most part teach brighter students 'and older secondary

pupils. Increasinilyi howe r, teachers trained by this method have.
\ degrees in social sciences (as distihct froi the social,studies) and
thus may be well qualified to teach sociology, -economics,- or psychology
'(or some suitable reduction of these subjects) at the secondary level.L

International Perspectives

Geography, although ithas its roots in the lodality and the Homeland;
has always spent the major part of its time in building up a wprld
perspective. The best-knova.objective of geography teaching in Britain
was expressed by Fairgrieve, who wrote that "the function of geography
is to train future citizens to imagine accuratbly the conditions of the
great world stage and so help them to°think sanely about political and
social problems in the world around."5 'History, though that subject has
tended to focus primarily on national matters,,regularly includes
European toPics and often a broad world picture, especially in regard to
the work_of international agencies. At the early stages both history and
geography deal with simple cultures in time and space (Egypt, Assyria,
the Bushmen, the Eskimos). Religious education has traditionally
emphasized the evolution of Judaic/Christian religion but is devoting an
increasing amounx of time to other world:religions. With projects and
themes becoming more important in teaching, such topics as world poverty,
race, population problems, and urbanization are widely,covered. Teachers
have always felt free to use current events in their teaching, and--
glyen the decentralized structure of education--they have had no diffi-
culty in doing so. How to teach so as to foster international under-
standing is a mote contentious problem. ;Many expeiiments have'been
tried, and same successes have been claimed. Inculcating knowledge is
a relatively simple matter compared with the difficulties of fostering
right attitudes--which must remain theieventual aim of social studies
teaching, no matter.how difficult it iS tO achieve. .

Summary

This society stratified by class has produced a generally hierarchical
educational system in which schools teach subject" according to a. more
or less well-defined rank order. Since the 1930s, and especially since
1945, this old order has been challenged, but it has no yet Completely
changed. Social studies, as a subjecx, has made the most progress with
average and les-able students, but much incidental socially oriented
content is incorporated into programs for the more able, especially as
the course content of _such traditional disciplines as history, geography,
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.and religioua instruction is updated. Under the ausOicas of the Schools

Council, many integrated schemes of social study 'have been validated and'

are ready for use. MiXed....*bilit* groupings in secendarrschOolt have :

became more midaly. accepted. A.euitable method of assessment (Mode III) .

has beardvised. The situation is ripe,for advance. Encouragement,from

a few prestigiousiorivate schools could provide a trigger... ..

.
However, -inahr researdhers attid observers have pointed out the

difficuleles involved in working with mixed-ability groups. Bennett,

working in primary education, called attention to the pitfalls inhAent
.in using exploratory, Orogressive methodsi,6 and Hai Majesty's Ins/set:tors

have stressed the problems associated w101 the introduction of unstructured

integrated 'subjects into the secondary sChools.7 'At a time-of averall

concern about basic standards, these pronouncements cannot fail to direct

attention again to the traditional didactic mode and 'the separate-subject

approach; in the past, social studies has mAde the post headway wheri the

pendulum has swung in the opposite direction, To consolidate and inCrease

its influence, the social studies curriculum will*need to emphasize its

many-sided.strengths.
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5. social Studies in Canada

Looking to the Schools for Answers

eir.:1

k? Frank Simon

Frank Simop is now a professor at,the University of Calgary in
Canada. 'He received bachelor's and master's degrees In education, from
the University of Alberta'and earned a second master's degree in economics'"
at Stanford University; where he took his Ph.b. in social studies 6du-
cation. Simon.has taught at elementary and secondary schools in Leth-
bridge and Edmonton and has served as a coordinatOr of student teaching.
He has been a consultant to the Alberta Department of Education and is
active in Canadian professional organizations. In addition to numerous
articles, Simon is the author of "Scientific Inquiry in the Social
Studies" (in Teaching for Tomorrow) and A Reconstructive Approach to
'Problem-Solving in the Social Studies.

As the.world's second-largest country, sharing more than 4,000 miles
of 'unguarded boundary.with the United States but struggling with the
problems of foreign ownership of her economy and of national unitY,
Canada continueg' to assume an uncertain posture in its domestic and
foreign relations. On the domestic scene, the'country's internal
problems in the latter 1960s reached such"severity that the national
government resorted.to invoking the War Measures Act, and' its heavy,
dependence on investment from and trade wd,th the United States has
rftiplited in what many Canadians (and non-Canadians) regard as a foreign
takeolver of the Canadian economy. Expectedly, therefore, Canada has been
praised and malkgned for its ambivalent stands in foreign affairs--as, for'
example, assuming a peacekeeping role on the one hand, while on the other,
maintaining membership in NATO.

Britain's seizure of Quebec from France more than two centuries ago
left a simmering resentment among Quebecoise toward English-speaking
Canada, which iA regaTd'ed by many French Canadians as foreign and imperial-
istic. The long history of Quebec's emotionally separate identity has,
in recent years, taken on a powerful political aspect, as that province
appears to progress irreversibly toward political independence. In the
easterh and western provinces as well, particularly in the western
provinces, the voices of'separatists are again being heard, amid contin-
uing federal-provincial aisputes over resourCe ownership and income from
resource development.

Also contributing to divisiveness areACanada's well-known geographic
factors: cross-cutting mountain ranges, large bodies of water, long
distances between major population centers, and the,relative closeness of
these centers to U.S. cities. Furthermore, there has long been a



substantial economic gap between Canada's richer and poorer provinces,

as well as--particularly with regard to Quebec, in relation to the rest

of Canada--a complex of cultural differences.
Canada's problems of internal 'unity and harmony, already intensified

by inflation and worsening economic prospects, are now complicated by yet

another crisis: that which arises from a growing, politicallytawakening,

and demanding native population. The forceb for cohesion tradttionally

provided by the monarchy and Commonwealth membership are apparently

greatly weakened, and it is not clear whether such factors as a maturing

economy can be regarded as compensating.sufficiently for this loss.

Perhaps More significant as a cohesive factor is the recent appearance of

a developing nationalistic sentiment. It seems too early, however, to

deiermine the ,effectivenss and viability of this apparent trend.

I There can be no doubt that Canada's problems in regard to identity

and unity will have a profounu effect on her political, economic, and

social future, and on social studies curricula throughout the country.

Control of Educational Curricula

By virtue of the British North America Act in 1867, by which Canada

became a federal state, education ftll udder provincial jurisdiction.

Consequently, Canada does not have a national office of education, and

major curriculum policy is formulated, separately, by provincial depart-

ments of education. Interprovincial communication regarding education

exists,however, at the ministerial level and through such national

organizations as the Canadian Teachers' Federation and the Canadian

Association of University Teachers. in the social studies area, com-

ftmunication occurs through conventions of the rectntly established

Canadian Association for the Social Studies and through the curriculum

development work funded by the Canadian Studies Foundation and the

Canadian Foundation for Economic Education. At the student level there

are, occasionally, such events as the Canadian Studies Forum, an annual

national conference of selected high school students. Occasionally, too,

there are exchanges of smaller numbers of students between usually distant

Canadian centers.
Since the latter 1950s, provincial control of school curricula has

diminished in two ways. On the one hand the federal government, through

0 support of vocational education programs: has made a major impact on the

.curricular choices of secondary students; on the other, individual school

districts have assumed increasingly more responsibility for curricular

offerings,curriculum planning, and inservice teacher-training progt=ir.lq.

Further decentralization in curriculum decision making has been evidont

in the growing transfer of this responsibility to teachers themselves.

With curricular control becoming increasingly dispersed throughout

the educational scene, it is becoming correspondingly difficult to

determine what the specific aims of education are, and who sets them.

Provincial departments of education have increasingly been seen to play

a facilitating rather than a prescriptive role.
These observations are supported by findings of a survey which

showed that provincial departments of education, individual teachers of

sociai studies, the local school authorities had the greatest influence,

respectively, on social studies curriculum development in Canada.1

Canadian teacher-f7raining institutions were perceived to have a generally

moderate influence, and provincial and local social studies teacher
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organisations exeried, senerally, only A 101, to 1,Olimodeiatal influencs4/
,

.;,4

The influences emanating from the United States (e.gv, through the ,

,National Council fcr'the Social Studies, U.S. pt,iblictions, and .U..S. ,:..

teac er-training'institutions) were,perceived 0 be generally weak, -

cons
1:

ituting the/lowest category of influences named in the study. (This

last finding al:p(eats to-many.Canadian social/studies educators to be./
surprising and highly questionable:) All in all, the survey revealed
that school curriculum in Canada. is being/increasingly determined b7" the
combined impact of variomt influences rather than by proyincial or local
prescription. This is not to say, howeVer, that provincial and local
authorities were lbsing their influenc . On the.contrary, both grOups
appeared to be increasingly involved s facilitating agencies, thereby
'replacing their prescriptive.rcle wi a growing facilitative funktion.
It is important to.note, however, t t since the completion of Ois
survey in 1974 the school curricul seems again to be falling increasingly
under provincial and local control and prescription. ,

Defining the Soci 1 Studies.

The social studies has been defined in many different ways in
Canada. One definition states hat the term simply means "the social
sciences simplified for pedagogft.cal purposes."2 Other definitions
accommodate a wider concept, i cluding affective and moY:al domains of
human development. Thus the s cial studies is viewed not only as simpli-
fied social science content nd skills but also as a vehicle for in-
culcating desirable traits df character.

An elaboration of theie definitions could, perhaps, be best achieved
by a discussion of the gools of social_studies in Canada. ;A report issued
in 1962 made the following assessment:

There is littiXe that is s'aarply different among the
departmental.statements of aims for Canadian schools.
All are concerned with the development of children
both as individuals and 4; prospective citizend of a
democratic society. All stress the mastery of skills,
the understanding of both.the natural and social

, environment, appreciation pf the cultural heritage and
development of sound mental and physical health.i

This statement varies somewhat from the earlier recommendation of two
provincial royal commissions in western Canada that intellectual develop-
ment be the ultimate aim of general education.4 In any event, whatever
form statements of educational goals took prior to the'1960s, they
seriously lacked both specifically humanistic concern and requirements for
scientific rigor in skill development.

During the "intellectual ferment" in school curriculum-which began in
the early 1960s, more attention was directed to writing operational and
functional goals.5 Other emphases during that decade included (1) the
acquisition of knowledge concerning the operation of human society, (2)
the development of at increasing capacity to think critically and
creatively, (3) the development of ability to deal with normative (value)
questions, and (4) development of some facility in modes of thinking and
inquiry.6 It was evident, however, that objectives in the social studies
had not extended to the development of inquiry skills "beyond minor
research te9hniques, study habits, and some practice in analysis and
synthesis."

...._
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Human tic condi-the vete tera 'evident that the scientific in cU;ric-
,

ulum stateme s issued in the late 1960s, when the curriculum guides of

most provinces ndicated that the social studies should (1) produce better
citizens, (2) in ulcate respect for and tolerance of the rights of indi-

viduals, minorities, and people of other races, colors, and cultures, (3)

develop an appreciation of cultural heritage, (4) develop .a commitment to

the democratic ethic, and (5) provide historical and geographical knowledge,

both national and international.8
In 1974 a survey of Canadian social studies educators' perceptions of

social education in their respective provinces identified the goals cited

in all or most Canadian provinces. The rank order of the goals and the

number of provinces from which each goal was reported are shown below.
(For the purposes of the study, the Yukon and the Northwest territories
were treated as separate "pravinces.")

1. Knowledge and understanding of Canadian society--local, pravincial,

and national (10).
2. Knowledge and understanding of the world community of man (11).

3. Inquiry skills (inductive processes) (9).
4. Citiienship skills (8).
5. Ability to get along with others, including an understanding of

attitudes, feelings, values, and behavior (8).
6. Valuing skills (7).
7. Problemsolving and decisionmaking skills (6).

Goals calling for acquisition of knowledge and understanding of

social science content were reported from only four provinces, as was the

.goal of helping students to develop a Canadian "identity." In contrast

with the earlier focus on intellectual and,later, humanistic development,

the 1974 survey showed a greater emphasis on "coping" skills. The major

focus of attention was on intellectual and social skills required for

survival.
This trend follows, or is coincidental with, statements from such

"reconstructionist" writers as Michael Scriven in the United States, whose
"survival" curriculum included such knowledge and abilities as "people"

kn,wledge, analytical reasoning, interpretive skills, scientific method,

creativity, and social (change and survival) skills.9 Scriven argued
that the term social studies made "some sense" when applied to such

curriculum elements, for "they are studies of social matters; moreover,
they refer to something usefully distinct from social science."1°

Further, he saw a "survival" social studies`curriculum as being largely
about morality in.practice; since such a curriculum is neither dogmatic

nor relativistic, he perceived it as the proper successor to the best

hopes for citizenship education.11 #

Combining Scriven's criteria for a "survival" curriculum with
criteria advanced by others, among them Boyer, Kallen, and Simon, Darryl

Smith examined social studies goals listed and elaborated in Alberta's

curriculum guides issued between 1930 and 1971. Smith outlined his

criteria as follows:
-The mAntenance furtherment, and enhancement of life process--

physical and psychological survival.
-The development of future planning goals consistent with the

survival goal.
- -The examination of social policy questions todevelop future planning.

--The use of available representative data from the environment as

opposed to specific textual material.
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--The use of systematic empirical data procedures, analysis, and
evaluation.

--The development and use of decision!imaking processes to Identify
solutions for social policy questions.

--Participation In social reconstruction.12
Smith found that Alberta's social Studies curriculum, as reflected

in the official statements of objectives in curriculum guides, had
developed "great con§istency with survival curriculum criteria over the
past four decades."1' .He also found that no substantial effort to
achieve such objectives began until 1965.

Thus, the definition of social studies in Canada, insofar as stated
goals are concerned, appears to have moved substantially in the direction
of Herbert Spencer's (1859) ideas about the two most important kinds of
educational activity: .(1) those activities which directly administer to
self-preservation and (2) those activities which bY securing the.necessi-
ties of life indirectly administer to self-preservation..14

Canadian Social Studies as Seen in Practice

At present in Canada the social studies cLrriculum is still in ferment,
and it would be hazardous to assuMe that there is widespread consistency
between outlines in curriculum guides and actual classroom activity. This

observation is particularly pertinent to provinces like Alberta, where
social studies curriculum guidelines are general and permissive rather than
detailed and prescriptive. As a result of such freedom, in the words of a
social studies educator in Ontario, "while one teacher may emphasize one
style of instruction or one area of concern, another may not . . . the

teacher is the curriculum." An educator in Quebec stated: "We all have

the same general curriculum to.follow; however, the methodology and
emphasis probably differ from Board to Board and from classroom to class-
room.

Table 5a

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

No. Question-
Province

naires Returned
Pop.

(1000s)
No. Question-

Province
naires Returned

Pop.

(1000s)

Brit. Columbia 4 2,530.2 Quebec 4 6,285
Alberta 5 1,950.3 New Brunswick 4 695
Saskatchewan 4 947.1 Nova Scotia 2 841.2
Manitoba 2 1,032.4 Prince Edward 3 122

Island
Ontario 7 8,443.8 Newfoundland 2 568.9
Yukon 21.7 Northwest 1 43.5
Territory Territories

Note: The Northwest Territories employs the Alberta curriculum.
TheYukon Territory employs the British Columbia curriculum.
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*This writer used a questionnaire re, obtain from a sample of educators

their perceptions of thi social studies curricula in their respective

provinces (see Table 5a). The survey instrument sought the following

kinds of perceptions from the respondents in each province:

1. Influences bearing oct the curriculum.

2. Five major goals of social studies.
3. Emphases on various kinds of substantive content.
4. Emphases on various processes and skills.
5. Importance of trends.
6. ExaMples of trends.
7. Strengths in the overall provincial social studies curriculum.

8. Weaknesses in the overall provincial social studies curriculum.

9. Suggestions for the improvement of the social siudies curriculum.

Four of these nine sections were prestructured, with each component

containing a variety of relevant items accompanied by i scale for the

purpose of scoring each item. For each item in each section, the range

of scores included "no," "low," "moderate," and "high" categories in order

.to indicate the level or degree of influence, emphasis, and importance, as

appropriate, for each item. The remaining five sections were open ended

to permit free responses.
Responses to the prestructured items were "averaged" fot each prov-

ince, so as to show the predominant response to each item. For reporting

the findings it was found necessary to add three additional score cate-

gories (see Table 5b). In some cases, the combination of an insufficient

number of returned questionnaires and wide disparities in the ratings

made it impossible to.determine a predominant -score. In such instances,

the name of the province concerned was deleted from the table.

To the extent that the dati permitted, responses were classified into

elementary (1-6) and secondary (7-12) levels of public school education.

The secondary level is subdivided further into junior and senior ("high

sChool") levels, each consisting of three years or "grades." In some

provinces there are minor variations of this sequence.15

The sample employed in this study consisted largely of educators in

position to view social studies curriculum development in broad scope.

Most respondents were curriculum consultants, directors, coordinators,

and supervisors at both district and provincial levels. Another sizeable

group consisted of education professors in Canadian universities. A few

respondents were school-level personnel, principally teachers. In all,

38 questionnaires were returned; additional information was received from

letters and other documents. The number of questionnaires returned from

each province is shown in Table 5a. The provincial population figures

shown are correct as of June 1978.
Although this writer had typed that approximately 50 completed

questionnaires (approximately five from each province) would be returned,

most provinces fell ahort of the expected number. For the purposes of

this study, however, the 38 completed questionnaires, viewed in conjunction

with the other documents, were regarded as being generally adequae.
Summarized in this section are major findings drawn from the tables

and analyses at successive stages of data processing. Because of space

limitations, the many tables and their separate analyses are not included

in this report.

3
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Table 5b

GOALS, EMPHASES, TRENDS, AND PERCEIVED STRENGTHS

IN CANADIAN SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULA, 1974

Content/Skill
Area

Seen as
Goal
N

Seen as
Emphasis

N

$een as
Important
Trend N'

Actually
Practiced

Seen as
Strength

Knowledge and
understanding of
Canadian society--
local, provincial,
national

10 High 11 Mod-high 11 AlI pro-'
vinces

B.C.,

P.E.I.,.
N.W.T.

Knowledge and
understanding of
the world
community

11 Low.-mod. 7--

11
Low-mod. 8-

10
.Sask.,

Man.,'Ont.,

Nfld.

None
reported

Knowledge and
understanding of
the social
sciences (subject
disciplines)

4

.

High 9 N/A

.

'B.C.,
Alta.,
Man.,
Ont.,
Que.

Sask.,
Ont.

Understanding of
attitudes,
feelings, values,
and behavior

. 4
.

N/A . N/A '

.

Related to
valuing
skills

None

Ability to get
along with others

( coping skills)

6 N/A N/A

.

As above None

Inquiry skills
(inductive pro-
cesses)

9 Low-mod. 11 low-mod. 11 Sask.,
Ont., Que.,
N.B.

Sask.,
Que.

Problem-solving
and decision-
making skills

6 N/A Mod. 10 None
reported

Alta.

Valuing skills 7 Low-mod.

-

lO Low-mod.
,

10 B.C.,

Alta.,
Ont., Que.,
N.B., N.S.

None

Citizenship
Skills

8

.

N/A N/A None None
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Content/Skill
Area

Seen as
Goal
N

Seen as
Emphasis

N

Seen as
Important
Trend N

Actually
Practiced

Seen as
Strength

Communication
skills

2 N/A N/A

.

None None

Map skills 4 N/A . N/A None None

Canadian
"identity"

4' N/A Mod.-high None None

Defensible
value system

3 N/A N/A

.

Related to
valuing
skills

None

Survival,
Enhancement of
quality of life

3 N/A N/A None None
0

.

Interdisciplinary
content and
approaches

N/A

.

High
(elem.);
low-mod.
(sec.)

11 N/A Alta.,
Sask.,
Ont., N.B.,
Nfld.

Alta.,
Sask.,
Man.

.

Lecture N/A Low
(elem.);,
mod-high
(sec.)

11 N/A None

,

None

Discussion N/A Low-mod-
high

10 N/A None None

Hypothesis
testing .

N/A low-
low-mod.

10 N/A None
,

None

Small-group
activity

N/A low-mod-
high

11 N/A None None

Individual
assignments

N/A low-
mod.-
high

10 N/A Included
in learning
packages

None

Field trips
and surveys

N/A low-
mod.

11 N/A None None

Memorization N/A low-mod-
high

10 N/A None None

Canada Studies
Foundation
Projects

N/A N/A

.

low-low
mod.

11 All provin-
ces except
N.W.T.

N.B.
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Content/Skill
Area

Seen as
Goal
N

Seen.as
Emphasis

N

Seen as
Important
Trend

.

N

.

Actually
Practiced .

Seen as
Strength

. .

.

learning
Packages',

a'

N/A
.

N/A Low-low
mod.

10 Alta.,
Oht.

None

Environmental
education

N/A ; N/A N/A B.C., Man.,
Que., Nfld.

None

,

Flexibility in
content and
methods

,
.

.

.

N/A N/A N/A

.-

Que.,
N.S.,
P.E.I.,
Nfld.

B.q.,
Alta.,
Sask.,
Man., Oni
Que.,
P.E.I.,
Nfld.,
N.W.T.

Local
development of
curriculum by
teachers

.

EN/A .

.

N/A

,

.

N/A

--

B.C.,
Alta.,
N.S.,
P.E.I.,
Nfld.

B.C.,

Alta.,

Ont.,
Nfld.

Evaluation. of
social Studies
curriculum

N/A N/A N/A Alta.,
N.B.

None

Abolition of
external exam-
inations

N/A
.

N/A N/A N/A B.C.,
Man.,
Ont.,
Que.

Increasing
openness of
teachers and
education offi-
cials to new
ideas

N/A N/A
.

N/A
,

N/A Sask.,
Man.,
N.S.

Growing coopera-
tion between
teachers, universi-
ties and department !
of education

N/A N/A N/A N/A Sask.,
P.E.I.

.4

Note: N = number of provinces reporting; N/A = noninclusion of
certain categories in some area of the survey instrument.
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Comparison Of Goals and Emphases

As shown in Table 5h, the malor goals identified in regard to knowl-"

edge and understanding were cited most frequently in-virtually every

pravince. Following closely.were goals.identified in the skills area. .

(In the former area, the *goals stated applied to Canada aod the world; in

the*skills area, the goals dealt largely with inquiry-and valuing strat-

egies, citizenship, and the ability to get along with others%) Cited con-

siderably less often were such afftctive goals as acceptance of self,

awareness of a Canadian "identity," and the terminal goals of survival

. and the enhancement of life.
In comparing the goals stated with the reported emphases on sub-.

,stantive content, the relationship appeared to be consistent, insofar as

content related to subject disciplines and Canada (local, provincial, and

national) WAS concerned. That is, the frequent and widespread mention of

knowledge and understanding goals varied directly with the largely high

emphasis reportedly given to Canadian and subject discipline content. In

"contrast, the stated emphasis on content relating to the world was

generally only low to moderate, suggeating a markedly weaker relationship

between relevant goals and actual emphasis on world content. The weakest

relationships were found in regard to content in world trade, comparative

economic systems, international cooperation, the United Nations, and

(weakest of all) in the work of special agencies for world peace and ordegt

A rather weak relationship also appeared between the frequently

expressed goals related to skills and the low-to-moderate emphasis reported

on field trips and surveys, valuing, inductive processes, and hypothesis

testing. On the other hand, although there was (as expected) almost no

mention of goals related to lecture, discussion, small-group.activity,

individual assignments, and memorization, the reported actual emphasis on

these processes was markedly higher (with the exception of memorization,

on which the reported emphasis across Canada varied widely). In large

part, skill development appeared to have relatively low priority in the

social studies.

Comparison of Goals, Emphases, and Trends

As seen in Table 5b, the perceived importance of trends related to

Canadian topics and Canadian "identity," which ranged generally from moderate

to moderate-high, was the highest reported. In contrast to the relatiyely

high importance attached to trcuds related to Canadian topics, those

related to world peace and order and world cultures (not listed in Table

5b) were seen to have only low-to-moderate importance. Approximately the

same degree of importance was assigned to valuing processes, inductive

processes, and problem solving, and only low to low-moderate importance

was reported for learning packages.
In addition to those listed in the questionnaire, other curriculum-

developmerit trends were reported by respondents. Among these, the most

significant appeared to be the local development of curriculum through

teacher involvement. In most provinces west of the Maritimes,_ a strong

trend was reported toward emphasis on social science content, and an

active trend was also indicated toward interdis4plinary content and ap-

proaches. Greater flexibility 11-1 curriculum content and use of resources

(which later became common elsewhere in Canada) appeared to be developing

in Quebec and in the Maritime Provinces. Environmental education was
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)aentioned as 4 trend in several provinces. In Alberts and New Brunswick,
plins for evaluation of social studies curricula appeared to be in the
making.

Comparing trends (Table 5b) to goals and emphases, the relationship
between Canadian content and issuee was largely consistent. The relation-
ships between goals and actual emphases in relation .to world peace and
order and world cultures, however, suggest that there was some inconsis-
tency between the widely stated relevant goals, on the one hand, and the
relatively low emphasis and perceived importance assigned to these topics,
on the other.

Although goals related to subject disciplines were identified in only
four provinces, the perceived degree of emphasis on these disciplines was
seen to be high. Trends in this area were evident in almost all of Canada
west of the Maritime Provinces, suggesting a high degree'of consistency
between emphases and trends.

In regard to process (skill) development, it has already been noted
that the relationship between goals and emphases was weak; although goals
in the area of skill development loomed large, the reported emphasis on
skill development was only low eo modeTate. A similar degree of importance
was attached.to trends in such skill Areas as valuing processes,.inductive
.processes, and problem solving. Although references to skill development:
in valuing and inductive processes were numerous and widespread west of.
.the Maritimes, a conspicuous inconsistency appears between the "moderate
importance" rating generally assigned to problem solving and the total
absence of any reference to actual development in this area.

Perceived Strengths in Social Studies Curricula

To enhance .observations which dross five sections of the question-
naire, it may be 'helpful to summarize the major findings presented in
Table 5b. To facilitate generalization, the range of ratings was cam-
pressed by excluding single-province responses at each extreme. Also

excluded was any goal stated in only one province.
The picture presented in Table 5b shows a marked variation between

stated major goals, emphasis, and trends, on the one hand, and strengths,
on the other. In othet words, most of ehe stated goals, emphases, and
trends seem to have been abandoned and replaced by developments perceived
in most provinces to be sources of strength in a social studies program:
growing flexibility in curriculum content, approaches, and methods.
Among the example provided of such developments were the abolition of
external examinations, the increasing openness of some teachers and
provincial departments of education officials to new ideas, local develop-
ment of curriculum by teachers, and the use of interdisciplinary content
and approaches.

With regard to the stated goals, it can be seen that none were widely
cited as curriculum strengths. The seeming preoccupation with Canadian,
provincial, and local studies was re?orted as a strength in only four
provinces, repiesenting among them only a small fraction of Canada's
population. Knowledge and understanding in the social sciences and
development of inquiry skills were viewed as strengths, in each instance,
in only two provinces1 and problem solving (decision making) was reported
as a strength only in Alberta.

Knowledge and understanding of the world community, although stated
as a goal in all provinces, was rated only low to moderate in emphasis
and importance. References to develeppgnts related to this goal appeared
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in responses rom five provinces, but no.atrA4gths were reported, in.this,

area of soeial studied. Similarly, although statements from seven
provinces identified the institution of 'valuing activities as a trend, no

response identified it as a strength. Apart from, mention of tfie growing

cooperation among teachers, universities, and departments of education in-

Saskatchewan and Prince Edward Island, no other strength was plentified

in,more than one\province.

Perceived Weakness's in Social.Studied Curricula

Ttle rather surpriaing a d extremely conspicuous finding here was

that the perceived major wea essesswere not directly related to social

studies curricula. The follo ing weaknesses were reported by two, three,

or four provinces:
1. Increased opportuiit as a result of greater flexibility, for

unwise use of time (British C lumbia, Ontario, Prince.Edward Island).

2. Increasing difficulty in evaluating student progress and/oV tle

curriculum (British Columbia, Alberta).
3. Absence of a carefully defined sequence of skills and/or concepts

and topics (Alberta, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland).

4. Lack of new curriculummaterials (Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova

Scotia, Prince Edward.Island).
5. Lack of ministerial curriculum guigelines for teache4 inadequate

provincial leadership (Alberta, Ontario, Nov1,Scotia, Prince Edward Island).

6. Overdidactic, fact-oriented, textbook-dominated teaching (British

Columbia, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland).
7. Interpretation of "social studies" as history and geography

(Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfoundland).
8. Lack.of involvement of students in real-life situations to enhance

understanding (New Brunswick, Newfoundland).
It should be noted that items 1-5 are related to growing flexibility.

in the curriculum. When viewed as a single group of factors, they can be

seem to come fraM nine provinces; thus they could be construed to be a

notable set of arguments opposing the moveMent toward greater flexibility.

When compared with items 6-8, however, the strength of this argument seems

greatly diminished.' On balance, growing flexibility in the curriculum

appears.to have been viewed as a strength, rather than as a weakness, in

Canadian social studies curriculum development.
Two'other weaknesses repo4ed, in two and three provinces respectively,

were the low priority given to sacial studies.in the schools and the lack

of coordination among various educiational authorities and groups involved

in the social studies curriculum. The weaknesses most often reported were

in regard to preiervice and inservice training. Dissatisfaction with

university and teachers' college preservice programs was reported from

seven provinces; lack of leadership personnel, funds, time, and expertise

needed to conduct inservice programs designed to help teachers develop

the skills and materials required for new programs was cited in all

provinces, with one exception.

Recommendations for Improirement in Social Studies

Suggestions for improvement in preservice and inservice training were

received from most provinces. The recommendations most frequently made

were for more (and improved) inservice training programs and for extended
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andfor improved trainin at univeriities;andlcolleges in curriculum and
ins$ruction. The deep and widespread diisattafaction with the pretervicet

and inservicetraining of social studies teadhers was further evident in

\\
ihe following additional ll-suggeattons, a -cif-which were oftered from more .

glen one province:
1

.

.% l. Closer cooperation among universities, schools, and provincial
\ deparikents of education (British Columbia, Alberta, Saakatchewan, Ontario,
., New Brunswick, Newfdundland).

- 2. .Training of more leaders in curriculum development and instruc-"\

tion; e.g., consultants and social studies deparment heads (Alberta,
askatchewan, Ontario, Quebec).

3. Development of stron%er social studies councils at the local,
p ovincial, and.national levels (Siskatchewan,,Ontario', Quebec, New
B unswick). ,

4. Establishment of an internship progran!..for student teachers (New
Br swick, Nova SCotia). .

,

,

In addition to these four suggestions, eight others were vouchsafed
in. egard to inservice training by at least one province. Indeed, of the
32 s emotions recorded. 14 were related to the inservice and nreservice .
prep ration of social studies teachers, with what would seem to be a some-
what larger emphasis on inservice training.

C implementing the numerous suggestions to improve inservice training
was a noticeable expression of desire to provide more local autonomy and
incent ves for local curriculum development by teachers (British Columbia,
Quebec New Brunswick, Newfoundland). .In addition, there were suggestions
for the establishment of teacher centers for *curriculum development
(Britis Columbia, New Brunswick). i

The following suggestions for curriculum improvement were offered in
\

at least\two provinces: .....---*

1.

\

More scientific rigor to balance the "humanistic" approach and

i')

emphasis n valuing and inquiry techniques (A1berta,lOntario, Quebec,
Prince EdWard Island).

2. ppvelopment of programs better suited to students' needs and,

interests planitoba, Quebec, Prince Edward'Island).
3. P7vision of more time and Materials for the study of Canadian

content (Quebec, Prince Edward Island).
4. Provision for Canadian problems to be viewed in a more-humani-

tarian, world 'perspective (Quebec, Newfoundland).
5. Greter emphasis on and improved methodology for interdisciplin-

ary approaches (Quebec, Prince Edward Island). ,

6: Greater flexibility in the curriculum (Ontario, New Brunswick).
7. "Better" sequencing of themes, "better" guidelines, nd "better"-

defined objectives for programs (Ontario, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward
Island).

8. Greater availability of curriculum materials (Saskatchewan,
IManitoba,.Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfoundland). ,

) 9.- Evaluation of social studies programs (British Columbia, Alberta,
,Quebec). .

(I Because suggestions 6 and 7 above appear Ito contradict each other,
it is difficult to assess their significance, particularly in view of the
,1 ract that one province, Ontario, is a source of both suggestions. Ob-'

/ viously there was disagreement among social studies teachers over the
! trend toward greater flexibility in the curriculum.
i Apart from the widespread need for more curriculum materials

SO
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(suggestion 1), suggettions l and 5, calling'for impr ed methodology,

together constitute the largest single grouping of su gestions in the list .

llext in order of respondents' concerne,apparently, w t the need to develop

programs better suited to the needs and interests of students. Finally, ,

from two provinces, in each instance, came suggestio stbat mote time and

materials be provided for the study of Canadian cont Ai and that Canadian

problems be viewed in a mpre-humanitarian, global p ispective.

In summary, the suggestions for .improvempnt.oftered by survey respondents

indicate that the greatest needs in social studiek were for extended and

improved inservice and preservice programs to develop teachers' and students'

inquiry and valuing competencies for purposes better euited to.students'

"needs" and "interestsi" hovever defined. There was also evidence of a

substantial need for appropriate curriCulum materials.

Conclusioni

The findings of the iiirvey were used in an effort to answer two

questions: How closely related was social studies in Canada co the

canadian and world scene? How closely did social studies practicesAn
Canada conform to the "new" social studies as defined in Canada andAhe

United .States?
In regard to the first question, the stated emphasis, pirceived

importance, and actual practices were revealed to favor Canadian content

more than any other. In order to determine how adequately such content

reflected the Canadian scene, however, other findipgs were examined.

There was a notable lack both of references to Canadian content as

being either a strength or a weakness in social studies curricula and of

suggestions fur.improvement in such cont nt. Canadian content was seen

as a strength in only four provinces (Br tish Columbia, New Brunwick,

Prince Edward Island, Northwest Territo ies), and was never reported as

a weakness. Only two provinces (Quebec and Prince Edward.Island) suggested

that more time and materials be provide for the study of Canadian content.

However, respondents in two provinces Quebec and Newfoundland) also
suggested that Canadian problems be vi wed in a more-humanitarianviglobal

perspective.
In general, it would thus,seem t at respondents were at least not

dissatisfied with the quantity aqd quality of Canadian content. It would

also appear that, in the view of most, social studies curricula in Canada

bear a, sufficient relationship to the Canadian scene.

In regard to the relationship of social studies in Canada to the

world scene, a similar conclusion ,was reached,,, although world content '4as

seen tq receive markedly lower emphasis along 'with a similarly lower

perspection of its importance as a trend in social studies curricula.

There were virtually no references to world content as being either a

strength or a weakness in social studies, and few suggestions for Emprove-

ment in such content.
Goals related to valuing and inquiry processes and skills received

relatively low emphasis and perception of importance (as trends),, in

comparison with goals related to Canadiah content. Considering the large

number and variety of such processes, they were :lot impressively exempli-

,fied as trends. As in the case of world content, the process elements of

social studies curricula were not generally reported as strengths or

weaknesses in social studies. However, the need for better processes and

skills for implementing programs was often mentioned. It .seems evident,

therefore, that social studies in Canada did not, at the time of the survey,
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adequately miet Ehe expectations of the "new" social studies, ndr did it ..'

*appear to satsify the requirements of Smith's "surviyal 'curriculum" or .

. Spenceel "Primary goals."
\ Lack of,process skills ewidently formeette principal connection

. between expressed weaknesses in social studieg curricula and thewi4e--,
spread delre for improved preservice and inservice tikaihing programs.

..

The survey respondents indicated that preservice and inservice programs
should be improved ix order to help teachers (1) formulate objectives in
'the cognitive, affective, and skills areas, (2) develop curriculum
materials, p) develop inquiry and valuinuskills, (4) develop methodology
for interdisciplinary approaches, and (5) evaluate student progress and .

the effect. ...mess of social studies programs. . The critical questions now
seem,to be:

1., Where will the required leadership and expertise for teacher
,upgiading come from?

1

2. Who Will provide the funds required for extended and improved
preservice aria inservice programs and for teachers' participation in in-

.

service programs? .

-

3. When, if ever, will funds for the necessary provisions of.curric-
. ulum materials be available?

As the floodgates of curricular freedom have opened, teachers'
,abilities to hindle 'such freedom do not seem to have kept abreast of the'.
change. This'disparity was early apparent in Alberta, where the dismantling
of traditional programs (in the"middle 1960s) began. That tha,likely
consequence of the continuation of this disparity will,ba a 1.eturn to more-
traditional processes and,prestvuctured content is suoested by the growing
emphasis on the content of.social science Oisciplines.

The.future development of aocial studies curricula in Canada may
also be increasingly.affected by Legislation requiring'even greater
.emphasis on Canadian content. Flexibility in course programming will be
.seriously threatened if recent developments in Alberta spread to other
provinces. In Alberta, a school board in a major.center initiated, on
its own( authority, a Canadian history course at the gade 10 level, and
there are presently demands for more Canadian content at the junior high
school level (grades 7-9) .16

Summary

The Alberta situation reflects the sudden apparent reversal of the
educational pendulum in Canada that' took place in the latter part of the
1970s. Demands for a return to the "basics," to the teaching of the
country's cultural heritage, and to a greater formalization of objectives
and examinations have become widespread. Local school systems and
provincial departments are introducing standardized examinations in response
to the "back-to-basics" movement and, perhaps, to the growing number of
religious and other alteinative schools that have recently been establisbed

. throughout Canada.
For the social studies in Canada, as in the United States, such

curricular turnabouts are not new.17 The "enterprise" approach of the
1930s, which had originated in the United States, failed to take firm
root and perished as a movement in the 1940s. Similarly, the thrust of
the,"inquiry" approach of the 1960s is weakening in the face of agitation
for:and change toward more "Canadian" content, a return to the "basics,"
and provincial examinations.18
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It might be said that the Vietnam War, racial strife in the United

States, student activism, and other developments on a broad front of
human rights issues produced the "new," inquiry-oriented social studies

in the 1960s. Canadians today--struggling with inflation; an insecure

economy; etonomic, social, and political divisiveness; and a search for

a national identity--have a natural desire to attack these problems in

the schools. Time may tell whether the effort will Produce the desired
results or whether it will eventually prove to be a futile exercise in
scapegoating and wishful thinking.
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6. Social Studies in China

The Molding of the Good Chinese Citi\zen

By M. Eugene Gilliam

M. Eugene Gilliom has taught at San.FranciscO State Uhiversity,and
the University of Chicago and currently is professor of social studies
education at Ohio State University. He has conducted 11 foreign study
tours for social studies teachers and students at;Ohio State to a total
of 26 different countries. In 1975, 1977, and 1979 he led study groups-
to the PeOple's Republic of China. Gilliom has published articles in a
vaiiety of journals and is coauthor of Practical Methods for the Social
Studies( (Wadsworth, 1977).

To comprehend social studies education in any society, one must view
ir in the light of that society's unique past and dominant values. This

is particularly true when dealing with China. The People's Republic of
China-was born out of revolution, and its system of education reflects
both the conditions which spawned that revolution and.the values which
guided it. Although many traditions and values which evolved during
C4na's 4,000-year history continue to-linger, dramatic changes have
occurred in this ancient land since 1949. These changes are clearly
reflected in China's system of education. It is the "New China" on which
this chapter will focus.

Social Environment and Tradition

People who visit the People's Republic of China are frequently
requested by their hosts not to compare conditions in China_today with
those in the industrialized nations. Rather, they are asked to contrast
living conditions in the People's Republic withthe plight of the Chinese
peOple prior tp Mao Tse-tung's seizure of power following World War II.

/This request seems reasonable. Whereas the U.S. experiment in democratic
government, for example, with its attendant economic and social develop-
ments, has had more than 200 years to mature, efforts by the Chinese to
remold their society along the thinking of Mao Tse-tung have been under
way for barely 30 years. Clearly, China is decades away from achieving
.the level of modernization accomplished by the highly developed, indus-
trialized nations. Yet, one must be impressed by the gigantic strides
taken by the Chinese to improve their lot since the formatioa of the
People's Republic in 1949.

Just as China has experienced dramatic social and economic changes
during the past 30 years, she has also been subject to shifts in the
political winds, both internationally and domestically. Insofar as
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educational policies and practices in China are closely tied to politics,

it is essential that an analysis of social studies education be carried

out with the dynamics of Chinese politics in mind.

In the early 1950. China turned to the USSR for friendship and aid--

an act which, in the minds of many people, gave credence to'the myth of

a monolithic, worldwide communist movement. By the early 1960s, however,

Sino-Soviet relations has soured to the point that a split between the

two powers was inevitable. Today, the two countries are at sharp odds

ideologically, and there is constant and dangerous bickering along their

mutual border. Fear of Soviet aggression seems constantly to be on the

minds of the Chinese, a factor which clearly influences the forming of

both domestic and foreign policies.
Internally, ihe Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution during the .

period 1966-1969 tore much of China asunder politically.1 Although the

Cultural Revolution may never be fully understood, it appears to have

been instigated by Mao Tse-tung in an effort to cleanse.the country of

revisionism. At the end of the mass mobilization and turmoil which

accompanied the Cultural Revolution, Mao's opponents in the party struc-

ture had been removed, a revolutionary fervor had been rekindled, and

Mao's policies regarding agrarian economic development and political

institutions had been adopted. Developments during the Cultural Revol-

ution clearly have had a lingering effect in China--particularly in edu-

cation--and the Chinese view that period as a benchmark in the nation's

history.
Most people were taken aback when in 1971 an American table-tennis

team was invited to visit China, thus cracking a door that had been

virtually closed to U.S. visitors for decades. Since President Nixon's

historic trip to the People's Republic the following year, American-

Chinese relations have gradually continued to expand and improve. Today,

thousands of United States citizens, as well as other visitors fram

around the world, travel to China annually, and trade between China and

her world neighbors is on therupswing.
It appears that China's willingness to open herself increasingly to

the,outside world--particularly to tFhe West--is due in large measure to

the assumption of power by Chairman Hua Kuo-feng. Following Mao Tse-

tung's death at the age of 82 in September 1976, a power struggle between

the followers of Hua and those of Chiang Ching, Mao's widow, disrupted

life and production throughout China. The struggle for leadership' was

accompanied by numerous public demonstrations, occasional outbursts of

violence, and work slowdowns and strikes. In October, Chiang Ching and

tnree of her key Shanghai-based supportersknown in China as the Gang

of Four--were arrested, and Hua Kuo-feng assumed the leadership of the

Communist oartyand the country.
The. year 1976 was a particularly trying one for China. The death of

Mao Tse-tung and the ensuing jockeying for power between the followers of

Hua Kuo-feng and those of the Gang of Four had teen preceded by the

deaths of two other influential leadersPrithe Minister Chou En-lai and

Chu Te, a military genius who was considered the second-greatest hero of

the Chinese revolution. That year also witnessed the devastating earth-

quak4 in the Tangshang area, which reportedly killed 650,000 people.

China weathered the year of testing and emerged the stronger for it:

The Chinese' had proved to themselves and the rest of the world that their

form of social organization and government could survive 5n the face of

adversity, be it man-made or natural.
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The People's Republic must now be recognized as a legitimate world
power whose influelice will be Ancreasingly felt on the international
scene. The country can no longer be treated as a mammoth curiosity or
as a pawn to be manipulated-by foreign powers. Its 900 million citizens--
a quarter of the world's population--are caught up in A social, political,
and-economic experiment so sweeping and massive that it cannot realisti-
cally be i.nored by the rest of the world. The implications of this
experiment for education--particularly social studies education--demand
our attention.

The Educational Setting,'

One of the first orders of business in China after liberation was the
reforming of education. In old China schooling was available only to the
privileged and the,rich--sons of officials) wealthy landlords, and mer-
chants. Children of peasants, with rare dxceptions, were destined to a
life of poverty, backbreaking toil, and ignorance.- For centuries the
small class of ruling elite had perpetuated its power by controlling
access to education through the administration of a highly competitive
system of examinations. The life of the scholar in traditional China
required political connections as well as sufficient wealth and leisure
time to devote to'study. Although attempts were made to reform Chinese
education early in the 1900s in a move to counteract foreign dominance,
the effort was largely futile. By 1949, when the Communist party came
to power, China was plagued by illiteracy.and by a population hampered
by a legacy of superstition and a sense of inferiority.

The educational problems facing the new regime aere overwhelming.
School buildings, equipment, and trained teachers were in short supply,
and a curriculum consistent with the goals of the new egalitarian Chinese
society had to be developed. From the beginning, two basic principles
guided educational reform: schools should be viewed as vehicles for
moral and political indoctrination', and education should focus primarily
on the learning of practical skills. Although the curriculum of Chinese ,

schools during the years since 1949 has reflected the ebb and How of
politics, the cOmmitment to these two principles has remained essentially
unaltered.

Followlng liberation a massive effort was launched to assure that
educational opportunities were available to everyone and that study wds
integrated with manual labor. Although this effort initially was to a
large extent successful, by the late 1950ethe Chinese leaders had become
concerned with much that was happening in education. It appeared that
schools were reverting to many preliberation practices. University
entratce 4xaminations increasingly favored the children of the intellec-
tuals, caares, and members of former privileged classes. Students were
encouraged to compete with one another while striving for personal pres-
tige and'gain. Old attitudes favoring intellectual activity, to the
detriment of labor, were reemerging. Many teachers who had been trained
in preliberation China continued to view education as a tool to further
self-interest rather than as a means to serve the people and the socialist
cause.

During the Great Leap Forward (195$-1960), a period when radical
reforms were initiated in industry and agriculture, an attempt was made
to bring the schools back into line and to ensure that education was
linked to production. These reforms failed to bring about the desired
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changes, however, anethe Groat Proletarian Cultural Revolution was

launched in 1966 at.the instigation Clf Mao Tse-tung. For the next three

years Chinese education was in turmoil;

' The Cultural Revolution was tnitiated when Mao calledfor a nation-

wide "revolt of the masses" against revisionisql and against party leaders

and bureaucrats who, he felt, were forming a growing Soviet-style elite.

Although the Cultural Revolution touched everyone in* China, from the

humblest peasant to members of the Communist party hierarchy, it especially

affected the.educational establishment. Universities and many middle

schools were closed as political factions debateu which revolutionary line

China should follow. Professors and teachers who were branded as revision-

ists or "capitalist roaders" were vilified and humiliated. Red Guards,

.mostly middle school and university'students, roamed the countryside,

seeking out persons whose political thinking was at variance with Mao's

and subjecting them to public ridicule. By the time MaNmoved to wind

down the Cultural Revolution in 1969, the party had been purged of his

most prominent adversaries, ind revolutionary zeal along the lines of

Mao's thinking had been rekindled.
The CUltural Revolution had an impatt on education at all levels.

Educational policies were redesigned in an effort to conform io Mao's

philosophy, and the curriculum was retooled to more-clearly reflect

socialist values. Schools were revamped in an attempt to ensure that

all students would receive a balanced education--morally, intellectually,

and physically. Greater emphasis was placed on learning practical skills

which could later be used when ynung people joined the work force. The

period of required schooling was shortened, and students were required to

leave the classroom periodically to learn fram the peasants, workers,

and soldiers. In an effort to bridge the gap between theory and practice,

school factories were established so thai students toad be introduced

firsthand to the vane of productive labor. A program was inaugurated ,

whicti called for virtually all new middle-school graduates to "go to the

countryside" for a minimum of two years, where they were expected to

work side by side with the peasants before making decisions about their

'
future education or their roles in the work forte. University entrance

examinations were largely eliminated, and children of workers and peasants

were given spenial consideration when applying for university enrollment.

Teachers and professors were reqUired Lo forgo research and writing so

that they could more fully concentrate on working directly with students.

The Cultural Revolution was a difficult period of struggle, criticism,"

. and transformation for China. At its height it'was marked by violence,

political purges, and the disruption of production and daily life. Yet

it also was a period nf soul searching, reevaluationand recommitment.

If, in fact, China had begun a drifttoward Soviet-style revisionism in the

early 1960s, the Cultural Revolution appeared to jerk the country back on

course. In spite of the cleansing effect of this-period of turmoil,

however, harmony and stability were not assured in China. Rather, there

followed a period of growing confusion and tension, particularly in

education, which culminated with the rise of Hua Kuo-feng and the arrest

of the Gang of Four in October*1976.
Recent reports from China indicate that significant educational

changes are now under way.. The catalyst for the current movement seems

to be the desire of the Hua government to speed up the modernization of

China. Many Chinese educators now admit that educational policies grow-

ing out of the Cultural Revolution hindered the development of a highly

w
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trained modern labor force. ..As a result, there is a pressing need for
educated specialists and technicians at all levels. In an.effort to
meet this need, many educational'policies of the past ten years are being
reversed. Quality and rigor in education are being stressed, with increas-
ing attention again being given to the brightest students. In the .selec-

tion of university students, academic achievement and performance on
examinations are taking priority over political reliability and "conscious-
ness." Growing numbers.of qualified middle-school graduates are being
admitted directly to universities rather than first serving the heretofore
mandatory two years "in the countryside." Examinations, attacked during
the Cultural Revolution as being elitist,.are being reinstituted at all
levels. Teachers axe being given increasing power to discipline students
and to demand high quality work. Teaching materials and textbooks are
being revised and improved.

To the outside observer, the frequent shifting of educational policies
in China seemi confusing and eontradictory,Jparticularly, insofar as each
reform movement is claimed to be consistent with Chairman Mao's principles
on revolutionizing education. Some people fear that the revisions currently
under way will lead to the reemergence of an ecrucated elite and a betrayal
of the principles of the revolution. yhether this fear is valid, and
whether the reform will in fact speed up modernization, remains to be seeh:
It is clear, hawever, that education will continue to be viewed in China
as an extremely important enterprise an.d that the schools will play a vital

rolkin the shaping of China's destiny.

The Social Studiet--An Overview

A fact of existence in China today is that essentially all aspects
of life are politicized. As a result, the structure, goals, and curric-
ulum of Chinese schools at any point in time reflect the political
dynamics and dogma of the moment. Therefore, a basic and persistent'con-
cern of Chinese sthools since liberation has been the training of citizent
who conform to Mao's political ideology and who fit neatly into the mono-
lithic society of New China. To speak of the social studies in the
Chinese context, is therefore, to speak primarily of citizenship education,
a concern which permeates the curriculum from top to bottom.

From the day a child is born in China until he enters adulthood he
is flooded wit,h a barrage of messages telling him what is expected of he
Chinese citizen. To Westerners the rhetoric seems almost childlike and
ritualistic--out of another century. They tend to view it skeptically.
To the Chinese it is dead serious. The message is essentially this: A

good Chinese citizen serves the people through participating in productive
labor . . . is loyal to Chairman Hua and the Communist party of China . . .

loves and defends the motherland . . . helps others in times of need . . .

respects his elders and members of the People's Liberation Army . . . is

physically fit . . . studies and works hard for the revolution and full

modernization . . . conserves China's natural resources . . . is self-

sufficient . . . takes the heavy load.
The values, beliefs, and behaviors implied by these expectations lie

at the heart of Chinese life and educatian today. A continuation of the
current political system in the People's Republic will likely be largely
dependent on the regime's success in ransmitting these commitments to its
yout. Clearly, the schools will.play aymajor role in this process.
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Preschool

Although the practice is not universal in China-,-children often enter

nurseries at the tender age of 56 days. Such nurseries are commonly

attached to factories where the babies' mothers are ,emAloyed, thus proViding

them with opportunities to nurse and care for their infants periodically

during the working day. Children custamarily are cared for in nurseries

until about the age of three, when they are transferred to kindergartens.

Infants in China tend to be viewed during the first year or soas
being helpless and dependent; infant care is focused pritarily on proper

feeding and maintaining healthy surroundings: Little is done formally to

rltimulate the intellectual development of the children until they are

oddlers. Then,.education becomes a matter of careful planning.
At about the age of two the children begin to manipulate simple art

materials, learn the names of common .objects,.and tend to personal hygiene.

They learn to follow routines in an orderly manner and to participate in

playground activities and exercise. Not simply by chance, the toddlers

are surrounded with colorful patriotic posters and told stories of the

people's heroes in terms they can'understand; they are the recipients of

a steady barrage of songs, dances, and plays celebrating the worXers,

peasants, soldiers, the Communiat party, and productive labor. In short,

their lifelong course in political indoctrination has begun.

. Kindergarten

Children enter kindergarten at the age.of four and Spend three years

there. The budding concept of citizenship which has been planted in

infancy is TOW carefully nurtured. The kindergarten curriculum normally

focuses on six areas .of study: Chinese language and politics, mathematics,

singing and dancing, painting and drawing, physical training, and produc-

tive labor. The list appears at first glance to,be relatively apolitical.

It is not.
Every subject in the curriculum is Vtewed as providing opportuni,Aes

for impldnting ideological seeds. In the study of language, for exar le,

the children read stories about evil landlords of the bitter past and

their efforts to suppress the peasants. Stories describing the deeds of

well-known heroes and heroines of the socialist cause are related time

and again, and the children are encouraged to pattern their behavior

accordingly. Mathematics lessons also typically have a heavy ideological

flavor. During a field trip to a commune, for example, pupils may meet

with peasantS who not only tell them stories of the "bad old days" before

liberation but also provide them with lessons in calculating the amount

of fertilizer required to grow so many mos of wheat. In the Chinese kin-

dergarten the examples used in teaching mathematics which are common in

the United States--apples, oranges, or balls--are replaced by such symbols

of productive labor AA tractors, sacks of rice, or sheaves of wheat.

Kindergarten classrooms in China come in a wide variety of sizes and

shapes, but they share a number of commonalities. Classrooms tend to be

modestly furnished; they are usually crowded (25-35 students to a room is

not uncommon), and the walls abound with pictures and posters glorifying

the workers, peasants, soldiers, and people's heroes. Other posters show

beaming Chinese children carrying out their chores or otherwise behaving

in a manner expected of children who are serving the people. One typical

series of four posters tells the story of two Little Red Soldiers filling



a hazardous pothole. On the first poster a small giil is shown falling
into the pothole, soiling her clothes in the muddy water, as two older
child.ren wearing the red neckerchiefs of the Little Rad Soldiers race
to the rescue. .In the second picture of the series, the Litt4 Red
Soldiers.wipe the mud off their tiny friend's clothing and gently dry
her tears. The next poster shows the children happily.filling the
pothole with dirt and stones. The moral of the story is driven home
with the last poster, as one of the children leads grandmother safely
across the filled-in pothole to the applause.of a half-dozen children
who had gathered to show their approval. The message in Chinese at

the bottom of the last poster teads simply: "They are all glad that
it has beet covered." Strike another blow for citizenship.

Primary School

Chinese children normally enter primary school at age seven, with
primary education lasting for five years. By.1972 it was reported that
ten times as many pupils were attending primary school annually as had

attended before 1949. Today, more thau 90 percent of the country's
primary-age children are said to be in schoo1.2. Most primary schools
serve a given neighborhood; although in some instances, particularly in
rural areas, children must travel a considerable distance to school.
Such children are often boarded during the week. As is the case with
kindergartens, primary classnooms are furnished in rather spartan
fashion.

The curriculum of the typical primary school includes Chinese
language, foreign language (usually English), mathematics, music, art,
cp4mon knowledge" (this can best be described as a combination of

sciences, with emphasis on industry and agriculture and what one might

refei to loosely as social studies), physical education, and political'
training. Whenever possible, study of the various subjects is infused
with political themes which add to the pupils' growing awareness of
their responsibilities in New China. Songs sung in the music class, for
example, are selected not only for the sake of beauty but also for the
revolutionary messages they contain. Science is studied"not simply to
help pupils comprehend the world around them_ but rather, in terms of
the contribution it can make to increasing production and to the modern-
ization of China. The social studies segment of the "common knowledge"
bloc consists primarily of the study of politics, in which'the children
are introduced to the thoughts and deeds of Communist heroes.

Every effort is made in Chinese schools to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. After studying methods of agriculture in the
common-knowledge segment of the curriculum, for example, primary stu-
dents who live .a the city are taken to the country, where they apply
their classroom learning by participating in physical labor. Likewise,

in the social studies segment of.common knowledge, pupils.frequently
are taken on field trips to neighboring factories. There they extend
their political training by meeting with the workers, carrying out
"social investigations," and occasionally participating in production.3
Theyurpose of such field.experience is not only to bring'fresh meaning
to classroom studies but, perhaps more important, to glorify labor and

to communicate to young people that every citizen is expected to make

his or her contribution through productive work to modernizing the
motherland.



Another wsy in which a positive 'attitude toward labor is encouraged

is through the school factory. EverySprimary school has a pupil-operated

workshop of mome.sort,. often run in cooperation with a neighboring indus-

trY. The natures of the workshopsvitry, depending on tho type of facil-

itievand advice which are available and the needs of the local commu-

nit*. It is impoitant to note that the work done in the small factories

is not play work; it is legitimatei productive labor. Children in pri-

mary school factories package medicine for chickens, pack flashlight

bulbs into cardboard containers, produce textiles, make locks for doors,

and manufacture Chinese chess sets. The amount of time spent in the.

Workshops increases with the age of the children. Pupils in the third

and fourth grades usually devote two or three hours per week tO labor,

while fifth- and sixth-graders may spend one or two full weeks in the

factory each term. In addition, many schools have small farms where the

pupils caresfor livestoCk and raise crops. In short, children from a

very early age are introduced to the idea that everyone is expected to

participa uctive labor as a part of being a citizen of China.

Citi nship training in the primary school is further nurtured

Vhrough student organizations and extracurricular activities. The most

important organization for pupils at the primary level is the Little

'Red Soldier0. Pupils are selected for membership in the Little Red

Soldiers as early as the first or second grade. P$ the time children

i-----reach-the--Sixth grade, about 75 percent of them are Little Red Soldiers.

A basic pupose of the organization is,to provide leadership among the

pupils in carrying out Mao Tse-tung's directive regarding the "three

goods"--good.health, study, and productive work. Members of the organi-
i

; zation are expected to serve as leaders and as models of behavior for

the other childreen. 'The Little Red Soldiers assume an important role

in the operation of the primary school, and mew)ership in the organi-

.zation is highly prized.
Extracurricular activitier provide opportunities to emphasize the

role of the citizen in a variv of ways. After-school clubs are

usually'service oriented'. It . a schools, for example, children are

organized into Lei Feng grout (Lei Feng is a folk hero in China who

is currently being held up to L.ue children as a model of selflessness

and sacrifice for the people.) In their spare time, children in the Lei

Feng groups organize such activities as collecting manure for use as

fertilizer on the communes and collecting scrap paper, iron, and glass,

which they sell in order to buy tools for use at construction sites in

the area. Some groups volunteer to clean school grounds on weekbnds,

repair broken furniture, and paint the walls of their classrooms.

Other extracurricular clubs are organized to encourate participa-

tion in athietics (baseball, swimming, basketball, volleyball, and

table tennis), while some provide opportunittes to pursue interests in

music and dance. A visit to a school by fortign guests provides the

perfect oppoi-tunity for the music groups to share their activities. The

students invariably are well trained and skillful, and the musical num7

bers are performed with great enthusiasm. Such programs provide fuFther

evidence of the pervasiveness of citizenship education in Chinese

schools. The following musical program performed at a primary school

in Sian during the summer of,1977 is typical:

"The Compatriots of Taiwan Are Our Blood and Flesh Brothers"

(male solo)
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"To Plant the Sunflowers",(chorus)
"I Love Peking's Tien An Men" (chorus)
"Dance of the Bumper Harvest"
"Our Political Power Will Be Red Forever" (female solo)
"There's A Golden Stin In Peking" (chorus)
"Closely Follow Chairman Hua Kuo-feng" (chorus)
"The People's Liberation Army and the People" (dance)
"Keeping Busy Delivering Grain to the State" (orchistri)
"Folk Song to the Party" (male solo with accordion)
"Citizens of the City Support Agriculture" (cello solo) w
"Comrade P.L.A. Soldiers, Please Stop for Awhile" (female

solo)

"Premier Chou, Where Are Ycu?" (chorus)
As has been shown, primary school education in China is designed

to &lid on the preschool experiences of children. The pace of study
has quickened and the curriculum become more sophisticated, but the
dominant theme remains the same--that the purpose of education is to
prepare each citizen to make his or her own contribution to China and
to carry through the revolutionary cause as it is interpreted by China's
current leaders. The stage has been aet for the pupils' entrance into
the middle school.

Middle School

One goal of the Chinese is to make five years of middle-school edu-
cation available to all youths. Although impressive strides have been
made in this direction since liberation, the goal has not yet been fully
realized. Estimates of the percentages of students who attend middle
school range from about 60 70 percent in the rural areas and fram

-\\80 to 90 percent in most urba areas:- In some cities--for example,
Nanking--the figure is virtually 100 percent.4 The most common pattern
of secondary education provides for three years of junior middle school
followed by two years at the senior middle-school level. In some parts
of the country, however, particularly in the rural areas, classes are
offered only through the junior middle school. Although it is virtually
impossible to calculate the total number of students enrolled in secon-
dary schools, it is clear that the number is increasing and that the
Chinese are moving steadily toward their goal of making middle-school
education universally available throughout the country.

The middle=school curriculum is somewhat standard in various parts
of China, with slight variations reflecting local needs and interests.
Typical offerings include courses in politics, Chinese language, mathe-
matibs, physics, chemistry, English, history, geography, practical
knowledge of agriculture and industry, and physical training. The
school year commonly is divided into two terms,ee first from early
February to late July, the second from early September to late January.
Students are in school six days a week from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m., attend-
ing six 40-minute classes with bteaks for midmorning exercise and lunch.

The middle-school prograM is a logical extension of that offered in
the primary school; it is heavily flavored with politics and serves to
reinforceirevolutionary thinking and values. According to a Mr. Ling,
leader of the MaoTse.-tung Thought Propaganda Team at Lao Wu Shiang
Primary/Middle School in Sian, Ne are training the successors of the
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proletarian revolutionary cause initiated by Chairman Mao. We are pre-

paring our students to continue to build our Motherlaid when they grow
up and to be red and expert in the future."5 The phrase "to be red and
expert"--heard repeatedly in China--captures much ef the essence of
Chinese education today. Although expertise of all types is increas-
ingly valued as China moves toward modernization, politics clea ly

es, remains a dominant influence.
As in the primary school, instructiOn in the middle school is viewed

from a revolutionary perspective. Courses 1:n politics focus on the

writings of communist heroes. The study of history concentrates on
revolutionary movements around the world, with special attention given
to China s revolutionary past. ,Studeas in agricultural classes learn
to operate a tractor and plant and harvest crops. Literature studied
in Chinese,language classes recounts the deeds of selfless revolutionary
heroes or describes in detail the c-rimes committed against the working
people by the preliberation landlords. Few opportunities to drive home

ideological messages are lost. A description of two Classes observed
by the author at the Number One Primary/Middle School in Linxien during
the summer of 1977 provides a bit of the revolutionary flavor of the
middle-school experience as well as an example of the teaching metho-
dology commonly used in Chinese classrooms.

One class we visited was studying geometry. A review 'lesson was

under Way. The atmosphere was businesslike but pleasant. Portraits of

Chairman Mao and Chairman Hua dominated the front wall of the room. The

focal point'of discussion was a diagram of a disk drawn on the blackboard

with chalk. A section of the disk had been.shaded, and figures indi-

cated the diameter of the disk.' The teacher sta ed: "Let ua aasume

that you are a worker in a local factory. Your job is to operate a cut-
ting machine which trims pieces.of metal to a s ecified shape. Given a

disk of this size, if you shear off the shaded area, how large will the

piece of scrap be? How much scrap metal would accumulate if you trimmed
1,000 disks on your machine?" The lesson continued in this vein, as
the students not only strove to master principles of geometry but were
reminded once again of the validity of labor and the necessity of wed-
ding theory and practice.

In another classroom we visited, a lesson in English was under way.

Sixty upper-middle-school students were squeezed shoulder-to-shoulder
into a room designed for perhaps 40. Although two large fans turned

lazily overhead, the room was stifling hot. The teacher, in a loud and
strident voice, read in English a series of sentences from the black-

board. The students repeated the sentences in unison after him, sur-
passing his volume and matching his slight British accent. The

sentences revealing:
We are pupils of New China.
We study politics, Chinese, mathematics, physics, and other

subjects.
We have a school farm and a school factory.
We mainly study culture and also study others.
We study science and technology for the revolution.
'We try to make contributions to the accomplishment of the four

modernizations.6
We love our great leader, Chairman Hua.
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Welove the Communist party of China.
We study well aid make progress every day.
,Whether the'students understdod the literal meaning of the English

words they were reading was not clear; however, it may be significant
that.volume and intensity peaked igith phe reading of "We lovelour great,
leader, Chairman Rua." Whatever the class might have learned*bout
English grammar and vocabulary, it was clear that an equally important
function of the lesson was to remind the students that as cittzens in
'China it is their duty io serve the Communist Party and the revolution.

I.Judging by the self-assUrance and enthusiasm with which the group read
the sentences; it was obvious.that they felt enormous pride in being
a part of New China and that they were indeed determined to "study well
and make progress every day."

Participation in productive labor ii an important part of the
middle-school program, as ip is in'the primary school. Every middle
school has a-factory in which 'students take part in physidal labor for
about a month each year. In addition, many schools hai.re a small farm
on which the students raise livestock and grow produce for consumption
in the school cafeteria. The factories at this level are more sophis-
ticated than those found in the primary school, and their products tend
to be more complicated. Student-run factories produce such diverse
items as drill presses, noodle-making machines, and transistors. In

one middle school in Tientsin the students build all of the wooden fur-
niture used in ihe school. Retired workers often iid teachers in super-
vising the student workers in the factories. Thislhot only provides
the older citizens with an opportunity to continue their service to the'
people through sharing their expertise, it also affqrds them the chance
to "speak bittetness" to the young people--a common exercise in China,
in which old-timers recount the desperate conditions of life before

Qualified students in the middle school become members of the Red
Guard and/or the Communist Youth League.7 Both organizations resemble
the Little Red Soldiers of the primary grades in that memoers are expec-
ted to serve as models for their peers. Membership in the two organiza-
tions is based on dedication to study and work, political'attitudes,
and willingness to serve the people. In other words', members are
expected to be prototypes of the good citizen.

The Red Guard is found only in the middle school, whereas quali-
fied young people between the ages of 15 and 20 may join the Communist
Youth League. As a result, somp students are members of both organiza-
tions. Local option seems to be the rule governing membership. In some
schbols students in the junior middle school join the Red Guard, while
those in the senior middle school ,become members of the Communist Youth
League.

Both the Red Guard and the Communist Youth League are affiliated
with the Chinese Communist party, and their activities are designed to
further the cause of the party. Members of both groups often serve as
advisers to the Little Red Soldiers, and both organizations sponsor such
activities as after-school homework groups, political study sessions,
visits to" communes and factories, athletic events, and social service
activities. These organizations provide an important training ground
for future party members; perhaps more important, they create still other
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opportunities to publicly exemplify the sort of selfless behaviqr

expected of the Chinese citizen.
By the time,Chinese Students have completed senior Aiddle school,

they haV4 been Subjected to an unrelenting ten-year bombardment of mes-

sages proclaiming what ii;expected of them as Chinese citizens. It is

important to note, however, that the school experience does'not occur

in isolation; it,is only one part of a total educaiional effort. Even

during out-of-school hours Chinese students are exhorted to assume

their responsibilities as citizens. guge billboards located strate-
gically throughout the cities remind one and all of the digmitof
physical labor and urge passers-by.to set aside self-interest and to

serve the Communist party, Chairman Hue, and the people of China. The

deeds of model citizens are glorified through popular music and dande.

Although literary classics by non-Chinese authors are beginning to

appear in China, most reading material availablie in bookstores contin-

ues to have a revolutionary theme.
There is no escaping it: at every turn, even with the gradual

opening of China to die outside world by the Hua government, the Chinese

are reminded of their obligations as.citizens. The presaure to conform

to those expectations is mnorinous. One wonders whether the Chinese will

eventually becoie numbed:by the constant echoing of political exhorta-

tions, and whether, withlincreased exposure to foreign influences, their

fervor for revolutionyill be lost. Only time will,tell. For noTo it is

clear that the,social stidiéS, in.the form of citizenship education, are

alive and/thriving.
0.!

A Case Study of Social Studies in China
'

The social studiei,in the People's Republic of China tend to be at

once elusive and domina t. 114,term social studies is not used by Chi-

nese educators, althoug such cdurses as historY and geography, which

arev'usually thought of 4s being a part of the social studies, arel

offered in the curricultim. These courses are taught, as one would

expect, from a uniquely'Chinese point of view, reflecting biaSes inher-

ent in the Chinese perc4ption of the world. The thread which ties such

courses together and whl.ch links them with other school experiences is
citizenship--the desireof the Chinese to mold their young people in the

image of the "good citi4enuNin a mauner consistent vith the thinking of

Mao Tse-tung.. The folldwing case study, based on an interview recorded

1

by the author in the Pedple's Republic during the summe of 1977, pro-

vide further insight inifo Chinese education and into.t 4 central role

played in education by Ole Chinese version of the social 'studies.
/ 1

/

Interview with Mr. Li, Chairman qf the RevOlutionayy Committee,thang-an

County ffl Middle School Sian the Peo le's Re ublic of China Jul 15

1977 f

v.`

Our school, Chang-4n County ffl Middle School, is's. rural

middle school which was set Up in 1941. At that time it

was the only schoci in the whole county.

In the beginning thp school was very small, with only 30
rooms end 200 or 300 students. After liberatio,i, education
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in China deVeloped greatly, and in 1953 our school
bedtime a tegular middle school. Today the sons.and
daughters of.the poor and lower-middle-class peasants
can attend our school.

At present we have 22 classes, with 1,100 students
and 82 teachers and staff members. The school covers .

an area of 8,300 square meters, and we haVe a library
with more than.53i000 books. In addition, we have more
than 3,000 pieces of educational equipment'and we have %
three laboratories for physics, chemistry; and biology.

Before the Cultural Revolution, because of the influ- .

ence of Liu Shao-chils revisi nist line; education in
P our school was divorced from jroletarian politics,
productive labor and, the mass s Of workeis and peasants.
During the Cultural Revolutio4 we criticized the revi-
sionist line and party leadersIip of the school; and the

.workers and represetatives of the former poor and lower-

i

middla easants entered the school. We also set up
progr#M so that students could learn trom industry and '

agric4lture in order to implement Chairman Mao's May 7th
direcoNres.

L,
At preant the school has six workshops which produce
threshers and milling:machines for milling wheat flour.
We also repair agricultural machines. We have a small i

farm with an area of 34 mu where we grow wheat and corn/.
We maig7cultivate good seeds of wheat and maize. We/
also have a livestock farm which helps the students to
learn how to raiSe animals The school has a link wi h
foun factories and eight production'tiams nearby the
school in oider to combine education with the three great
revolutionary movements: class struggle, produdtion, and
scientific experiments..

Students regularly go to the factories and production
teams to jotn in productive labor and to combine what
they learn in the school with practice. We train our
children ta love our motherland and to be successors-of
the proletarian revolutionary cause. Since the Cultural
Revolution, graduates of our school have played an active
role in the countryside, and they have beLome the back-
bone of the movement in learning from Tachai.

The Gang of Four wanted to usurp power of the state and
the party, and they frartically tampered with Chairman
Mao's i4structions and policies on education. They set
practice against'theory and learning froln industry and
agriculture against study and learning in school. They
attacked regulations and rules in the schools, and sabo-
taged the revolutionary movement in education. They also
claimed to prefer uneducated laborers to educated, bour-
geois intellectua s. Under the leadership of'our wise
leader Chairdan lila and the Party Central,Committee, the

.
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Gang of Four was smashed at one blow: At Present thi
teachers and studenet in our school are in high spirits,
and their enthusiasm for socialism has been brought into
full play. We act according to Chairman Rua's instruc-
tions, grasping the key link and running the country well.
We have deepened the criticism and exposure of the crimes
of the Gang of Four, and we intend to firmly implement
Chairman Mio's instructions on-education. We ask that the
students take learning as their main task, and that they
work to imBrove their study of theory and knowledge. We

help the children to master practical knowledge and theory
. in order to prepare them for practice in the future. Since

the smashing of the Gang of Four, we have restored regula-
tions and rules in our school.

At present we are conscientiously studying Chairman MAo's
fifth volume, and are criticizing and repudiating the crimes
of the Gang of Four. We intend to rally closely around the
Party"Central Committee headed by Comrade Hua Kuo-feng, and
to hold high the great red banner of Chairman Mao Tse-tung.
We axe determined to carry the revolution in education pio-
neered by Chairman Mao through to the end. Following Chair-
man Mao'q educational.policy, we think that the students
should take study as their maintask and that they should
mainly.study cultural knowledge-and politics. At present, '

the students have 11 classes: politics, Chinese, mathematics,
physics, chemistry, agriculture, foreign language, history,
geography, health, physical training, music and fine arts.

We teach the students practical knowledge about health and
hygiene, the rate of population groUth, and how to control
the population through ideological education of the younger

,generation. Under the leadership of the Revolutionary Com-
mittee of the school, we have a patriotic hygiene group. This

group is in charge of environment and hygiene for the whole
school. The students ask to be on duty every day, and every
Saturday ,afternoon the teachers and students are mobilized
to clean theii classrooms and bathrooms. The environmental
group exLmines the classrooms once a week, and once every
two weeks they compare the classrooms to find which is the
best.

1

I've mentioned that we set sliecific demands-for each sub-
ject. The Gang of Four opposed students' mastering basic
knowledge because they wanted to create confusion among the
teachers and students and to usurp the powertof stite and
party. After the crushing of the Gang of Four we persisted
in these specific demands in each subject.

We also send students to factories and people's communes out-
side of the school, so that they can keep in touch with
society.

The students spend eight months in study in the school and
two months learning abopt industry and agriculture. Another
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two months are summer and winter vacations. The school's
main task is to help students touch the society, workers,
and peasants, and to transform their ideology by using what
they learn in the school into practice. We call this mai-
bining theory with practice. Ours is e rural middle school,
so our main task is to support agriculture: What the fac-
tory produces and the farm grows is sold to the state, and
we get money from tha state. We mainly use this money to
expand ouffarm and workshops and to bUy teaching materials
and equipment for the school. The grain from 'our farm is

used mainly for fodder gor our livestock, and we cultivate
good seeds for the neirby production teams. These are the

two purposes of our small farm.

We thinicthat teachers should be loyal to the party's educa-
tional cause and that they should study hard on their sub-
jects. They should apply their minds to improving their
methods of teaching. At the end of the year we have an eval-
uation of the teachers, and advanced teachers receive commen-
dations. If you are commended as an advanced teacher you are
considered a good example for other teachers.

Those teachers who have shortcomAngs are helped by our
leaders to improve their consciousness and to correct their
mistakes and shortcomings. Among the teachers there is a
teaching research group, and members of this group often dis-
cuss their experiences and help each other. The students,
teachers and Revolutionary Committee members join together
to evaluate the teachers. The main purpose of evaluation is
to increase the teachers' enthusiasm and to help them to
improve their teaching.

Political education is pirt of the ideological job of the
school, and teachers should use the basic viewpoint Of
MarXism/Leninism/Mao Tse-tung Thought to educate the students.
We try to increase the students' capacity for analyzing and
solving problems and answering questions.

We teach the students practical theory and practical knowledge

of Marxism, but in the past the Gang of.Four opposed what we
taught. At present we teach students of the junior middle
school basic facts about historical materialism and we teach
the students of the senior middle school basic Marxist philos-
ophy. Lectures on situatiohs at home and abroad are also
given to the students, and we organize them into groups which
study Marxism/Leninism/Mao Tse-tung Thought. For studying
Chinese politics we have recently added lessons on the criti-
cisms of the Gang of Four, and the students have asked to make
social investigations in the factory and in the countryside.
Improvements have also been made in examinations. Before the

Cultural Revolution we often used the method of "sudden attack."

During the Cultural Revolution we changed this method in three
ways. Now we have three types of examinations: written,

oral, and practical examinations.

4
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International Perspectives

Thejuture of the schools in Chili., and the potential impact of
Chinese thinking on international education is unclear. To date, the
Chinese hove not appeared to be particularltinterested in either
exporting their ideas on education or importing ideas of others.
Although it appears safe to assume that schooling in China willIon-
tinue to reflect the rathewnarrow Chinese-view of the world, the coun-
try's expanding involvement with other nations as it steps up efforts to
mmdernixe is certain to invite the infusion of new ideas on education.
Whether ,the introduction of alien thinking will significantly affect
Chinese schools remains i tantalizing question, to be answered in"the
future. Dealing with such foreign influences may well prove tO be the
greatest challenge to Chinese education 00.nce the formation of the
People's Republic.

Although interest in Chinese education is bound to increase, it is
questionable whether the Chinese model will be significantly.applicable
to other countries--particularly those that are more highly developed.

This is especially true in regard to the Chinese approach to citizen-
ship education. After all, each nation posseSses its own heritage And
customs, and its guiding values have emerged out of a unique national

experience. Although Chinese schools appear to be admirably meeting the
needs of the 'people, as those needs are currently defined, many visitors
to the People's Republic find the unrelenting propaganda and the pres-

sures to conform and to sacrifice individual liberties for the good of

the state to be stifling if not crippling. Yet, one is struck by con-

trasts. Whereas many countries seem at times to be ianguishing, uncer-
tain of their goals and priorities, ehe Chinese, in spite of their
political bickering, appear to share a clear sense of purpose and common
agreement on where they are going and how they are going to get there.

Whatever the destiny of China, the people appear convinced that an
educated populace is essential to the future of the nation. Although

the character of the schools predictably will continue to reflect
political developments, it is unlikely that the Chinese passion for
education will diminish. It also seems unlikely that the Chinese con-
ception of citizenship will change appreciably. That being the casd,

Chinese-style social studies, in the form of citizenship education, will
continue to lie at the heart of the school experience.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

1. Although 1969 is commonly accepted as the terminating year of
the Culturpl Revolution, in fact much of the political activity of that

period continued on a less-frantic scale into the 1970s.

2. William Kessen, Childhood in China (New Haven: Yale Univer-

sity Press, 1975), p. 2. Specific.statistics about Chinese education

are virtually impossible to obtain; these figures represent educated

approximations.

3. During social investigations, students often participate in

action research. For example, they might analyze working conditions
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in a factory or discuss with the workers their experiences in pre-
.

liberation Chinaf

4. Ruth Gamberg, Red and Expert: Educailon in the People's
Republic of China (New York: Schocken Books., 1977), p. 41.

5. Interview taped by the author in Sian, People's,15.epublic
of China, on Jaly 6, 1977.

6. The term four mode0 rnizations refersp_Lbe concerted effort
in China to.modernize agriculture, industry, national defense, and
science and technology.

)%

7. The percentage of young people who belong to the Red Guard
. or to the Communist Youth League seems to vary with the school'and

community. In one middle school visited by the author, for,example,
it was reported that 60 percent of the students were members of the
Red Guard, wtile in another school the figure was set at 40 percent.
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7. Social StudieS in Costa Rica

Changing Needs in a Changing Society

By Dr. John E. Searles

John S. Searles is a piofessor at Pennsylvania State University
in the field of social studies education: Nhile at Penn State he
has conducted research in several Latin American countries. He
studied the vezbal patterns of teachers in Costa Rica under a.Ford
Foundation %cant, and served as,a consultant to the Organizatlion.of
Central American States for more than a year, conducting research on
the textbook programlor elementary schools in the"Central American
region.' Searles served in Brazil for four yeArs axial adviser in
social studies education and gonducted.research on the feasibility of
computer-based education in that country. Among hie publiCations is
the volume A System for Instruction.

* * * * * * * 4,
)

Costa Rica is not a country; it is a pilot project.
,

--Jose Figueres, President of Costa Rica 1948-1950, 1953-1958,
. 1969-1974s, ..

Situated on the.Central American isthmus north of Panama and south.*
.4id Nicaragua, Costa Rica is a topographically spectacular country with
a central mountain range of active volcanoes and coastal plains border-
ing the Caribbean and the Pacific. Most of the population of almost 3
million is concentrated on a central plateau of moderate climate (albeit
more.rainy than the guidebooks would have it) in and near the capital
city, San Jose..

The Costa Rican economy is based on bananas (grown on the south
coasts>, 'coffee (grown on the Meseta Central), a grawing cattle industry
(in the northwest), and light industry (in San Jose). The economy is
relatively prospgrous, with the contrasts between extreme wealth and
extreme poverty less marked than in other nations of Latin America. The
political setting is quite democratic, and the people are proud of their
traditions of free elections, speech, and press. With a very small
minority of Indians and a mall black minority, principally on the east
coast, the nation has a strong European cast. Many visitors remark on
its strongly middle-class culture, centered in the family, the church,
and relatively simple pursuits. Because it is small and socially.inte-
grated, Costa Rica is a land of few contra..'.3.

San Jose, the cultural and ecunomic center, is typical of many of
the Latin capitals; it is a pleasant, modern city, growing rapidly as a
result of migration from the rural areas. In consequence, San Jose
experiences typical urban problems related to traffic congestion, con-
st-ruction, and provision of services for the populace.

In this small country, education assumes an important role. A
large proportion of the population is less than 15 years old, and the
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sheer. nunber of youth puts burdens on the formal educational system.-

The past six to eight years, however, have been,marked by diminishing

urollments in primary schools. The vary succeisful family planning

programa initiated during the early.1960s are showing their results,

eels:mines begin to dim:Isiah in sise. Newlyweds iv, no longer pres-

sured, to have children-right away; many'young couples are primarily

interested in jobs and degrees. Whereas middle-class families could
afford to employ servants several.years ago, now salary laws and

increased opportunities for studying (obligatory nine grades ot-school-

ing) have dried up the servant market; a maid now is paid around $100

a month, plus room and board. All these factors have.contributed
taward-postponement of parenthodd and fewer children'per family. The

primary-schools ire feeling the pinch; averagt class size .has dwindled

from 40-45 children.per,teacher to nearer 30.'
We can examine these problems from two perspectives: a micro-

educational view of what happens in the-Classroom and a macrOeducitional

view of a changing educational system in a changing society. The micro-.

educational view is drawn from a study of the verbal styles of teachers

in the secondary schools of San Jose in which more than 40 teachers

were systematically observed during the course of a school year.2 From

the findings of this study, certain generalizations.about the teaching .

of social studies can be drawn. In order to put these findings into

context, the curriculum of studieb is outlined.
But there is more to learning to live in society than what goes on

in the classroom walls. A look at the society and the roles of the

school is also necessary to round out the picture.

Learnin to Live in Costa Rica: A Microeducational View

Systematically observing more than 40 teachers eight times each

yields.a great amount of data. From these data, generalizations can be

drawn about how CostaRican people are taught to learn'to live in their

society:
In 41 classes studied, 21 teachers presented a total of 2,636

instructional units, an average of 64.3 units per class. (An instruc-

tional unit is a group of words which contains a discripte bit of con-

tent which is separated, logically', from what has gone before or is

coming after.) This means, roUghly, that a new bit of information was-

presented every 30 seconds, leaving little time for consideration of

that new knowledge. The general cognitive operation was expository,
characterized by didactic presentation by the instrtiCtor. There was

little elicitation of learner response, and such elicitation that

existed seemed to be of the "fill7in-the-blank" variety. Little was

done to structure information by showing its relationship to other infor-

mation, Instruction was only rarely concerned with the value of infor-

mation or of the values of the learner.
The purpose of instruction seemed to be to introduce new informa-

tion rather than to consider old information, by either student

responses, repetition, or reinforcement. Teachers! responses were

usually confined to repeating pupils' own words. This was generally

consistent behavior, not influenced by,subject matter, type,of training,

or sex of the instructor.
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Relativ6ly few noncognitive units of information came from
announcements or frog efforts by the teacher to control the class.
Almost all that the teacher said pertained to the subject at hand.
There was relatively little speculation orexploration of the subject,
and there were few opportunities for students to expreis value judg-
ments or, indeed, do anything beyond reciting memorized words.

The pursuit of information was so rigid that teacher:I rarely
engaged in an7 verbal gymnastics beyond merely.making statements.
figures of speech, analogies,'examples, and illustrations were cOn:-
-spicuous by their absence. The same efficiency was.reflected in
patterns of time utilization. Teachers presented material abruptly
and rapidly; 11:itle attention was paid to what had gone before, and
there were fewsummary statements.

The climate, of interaction had certain characteristics:
1. Great value was placed on uratorical style. (This is gen,-

erally true in Costa Rica, both in salools and in the culture as
whole; the net effect is that hardly a word is left unsaid, but a
speaker may be at a loss for a thought if not a word.)

2. Students were not presented with problems with which to
grapple.. Although they.iight have dealt with problems in social
studies, the learning process was one of applying previously memor-
ized solutions rather than carrying out the steps of making hypotheses,
marsh#ling evidence, and proposing and testing solutiOns.

3. Little conditional inference was demanded of the student,
because the teacher did not establish conditions which promoted the
intellectual activity of inferring. Instead of saying "Explorers suf
fered from malnutrition, were disease ridden, had no strong commander,
and were lost," a teacher would say, "The-explorefs had a difficult
time." The process of thought recetved less attention than the product
of thought.

4. Students were not encouraged to go beyond the bounds of the
immediate subject at hand. Stimulating questions were notable for
their absence. (An analysis of'47 transcripts of classes failed to
reveal one instance of a teacher asking "Why?" ) Explanations were
rarely given; examples were rarely used.

5. Little attempt was made to provide for transfer of learning.
Rarely did a teacher apply new knowledge to another situation; even
more rarely were students asked to do so.

6. Whatever curiosity was displayed was focused on "what" rather
than "why." The emphasis was on PTAThat happens next?" rather than on '

"Why did it happen?"
These characteristics lent to classroom interactions a certain

quality which permeated all dialogues:. A point was) made or a fact was
stated by the teacher. Subsequent reinforcement came from exact repe
tition of the teacher's words by students and then again by the teacher,
who might add a little more information. Reinforcement of ideas by
repetition of phrases was the hallmark of inetruction. '

Conclusions a4;11

The schools in Costa Rica are characterized by rote memorization.
There seems to be little sense of doubt or speculation and almost no
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ntellectual exploration of the kind that leads students to broader .

horizons. Rote memorization is a strategy that not only closes.the
mind but also makes-it content with what it has memorized.

'Thus, instruction in Costa .Rica is a very direct and straight-
forward Process. Students tend to beCOme certain of their knowledge
and to experience few challenges from the unknown.

.. /'%

' Learning to Live.in Costa Rica: A MacrOeducational View

' The community of SanteCruz, a-town of about 4,000 in the province
cf Guanacaste in northwest Costa Rica, is eiperiencing the kind of
ransformation that comes-with rapid industrialization, bringing new
roads, new buildings, and new opportunitits. A trading center for a
Fich agricultnral region, Santa Cruz is built, in the Latin fashion,
iFound two plazas, one Of which:contains a bandstand and benches and
the other, a footbail.field. The houses--which,for the most part, are
modest and unpainted but well cared for--face unpaved streets that forms
a grid pattern comprising about a hundred blocks. As'is the case in
all of Latin America, the school system in Santa Cruz is tontrolled by
the Ministry of EducationL,from this_central_authority, decisions are
sent down the line of command to the teacher in the classroom.

During recent years there have been two major changes in the schools
of Costa Rica: the secondary educational Pattern has been reformed, and
elementary classes have been provided with textbooks developed by a
regional program dponsored by the Organization of Central Ameridan
States. To obtain information about'changes in education and thecommunity
two investigators lived in.Santa Cruz while conducting interviews and
visiting classes.3 Interviews in one secondary school, which were
focused on the effects of the Reform, were condudted with the school
"principal and secretary (viceprincipal) and with four teachers, two men
and two women. Each teacher taught a different subject; two had been in
the system for less.than seven yeas, the other two foi more than se/en .

years. Interviews in the two elementary schools were conducthd with the
principals of the schools.and with corresponding samples of teachers.

Characteristics of the Community

Time is a servant, not a master, in Santa Cruz. Schedules are

casual; and appointments are only approximate. People's relationships

with the material world are simple and uncomplicated; 'examples of rela-
- tionships that differ from the nord are few and not jarrifigly evident.

The cdmmunity has a small'slum area with some squatters'shacks. There

is no ostentatious display of wealth, though there are some modern
houses.

The people live in an oral/aural culture. Most of their ideas come

from listening to others, and almost all of their thoughts are speoken
aloud. Living in close proximity to relatively few persons, the people
of Santa Cruz have developed their propensity for information-dispensing
to a fine art; it is said that a Guanacasteco has an idea and a comment

about everything--an observation substantiated by the intervieWs, which

can best be described as guided monologues. The general iminession is

that of a middle-class culture cdmposed of optimistic individuals,
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assertive in their independence, trying new life styles while at the
same tiie attempting te sift from the old styles those characteristics
of the culture which are of enduring worth.

J AB this Culture changes so, toO, will the informal edUcagon pat-
° The proOekS of inforMdlAeducation may 6hange; the product of'

idformal education wAll certainly change. The change in what is taught
in the informal sphere will *be so great that it will'undoubtedly change
the process of informal education as well as the formal process. To

understand this requires an examinatl.on of the recent dhanges that have
occurred in he community.

.

.
.

The-most significant change, according to the intervieweeso'has
occurred in the.area of communication with the outside world. Every
person mentioned the network of roads that has been built; the.program
has two thrusts, penetrating and paving. The building of the penetra-
tion rOads has oppned.the interior and thus allowed the campesino

P

easier access to Santa Cruz., The paving of the highway has resulted
in increased bus service; there are several byees daily to the capital,
a six-hour drive away. An airline schedules one flight a day to the
capital, a 45-minute trip by air. Thus, tourismis increasing.

Mail service is.good, and daily pipers from the capital arrive
each morning. Radio.reception is excellent. (The ubiquitous transis-
tor radio has made its impact in Santa Cruz.) Television has also
arrived; one interviewee estimated (probably optimistically) that,there
was a set in one out.of every two houses. A telephone system links .

local phone service to the national and international automatic net-
work; in.Decemher 1978 it became'possible for people in.Santa Cruz to
direct-dial to other countries and c6ntinents. In,a few brief years,
Santa Cruz changed from an isolated community to one accessible to and
in contact with the rest of the world.

The community has undergone other changes as well, both in its
physical facilities and in its economic infrastructure. Besides the
roads, other utilities have been added. Of fundamental importance was
the inst,allation of 24-hour-a-day electrical service. Water and sewage
facilities were installed in pipes under the streets, and the principal
streets in the ddwntown sector have been paved.

Three banks serve the cdmmunity; 15 years ago.there was one. All
three banks have government-backed crop loan programs,'and credit is
also available for small-business expansion, housing," auto purchases,
and the like. Th7e interviewees also mentioned'the growth of a better
distribution system for fOod and manufactured goods. Two large modern
motels have been built, complete with restaurants and pools.

Another change noted by the interviewees was the institution of
mechanical aids in farming which are taking the place of human labor;
df course, skilled labor is required to maintaAp and run the machines:
The secondary school teachers and principal recognize this need, but
questioning failed to reveal any concrete plans or programs designed
tO meet it.

-These physical and economic changes are creating deep and wrench-
ing social changes. However, the.community has formed social action
committees in an attempt to control and shape these changes in a manner
calculated to be of the most benefit to the people con5erned. Among the
amenities acquired through the efforts of these committees are a volun-
teer fire department with truck, a volunteer ambulance service (with
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vehicle doAated by the West German goyernment), a new church on the old site
s by the central plaza, a stadi 'for the soccer matches so deaf to thls Latin,r
heart, a siall hosei;_el-dispen ary, and a doctor (proviaed by the.national

.social securitY agifii9).. ;
. 1

Other social changes Are ident andkwete. noted by .the interVihwee's.

AlI of them mentioned the growing migratiOn of the camposinos to the'
tawn. These farm workers are leaving the land formany- reasons. Some .

have been displaced by machinery or halW /sold off their small holdings

as being uneconOmical. Others might have been attracturby the "cit
lights" and the, hope of a hither standard Of living. For Whatever rçirüón,

many campesinos ire moving to Santa Criss, forming what one teacher walled

"i circle of misery" around the town.
How have these .changes affected- peOple's living patterns? One inter-

viewee remarked on-the fact that there was much less violence isthe cow-
inanity than there had been 20 years ago. FeWer arguments; were being

resolved by knife fights; people began to develop.e sense of aceommodation

to differences. The same person also observed that there was little or no .

use of unprescribed drugs or marijuana and a low incidence of ulceri and

heart disease. However, he'did report an increasing amount of, drunkenness,
alcoholism, and alcohol-related illness.

Several of the interviewees'remarked upoil the proliferation of prosti-
tution in the community; none approved of this. TheY pointed_out that the

venereal disease rate had increased as well. However, the national program

introduced in the mid-1960s to promote family planning, via.intrauterine .

devices and contraceptive pills, had been very successful. These changes

in the community will inevitably be reflected in the schools.

Schooling in Santa Cruz

At the time of this study,'Santa Cruz had four schat1s: a girls'

ementary school, a boys' elementary school, a coeducational academic

seCondary school, and a Coeducational secondary agriculture school. Two

new elementary school buildings had been built in recent years. The rooms

were leile but routinely furnished with a,paucity of teaching materials.
To vlaitors, the elementary school children appeaid alert and orderly

during class. The teachers were for the most part young wamen trained at
the regional notmal school. Most were married to business and professional
men of the town. "rhey seemed to take a serious interest in their Work.

The secondary sehool buildings, grouped on a calpus at the edge of town,

were lelatively new. NTbe complex consisted of eight patallel classroom
wings extending from a mitin walkway. TheAframs were sparsely furnished, and

the libr ry and laboratory'facilities were grossly inadequate. (The lack of

teaching 3upplies probably reflected the prevalent idea that teaching is
"telling," rather than leading a student to discovery.) The total budget for

the school year for ala supplies and equipment was something less tfian $1,000

for a school of 960 students.
The students, who came from outlying districts as well as from Santa

Cruz, wore uniforms consisting of white tops and navy bottoms. They were

-divided into sections by age, ranging from ten sections of 30 students in
the first year to three sections of 30 in the fifth year. The curriculum,of

the academic school was generally.classical and designed to prepare students

for college. Textbooks, which students had to purchase, Were thin paperbacks

writlen and printed commercially in the capital.
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The faculty was composed of both men and women, some old and some '

young. The younger teachers had been trained at the national univosity
in the capital, the older teachers at regional n,--mal schoplse Since
salaries were determined by both experience and liiservice.education,
teachersPhad some inpentive to/return to the formal school or the uni-
varsity during vacation periods for further course work.

As one interviewee remarked,'"When actuality changes, the schools
must change, too." And there had been changes in ,the elementary and
secondary schools of Santa Cruz, some of them instigated at the national
level. About ten years earlier, the University of Costa Rica had opened
a campus in Liberia, the capital of Puinacaste, 60 kilometers from
Santa Cruz. With the institution of daily bus service, this campus
became accessible to students from Santa Cruz. Several university exten-
sion courses were held on weekends in the school facilities at Santa
Cruz.

Changes in the elementary schools. The function of the elementary
school appeared not to have changed in recent years; it still seemed
devoted to preparing deserving students for high school and making the
rest literate.' At the time of the interviews, a new building intended
to replace the girls' school, on the main city square was being built
on -the outskirts of town in _order . to" serve that side .of ..the .cammuaity, . . .

thds.introducing the Concept of the neighborhood school. It was
explained'that when the new school was finished the elementary schools*
would.become coeducational. The tdachers were generally supportive ofthe
coeducational plan, although 'some expressed a reservation about the
idea.of neighborhond schools.

Chankes in the secondary schools. The secondary-school physical
, plant was only 15 years old, and few changes had been made in it.

Increases in enrollment (from 666 In 1963 to/885 in 1970) were accommo-
,----- dated by crowding more students (average'class stze was 35) into the

,:available classroom space. Although the school itself was spacious, the
.'classrooms were crowded.

More changes we7.: evident,in the secondary schools than the ele-
mentary echools. There had been a heavy influx of students from the
surrounding rural areas--perhaps as a result of rural parents' desire to
eductte all of their children, rathtr than,only one or two as had been
the case traditioually.. The.teachere interviewed expressed mixed feel-

.

ings about these .tudents. While realizing that school was necessary
for-the campesinos and Welcoming the influx in the abstract sense of
raising the general quality of life, they voiced apprehension that
scholastic standards might e lowered by the presence of these students.

Another change in the secondary school system was the initiation
of a night school-program for adults. This was a broad program designed
to promote adult literacy and help people prepare for the high school
graduation examination; it offered no vocational education.

1 When asked what changes they would like'to see, the teachers inter-
.

viewed spoke of a need for tore vocational courses; the principals spoke
of tr4ng to Make the schools more 'efficient.' (This was generally
taken to mean that the teachers should teach the classes to which they
were assigned and attend to their first job--eeaching. "Efficiency"

1 OS
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might also have meant using some Sort of performende standards tO dikter.' .

-mine tenure.)-
Thera were indications that change had not cut too deeply into

:VA..'

.
\\,...lecondary education in Santa Cruz. One-teacher expressed the need for

more-diversified program by complaining that students could "pass the

bachilleratO examinations but not paint a houpe"--a remark particularly
poignant in-a-community of houses with unpainted wood bared.to the tropic

sun. The lack of diversification, and the continuing emphasis on
classical and traditional forms of education, did not seem to be attrac-

..tive to students; the percentage of fifth-year'students and.graduates

'had remained the same for seven years. .(Ten percent of the total enroll-
ment mas composed of fifth-year students4 of these, about 38 percent

passed the final comprehensive examination.)
Many. of the teachers indicated that they would like to move beyond

surface changes. One teacher remarked that she had to write her own
texts and cteate some of her own teaching materials. Another teacher
maintiained that ihe would like to-see the students do.more.iihiestiga-

,
ting, but there simply wasn't enough material in libraries or extbooks

for. that process.
Another sign that not much, had changed in education came fr m the

bachillerato examination itself. This three-hour examination, co4ering
five years of the social studies, contained 65 objectivi test items
(each demanding a.memorized fact) and three essay questions, each of
which had to be answered within ten blank liries printed in the test .

booklet.

Conclusions

It could well be that the spirit which is changing society and edu-
cation in Costa Rica is one of laboring together rather than operating
together. This spirit will be reflected in both..formal and informal
changes in education patterns.

Radio, television, daily newspapers, And other informal educational
media are bringing information from an outside world. New standards,
new values,.and new views are being transmitted thrgugh the intricate
machinery of fhe informal education.system,that shapes so much of
people's behavior.

The formal education system seems to be changing within its func-
tion rather than changing its function. The function of the schools
has always been to provide literacy for the masses and a precollegiate /

education for the relatively few university-bound youth. That function
is being fulfilled in Costa Rica, as more and more people achieve liter-
acy and more students take advantage of better systems of transportation .

and communication to reach the national university. The%chools are
getting better at this function, but they are not taking on new functions.

Most teachers would welcome .change; they work for it in the schools.
The teachers interviewed were proud to point out that social action com-
mittees and other evidences of community spirit may have been fostered
in the schools. Whether the formal education system will respond to
changing needs in Costa Rica by taking on new roles remains to be seen.
But perhaps there is no limit to the potential for education in a
country that has more schoolteachers than soldiers.
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8. Social .Stadies in Denmark

An Era of Growth and Change

By Peter Stigsgaard

Peter Stigsgaard Is associate professor of social studies'education
at N. Zahles Teachers' College, Copenhagen. Stigsgaard has been active
in the development of curriculum for social studies teacher education
in conjunction with the introduction of a new curriculum for secondary
and elementary school in Denmark. During 1977-78 he was a visiting
scholar at the Stanford University School of Education, where he con-
ducted research on social studies education and teacher education in the
United States. Stigsgaard is active in professional associations for
social studies and social studies teacher education in Linnark.

This chapter on social studies education in Denmark will focus on
the introduction and development of the field in the Danish comprehev-
sive school (folkeko1e, grades K-10).and high school (gymnasium and
11F).1 Teacher education will be.briefly reviewed', with special empha-
sis on social.studies. Finally, international perspectives in the
field will be evaluated. This introductory section contains a brief
frame of reference in the form of descriptions of the trtnds and tradi-
tions in Danish social development which are most relevant to the
development of social studies in Denmark. The current structure of
the Danish educational system, the main goals of policies of education,
and current issues in the debate aMong the public and educational pro-
fessionals willalso he described.

Tradition and the Social Environment: Current Issues of Debate

During the last two centuries the Danish society has experienced
important political, economic, and social developments. It is impos-
sibie to separate the educational system from such developments--for
example, the economic change from agriculture to man'ufacturing as the
basic industry ,or the evolutionary trend toward parliamentary democracy
and political participation on the local and regional levels.

The political history of the country shows a close relationship
between education and increasing pOlitical demands,'responsibilityand
skills. The rising demands for equal political and social rights voiced
by peasants in the 18th and 19th centuries were,to a considerable extent,
a direct result of the education they had received through the "folk
high school" movement. ThiS movement was an important factor in the
victory of the Liberal party in 1901 and in the subsequent introduction
of majority parliamentary rule.

The labor movement's battle for the rights of the rapidly-growing
number of workers at the beginning of the 20th century was anotjler example
of the connection between education and political demands and skills.



Through the establishment of evening high schools, the workers''Associa-
tion of'Educetion (AOF) enrolled a large number of workers in adult edu-

cation. Other political groups followed this lead and established

J. evening high schools of their own.
Along with these examples1 it pust be stressed that there has long

been a tradition in Deimark of emphasizing the role of the comprehensive
school in the general system of education. This fundamental 'mit of the

system, which 'served as a basis for the political movements mentioned

above, is considered to have made a singularly important contribution to
economdc and social progress during the 19th and 20th centuries.

The main political force in the country since the 1930s has been

'the Social Democratic party, along with the workers' unions. This party,

in its proposals and program,has.stressed educatio'n as an important
. ingredient in creating a more-equal society As well as the.facilities

for economic and industrial growth. In the first decade after ,World War
*II, the growing emphasis on.higher education reflected the rising demand
for skilled industrial employees during a period of rapid' economic.growth

:and inteinational competition.
The main goel of education has been the creation of a more-equal

societ, and the Social Democratic party has been the leading force in

attempts tp achieve this goal. Educational policies have sought to

expand the supply of, educational opportunities to youth-tr-in both content .

and amount. Deliberite effarta0have been made to prevent pupils in the
lower social status groups from leaving school early, which hat been the

.case for many years, and some progress has been made in this direction.

The average percentage of students completing,gymnäsium'and HF has

increased rapidly; it is now apprOximately 35.percent. However, in compar-

sot with corresponding figures in other industrialized countries this per-

centage may. be relatively low. Recent.research shows that attempts to

.create more equality among different social groups have not yet had sig- .

. .

nificant effect.2.
The present Danish minister of education (a Social Democrai) recog-

nizes that the. goals -of the educational policies of the l950s and 1960s

have not been achieved. From her point of view, public education is

still largely based on the values, concepts, and language of .the bour-

geois middle and upper social status grbups. Thus, it seems, the belief

that education is an effective means of creating progress toward social

equality is-supported neither by.educational research nor by political

decision.makers.
In the 1970s, the flow of economic resources to higher education

was slowed. The government has made efforts to estimate the future
demand for various categories of professionals so as to match supply

with.demand. As a result, enrollments have decreased in Various insti-

tutions of higher education and subject fields--among them, socials

studies and sotial science. Primary and secondary'education have also
suffered from cuts in funds for materials, class time, and number of

courses in the curricula.. These cuts were due in part to national fis- .

cal constraints and to the general economic recession of the 1970s.

In summary, during the 1970s progress toward the educational goals

of die l960s slowed down. As for the future, it seems unlikely that the .

serious problems facing Denmark in an era of changing economic conditions

will be reflected in systematic change in the educationaZ system.



The Danish Edscational System

The structure of the system is shown in Figure 8a. Some comments
on the structure and the flow in the system follow.

Figure 8a ,
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Danish compulsory education wii.recently extended from seven to nine

years in the !Olken:kola. This change was introduced in an effort to

avoid some of thu social bias in education. *However, the fOlkskole is

a totally comprehensive school only until the eighth grade. In the

eighth, ninth, and tenth .grades, courses are offered on different levels

in mathematics, English, physics/chemistry, and German language. As

illustrated in Figure 8a, students can leave the school after the ninth

or tenth.grade or they caft continue into the gymnasium, lit, or EFG

schools. (EFG schools provide a'modern apprenticeship education.) Upon

leaving the folkeskole, pupils must pass an examination in most of the

subjects and.electives they have taken--with the exception of social

studies. Good results from this final examination are required if the

student wants to continue in the gymnasiuM. A recommendation from the

student's folkeskole is also required for admission to the gymnasium.

In Comparison with educationii'systems in other countries, the

Danish folkeskole can be regarded as fairly decentra4zed, while the

gymnasium, HF, and EFG schools are moie centralized. Many of the lat-

ter schools are state or counryschools, while the plkesko1e is organ-

ized at the local Community.levl.
The rOle of the Ministry-of Education in regard to'the'fb/keskole

is to.regulate the educational framework in accordance with the various

folkeskole acts. These acts determine the general objectives of the

Yol*eskole "and which subjects are to be taught in what grades. The'

ministry determines the objectives .of the various subjects and sets up

guidelines for the nuMber of-lessons it various grade levels and require-

ment& for tests and exams. 'Recruitment of new teachers, adjustment of

ihe curriculum, determination of the number Of les&ons.in'the various-

subjects, and selection of textbooks and.other materials are the respon-

.sibility of authorities at the local leliel--primarily, the school board

and the parente committee. The locally based authority has been

strengthened in.order to maintain the folkeskole as an Integral part of

the.local community; however, Danish law provides that teaching ih the

fblkeskole should riot be babed oft local political or religious values. .

If members of a group have strong-beltefs in ideai that are not taught

in the folkeskole, they'have the right tb set up a private school. The

state provides financial support to private schools as long'as they are

teaching in accordance with the folkeskole acts. Although private

schools do not account for a large peicentage of students, from time to

time they'have developed new ideas and strategies that later spread into

the public schools.
In the,gyAnasium, HF, and EFG schools, nearly all the.issues con-

cerning curricula, examinations, and teacher recruitment are heavily

governed or controlled by.the Ministry of Education. (It can be men-

tioned as a curiosity that control of the EFG schools to a large extent

has been in the hands of the employers' association and the unions, with

the Ministry of Education as a third and minor pariner.) Because of

this structure of administration, curricula and teaching methods are

more homogeneous in secondary education than in the folkeskole:

The Social Studies: An Overview

Before describing social studies in Denmark it is necessary to

interpret the term social studies as it applies to the Danish educational
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system and its tradition.
The Danish educational system has only recently adopted some of

the concepts and ideas commonlyassociated with social studies. In
the fOlkeskole, geography and history were taught as single, uninte-
'Stated subjects until the late 1960s; they were.not viewed as belong-
ing to a common department or tradition. This situation was just
beginning to change, Very slowly, before the Folkaskole Act of 1975.
Similarly,.hiétory, geography, and civics education in the gymnasium
were never viewed as belonging to what is known as a "social studies
department" in English-speaking coUntries. In the 19600 a social
science branch called samfundsfarliterally, "social studies"--was
introduced in the gymnasium and HF. Even in.this branch,-however,
geography and history are taught as single and "isolated" disciplines.

As this brief description indicates, there is only a very recent
(and weak) social studies tradition in Denmark. The development of
the field can therefore hardly be described in terms of the broad,
umbrella-like concept of the Social studies that prevails in many
(English-speaking) countries. The more relevant conception applicable
to the Danish situation draws on the more recent waves of American
ahd British eocial studies theory/didactics in which the term social
studies is used in a narrower sense.3 These developments are charac-
tetized by multidisciplinarity or interdisciplinarity among the modern
social science disciplines--still, often excluding discipline-centered
history and geography'teaching. A problem-centered approach'to current
issues or controversies of public policy is frequently used. Finally,
the goals.and objeCtives of social studies education are considered to
be closely associated with the goals of general education in stressing
the prerequisites fOr effective citizenship in democrafic society.

Since the didaCtics, objectives, and practice of history and
geography teaching in Denmark must be cohsidered as peripheral to A
contemporary concept of the social studies, we will deal only briefly
with history and geography in Danish education.

Traditionally, history education has received strong emphasis
*in both primary and secondary education. The Danish tradition of his-
tory education has been, concerned with such objectives as knowledge of
the national cultural and political heritage and international coopera-
tion and coexistence. The officiarview of history education holds
to a large.extent that such education is meant to teach students to
honor their nation and its past achievements and thereby learn to
respect the present system and its premises. Before 1975 teachers were
required to present citizenship courses in the folkeskole in grades
8 to 10.. In the gymnasium and HF, teachers must devote a small pro-
portion of history classes co civics instruction. This cur:riculum,
which deals with the main social, economic, political, and cultural
institutions in Denmark, is unpopular with students, and such an
approach can hardly be considered an appropriate strategy for achieving
the objectives of a serious citizenship education. However, it Must
be said that the history departments of universities and teachers'
colleges have produced many outstanding educators who have contributed
heavily to the development of the social studies.

Geography is taught in both the -fo1kesko1e and the gymnasium.
However, the objectives of geography education have little in common
with the objectives of the stodern social studies; geography objedtives
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0imply state the value of knowing concepts, generalizations, and the

structure of the discipline itself.4 It must be stressed, .nevertheless,
that knowledge, concepts, and approaches from history and geography

are to soda extent included in the interdisciplinary social studies

curriculum that is now emerging in the Danish folkeskol in grades

8-10.

Social Studies in the Comprehensive School (Folkeskole)

Orientation. To understand the development of social studies edu-
cation ih the folkeskole, we shall first examine orientering (orienta-

tion). This subject was introduced through vocational experimenv by
teachers and eventually supported by official guidelines in 1958. The

orientation curriculum was developed within the nonacademic-preparing

branch of grades 8-610 in the folkeskole. There is no doubt that the

'development of an interdisciplinary social studies curriculum was
largely the result of teachers' attempts to make this particular.branch

relevant to students and to adapt the theoretically biased objectives

and curricula of traditional history, geography, and biology education.

to students' intellectual capacities.
In 1964 orientation was'given its first officially formulated

objectives:
The subject orlentering hag-as its objectives--

through the study of general and down7to-earth issues

taken from pupils' own works, from topical problims ,

of the world and society, from historical, geographi- .0

c4, and biological fields--to train the pupils io

find and evaluate information [Danish: orientere sig]

on their own and in cooperation with others.5

During the 1960s and.1970s the approach of orientation was gradually

introduced in a branch of the folkeskole that prepared students for the

gymnasium. This evolution was codified by the Folkeskole,Act of 1975.

Along with the creating of a comprehensive school from the first to the

tenth grade, the act-also established a fully developed (new) social

studies curriculum in grades 8-10 called samtidsoritntering, or "contem-

porary orientation." (As we shall see later, this was not an uncontro-

versial reform.) 'The discipline-centered curriculum remains itr the

sixth end seventh grades, while the program in grades 3-5 at the local

level is based on an interdisciplinary curriculum. This somewhat incon-

sistent paitern reflects the strong influence of the U.S. tradition of

science-centered curriculum design in the late 1960s.

Contetporaty orientation.. The differences between orientation and'

contemporary orientation are illustrated by the objectives identified .

for the new subject:
1. The goals of teaching are that the pupils acquire insight into

some essential, contemporary, local, national, and global problems.

2. lt is intended that the pupils acquire some skill in evaluating

statements of political, economic,sand ideological content.

3. The teaching must contribute to the pupils' developing an inter-

est in political matters, in order that they endeavor to become aware of

the historical conditions and the pattern of values which are the basis

of their own and other people's opinions and actions.
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4. Furthermore, the teaching must contributo pApile' acquiring
knOWledge of some of the factors that are the backgroustd of the present
conflicts in soiiety, knowledge of how solutions are sNght, and how the
individual--alone or in cooperation with others--can inimence decisions
in society.6

No single discipline is emphasized in contemporary orientation.
Its objectives, which are characterized by a relatively high taxonomic
level and which include both cognitive and affective goals, deal expli-
citly with the pkills and attitudes cOnsidered necessary for the con-
tinuation of a democratic society. Such a design for citizenship
education neither. Oromotes the continuation of existing values and cbn-
ditions nor encourages.the development of critical and radical views.
'Therefore, although these objectives have provoked some controverpy and
criticism, no single group can claim victory for its ideas about the
development of contemporary orientation.

Let us now turn to an examination of the content and teaching

strategies applicable to the objectives. -

Since development in this field has only just begun, it is too soon
to venture any observation baded on empirical. studies of the content.
The curriculum guidelines issued by the Ministry of Education call for
a structure or frame.consisting of three issue areas: (1) resources,

production, and work, (2) social and cultural conditions, and (3) polit-
ical and ideological issues. Baal of these areas is di7ided into four
subcategories of content. For example, the subcategories for ihe first
issue area are (a) production and.conditions of production in Denmark,
(1,) conditions.of places of work, (c) distribution of mods and,deter- :

idnation Of income and.wagesränd.(d). welfare and surliival.
In addition, the curriculum guidelinei suggest approaches for deal-

ing with these content areas. .The'threemain areas are viewed, not as
single issUes, but as analytical tools for dividiig complex prdblems
into smaller bits. -The guidelines emphasize that cottentlost be chosen
jointly by teacher and students, and that it must be based on or related
to the society in which the.students live. Problems-or issues of.public
debate in the local community oftn serve as points of departure,in
selecting problems to be investigated; however, local.issuei are not ,

emphasized at the expense of contemporary problems of national and inter-
national society. Accordingly, .teaching strategies are-closely related

to d"problems" or "problem-oriented" approach.T This approach
influences not only teaching but also content and objectives. Teaching
strategies aresdesigned to involve students, to make.students responsible
for the functioning of the class as a community, and'to raise questloas
releliant to the,students--in oider to develop the kinds of attitudea and
understandings required of politically concerned individuals in a chang-
ing and challenging society.

Such a curriculum obviously cannot be taught through the use of
traditional textbooks; smaller pamphlets concentrating on narrower issues
and containing the nicessary historical background, central concepts,
and ideas about different approaches are needed. However, there is some
question whether appropriate teaching materials,will be made available
in gUfficient quantities. To a large extent, teachers may need to find
materials from untraditional sources or produce materials on their own.
Students may also find it challenging to search for and produce materials.
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Although this new curriculum appears to be exciting and innovative,
it clearly presents difficulties for both teachers and students. First,
the,objectives are ambitious, given the fact that they must be achieved
in only three lessons per week--just half the :Umber offered in the old

orientation curriculum in grades 8-10. Furthermore, political contro-

versies are likely to erupt over the content and objectives of the
program; the mere idea of introducing such a subject into the curriculum

*brought to the surface many controversies And conflicts concerning edu-
cation about society.

Why, then, the change from orientation to contemporary orientation?
In spite of their differin& views, various political factions and

parties eeem to have been united in their demand for the reform of edu-

cation about society. Tbebold program was not seen to be relevant to
the creation of the skills these groups viewed as being necessary
for living and taking part in society's affairs. The following state-
ments reflect the variety of value positions held by proponents of a

more realistic and contemporary social studies curriculum:_
The youngsters had learned a lot about the achievements
of the past, about towns on a map, and about the mysteries
of animal life, but because of living behind the walls
of the school, they were not able to put this knowledge
into perspective.8

The students must adopt knowledge and skills fhat enable
them to evaluate the current.order of society from other
points of view than normally accepted and to act and
change society in accordance with their evaluations.9

. In the 'final edition of the curriculum it is the situa-
tion of conflict that is given emphasis. . . . Will the
negativistic attitude toward society that [the curricu-
lum] expresses be anjnvitation to indoctrination?10

Social Studies in EFG 5thools
_

The EFG schools were introduced in an effort to modernize the
traditional,,paternalistic vocational education for blue- and white-

collar workers. This education is intended to meet the employment
demands of large corporations as well as to provide young people with

contemporary theoretical and practical trade education. With the reform
of vocational education, a social studies curriculum was introduced
which has the same approach and content as the contemporary orientation
program in the folkeskole. However, in the EFG schools contemporary

'orientation coprses are bften integrated with Daniih language, manage-

ment theory and practice, and other associated issues and subjects;
together, these subjects account for nearly half the program in the first

year of EFG.* The introduction of discipline-integrated, problem-
oriented, comprehensive social studies instruction at this level reflects

the importance ascribed to this field and illustrates'changing concepts

about qualifications for blue- and white-collar workers.,
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Sogial Studies (Samfundsfag) in the Gymnasium and HF Schools

Social studies is mainly an elective branch in gymnasium and
HF schools. After theefirst year of gtudy, students choose a field '

of specialization from among the different branches--mathematics/
general science, modern language, and classic langaage. .Social
studies is offered as part of both mathematics/general science and
modern language.

Social studies programs in the gymnasium and EFG schools have
gained in popularity since-they were introduced in about 1968. At
'first the curriculum was heavily social science centered," resembling
university programs in social science/social studies in which subjects
economics, sociology, political science, 4mternational politics--are
taught as single disciplines. Yet even this curriculum represented

'a departure...from the former rigid coRcentration on descriptions of
social institutions.

Gradually, teaching in the gymnasium changed in the directVn of
discipline-integrated approaches. Some ttempts to relate the teach-
ing of social studies to the teaching of Danish language and literature,
geography, and hiStory are emerging. The teaching activities stress
inquiry methods as ways to achieve conceptual knowledge and skills,
evaluation, and judgment. Students often'write reports about their
investiptiont; these reports are eyaluated by the teacher. One impor-
tant asliect of the curriculum is that it asks students to confront con-
flicting theories about socl.ety and ciarify thb values and assumptions t

involved.. The current set of objectiiles includes both analytical skills
and reflectivethinkpg, an approach that is consistent with the role
'of the gymnasium and HF schools in preparing students for higher
education.

Teacher Education

- Teacher education in Denmark is divided into two types in accord-
ance with the kind of sdbool the teacher is preparing for. Teacher edu-,
cation for the folkeskole takes place in 29 rather small teachers' col-
leges, located throughout the country. Four universities prepare
teachers for the gymnasium schools and higher education.

Recruitment regulations for teachers in the gymnasium or HF provide
for a six-month internship at a gymnasium, along with pakticipation in
seminars on theoretical didactic issues. Access to the teachers' col-
leges requires a gymnaS4um or HF'examination; some colleges also require
a period of work in the industrial, educational, or social sector.

The curriculum for folkeskole teachers contains general and voca-
tional components. In the former, educational psychology, pedagogy,
school history, didactic theory, and social studies are taught. In the
vocational component, a student must choose twO major subjects from
among 19 subjects taught in the folkeskole. Finally, the student must
choose one of three specialized courses in teaching: grades 1-7, grades
8-10, or pupils with physical or intellectual handicaps.

In contrast to the practice in many other countries, Danish
teachers' colleges attempt to integrate subject matter with teaching
methods, with the intent of achieving a more realistic relationship
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between the thdoretical and the practical. Yet there still seems to'be

a timi'lag in adjusting teacher education to the demands of the schools.

Teachir Education in the SociaLltudies

,Concurrently with the introduction of the social itudiei branCh in

the gymnasium, the universities in 1964 established a four-to-five-year
master's program for preparing students to teach in the :gynnasium. This

. program was also designed for training civil servants, governmental and
administrative officials, and social scientists. *The curriculum vas to

a large extent influenced by the subjects and approaches of,social

science in the United States at that time. Preservice preparation for
teaching history, biology, and geography did not include teacher edu-
cation for orientaoton, although this Subject was introduced in the
schools during the 1960s.

, 'In 1972, experiments were initiated to develop an up-to-date pro-
gram for preparing to teach orientation and'contemporary orientation.

, After five years of experimentation, a new teacher training program was

'established. Because this new program emphasizes that future teachers
must be familiar with the approaches which they.are expected to imple-

ment, the focus of study is on current and important problems in local,

national, or i ,atIonal society. The subject matter of social
,

science is taugh a..ng with strategies for investigating the problems.

Writing reparts is a important part of the teachingilearning_activities;
these reports .deal with subject matter as well as teaching methods. By

integrating subject n=tter and.methodology with different patterns of
investigation and cooperation, it is hoped, the gap between theories of

teacher education and actual practices'in the Schools will be narrowed,

if not closed.11
'The indervice education of teachers in Denmark is mainly conducted,

by the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies. Although this insti-

tution had not preparedlor the intro'duction of contemporary orientation,

it has established a comprehensive program for indervice training. These

first efforts have-.treated new methods, new approaches, and.instruction

in social studies subject matter, related to contemporary orientation.

One Of the main problems.facing inservice training is the insuffi7,

ciency of resources available to teachers. This problem is crucial when

a new subject with new objectives and.methods is introduced which is
expected to be implemented rapidly on a nationwide scale by teachers of

different ages and professional backgrounds. *

Conclusions About Development Trends

An investigation,of the emergence of social studies in various

parts of the Danish edlicational system reveals a strengthening of citi-

zenship objectives and objectives related to evaluative and decision-

making skills and abilities. In.accordance with the trend toward chang-

ing objectives,'social studies curricula emphasize current issues and

problems of society and the relationship between differing values and

interests and conflicts in society.
The selection of content has become decentralized; it is now mostly

determined by local teachers or by teams of teachers and students. This
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trend has to a large extent been brought about by teachers' search for
curricular relevance and their assumption that paying more attention
to student experiences will increase motivation and learning. Teaching
methOds are characteriied by such descriptions as "problem-centered,"
"project-oriented," and "inquiry-based." Thus, the precursors of today's-
Social studies teaching are, on the one hand, the interdisciplinary,
holistic social science approaches and, on the.other, the concept that
skilled and concerned laymen should take part in society's affairs on
the basis of knowledge and judgment. The professional fOundations of
the new approaches in social studies are research in pedagogy and edu-
cational psychology.

Judging from the rapid groxith and development of the field--both
qualitatively and quantitatively--dhring the last 15 years, the author-

, ities consider.social studies'to be extremely important, and its impor-
tance must be viewed as increasing. No other subject area has
experienced such..rapid growth ()rhea spread so widely to the different
levels and branches of the educational system.

Internationalperspectives

The international perspectives of a-social studies.program can be
assessed in two different ways., First, we can ask to what extent the
our+iculum deals with other countries, with international society, and
with the condepts of international understanding and interdependence.
Second, we can investigate the extent to which teaching is influenced
by researCh and development In social studies education in other
countries. ,

During the'past three decades, social studies and its predecessors
in Denmark have emphasized teaching about.other countries and interna-
tional issues to a relatively large extent. Because Denmark is a small
country, it is part of the national culture to regard the country's
present and future welfare as beihg linked to other countries and the
international political climate. The considerable attention paid by the
government and news media to such global problems as underdevelopment
and real or potential shortages of food and raw materials is reflected
in the objectives of social studies.12 International understanding)
based on knowledge of the fundamentals of other countries has long been
a goal of history and social studies education.

Although teaching about the philosophies of other political sys-
tems is viewed as controversial by some parents and_members ofschool
boards, it is a part of the curriculum in contemporary orientation, and
the goals of social studies paching require,that students acquire
knowledge of the political.and religious values'underlying other systems
in the world. Finally, teaching about global and international issues
is considered to be realistic in the sense that virious national econo-
mic, ideological, or security ineerests are the bases of both conflict
and cooperation.

Most of Denmark's neighbor countries were ahead of the Danish in
introducing social studies edu.cation. ..The changes in Denmark during
the past decades cannot be relat4 to a specific tradition in another
country; more likely, they reflect general trends that influenced the
educational systems of most countries in the early 1960s and were
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adopted.with different 4peed in different countries.,
13 However, the

German didactic tradition bf politiial education (Folitische Bildung)--

is emerging as a source of.-iitspiration-for ehe development of teaching

strategies for the new contemporary orientation`program.14
.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER, 8

, 1. The 41F.sChool ofters'a two-year.secondary education. The HF

final eXamination, Ake the gymnasium examination, is a criterion for

gaining access to univetsities and higher education.

/. E.J. Hansen, Den sociale rekrdttering til gymnasiet og HF ved
begyndelsen af 19708rne [The social fecruiting for the gymnasium and
folk high school at the beginning of the 1970sfi 01 Report, #2 (Copen-

hagen: 1973).

1. This conception of the social studies in Denmark is parallel
to the one used in the report ffom the Dinish Ministrrof Education to.
the Council of Europe's 1975 Conference on Interdisciplinary,Teaching
the Human Sciences in Secondary School. See A. Frehr, Report.on the
State of Interdisciplinary Courses in the Human SCiences at Secondaiy'

Level.in Denmazk (Copeybagen: .Ministry of'Education, 1975)."

4. In.the folkeskole, geography is taught as,a separate Subject,

(two lessons 4 week) only in 'dip- sixth and seventh grades. ' In grades 8-10,

it is'offered as an elective three times ayeek, but only a feW students

take:this elective at present. Trite pidture in grades 36-5-is even more

confusing: some schbols offer geography as.a single sizbject, once a week;

other sch000ls teach hietory, geography, and blology'as an tnteirated

course (brientation) three times a week. The gymnasium schools offer very

.few geography coursei,:though the numbers vary in the different branches.

History in the folkeskole is treated much like geography. In the

gymnasium,'history is afforded a larger number Of courses and generally

holds a strong position. .

5. See Fiehr, "RePort on the'State of Interdisciplinary Courses,."

p 3.

6. Danieh Ministry of Education, "Bekendtgerelse(om formAlet med .

undervisningen i, folkeekolens fag,agll, sattidsorientering" [Proclama- .

tion on the goal of instruction in folkeSkole subjects: no. 11, contem-

porary orientation], dated-September 24, 1975.

7. See R.E. Grosp and R.H. Muessig, eds., problem-Centered Social

Studies Ipstruction (Washington, D.C.:- National Council for the Social

Studies; 1971), and R.E. Gross, "The,Problems Approach," in R.E.°Gross

and L.D. Zeieny, eds., Educating Citizens Icor Democracy (New York:

1958), pp. 341-367.

8. Erik Tottrup, Danish Employers Association, quoted from His-

torieog Samidsorientering [History and.contemporary orientation],

December 19r6, p. 96. .

9. Poul Christensen, Workers Unions', ibid., p. 89.

10. Erik TOttrup, ibid., p. 97.
122.
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11. A more-comprehensive treatment of social studies teacher edu-
cation can be found in S.F. Olesdon and P.'Stigsgaard, ."Et forsOg pl en
indkredsniag af liniefaget samfundsfags didaktik--med sarlig henblik
pA nogle overvejelser omkriag introduktionsforlOb" [An experiment in
the integration of subject matter with social studies didactics--With
particular attention to some considerations related to the introduction
phase], unpublished dissertation, Copenhagen, 1975.

12. See the objectives of contemporary orientation-and tlical
issues quoted earlier.

13. K.4.,PetersenlVddannelsesreform i international belgsning
[Profession reform in international enlightenment] (Copenhagen: 1974). .

A
.14. Hermann Giesecke is especially influential. See Hermann

Giesecke,.Didaktik der Poliitische Bildung [Didactics of the political
organization] (Munich: 1972).
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9. Social Studies in the Federal Republic of Germany

The Progressives v . the Conservatives

.1

By Chrtstoph Wulf

Christoph Wulf is a professo{ at the School of Education in Berlin.

Previously he served as,a professor at the University of Siegen and held

an appointient at the Institute for International Research in Education

'in-Frankfurt. He was the founding secretary of the Education Comndssion

of the International Peace Research Association and is a member of the

board of directors of the International Council on Teacher Education. His

doctoral research was focused on practices and materia/s in-social studies

education in the United States. Wulf's major publications in this field

include Das Politischsozialwissenschaftliche Curriculum (Munich: 1973),

Friedenserziehung in der Diskussion (Munich: 1973), Kritische Frieden -

serziehung (Frankfurt: 1973), Handbook on Peace Education (Oslo/Frank-

furt: 1974), and Theories and Concepts in Educational Science (Munich:

1978).

The Federal Republic of Germany, situated in the middle of Europe,

has more than 60 million inhabitants; next to the Soviet Union, it is

the European nation with the greatest population. Its geographical

area--approximately 250,000 square kilometers--is divided into 10 states'

(Lander), which are laregly autonomous in regard to'educetion and cul-

ture. The Federal Republic of Germany Is a democratic state according

to the Western model, with an elected parliament, a Federal Council

(made up of repiresentatives'from the 'states), and federal and state

governments. i

The Feder4 Republic of Germany's historical and social position as

it emerged fromlWorld War II,which brought about Germany's political,

economic, and sbcial collapse, largely determined the goals and content

of social studies education. After the war all social activities,.
including education, were focused on the economic and social recon-

struction of the country and on the setting up of a'democracy using the

Western nationslas a model. The social studies were expected to support
the country's development toward democracy from the very start. During

the various phaSes of social studies development in the:Federal Republic,

this process was characterized by different goals and emphases, reflect-

ing changes in the interpretation of what a democratic society is.

Given the interrelationships between state and social reconstruction.and

social studies e ucation, the development of social Studies education in

the Federal Repu lic can only be sufficiently understood by analyzing,

these relationships. Only when the social studies are looked upon as an

integral part of social reality can a country avoid overestimating its

ability to bring about social reform.
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Thei Educational. Settini

The German educational system includes schools for general edu-
cation, universities, and instimitions for vocational training.and con-
tinuing education. Furthermore,'the country supportive comprehensive'
elementary education and an out-of-school youth educatiomprogram. At

the time'of.witing, the educational system consisted of the following
institutions, in addition to universities:

--Kindergartei (Xindergarten)4 for. children 3-5 years'old.'
--Nursery school'(Schulkindergarten).for children,of school age but

not being mature for school.
--Primary..school (Grunaschule), grades 1-5.
- -Special school (Sonderschule), 'for handicapped children.

,

- -Junior school (Bauptschule), grades. 5-9.

--Secondary ichool (Realschule), grades 5-10.
- -Grammar school (Gymnasium); grades 5-10.
- -Vocational School (Beruflschule), for young people having finished'

school up to the age of 18.
- -Vocational retraining school (Berufsaufbfuschu1e), techn4cal and

commercial schools (Fachschule, Fachoberschule) for special types of
. ,

vocational training. .

The structure of the German educational system is now in the process
of being revised by the Federal State Commission for Educational Planning
(Bund-ahder-Kommdssion f,1r Bildungsplanung), a joint commission of the

federal government and the governments of the states. The new structure

will consist of'six sections:
--Preschool (for children'aged 3-5).
- -Primary school (grades 1-4; for children aged 6-10).
--Secondary school (grades 5-10).
--Upper secondary school (grades 11-13; schools at this level should

prepare students for the final academic examination (Abitur) or provide

them with an equivalent vocational education while achieving a better

integration of general education and vocational education.
- -Tertiary education,(university studies).
--Continuing education (the resumption of organized learning after

entering a profession or occupation).
' In all patts of the German educational system, social education, is taught

in one way or another. Social education does not take place only in
social gtudies classes; rather, the teaching of all subjects invokes more
or less conscious attention to political and social functions. Society

expects the educational system to prepare children for their later
professional and social lives and to be' responsible for selecting children

for different courses of education and careers accordingto their achieve-
ment. Another responsibility,of the-educational system--in particular,
of social studies education--is to integrate children into society and
thus to bring about the legitimation of society's structures of dominance.

Although social'studies education contributes in part to social
preparation and selection, it is primarily concerned with the processes

of integration and legitimation. .The educational system and especially
social studies ire expected to contribute toward the-social integration

of youth by institutionaliling standards, values, and patterns of inter-
pretation which ensure desirable structures of dominance. Seen in this

way, school is responsible for teaching students to recognize existing

conditions and learn to behave accordingly. Two especially influential

concepts in social studies education ate those of extrafunctional,

9
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qualifications and.norMative orientations; these concepts.originated in
.the existinivolitical.system and'have to de vith the creation and
preservation of mass loyalty. Within thii context, two basic.approaches,
to soci4 studies education are possible; they can either be progressive
or conservative.1 In any event, it is true to say that education. and the
educational system can never be fundamentally different from the basic
structure'of the existing form of society. 'Making this connection
between the educational system and society clear to the individual
student is a primary goal of social4studies education.

The Social Studies

The nature of social studies education in the'Pederal, Republic of
Germany depehds to a great extent On individual states, schools, grades,
syllabi, and; espeCially, teachers. In Germany each state draws up more
or less strict curriculum guidelines, in which the goals and pontent.of

...social studies education are'Outlined. Usingovarious.textbooks and edu-
cational materials, teachers implement these guidelines. In most of the
states, the guidelines for various types of schools are inconsistent with
one another in goals and content; only recently have efforts been made to
develop consistent syllabi-for students at each age level. In connection
with.this development, attempts have been made in some state-o integrate
the traditionally separate social studies disciplines into a "new" social
studies Oesellschaftslehre) at the elementary level,. In.secondary ed0-
cation (grades 5-10), socialAtudies remain based, in large part, on tile

disciplines (geography, history, economics, politics). Instead of being
'essentially catalOgs of matetials, as their predecessors were, the new
syllabi for the aocial studiet include.specified goals along with care-
fully selected new content,Atethods4 'and materials.

In many ways, the problems associated with curriculum reform in the
social studies in the Federal Republic of Germany are similar to those
experienced in the United Statei. More so than'in the USA, the' German-
states retain responsibility for controlling,syllabi, with the intention
of ensuring homogeneity in.social.studies education at least within the
frame of each state. Since, in the Various states, different political
developments have taken place; it.is difficult to ensure homogeneity
across the country,as a whole--the northerti statestend to favor the
Social Democratic party,' whereas the south leans toward the Christian
,Democrats. In spite of this situation, however, a certain national
homogeneityin social studies education does prevail as 'a result of the
attempts of the large textbook publishers, to develop mattrials which
cover the syllabi of several states equally.well.

In most of the .states, curriculum reform in the social studies Is
focusedon secondary education. Nonetheless, since social studies edu-
cation takes place ai all age levels, a brief summary of'the most
relevant developments, at each level may be enlightening.

Primary Education (Grades 1-4).

At the primary level, much of social studies education is incidental,
often within the context of a project or field trip. In some states the
social studies and studies in natural sciences are integrated into one
curriculum called Sachkunde (experiental learnings). Here the children
are taught about their environment, in part from a historical pefspective.
In other states, the social studies curriculum deals largely with
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interpersonal relatienships--for examplev children's conflicts with
siblings, parents, and teaChers..'-

Secondary Education (Grades 5-10)

Most of the-efforta to change social studies-education at this level
are focused on integrating different social science disciplines, although

history and geography are Usually 4ught separately. The goal of the new
curricula is to.prepare yoting'people to contribute to the World and to.
.their society. To achieve this goal, pblitical conflictwas topics for
social studies education also are stressed, along with such interdiect,
plinary prOjects as planning a towas,or an urban institution and systemati-
cally exploring a soCial problem. In spite of thesi efforts, however,
most of the states continue to teach the different diaciplines more or
iess independently..: Zrom three to four hours a week are devoted-to the
social.studies at this level.

Upper Secondary Educacion (Grades 11-13)

At this'level there is a certain amount of-specialization because
recent reforms allow-for a considerable degree of-individualization. In

addition to requited social studies courses, students can choose
additional couraes in the disciplines (history, geography, sociolop,
and. economics). Withitithe framework of,these additional-and generally
mare-specialized courses, such themes as the following are treated:

"Political Systems in the Great Induitrial States."
--"Development and Crises of Western Democracy:"
- -"National Socialism:" .

--"Leninism-Stalinism."
,--"East and West Germany."
--"The'United Nations.and Other Organizations:"
- -"Town Planning.'

These systematic studies witlan limited areas of the social sciences are
designed to improve students' comprehension of the international.system
and German,and Western society.

The Importance of Political Education (Civics) in the Curriculum

Of major importance to the efforts to integrate the social science
disciplines into a social studies pro'gram is political education. Within

the framework of this subject area, goals have been developed and objec-

tives defined Which serve as a basis for the integration of the different
social science disciplines, including history. If social studies edu-
cation is to bring.about a "fundamental democratization" of socieey and
create More opportunities for citizen participation, it must define its

aims more precisely and indicate criteria for the selection of subjects,
content, media, and methods. There are presently five functional foCuses

for teaching social studies:2
1. Analysis of current.conflicts. Analysis of conflicts is designed

to help students understand and deal with conflict in order to Achieve
general progress in demodratization, identify and promote their own
interests, and develop imagination and judgment in regard to political
reality in action.
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ftetemet c t china of broad sociaLmagett. In order to put

conflicts in s tir context mad Moss then propssIninstorroCovesoll
social contepts is rsquired. Sois of ehe points of emphasii suggested
by'Giesecke are thproduction and distribution systems of highly indus- ,
trialized eocietiei, political sYstems of government in the Federal
Republic and in the German Democratic Republic,. and international
politidel-and communidatioh gigots:me,

3. Historical awareness.- Awarenessbf the historical dimension in
social studies dugetion is essential to an understandim of,democrati-
zation ind emancipation. Any tendency to neglect this dimension in
favor of a functional, technological orientation shoUld be viewed with a
critical eye, because only an approach based on sotialsciente and
history can guarantee a full understanding of politfdal questions.

4. Ttactice..iu-the-ac uisition and asessemeneof information.
Acquiring and teaching.the skills needed to obtain and assess information
in regard to conflict situatiops is!essential for action-based social
studies education. 5

5. Teaching abOut forms of practical action. Social studies Glitz-

-cation must help-students acquire thCekills and knowledge necessari for
effective social participation: dealing with legal texts,44lanning
discussioris,'maapering techniques related to group dynamics, and areic-
ulately expressing political goals'and demands.

Apart from these five points of empbasis,,social studies-education
aldo'seeks to proVide students with certain basic insights into.the.
following condeptal /conflict, condreteness, power, right, interest,
solidarity, participation, funOtion, ideology, historical relevance,
and human dignity. These "basic insights" further reflect the goals
and content of.social studies education; however, they.must not be
stripped of their historical and Social contexts and presented as abstract
political categOries. FinallY, it is vital that the.interasts and needs,
of students be considered in thelormulation and selection of goals,
content, and subject matterin order that the pupils, who are directly
concerned,,can increasingly learn to control their own process of social
studies education.

Sroblems Related to Method and Communication

For a long time the problem of oommunication was negre"cted in the
teachina of social studies. -This was true until the late 1950s and early,
1960s, when people were beginning to talk about a "didactic turning point"
in social studies.3. This phase hot only introduced such new concepts as
controversy, conflict, ind critical thinking ability, it also witnessed
attempts to deal with the issue of communiCation, partly in connection
with the production of textbooks.

Even so, empirical studies published in the 1960s showed how unsat-
isfactory was the reality of social studies education in`ttie Federal
Republic.4 These studies proved that frequently the "real" problems of
democracy were not dealt with at all--that social studies teiching did
little 'to counter the influence of the home and that it barely succeeded
in rousing pupils to "structured political awareness." These studies
also demonstrated convincingly that the shortcomings of social studies
education were due in large part to teachers' insufficient specialized
and didactic training, the'lack of a well-defined concept of didactics
.for social studies teaching, the shortage of good teaching materials,
and the absence of methodological skills. The increaie in political

1 3f)
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activity among.students and youth.in-the late 1960s thd.early 1970s

hardly be ittftbited idelal-itudist testidatit:in the-ddh

On.the contrary, ilany,left-wing groups neglecteethe intellectual tom- \
dations.of the dialectic* of philosOphy and action in favor of the poli-..

tical aspects, and,- as a result,'did not fittach muckimportitice.to the

proble,m.of:communication. Schmiederer.was probably right in saying.that,

in the future, "the relationship between political learning, and political

action and the problems.involved in'conveying learning targets, contents.
and methods to the-respective concrete groups" would'be. the .two;fcical

problems in teaching. social-studies.5.
Giesecke's work on a mettiodology for teaching social studies (civics)

and the analyses-of focal problems in.curriculum develOpment_in. the social

studies by Wulf and Schörken show similar approachee to the vital impoi7..-

tance of communication,. especially in view'of the dichotomy_between-a
relatively 'sophisticated critical theory of soclal studies and the.
relatively unsatisfactory reality that.actually prevailed in'school.0
As was Fackiner, Giesecke'was.eager to demonstrate that social studies

must always be seen as a teaching and learning process involving covimuni-

cation, the processes and methods of which require systematic observation.

An even-more-specific reference to communication problems islound_.

in the framework of contributions to curriculum develoPment based on

politics and social science, Since theSe disciplines requite a pore-

concrete approach to dealing with the concepts of content,.method,-and

media in curricular matetials. In efforts,go achieve more Concretenessi

attention must be paid to the need to extend students' opportunities for

participation and, if possible, the desirability of permitting groups of

students to control their own learning prOceas. As fat as.possibli,

social studies should be able to overcome the split between theory and -

practice by dealing adequately with questions related to teaching lethods,

theory, and practice during teacher training and by attempting to
radically improve teaching conditions.

Controversies and Conflicts Over Curriculum Reform

The intensive efforts to promote the development of a social studies

curriculum (Geséllschaftslehre) in the Federal Republic which integrates

theory with methods, together with the increasingly intense debate over

curriculum content that has raged since the end of the 1960s, have led

to revision of the specific syllabi for civics in a number of states in

the Federal Republic. During this time it became apparent that many of

the concepts and goals developed for the "new" social studies met with

difficulty 'fallen put into practice in a real,school situation, because

political, educational, and institutional resistance to the reforms was

stronger than had been expected. The controversies Surroundinethe
North-Rhine-Westphalian and, in particular, the Hessian syllabi (the

latter became a test case for the possibility of carrying out any kind

of educational reform) provide striking examples of the difficulties

encountered in the attempts to reform .social studies education in the

Federal Republic. In particular, discUssions about the controversy in

Hesse demonstrated that reforms in this field must always be looked upon

as a 'matter of political planning requiring a systematic public infor-

mation campaign. If this is not done adequately, reform plans can easily

fail because of the resistence of certain special-interest groups. This

was ihe case in many respects in Hesse, where the Christian Democratic
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.opposition and vaVious middlq-cliss groups helped prevent the introduction
of-the reforms through their milisive resistance. .

d

Lt was the aim of the extengave Heseian reform plans to find ways of
redefining the goals of.iocial studies for a whole state, based on a
_concept of education at emancipation. It was assumed that such goals.as
"participation in,productively forming.social-reality".did:nOttlearlY
rindicate whether nuncritidal'adjustment to existing circumstances" or.
"helping the pupil achieve self-determination and participation" was
intended. For this reason, the Hessian syllabus began with a concept of
democracy anchored .in the German constitution and defined the supreme
goal of a democratic.society as the ability to,achieve self-determination
and participation, with the further specification that "optimal partiCi-
pation of the'individual in social decision-making processes is tied to
the elimination.of unequal opportunities in life." Subsuied under this
general goal were content and objectives in four areas: socialization,
the econoMy, public tasks, and'social conflict.

The criticism leveled by various groups at what surely has been the
most far-reaching attempt in recent years to reform'social studies edu7
cation in the Federal Republic was mainly directed against the emphasis
on conflict as a major Category of social studies education, the reduction.,
of the amount of history taught, the pronounced emphasis on social science,
and the decision to group the various subjects into four fields. Part of
this criticism was so Virulent that it seemed impossible to bridge the
gap between.the mote-progressive group supporting the .reforms and the ,

more-conservative side, which decAdedly rejected them. In any eVent,
attgcks by a large sector of the public forced a revision of the syllabus
and.the elimination of some of its characteristic features.

The experience in Hesse made clear to those involved with social
studies education tn the Federal Republic how much goals fdr and decisions
about social/political education depend on general political awareness.

International Perspectives

recent years increased attention had been devoted to inter
national perspectives in social studies education in the Federal Republic.
This is true for several reasons. Major areas of international cohflict
are under renewed scrutiny now that new concepts, some of which origi
nated in peace and conflict research, have shown that previous assumptions
about the origins of such conflicts may be hot valid.7 More attention is
being paid to UNESCO's effpits to promote international education.
Efforts are increasingly made to view the international system not only
from a strictly national viewpoint but fram the perspectives of other
nations as well as from an international level; the goal of these efforts
is often to create international loyalties. The next few years probably
will bring more and more pressure to t'alce into account the worldwide
aspects of social studies education, as part of general educational
reform. Further clarification is necessary to establish whether this
goal can be integrated In the overall goals of social studies education
as it now stands or whether it will be necessary to formulate new goals.
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' 1O.. Social Studies in GuateAala

Irnbirdevelopment in Schooling and Society

By Eduardo Navai

.

Eduardo Navas was born in Guatemala., where.he has taught for several
years'in primary and secondary schools in both rural and urban.areas. In
1972 he received his 13.1A..(Licenciatura) from the School of Education or
San Carlos University. Ih'1973 he joined the faculty of the School of
Education and also worked,in the Unit for Research and Planning of the
Ministiy of Education. In 1976 he came to Stanford University, where he
earned a master's.degree in communication and social change and a second
M.A. from the School of Education. At present he is working toward his
Ph.D. in curriculum and teacher education, with concentration in social
studies.

i

Guatemala 1.s a small, underdeveloped, agro-export-oriented Central
Adericari country. Within its 108,889-square-kilaneter area live about 7'
million people. Since 1960 ehe population has increased at an average
rate of 3.1 percent annually; during"1960-1965 the annual rate of growth
was 3.3 iarcerit--one of the highest in the world. .

,Ethnically, the Guatemalan population can be divided in two major
groups: Indians and'non-Indians: Indiana account for more than 50 per-.,
cent of the population; most, of them are concentrated in the highland

. region of the country. Indian towns are sources of cheap labor/for the
big plantations (cotton, coffee, sugar cane), which are located/ mainly
along the Pacific Coast. It is estimated that more than 300,000 Indian
people migrate seasonally to work on the big farms for an average wage
af $1.25 a day.. Usually the family migration involves children, who work
in the ffelds to augment the family income.

Since the-economy of the country and the lives of the/majority of
the population depend heavily on agriculcural activities, land ownership
has been one of the most acute social problems of Guatem4a. The dis-
tribution of the land shows an uneven picture: 2.1 percaht of theland-,.

owners possess 87 percent of the arable land, and 87 per ent of the

tlandowners own 19 percent of the arable land. This lop ided distribution
of land ownership has created the latifundio-minifundi9 system, in which
the latter is providing a cheap labor force to the forter.

The effects of the underdevelopmen .;an be seen it,t only in the

uneven distribution of land but also in cther aspects'of peoples' lives.
For example, 75 percent of all children uader 5 are )41alftourished. The
mortality rate is 17 deaths per thousand. Medical aeivices are con-
centrated in urban areas, mainly in the national cdpital. Some 80 per-
cent of the doctors live in the capital. The retie' of doctors to people
is 1/3,600 in the capital and 1/23,000 in the rest of the nation. Rural
areas are badly affected by the lack of medical services and health
facilities.

Housing is another serious problem in Guatemala; according to the
National Census Office, there is a shortage of 800,000 units. More than
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.56 percent of ell Arban households and 91 percent of those im rural areas
do not have;potable.water. There is a similar contrast betlieen Urban an4
rural sectors in regard to .sewage services,

Education is another serious problem for Guatemalans. Of the 3,629,893
- persons older than 7, 5515 percent4mve not been exposed to.any'kind of

education. In the urban ,sector, 75 percent of the eligible primary school
population is enrolled in school, whereas in the cou#ryside only 31.9
percent of the eligible students attend school.

The Educational'System

Guatemala,has a highly cen*alized system of education, organized
under the authority of the Ministry of Education. Every aspect of the
school-is controlled from the top, from 'the appointment of teachers and
staff to the smallest elements of the curriculum. Evaluation, curriculum
content, schedules--all are datermined by officials of the Ministry of
Education. The restrictions and requirements are the'same foi private
and public schoois as for rural and Ufban schools.,

Education is governed nationwide by such official policies as the
Educational Programs (curriculum content), the National Law of Education,'
the Manual of Evaluation, and the Manual of Supervision. Since no dis-

. Unction is made between various school populations or geographical
regions, all schools in the country must follow the same directions.
Accordingly, there is no difference between what is learned by urban
pupils and what is learned by their rural counterparts. By the same
token, evaluation procedures are the same Ior youngsters attending high
schools during the day as for adults attending night schools. Compulsory,
schooling is in force for_ the six-Tear primary school.

The Educational Program

Most of the major concerns of the school system evolve from the
official Educational Programs. These mandates basically dictate the
curriculum content and objectives for every Subject. At the junior high
school level, the Educational Program for a given course is a short
syllabus containing the list of topics that must be covered during the
school year. Teachers pay a great, deal.of attention to these lists of
topics, and principals and supervisors closely monitor the development of
programs, because at, examination time students are tested with collective
instruments developed at the school-district level. The objectives for
each course are stated only in broad terms, and no attempt is made to
link content with objectives. When authorities at the Ministry of Edu-
cation decide that the curriculum should be changed, a committee of three
or four inservice teachers is appointed to make recommendations. However,
the design of a new program is an event that takes place only once in a
great while; most of elle current junior and high school programs were
established in 1965.

The'Social Studies Curriculum

Primary School

At the primary level, social studies is uniformly taught throughout
the educational system. One hour a day is (devoted to social studies
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during all six years of primary education. The following topics aro
typical of those covered:

71,ife in different,geographical regions of the world.
--Geography and history of Guatemala and Central America.
- -Geography and history of the rest of the continent.
--Principe,1 ancient civilizations.
.--Geography and history of Europe.
--National and international institutions working for peace and

human welfare.
-i-Democratic ideals of free nations.
--Values clarification.

Junior High School

The Guatemalan junior high school is a common three-year "basic
cycle" or "cycle of general culture" for students who have finished
primary school and intend to go on to one of the few specialized fields
of higher education offered by the systm. Social studies is a compul-
sory subject in all three grades. The teaching content is presented in
a sequential order determined by the Educational Programs; the .curriculum
is the same fot all students at each devel regardless of their fields
of concentration.

'The social studies cutriculum guidelines for the basic cycle are
short documents containing general objectives and lists of required
content. The first year is focused on Guatemalan history, the second on
American history (South, Central, and North American history), and the
third on universal (ancient and world) history. The teaching
objectives for each grade level are quoted below.

First year. Students must:
--Understand that history is indispensable to measure the progress

of the community, and . . . that history is the base for the formation
of the national,consciousness.

- -Comprehend that history knowledge provides human solidarity and
also enables students to understand the destiny of human beings and
their possibilities.

Second year. Students must:
--Comprehend the importance and cultural benefits of the conquest

and colonization of America.
- -Comprehend that independence from Spain was possible as a result

of the cultural development reached by the nations' people.

Third year. Students must:
- -Learn and understand the most relevant events of universal (ancient

and world) history which have determined the economic, social, and
political conditions of nations around the world.

- -Learn to appreciate the efforts, ability, and creative aptitudes
of human beings which underlie the development and increment of culture
through history.

The content of junior high school social studies is exclusively
dominated by history. Fo/lowing are examples of teaching units for each
year as specified by the Educational Programs:

First year. Guatemalan independence.
1. Causes.
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, a. General causes: U.S. independence, Trona' Revolution, the
Napoleonic invasion of Spain. .

b. Special causes: internal and external changes in the economic,
social, and political structures of the world. ,

2. Previous local movements of independence: unrest of the artisansr
political movements in Leon and Granada (Nicaragua), secret meetings in
the convent of Belem, Indian unrest.

3. Cortes de Cadiz: Antonio Larrazibal
4. Local journalism: 'Pedro' Molina,and Jose Cecilio del Valle.
5. Declaration of independence; study of developments leading to

independence.
6. Annexation to Mexico; complete independence.

Second Year. Independent period of America.
1. History and background.

a. Philosophic, economic, political, and social trends of the
18thp and 19th centuries which influenced the movement toward
independence.

b. Causes of independence: Napoleonic invasion of Spain, Cortes
de CaCiz, Fernando VII.

c. Roles of the university, municipality, church, and local
journalism-as major sources of independent ideas.

d. First independent movements and their leaders: Miranda,
Marin , Bolivar, San Martin, Sucre, Belgrade, O'Higgins, Washington,
Hidalgo, Morelos, Iturbide.

e. Indian rebillions in South America: Tuiac Amaru and the
Comuneros of Nueva Granada.
2. Foreign invasions in America.

a. French invasion of Mexico: Maximiliano and the struggle of
Benito Juarez.

b. he Portuguese people and the Brazilian empire.
3. Independent Life.

a. Emergence of the first nationalities.
b. Monroe Doctrine, good-neighbor pollcy.
c. Pan-Americanism, Panama Congress, Organization of American

States.
d. U.S. Civil War, Lincbln and the abolition of slavery.

Third year. Universal history.
1. Concepts of history: prehistory and history, milor.periods oE

ancient history, economic regimes of primitive communitiei.
2. Egypt: the Nile Valley, geographical framework, economic and

social regime, bases of Egypt's civilization, the city state architecture,
religion, scripture.

3. Mesopotamia: geographical framework, the Sumerians, scripture,
science, art. .\

4. Hebrews: commerce, navigation, alphabet.

Problems and Recommendations

Social Studies education in Guatemala is constrained by three major
problems: First, the curriculum fails to bridge the gap between the
school and contemporary problems of the larger society. Second, the
process of curriculum construction, as it is carried out by the Ministry
of Education, bypasses teachers and other members of the educational
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community in shaping plans for instructional experiandas...rurtharmors,.
the curriculum neglects.to take into account individual differences in
learniqg style, background experience, motivation, and local educational
needs. Third, the scarcity of teaching tesourceS and school facilitiei
seriously affects instruotional practices and limits the,scope of the
gotential'educational experiences that'can be planned by schools.

Given the assumptions that the school should maintain close contact
with the problems of society and that social studies_iis one of the most

-* appropriate subject areas in which to pursue thivobjective, the
Guatemalan program could be enlarged and enriched by the inclusion of

, cojtemporary social, political, cultural, and econamic problemi. For
xample, several units might be devoted to studying,the causes of under-
development and-its consequences in such areas as.health, employment, and
distribution of wealth and political power. Other units might be devoted
to environmehtal, consumer, family, and career education as well as to
global and international education. If the curriculum were designed., .

along these lines, students_ would have more opportunities to learn to
understand their'roles as members of an extended society and their
relationships with other individuals and groups. Accordingly, social
studie4 programs of this type can enhance 'Students' awareness of possible
avenues of participation in solving social problems.

The need to follow the rigid and inflexible curriculum guidelines
issued by the Ministry of Education has the effect of restricting
teachers' creativity and *imagination as well as of precluding the in
corporation of new topics appropriate to regional circumstances and.
current events. Another deficiency of the standardized curriculum is
that, by presenting all students with the same .fixed content that must'
be learned at a uniform pace, the schools ignores individual differences
in readiness, learning styles, personal motivations, and interests--
factors which count %.eavily in shaping pupils' learning.

The scarcity of teaching materials and school facilities is more
severe in public schools because the state does not provide teaching
resources--not even textbooksand few parents can afford to buy school
supplies. The effects of this scarcity can readily be seen in classroom
instruction. Teaching methods rely heavily on lecture and discussion,
and learning procesaes are typically Characterized by rote memorization.

Obviously, the improvement of social studies education in Guatemala
would require the intervention of educational,authorities, scholars, and
other people concerned with school affairs. However, it is important to
keep in mind that the status of social studies is representative of the
status of other teaching subjects, and that an5i changes and innovations
must take place within the context of comprehensive educational reform.

1
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21. Social Studies in Indonesia

'Putting a Phiiosophi Into AcOmn

By Numan Somantri

.......

Human Somantri teaches at the Institut KegUruan dan Ilmu Pedidlican
(IICIP) in Bandung, Indonesia. He studied in the United States and
returned to play an important role In the development of the social
studies curriculum in Indonesia.

..*

Indonesia is an archipelago, stretching along the equator from
east to west over a distance of 3,250 miles and 1050 miles from north
to south. It consists of five main islands and approXiwate1y,13,000
smaller islands, of which about 6,000 are inhabited.. Projected on a
map of the United States, Indonesia would extend beyond the Pacific and

Atlantic coasts.
This enormous archipelago wai populated by 129.1 million people

in 1974, with a grawth rate of 2.3 percent per annum. Almost two-
thirds (63.0 percent) Of the population is on the island of Java, which'
constitutes only 7 percent of the total area of Indonesia, giving Java
an extremely high population density: 1,425 persons per square mile.
Outside Java the density is much lower; averaging 23 persons per square
mile. Communication is often very-difficult because of the large number
of islands and the limited dev4opment of mechanized transportation. .

More than 60 percent of the total land area is forest, and only some
12 percent of the total area is cultivated. Almost 90 percent of this
cultivation is by subsistence farmers, with an average Of 0.8 percent
acres per capita.

Indonesia's neighbors are Malaysia, Singapore, Bums, Khmer,
Thailand, South and North Vietnam, the Philippines to i.he north, and
PapuS New Guinea and Australia to the east and south.

A large group of people from the Asian mainland migrated to
Indonesia about 2000 B.C. However, as long ago as 3000 B.C. people
lived in several.places in the inland of Samatra, and some of their
desCendants may still.be found there. These original inhabitants, called
orang Kubu,have been affected little by other cultares.

Although the Indonesian people are mainly of Austronesian stock,
during the long history of the country other peoples have mixed with the
original population to a certain degree. Apart-from Chinese, Indone-
sian, and European minorities, there are many other ethnic groups and
languages. The lingua franca is Bahasa Indonesia, used for all offi-
cial communication and as the medium of instruction in schools.

The migrants brought with them seVeral religions, among them
Buddhism and Hinduism, during the early Middle Ages; little remains of
these influences other than such grandiose temple complexes as Borobudur
and Prambanan in central Java.. Islam, which was introduced in the llth
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century, has had a far more widespread influence in IndOnesia. .At
.0resent, approicimately 90 percent of Indonesians are Moilems.

Indonesia has b6en a colony of the Portuguese, British, Dutch,
and Jepaneac'the countrylms.suffered-more than 300 yeers of colonial

rule. Although, it is endoWed by nature vith rich resources and.most
of its soil is fertile, Indonesia his not yet experienced significant
econoidc develOpment. The.rapid development of technology.which took
place in the West during the 19th century did not greatly. influence the
'prosperity of the Indonesian- people. Consequently, in terms of stan-

dard of. living and way of life,. Indonesia remains one of the most back-
ward areas of-the world.

In 1928 a youth congress was convened at which three postulates

were formulated: "Indonesia had to be free and independent, a country
forming one nation, with.one flag and one language." When'the Japanese
were clearly losing the war in 1945 and on the- point of.suriender,

Sukarno and Hatta proclaimed Indonesia's independence from Japan on
August 17, 1945.-. After five years of fierce struggle'against Dutch
forces, the country'won independence.

The new nation began to-operate under the 1945 Constitution and.
under a state philosophy, Pancasila, Which can tie summarized-as follows:.

(a) belief in God, (b) humanitarianism, (c) nationalism, (d) democracy,
and (e) social justice. These'five principles became the foundation of
edUcation at every level of schooling from elementary through university.

Therefore, a major goal Of all educational institUtions is to inculcate

Pancasila by a program designed to' help students develop, qualities of

good citizenship.
The problem for social studies,is how to translaiesthe values 61

Pancasila into curriculum and classrooM practices. Psychologically, the

integration of Pancasila into aocial studies curricula is not yet com-
plete; traditional curriCulum and classroom activities are still being

practiced by most social studies teacheis." Nevertheless, the national

government is attempting to reorqanize social studieS textbooks and

teacher education, which give direction ,to the learning'and teaching .

processes required to achieve the objectives of education.

The Educational Setting

Education in Indonesia is the responsibility of ,the government.
The main tasks of the national Ministry of Education are: (a) deter-

mining the philosophy of education, (b) determining policy and adminis-

tering public schools, (c) developing curriculum, (d) inspecting pre-
primary, primary, junior high, and senior high schools, (e) providing

buildings and facilities, (f) preparing teachers, and (g) overseeing
private education.

The 26 provincial governments are concerned with primary educatiqn,

but their contributions are limited to paying the salaries of teachers.

Responsibility for education is mainly in the hands of the national

government because the national government sees education as a national

problem which should be dealt with broadly across the whole archipelago.

A major goal in this effort is the development of a national philosophy

of education.
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'A nation's philosophy of education provides.perhaps the best indi-

cation of its unique conditions'and aspirations. In Indonesia; the

period,after the war of-independence.brought an expansion of social

studies in two new directions.
.First, there was a trend away from colonial aims focused on

national integrity toward a strong emphasis on social and political

ends. The principles'of Pancasila Und the 1945 Constitution and the'

concepts of good citizenship, patriotiam, and loyalty to Indonesian

ideals came to have a central place in the goals.of social studies.

A second important development in'social studies was the expansion

of the influence of new approaChes in curriculum development on promi- '

nent-educatori and teachers' college lecturers. These influences were

reflected in the national policy on education, estoecially.in the

policy of the Ministry of Edudation on development schools.

Although social studies curricula and textbooks are designed
and determined by the government, the program is'Ilexible enough so ihat

individual communities can adapt the curriculum to local needs. How-

ever, it is sometimes difficult.for teachers to translate.the principles
formulated in the national policy into classroom practices. To solve

this problem, the Ministry-of Education is trying to develop_inservice

training.for social studies teachers, since social studies is perceived

as an important subject. SaCial studies is required for all students ,

in addition to mathematics, science, and language.
I

The Social Studies: An Overview

The general objectives of social studies are to develop democratic

ideals and good citizenship, on the basis of Pancasila and the 1945 Con-

stitution.- The specific objectives can be summarized as follows:

--To develop a desire for better civic behavior.

7-To develop the intellectual, moral, and spiritual ethics cher-

ished in Indonesian culture;
--To develop a aeries of experiences which help students under-

siand and appreciate the rights and duties of Indonesian'citizens."
--To develop sufficient background for becoming an informed citi-

zen who Can participate in solving social'problems,
--To develop an understanding of the importance of the general

welfare of gll people as well as one's self.
--To develop the skills needed for effective thinking.

, --To promote an awareness of basic human activities.

Frequently, howeVer, there has been little relationship between

the,objectives stated in the curriculum plan and textbooks and activi-

ties used in the classroom. The Ministry of Education and Culture
realized this problem, and in 1969 the Office of Educaticinal DelAlop-

ment was established by decree of the president of the Republic of

Indonesia. This new agency was assigned responsibility for (a) prepar-

ing plans, programs, and policies for the Ministry of Education, (b). car-

rying out experiments and pilot projects in connection with educational

development, and (c) conducting educational research. One of the first

efforts of this new agency was to mobilize experts from universities,

teachers' colleges, and UNESCO to develop textbooks and other activities

related to the improvement of social studies programs.
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The Social Studies Curricultm

In spite Of the tremendous changes *Lich hive taken place in Indo-

nesian sOciety since independence, the social studies curriculum has

changed little in the last three decades. The Ministry of Education

requires .the following course sequence:
--Grades 1-6. Civics,,geography, and history, combined under the

*name of civic education.

..--Grades 7_0. Civic education, geography, and history.
O --Grades 10-12. Geography, economics, history, and civic education.

this sequence represents.an expanding-envirogment philosophy of
curriculum organization, in which the curriculum broadens as.the pupils,

gain in experience and maturity. .Civic education emphasizes the develop-

ment of certain- values required for good.citizenship, while the other

social studies subjects place emphasis on lurthee study in college as

well as-on social problems in general. These courses are offered-by
both public schools and.private schools, since civic education and .

social studios are required by the national government.

Trends in.Methods of Teaching

'Although new developments in curriculum theory and the pdychology
of learning have had a great impact-on prominent Indonesian educators

and teachers' college lecturers, they have not yet been widely applied

to classroom teaching. Ground-covering technique, narrative-approach,
drill on facts, daily-reading from the text with litttle or no comment--

all these remain standard methods for most social studies teachers.

Even though they are encouraged by educational administrators to use

problem...sOlving and inquiry approaches, teachers are reluctant to imple-

ment those. practices. Social studies education, for the most part, is

still characterized by traditionalitextbooks, leek, of audidvisual mate-

rials, and uninspired teaching mettrods.
Nonetheless, the total picture is not wit/16'A promise. Eight

"development schools".and more than 20 predevelopment'schools hayetbeen

established to study curriculum development and ways-of improving teach-

ing and learning. Meanwhile, there is tremendous interest in ,skill
development on the part of teachers and.administrators who realize that
problem-solving; discovery, and inquiry-approaChes all add much to the

existing repertoire of teaching methods. Their needs are primarily for

more-detailed guides to program plinning and teaching procedures in addi-

tion to better social studies textbooks.
Another problem faced by social studies curriculum developers is

how to organize content so that it is appropriate for various levels of

schooling and different areas of the country. The 'most serious criti-

cism of the social studies is that content consists of facts which must

be memorized. Social studies subjects tend to follow strict'discipli-

narylines, without much regard for the sweeping and significant social

and economic changes that have taken place since 1945. Consequently,

the content tends to be repetitious and boring for students. Curriculum

reform efforts by the eight developmental schools have been focused on

a citizenship approach, an interdisciplinary approach, and a problem, or

functional, approach. All three approaches have been formulated at

1 4 6
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different grade leVels in an effort to serve students who are going on
to college as well as thoie whO are preparing for iveryday life.

A'Case Study: The Develqpment of Instructional MOdules

Despite the fact that sodial studies textbooks and methods of
teaching 'axe poorly organiied ahd inadequate in many respects, the
social.studies reforms.now beini attemptid by the Office of Educational
Developmint offer Some promise. The-committee for social studies
reform is trying to reorganiie the content by drawing from.one or more
designatedisubjects and by breaking down barriers between subjects.
Content is organized around &comprehensive topid and based on instruc-
tional objectives.' Through this approach, students may master concepts
and generalizations previdusly limited to the social sciintist,.better
understand an ever-changing environment; and learn to live more sue-
cesSfully'both now and in the future..

One intensive .social studies project initiated by the Office of
Educational Development is based on,instructional modules. Each social
studies topic is developed in the form of an instructional module.' The
learnidg activities in the module are intend'ed to facilitate the aChieve-
ment of.specific objictives. Described most.simply, each module con-
sists of the follbwing elements:.

--Specific objectives or sets of objectives, stated in behavioral
terms. terms.

--Content of the lesson.
. --A.series of instructional activities designed to help students

meet\.the objectives.
--A test designed to assess the students' levels of mastery. ,

Stfdents investigate each topic by means of.a seties of problem-
solving activities. Working like scientists, they accumulate data from
a variety.of sources to use.in finding appropriate answers to the qued-
tions. Besides these activities, students take part in discussions and
sociodrama.. Some.of the suggested activities encourage students to work
on problems by themselves.' Some activities may be accomplished in
school, others'at home or in.the community. Ihe goal of these methods
is to give each student opportunities to use the methods and techniques
of social scientists in gathering and analyzing data and reaching ten-
tative conclusions.

The role of the teacher is hot that of a disseminator of knowledge
but rather that of a director of learning--a manager:and organizer of,:
the learning process. Freed of routine and repetitive duties, the
teacher is able to devote more time to the important elements of
teaching: motivation and personal contact. Thus, the.teacher can give
more individual help to both slow learners and bright students. Early
field test reports from development schools indicated that teachers play
a more important role in modular instruction than in Any other kind of
tea4ling.

International Perspective

One of the basic principles of the Indonesian national philosophy
is humanitarianism: respect for all humankind throughout the world.
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Theoretically, since national philosophy is the .foundation of the social -

studies curriculum, all Indonesian students should have some knowledge

and, understanding of international issues. The questions rimain: What

T.doei ontneed to know about international understanding in order to par-
ticipate intelligently and hoaikstly in the world community? Row'can 'the

social studies turriculum instill a world perspective in students?

The development of a sound international understanding requires a
meaningful national frame of reference whereby.students can learn-about
other peoplei and lands in the context of Indonesian cultural empathy.

Cultural empathy involves both seeing others as they are and seeing out-
.selves in another person's situation. Therefore,-international under-
standing cannot be a saparatd segment Of a social4tudies program.

The scope and sequence of the international component of the
Indonesian social studies curriculum is reflected in the follOwing typi-
cal course outlime for senior high school studeats:

1.7 Prehistory .

2. The rise of civilization
3. The Renaissanceo
4. The industrial revolutiam

ImperialOm
6. World Wars I and II
7., Southeast Asia, Asia, Australia
8. ,Middle East, Europe, Canada, USA, Latin America
O. United Nations Declaration of Human.Rights

10. United Nations Organization, international organizaitons
,On the basis ol this typical course outline,the teacher has respon-

sibility for cultivatingin students a sense of nation4 'identity and.an

understanding of the variety of cultures around the wbrld. There is nc

copfliit between deVeloping a strong sense of.national identification
and.odeveloping international understanding.

One of 'the instructional objectilies formulated is that students are

. expected to understand.and appreciate the interrelationship between

their nation and others and the inevitability of interhational coopera-

tion. Although the amount of content for developing international under--

standing is perceived as adequate, rwo problems have been .reported by

teachers: (1) the content.for developing international understanding

may be labeled "nonfunctianai knowledge" and-(2) the content is poorly

organized and perhaps a little meaningless, inpofar as.it does not

clearly show relationships between the information presented and Indo-

nesian culture.
Theoretically, content related to international understanding is

not a separate segment of the social studies program, yei curriculum

planners and authors of social studies textbooks fail to integrate this

concept into social studies'objectives. The Office of Educational

Development is in the process of revising the social studies curriculum,

so that international undetstanding, current affair4, and ecological

problems are included in the piogram.
The spirit of Pancasila is to present the student's own cultur4 as

one among many cultures in the world, each with its own validiry'and

virtue. The goal of education in Indonesia is to enrich students'

appreciation of their national cultirdend of other cultures as well.
4
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Social Imaie

By Ada Mbihkoyitz

4

Ada MdshkoVitz wale awarded an M.A. in eduCktion by the Hebtehr
University of Jerusalem. Since 1970 she has.been,on thestaff of .

the Curriculum Center at the Ministry of Education'ind Culture in
Jerusalem, where she irects the Social Studies,Projedt for Secondary
'Schools.,.Moshkovi is the author of the following publicftions (in
Hebrew): Economic of Israel (1972), The Oil Crisis (1974), The Arab -
Israeli Conflict (1975), Gaps, Poverty rand Welfare Policy-in'Isradl
(1976), and Family and Society (1979).'

0

* * * *

When-the state Of Israel was established in 1948, the country had
800,000 inhabitants, 650,000 of themAlews. Israil's first yeais of
existence were years of intensive immigration; within three years it had
absortted 670,000.immigrants. During this period, all the immigrants
were Jewish refugees without means. Some-wire from Europe--those who
remained after.the destruction of 6.million Jews during World War II.
These people.had lived in refugee camps elce the end qf the war in
1945. Other early immigrants were from Arab countries.

Since that time, immigrants have continued to arrive from many
different countries. In 1978 Israel's population was more.than 3
million...-five times greater than in 1948.

Immigrants to Idtael come from countries with different techno7
logical levels; they speak different languages; they havt,different
social, cultural, and 'vocational backgrounds and different levels of
education. Of,the total number of immigrants who came between 1948 .and
1976, 48.1 percent were from Asian or African countries and 51.9 percent
from Europe and America. Thus, Israel's major social problem is creat-
ing a society with a strong common bond.

Israel is surrounded by Arab states.!. Since-its founding.; Israel
has experienced four wars, interspersed with periods of ongoing tension.
Israeli youngsters must-servein the armed forces--the boys for three
years, from the ages of 18 to 21, and the girls for two years, After
demobilization, men serve in the reserves until the age of 55.

As a democratic society concerned with shaping its political and
social image, Israel faces two important questions:.

--Should Israel consi'der itself a Jewish state or a nation without
an officiel religion?

--Should.Israelis strive to create a society with a homogeneous
national culture or, instead, to foster pluralism among its various

4
ethnic, cultural, religious, and social groups?

For the most part, these questionsi have not been decided. Yei they
obviously have massive and far-reaching implications for the national
educational program.
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The Edu9ational Siatem

Israeli society in all its fabets regards the educational system as
one of the most important tools in shapilg a desirable social image.

The /953 State Education Law is one of Israel's basic.laws. (Israel

has netociprehensive educatidn.law, jult as.it has no constitution.)
Thill law idcorliorates wialin a single-educational system three different
teerias which functioned in the :Jewish gghuv in Palestine under the
British Mandate.' It distinguishes, howe4er, betwo'n two,elemenSs--the
general state trend and the state-religlal0 trend.J. The differihce
'between these two educational streams frs in their humanities wricula,
'particularly in regard to religious studies and Judaica. All dther sub-.
jects are the tame.

. Following are translated excerpts from the State Education Law (1953):
.Paragraph 1: "State eaucation' refers to education
provided by the state in accordance)with the.schoof
6urriculum, unaffiliated with any political party, ,

ethnic group or other organization with the excep- '

. tion of the government and.supervised by the Minister
or whoever is authorized by him for this purpose.
"State-religious" educationorefers to state education'
at educational institutions which are religious in'
,their outlook, curriculum, teachers and inspectors.
Paragraph 4: The Minister will determine:the currtc-
ulum to be followed at every ofricial educational insti- -
tution; in non-Jewish institutions ihe curricaum
will be adapted fo the special circumitances.
Paragraph 5: The Minister has the right io set out a
supplementary curriculum for any official educational
institution--eitiler a single prngram for the whole
school or various programs for different gride levels
ot4 parallel classes of the same level; supplementary
curricula for state-religious schools will beselected
frau!' those prepared lor state-religious education.
Paragraph 6: By parental request, the Minister 'has
the right, in keeping with the regulations, to approve.
a supplementary curricUlum other than that decided
upon, according to Paragraph 5.

The 1949 Compulsory Education/Law is also one of Israel's fundamental
laws:

Parasraph 2a: Compulsory education will encomp#ss
every child from the'age of 5 through the age of 13,
and any youngster who has not yet completed his ele-
mentary education.2

In Israel, the educational system is centralized. The Ministry
of Education determines both the structure of the system and the cur-
ricula (including the program for matriculation examinations) for the
5-18 age group. In the last decade, reforms have been.instituted in the
structure and curricula which point to an attempt to decrease this cen7
fralization, giving more responsibility to the six district authorities
and allowing schools and teadhers greater freedom.
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The Structure of the Educational System

Until the 1980s, the formal educational-sys em-was divided into two
sectors: elementary school for 6- to 13-year-ol a and high school for
14- to 18-year-olds. Since then a four-division tructure has been
initiated: mandatory kindergarten (ages 5-6), el mentary school ('ages
6-12), junior high school (Ages 12-15), and high Ichool (ages 15-18).1

There were several reasons for changing the Structure of the
school system, in particular for adding a junior high school level.
Most important vas the desire,to integrate youngsters from various
socioeconomic levels who had until then attended neighborhood schools
of a homogeneous nature (according to the social profile of the neigh-
borhood). This reform is currently 'being,evaluated.

Curriculum Reform

As has been pointed-out, the creation of a common bond linking
all social gr6ups is perceived to be a top national priority. Educa-
tional planners sought4to accomplish this by building a unified educa-
tional and cultural infrastructure for thewhole of the student popula-
tion. Israel's first school curriculum (1954-1956) was characterized
by uniformity. It did not differentiate betweerk various types of
pupils--fast and slow learners, children of veteran residents and immi-
grants from different ethnic groups and social strata. .Such uniformity
proved, in reality, to be unsuitable from twp standpoints:

1. From the standpoint of social objectives. There was progress
among pupils from socially, disadvantaged environments, and such students
became more numerous in high schools and universities, but the gap
between these students and other students remained.

2. From the standpoint of quality and standards. The school
curriculum washarshly criticized by academics, who rege6ded it as out-
dated and unsuccessful in catching up with the rate of change in the
world of science.

During the last two decades, attempts have been made in the United
States and other countries to develop new school/curricula, and these
attempts have influenced curriculum developments in Israel. Beginning
in 1968, new curriculum programs were developed in Israel which differ
from previous programs in subject matter, teaching methods, preparation
procedures, and materials.

The fitst school curriculum in Israel (effective from 1954 to 1956)
was focused on subject matter: it set out topics to be dealt with in
various subjects at various levels. The introduction pointed out over-
all aims and made general didactic suggestions; the program was uniform
and mandatory for all pupils in all schools. Although 25 percent of the
curriculum was left open--to be chosen by parents, pupils, or school
initiative--this opportunity was usually not taken advantage of.

In regard .to the new curriculum, the original intention was to
break down the disciplinary framework and increase interdisciplinary
subjects. For various reasons this ideal did not materialize; the dis-
ciplinary framework remains central, albeit with greater coordination
between subjects. Subject matter is chosen with more attention to the
irtellectual and emotional needs of children of different ages, taking /
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into,consideration the needs of Israeli society and the changea.4aking-
place in the sciences today. .__

Accompanying the curriculutili i-deiailed rationale containing .

' objectives that are clearly defined, usually in 'behavioral ter:as. In-%
stead,of a uniform program there are alternative curricula as well as
opportunities.to choose between different subjects and various topics
within each .subject. In most casei tht options aie numerous, especially

e for high school-studentsvand they are.related to ihe subjects of the
matriculation examinations. The range, of optians.offered depends how-
ever, on the budget ofthe individual sChool. e sChool system :- Th iso
hag At its disposal alternative study materials at various levels-which
are suitable for underprivileged and gifted pupils.

Instead of simply providing information, presenting preordained
conclusions, and offering unequivocal explanations, the new curriculum
materials advocate the approach that there may be different explanations
for the same data as well as various answers to the same problem. Empha-
sis is placed on developing intellectual abilities and imparting skills.

- which will enable students to continue itarning.on-their-ewft-after-fiff-
ishing_ school. The-tescherti-eXpected to exhibit personal initiative
and the ability to improvise, so that classroom materials are used as
incentives-rather than as textbooks to be memorized.

Curriculurd Development

The lifit-school curriculum (1954-1956) was prepared by t/le Minis-
try of Education, for the most part by inspectors. It was a one-time
undertaking. Textbooks were written according to the syllabus, usually
by experts and inspectors, and then approved by a special ministry
department. Most of these materials were designed expressly for students.

The new school curriculawere prepared by professional committees
made up of scientists, teachers, and inspectors. These committees work
at university-based cehters and at the Ministry of Education and the
Culture's School Curriculum Center. Coordination between and approval
of the various curricula are the responsibility of the School Curriculum
Division of the Ministry of Education. These prosiams are constantly
being changed--corrections and revisions made and new materials developed.
On the basis of the suggested syllabus, the staff prepares student texts
books, teacher guides, study aids, and examinations.

The curricula are designed in such a way that they can incorporate
ongoing changes to meet new needs. Textual material is presented in a
clear, simple manner, accompanied by visual and teaching aids. The pre-
pared matter goes through various stages of formulation and experimenta-
tion and is subjected to evaluation before being used extensively in the
classroom.

Since the initiation of the school curriculum reform, new syllabi
have been drawn up for most subjects at all levels and new material has
been added to meet major needs. However, the reform has created new
problems, the most serious of these involving implementation of the
reform and of new methods of.teaching.
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The Social Studies Curriculum
('

-In the original curriculum grades l-4-in the elemehtary.school
studied "The Homeland'," a general, integrated Course which-combined

. community issues and histOry *ith local-geography and.narure studies.
In the new ourriculudv the principle of offering Integiated subjects at..
the lower. grades (4 3, and 4) of elementary school has been maintained,;
with the additic41 of topics Uased on concepts in civics, socIology and
anthropoldgy. In the upper-elementary and junior high school grades;
the social stud es curriculum is still linked to the study.of history
.ind geography bui now includes civics,,which was not studiekbefore.

History is taught in a single chrpnological sequence in grades
6-9. In grades-10-n, 26 courses in hititory are offered, three of them
mandatory and the rest elective. Students mustchoose three history
courses every year. Teachers are asked to see that a variety-of-topics'
are selected and .)')A.t. balance As-maintained between Jewish history, and
general history. Some typical courses in general history are "The
Islamic Civilization et Its Height," "The Catholic Church in the 13th'
Century," "The Renaissance," "Freedom and Equality," "ArabJlational
Awakening," and "Pan-Arabism." Among the courses in Jewieh history _

are*"The Jews in the Hellenistic World," "The Jewish Community in the
*Middle Agee," and "The Role of the Labor Movement in.the Realization
of Zionism." Student work is based on analyzing texts, explaining pic-
tures, visitingarcheological and historicalsites, and-participating
in educational games.

The new geography curriculum includes such courses as "City Geo-
graphy," "Industrial and Agricultural Geography," "Developing and,
Developed Countries," "SynopticMeteorology," "Historical Geography of
Israel," "Man and the Desert," and "Man and Water." From a methodologi-
.cal point of *View, emphasis is on the development of concepts and skills.
Varied instructional methods are employed which,take into account the 7

different abilities of pupils, especially slower learners:
Civics studies were added to the curriculum* at the upper-elemen-

tary level or at the first level of junior high school. In senior high
school the subject of civics was expanded and offered for another year
(a total of two years). Seventh-grade civics Studies are focused on the
Israeli political establishment*and its main institutions and procedures;
high school civics deals with social, economic, and political issues.
Instead of being presented as a summary of infqrmation, these issues
are shown to be debatable, thus exposing pupils to different points of
view. Also studied at the high school level are principles and don-
cepts from the social sciences, so that the pupil will be able to use
them in discussing social issues.

Teaching_ Civics in Junior High School: A dase Study

',his case study illustrates the following characteristics of the new
curriculum: (1) the new approach to the subject, (2) the use of new
teaching methods, and (3) the formulation of suitable alternatives for
different ability levels.

Civics in the new curriculum was designed to be taught to seventh-
graders in 30 lessons. Two versions of the program were developed:
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VertiOn A, for regular classes, Which is based largellvdh'inter0iiiation

of written texts, and Version B, for heterogeneous, slow, and disadvan-

taged.classii.4-

Version A (develoved in4970)

The following principles guided the development of Veraion A of the

new civics cuiriculum:
--The curriculmm should stress analysis of.local events and pheno-

mena, analysis of.citizen behaVior, and examinatian of state institu-

tional activity:
-N-Only those aspeets deemed most important andtranslatable into

the language of the learner should be selected for each_contant-area..
--Thateachees-guide7Whimild-Suggiii iintral ideas for each content

area, as well as related concepts. The emphasis should be on basic .

generalizations and methods of investigation which will aid the learner

in.understanding and evaluating various phenomena.
The content was organized into three main areasf
1. Introductory discussions (individual and society, nation and

state).
2.. The political process in Israel (citizens' organizations, elec-

tions, sways -of making decisions on public matters, themakeup of the

government and ministries, inspection and control, the judicial System,

local iuthorities, religious institutiohs, the president is an embodi
ment of the values of the State).

3. The nature of democracy (principles of-democratic and no.ademo

cratic governments, actual particiPation in democratic procedures).

Various methods of teaching were recommended for elaboration of the

material. The following are the most important:

. Event analysis. A lesson is based upon the desription of an event
from which the pupil is asked to derive certain types of information. In

certain ,cases, pupils may be asked to prbvide endings for incompletely

described situations on the basis of their personal experiences. The

lesson "The Citizen's Duties," for example, depicts neighbors chatting

over a cup of coffee. The conversation turps to the subject of jointly.
owned apartment complexes, introducing the issue to be discussed in

class. In the lesson called "Citizens' Rights," a demonstration is

described. Analyzing what takes place leads into a discussion about the

work of the national legislature.

Investigative methods; Students are required to gather information

from various sources and reach conclusions. In some lessons they are

given texts from which they can derive data about political parties,

election propaganda, and the makeup of the government. Other lessons

require the use of encyclopedias and other reference books or interviews

with people.

Programming. Pupils study'subjects independently with the use of

programmed materials.
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Role Playing. The lessdin on citizens' duties,-for example, calls
for pupils to act.out a tenants' meeting during which they present vari-
'ous opinions and points of view.

Despite the wide variety of teaching methods it employs, Version A
is based largely on reading texts otdifferene kinds; thus,.the primary
condition for learning is.an understanding of what is being read. This
version proved unsuccessful for slow and disadvantaged classes. Analy-

'-- sis of these difficultiesiled to the development Of.Version.B.

Version B (developed in 1976)

The developers of Version B of the new seventh-grade civics curri-
culum identified the following teaching objectives:

--To foster ability,.Skills,and 'good habits in all pupils; i.e.,
the ability to think, proper work habits, values of good citizenship
and,proper behavior.

--To impart the beginnings of a political education; i.e., a basic
knowledge and understanding of the main political institutions and
processes in Israel) the formation,of such desirable behavior patterns
as responsibility, knowledge of rights, and willingness to fulfil
duties.5

. .

In order to achieve these objectives, teaching methods were based
on student activity and experience rather than on textual analysid.
Approximately one-third of the material was prepared in the form of
simulation games. Learning by means of simulation games has the fol.
lowing advantages for slow learners and heterogeneous classes:

--The emphasis is on understanding major concepts via experienca;
very little is based on the written word.

--The conceptS studied are actually applied, and the subject matter
can be altered to conform to pupils' personal experiences.

--Improved learning is made possible by repeating the game several
times.

--By means of a scoring system, pupils can receive immediate feed-
back, a factor thatls,particularly important for disadvantaged students.

--Repeating the game enables'different viewpoints to be aired and
additional exathples introduced, thus avoiding the need to adhere to one
specific example.

Extensive use is also made of audiovisual aids: tapes, pictures,
work cards. Brief, simply worded written explanations are included
to enable students to acquaint themselves with the materials, summarize
the content, and reread the salient points.

It is hoped that this case study illustrates how a nation can use
its social studies program to'promote the knowledge, skills, and atti-
tudes which its citizens must have in order to ensure the preservation
and extension of democratic principles.6

NOTES TO CHAPTER 12

1. Despite the country's small population, all necessary insti-
tutions were developed to ensure Israel's continuing existence. These



Included an educational system that incorporitetthres'aspeetso lonosral,4'

religiout, aneklabor. (The labor movement was closely affiliated with
political orgailizations andrparties and had clearly defined iducational

objectives.)

2.. The Compulsory Education Law was later extended to include .

children up to the age of 15, and in 1979it was further extended to
include 16-year-olds. Free education is offered to young people up to

the age of 18.

-3. Today, 45 percent of all 12- to 15-yearrolds attend junior high
schools; the.remainder attend schools structured according to.the old
framework.

4. See Lessona in Civics, Teacher's Guide (Jerusalem: Curriculum

Center, Ministry of Education and Culture, 1971). In Hebrew.

5. See The Citizen in His Country, Teacher's Guide (Jerusalem: Curric-

ulum Center, Ministry of Education and Culture, 1976)., In Hebrew.

6. Assistance in the preparation of this chapter was provided by
Dr. S. Eden, Mrs. A. Ramberg, Mrs. D. Bregman, and the Israel Ministry

of Education and Culture.
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43. Social Studies in Japan

Tradition and Change

..By Teruo Omori

.41

Teruo Omori, formerly a professor at TokYo Gakugei University, now
teaches at Tokyo Nomen's_Gymnastic College. in addition to teaching
at the college level, he has cOnducted research into theteaching of
social studies in Japan and other countries. Omori is a Member of the-

_ committee for revising social studies curriculum guidelines appointed
by the Japanese Education Departments. He is the author of Dictionary
of Fundamental Concepts ihd Technical Terms in Social Studies.

* * *

The Japanese islands, located in the sea along the eastern fringe
of Asia, curve like a bow from south to north. Because of its geograph7.
ical situation, in early years Japan developed under the cultural

influences of 'opier.#sian countries, especially China.
In the middle of the 19th century, European colonization spread

wideiY to Asian countries and greatly changed them politically, econom-
ically, and socially. Japan'enthusiasticallST adopted the modern civi-
lizatian of European countries, especially England, Germany, and FraAce,
and accomplished her own "modernization" in a veiy short time. the
political, economic, and social innovations that accompanied.this.mod-
ernization had a nationalistic and militarisfic character. Japan's
involvement in World War II is seen by some scholars to be an inevitable
outcome of the country's rapid development. The Japanese aefea't put att
end to the ultranationalistic and militaiistic policies which reached a
peak during the war.

During the postwar occupation period, the building of the "new
Japan" proceeded, with Western-style democracy as its guiding principle.
The influence of the United States'pervaded not only such institutions
as politics, economics, and education but also the waY' of life of the
'people in postwar and present-day Japan.

However, the situation is changing of late. Relations have 1?een
restored between Japan and.China. Consciousness that japan is an Asian
nation is growing gradually among the Japanese.

Japan's remarkably rapid economic development since the war has
created,a national awareness of the Japanese role in the world economy,
and economic help for the underdeveloped countries has come to be an
important issue in Japanese foreign policy. However, the country's
extraordinary economic development has caused difficult problems. One
unexpected outcome of'the rapid development in industry under unfavor-
able geographical conditions (hl.gh density of population in a small
territory) is the so-called environmental destruction; pollution of
land, sea, and air is apparent throughout the country. Charges have been
made that the health of people living in industrialized areas has been
damaged, and some of these citizens have taken vigorous action in defense
of the fundamental right to life. Public opinion is showing a tendency
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to flow against.capitalistic enterprises which,merely pursue profits.
At the same time, ideological debates between conservative and progres-.
sive paities have become increasingly heated. Such economic and poli-

tical situations are by no me#ns irrelevant to the social studies, and
it seems inevitable that the social studies will continue to.experience
considerable change.

The Educational-Setting

Compulsory education has been in effect in Japan since 1872. Ori-

. ginally it covered four years of primary school; the compulsory period
Was extended to six years at the beginning of the 20th century and to

eight years during World War II. Immediately after the war, the U.S.-

style 6-3-3 system was adopted (six years-in elementary school, thtee

years in Junior high school, three years in senior high school), and the

compulsory period was-ftirther extendedto cover ihe first nine years.

The "free" education guaranteed by the postwar constittition included not

only tuiiidh but alpo textbooks.
Compulsory education is effectively implemented in Japan; pupil

attendance is almost 100 percent. The number of pupils going On to 'high

school, college, or'university,is increasing yearby year. Accarding.to

:recent statistics, nearly 90 percent of the pupils graduating from

junior high,school go.on to senior high school. The issue of making the

senior high'school compulsory is now beyond debate,' and its realization

is near.

educational.Innovation After 1945

To understand.the present status of Japanese social,studies, it is

necessaty to touch on the educational innovation which was carried out

as one part of the democratization policies.af the Allied occupation

'forces. The new policies completely eliminated the ultranationalistic

and militaristic approaat thaehad characterized Japanese education dur-

ing the,war and in prewar times. In its place, an'impirical democratic
education (called the "new education") Was introduced from the United

States. The Imperial Edict on Education, which had.provideethe author-

ity for Japanese education since 1880, was abolished and replaced by the

democratic Fundamentallaw on Eaucation, established in 1947. Subse-

, quently, the Law on School Education and other educational regulations

based on the Fundamental Law on Education were enacted. In the field

of school subjects, the most important aspect of these innovations was

the installment of social studies in the curriculum at all levels, from

the primary grades through high school. Social studies was ,expected to

provide an effective set of tools for rebuilding Japan and for sweeping

away vestiges of the ultranationalistic and.militaristic wartime educa-

tion, which had stressed.such subjects as geogfaphy, history, and Shushin

(moral education and civics). The aocial studies became not only the

most important school subject but the very core of the school curricu-

lum. The Education Department (Monbu-sho) published curriculum guides

and other reference books to guide teachers in presenting the new

subject.
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The postwar educational changes that gave birth:to the s ocial

studies were not yithout flaw. Two problems in particular eventually
becime apparent:

1. The itimulus for4nnovation,had come from the Educatioi Depart-
ment; that is, the changes were designed to serve the needs of adminis-

trators, not teachers.
2. he innovators went to extremes in denying, not onli wartime .

1
Japan, but also the culture, values,,and history of prewar Japan.
, Accordingly, several years later, demands were heard for the cor7
rection of imbalances.createa by these innovations. oThe Education

0 Department again playa-the leading.role in-reexamining the "new
" educailon." Social studiei, the core subject of the."new education,".

was the main focus of attention.

Revision of the Social Studies Curriculum

The revision of the "new education," especially the improvement
of the social studies,'wes carried out in, response to conservatiFe dis-
content. Thus, attempts to improve ihe social studies developed into
a controversial issue with both political and social aspects. The
main objectives of the curriculum revision undertaken in 1955 can be
summarized as folloWs:

--To amend the one-sided emphasis on multicultural and interna-
tional education and place an appropriate value on Japan and the coun-
try's national traditions.

--To move away, from a problem-solving approach and return to a
discipline-centered'program which attaches importance to the systetatic
teaching of geography, history, and Civics.

The curriculum guidelines issued by the Education Department, which
previously had been only a general guidebook for teachers, was reissue&
as an administrative publication which set specific standards for teach4-

ing the social studies. In 1958, the powers of the suidelines were
extended to cover teaching practices and the content& of textbooks.
These revisions generated much criticism in addition to stimulating
debate over the nature and function of the social studies.

In prewar Japan, Shushin, or moral education, was the most highly
esteemed of all school subjects on the ground that it provided the basis
for all education. As the war went on, however, Shushin became more and
more nationalistic and militaristic, and it was abolished when the war

ended. In its place, an indirect democratic moral education program
NA

evolved within the framework of the newly born social studies; this new
version was later criticized as being ineffective. In 1958, after hot
debate, new courses characterized by independent and direct moral edu-
cation were inserted into the curricula for both primary and secondary
schools. The appearance of these new courses has revived questions
about the relationship between moral education and social studies, which
in essence are closely related to one another.
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The Socialitudiei: An Overview

General Goals and Obiectives

.

The goals nd objectives found in the curriculum-guidelineslor
primary school are described in this section, since they reflect funda-
mental views about the social studies which pervada.the educational .

iystem at all levels.-
The primary school "course of study" (curriculum:guidelines) begins

with the following general goal: "The social studies,aims to cultivate
the basic citizenship necessary. for a member of 'society, through promot-
ing better understanding about-social life." ImMediately thereafter,:
the following More-specific objectives for studentlearning are.stated:

--To understand the distinctive featurek of the functional roles
played by the family-0 society, and natiot by studying actual-examples;
to understand and appreciate the society ind nation; to understand that
the basis of democratic social life is respect for self and others.

--To understand the*importance not only of the close relationship
between human beings and the natural environment but also of man's
active influence on nature; to.develop-an appreciationof the community
and nation. A

--To understand that our .way of iife, our Japanese Culture And tra-
dition, have been historically formed; to develop a better understand-
ing and appreciation of Japanese hiStory and tradition; to be willing to
contribute actively to the development of.the society and nation.

--To develap'the ability to make use of fundamental.data as a means
of understanding social life; to develop the ability to.observe. social
phenomena and think reflectively about their social meaning; to develop
the ability to make basic social judgments.

The goals and objectives identified for each grade level ("grade

aims")-Ure used as criteria for selecting content.. Figure 13a shows
this interrelationship.

Goals and objectives fox the primary school emphasize skills nec-
essary for productive citizenship--both action skills and thinking
skills. The cultivation'of such skills is the general goal, and the
specific objectives for eaCh grade level are derived from this goal.

Who decides the goals and aims of the social studies?
In Japan, the Education Department is. authorized tosdecide all mat-

ters pertaining to a school subject, including its goals and objectives.
Under this authority, the "course of study" for each subject is deter-
miriectby the national government with the_help of a committee consisting
of academic scholars, educational administrators '(including principals),
and teachers; this committee is appointed by the.Education Department.

Recently, however, some people have advocated that educational
decisions should be made by the people, not by a government bureaucracy.
At present', a heated debate is developing over procedures for determin-
ing the general goals.of school subjects, especially social studies.
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ORGANIZATION OF OBJECTIVES IN THE 61RRICULUM GUIDELINES

(PriFary, School, Grades 1,-

General Goals
(for each grade)

(2) (4)

Ultimate Goal
(to cultivate/the basis of ciiizenship)

(i)
Specific Laarlaing Objectives
(4 items)

Specifit Learning,Objectives
(for each grade)

(3) (4)

Content
(for each grdde)

Courses and Content .

Related to one another

The second revision of the social stludies curriculum, in 1955,
emphisized systematic learning about geography, history, and civics.
From that time on, a discipline-oriented ipproach has been predominant
except at the primary school level. Social studies in the junior high
school consists of courses in geography, .history, and civics; courses
offered at the senior high level include Japanese history, world
history, geography, ethics, politics, economics, and "Modern Society"
(an integrated course). Although in theory all social studies courses
are part of an tRterrelated whole, this theory is not always put into
practice in the classroom.
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In the primary ifthool, social studlartilitaught during all obi'

-years; geography history, and c4vics are mandatory in jupior,high

schools. 'In senior high school, two social studies courses--"Politics

and EconOmics" and "Modern Society"--are required, along with two

. electives.

Teaching Methodd .

,

In recent _years there has been a,growing recognition of.the impor- .

tance of methodi in teaghing, and the stateiint "Aims, contdnt, and
.

methods must be inte;related" has bedome a byword for many teachers.

Methods may soon:be considered as important as goals andYcontent in,the

teaching/learning process. . . .

, Generally speaking, hOwever, the traditional leCture method is

still predominant in ordinary classroom teaching, especially in the

higher greples, even thougN various kinds'of new methods havt been pro.lc,!

posed anetried. The continuing predominance'of.the"lecture method m4 ,

be attributed to the following factors:
--The demands of the teacher's job, Mach compel teachers to rely

1

on lectures and textbooks.. .

--The persistence of the traditional view of education, which

assumes that the essence of the educational process is the transmission

of knowledge to the learner.
.The lack of preparation of preservice teachers in using alterra-

tive teaching methods.
One example of a new teaching strategy that is now attracting the

attention of scholars and teachers engaged in social studies research is

called "Learning by Cards." This method is perceived to be an effi=

cient means for cultivating skills in classification, analysis, and syn-

thesis. In working with t4is attivity, students proceed according to

the following steps:
1. Write on each card one bit of informatIon--gained,from observa-

tion, questioning,° or research--about the topic at hand.

2. Sort the cards into groups according to their common features,

irrelevant cards being put aside for the present.

° 3. Write a caption Or heading for each group of cards.

4. Organize all the groups of cards into a synthesis based on the

relationships among them.
One advantage of this strategy is that it puts the teacher primarily

in the'role of an adviserfor example, when students,need helplin
settling a dispute about sorting the cards into categories--rat er than

an imparter of predetermined knowledge.
This card-sort activity is one part of the "K.J. Method" 4eveloped

by a Japanee geographer, Jiro Kawakita. In Kawakita's work.o servations

in the field are stressed as indispensable to the method.

Trends Reldted to Instruction

efri
Teaching aidA and materials. The utilization of such t aching aids

as graphs, charts, models, statistics, and documentary meter als has

rapidly progressed. Slides, 16mm films; radios, television Sets, and

bverhead projectors are found in a considerable number of scilools, often

with special rooms available Tor their use. There is growing interest in
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computar teaching machines. The ecNcational technology industry shows
signi of proeperity in the JapaneiWindustrial world; and some teichers' -
colleges have already established facilities called "educational engi- .

neering centers." loweverk.a goOdemny, teachers seem.to.(mistakenly)
'0 believe that sophisticated apparatui,alone will promote teaching

efficiency.

Respect for the learner's Individuality. The child-cantered edu-
. cation that prevaiXed immediately after the war-attached importance

to individual learning activities: Thismapproach.was difficult to put
into practice, hbwever, owing tq the prevalnce of large classes--many
of whidh contained more than 40 pupils. This situation has not improved
greatly even.now, although the averaga number of pupils per class hag
been decreasing.gradually. Nevertheless, individualized instruction is.
again being earnestly advocated.." This trend maxbe the result,-directly
or indirectly, of two factors: (1) the view that the right to learn
is a "fundamental right" of children and (2). the current emphasis on
cultivating attitudes anclskills necessary for productive gitizenship.

International Perspective

Foreign Influences on Japanese Social Studies

Because social studiei in postwar japan. was modeled after U.S.
social studies, the latter alWayt has exerted a coniiderable influence
on the former despite changing conditions and trends. Fox example, the
expanding-horizons approach, one of the earliest U.S. influences on the_
Japanese social studies, is still applied to the organization of the
primary social studies curriculum. Social'Education, the journal of the
U.S. Council for the Social Studies, has a fairly goodcirculation in
Japan, .especially among researchers. The r4se in the.United States of
the "new social studies"..introduced to the Jipanese such ideas as
ing outi tiie basic conceptsof the social sciences," "organization of the
conceptual curriculum," "the structure of science and the structure of
social studies," "structured instruction,".and "learning how to learn."

The USSR' and West Germany have also had some influence on social
studies in Japan. Translation of Soviet pedagogy into Japanese, which
began in the 1950t and has beedincreasing, has introduced J4panese
educators to materialistic philosophical theories of social cognition.
and the teaching/learning process; collectivist educational theory and
practice, and historical materialism as a basis for history teaching.
The "example formula,", highly regarded -by Japanese scholars and teachers
as an efficient method of overcOming problems related to the "knowledge
explosion," probably has been the most significant contribution from
West Germany.

UNESCO and Japanese Social Studies

World peace and international understanding and cooperation are the
broad goals of social studies education in Japan. They are also the
goals of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation (UNESCO). Thus, it is natural that Japanese students be taught
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about UNESCO, using the preamble of the United Nations Charter as source

material.
Several UNESCO seminars held in the early l950s exerted a consid-

erable influence on Japanese social studies. The emphasis of the semi-

nars was on international.understanding. "Geography Teaching for

International Understanding" or "History Teaching for International

Understanding" were popular themes.
Furthermore, during these years the cqncept of "lifelopg education"

was introduced through UNESCO to Japan. This new educationkl idea was

taken into consideration in defining the general goals of the social

studies when the present curriculum guidelines were drafted.

Examples in the Curriculum

The.emphasis on international understanding in social studies goals

is reflected in the curriculum in a variety of ways. Junior high school

pupils learn about Japanese geography in a global context through the'

unit "Japan in the World." Students at this level also learn about their

country's history against the background of world. history. In studying

economics and politics, senior high school students compare practices

aft4 policies in'Japan with thoie in socialist countries.

However, even in courses specifically designed to.incorporate

global content and perspectives, the international aims of social stud-

ies education are not always translated into actual classroom practice.

Some teachers are interested mainly in transmitting facts to passive

learners or in extolling the benefits of a particular political ideology.

The more-widespread adoption of a values education approach, in. which

students are encouraged to examine and explore their owni values and

those of others in a nonjudgmental context, would, contrtbute greatly to

students' international understanding.

Outlook for the Future

In recent years, educational researchers in Japan have shown an

increasing interest in looking at social studies edtitation within a

worldwide context and in using comparative methods to study social edu-

.cation on a cross-national basis. The results of this growing body of

research should bring new strengths and insights to the teaching and

learning of social studies in Japan.
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14. Social Studies in Kenya

From Foreign to Indigenous Contr61

By StaffOrd Kay

Stafford Kay received his Ph.D. frog the University of Wisconsin
in 1973. From 19731to 1975 he taught in, the Department of Educational
Foundations at Kenyatta University Collhge in Nairobi, Kenya. Since
1975 he has been on the staff of Monas0 University in Clayton, Vic-
toria, Australia,.where he is a seniq /ecturer in comparative edual.
tion. Kay's professional interests nclude curriculum deve1opmeni and
the history of education in Africa, nd he has published articles on
these topics in Comparative Educatiçmn, Comparative Education Review,
Paedagogica Historica, and the Inte national Journal of African His-
torical Studies.

* .* * / * * * *

Since achieving independence in 1963 the East African nation of

e

Kenya has made many alterations 4o ita education system, including
changes in what is taught in th social studies. The two most signi-
ficant changes have been an i m _ressiveexpansion in the availability
of schooling and a far-reachiCig localization of curriculum content.

,
In the decade 1960-197,6, schablienrollment figures nearly doubled,

from 800,000 to more than ,1.5 millio4.As_school numbers were growing
dramatically, Kenyan authprities wer working to develop curricula in
which colonial-inspired Content was eplaced by material from the
African cultural milieu,' The strugg Ie to provide enough school places
to meet popuiar demand, however, plac6d severe restrictions on how
innovative a new social studies curriculum could be.

Comparatively speaking, recent changes in social studies education
in Kenya have been quite significant 'with respect to previous practices,
but not highly innovative in terms ofwhat has been happening interna-
tionally. Such qualified change illustrates the intractable nature of
educational systeMs in many third-world countries. Unless there exists
a determined national commitment tá intervene in peoples! lives to pro-
mote fundamental social and palitical changes, school systems and the
education they foster are likely to continue to follow established pat-
terns. In Kenya, where the government has deliberately.avoided dramatic
or revolutionary development policies, changes in the schools have also

. been gradual and evolutionary.

The Country and Its People

Kenya is often referred to as a land of contrasts, one that has
made remarkable, peaceful progress as an independent state after a stormy
colonial era. Situated on the equator along the Indian Ocean, Kenya,
with an area of 225,000 sware miles, is roughly four times the size
of Great Britain. Four geographic zones--a narrow tropical coastal belt,
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n arid coa tal hinterland, well-watered highlands in the center, and a
fertile lake asin in the west--provide the nation with a greatly varied
countryside, ortr one-fourth of which.i0 suitable for agriculture. The

climate, largely nfluenced by altitude, changes from equatorial at the
coast to temperate, in the highlands.

The 14 million indigenous people in Kenya comprise more than 40
different ethnic groups who speak a variety of languages and follow
varied cultural ways. Most are small-scale farmers who produce their

------oVW-Tbrid as well as such cash crops as tea, coffee, pyrethrum, pine-
apples, and sugar cane.. One of the immediate tasks of nationhood has
been to instill in these diverse groups a common identity as Kenyans.,
Although no single ethnic group is large enough to be dominant either
politically or-socially, four groups--the Kikuyu., Luo, Luyia, and
Kamba--account for nearly half the total population. Kenya is also
a multiracial society, with 3 percent of its population originally from

Asia and Europe. Although very much a numerical minority, these groups
have long been influential in the nation's economy. One of the major
objectives set for the schools at the time of independence was to train
Africans as rapidly as possible to,take over from expatriates in trade,
commerce, and industry. This preoccupation with manpower planning has
also influenced the degree to which the education system,could change.

Although Kenya has become very much an African country-, the remain-
ing Asian and European minorities are visual reminders that for 70 years
Kenya was under the colonial influence of the British Empire. Imperial

policies early in the 20th.century encouraged both European settlement
to develop the area's resources and Asian immigration,to satisfy the

colony's labor needs. During the colonial era these expatriates occu-
pied some of the territory's best agricultural land, dominated trade,
and repeatedly sought to gain political advantages. Their political and

economic actions ultimately spawned African nationalist feelings.
In the 1920s, when Africans began to demand greater equity and

political control, they met with strong opposition from the entrenched
white settlers. Ultimately, in the early 1950s,African resistance to
t7e injustices of colonialism erupted in armed rebellion in central
Kenya among the Kikuyu and others. The revolt, popularly known as "Mau
Mau," had largely been quelled by 1960, but during the long struggle
British authorities had become resigned to establishing African majority
rule in Kenya.

In 1963 the reins of government were placed in the hands of the
influential Kikuyu politician Jomo Kenyatta, whom the colonial offi-
cials had imprisoned earlier as the alleged leader of the Mau Mau rebel-
lion. Kenyatta immediately reassured the European and Ask= cOmmunities
that they were welcome to remain in Kenya to lend their skills and
resources to the task of "nation building." This term became a catchall
for the many serious issues faced by the newly independent nation.
These issues included the.needs to stimulate economic growth, develop
natural resources, ensure political stability, create a national iden-
tity, educate the entire population, and improve social services. In all

these tasks, the schools were expected to play a major role.
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The Colonial Legacy

The ethicational system that independent Kenya inherited in 1963
had only recently begun to provide schooling for a substantial percen-
tage of the school-e,,e population. Like other colonial territories,
Kenya was saddled with a badly distorted educational pyramid that often
provided training of dubious worth. The 840,000 pupils enrolled.in
primary schools represented only 35 percent of the age cohort,
while the 10,600 secondary students comprised a bare 1.3 percent of
their age cohort. As a consequence, the new African government gave
priority to school expansion, particularly at the secondary level. In

just seven years primary enrollments increased by more than 60 percent,
while secondary enrollments rose fourfold to almost 130,000. This
dramatic growth was made possible by the allocation,of more than one-
fourth of the annual national budget to education and by the efforts
of local communities to build their own school facilities on a self-
help basis. A further stimulus to expansion came on the tenth anni-
versary of independence, when President Kenyatta decreed that tuition
would no longer be charged for the first four years of primary school-
ing. By 1978 it was estimated that 80 percent of all eligible children
were attending primary school and that one-fourth of all primary
school graduates were receiving some form of postprimary education. A
corresponding expansion occurred at the tertiary level, with the result
that in many areas Kenya has realized its goal of nanpower self-
sufficiency.

Other aspects of Kenya's educational inheritance have been less
easy to rectify than the problem of providing enough school places. The
educational structure of the colonial system remains nearly intact:
seven years of primary schooling, four years of lower secondary, and two
years of higher secondary, followed by three years of tertiary education.
At the end of each stage, national examinations still determine which
students will pass and who will proceed to the next stage. These exami-
nations exert tremendous influence on what is actually taught in primary
and secondary schools, regardless of what the curriculum calls for, what
school inspectors advise, or what progressive teacher trainers encourage.
For example, despite considerable efforts to introduce activity methods
and discovery learning in primary education, the upper primary grades
remain tied to the monotonous rote learning of factual information,
largely because the certificate of primary education examination tests
such material.

Schools in Kenya are still largely staffed by insufficiently trained
teachers, whose numbers have increased since 1973 when universal free
education was put into effect in the lower primary grades. These
teachers of only modest ability can seriously hamper innovative curric-
ulum ideas that rely heavily on the teacher's resourcefulness. At the
secondary school level a different problem has existed as a result of
the heavy reliance on non-Kenyan teachers (more than 33 percent in 1973),
particularly in mathematics and science. Although the dependence on
expatriates was easing by the mid-1970s, for a significant period of
time after independence many Kenyan children were still being taught by
persons not intimately familiar with African culture nor necessarily
sympathetic to nationalistic aspirations. In general, political change
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in Kenya had not automatically brought solutions to educational problems
related to structure, examinations, teaching methods, and teacher supply..

All of these difficulties have impeded efforts to change social studies

education. . .

The colonial legacy in curriculum goals and content presented still
another obstacle to educational reform after independence. Although the

colonial era had seen many efforts to "adapt"school curricula to rural
conditions and African traditional culture, these had met with'only
modest success. Besides being costly to implement, such adaptations ran
counter to African political demands for equivalence with their colonial

rulers in all areas, including schooling. The result was that both
primary and secondary schooling generally reflected British values and
practices, used European rather than African contert and examples in
curriculum, and was largely academic rather than practical in outlook.
As it increasingly came to be presented by poorly trained African

teachers in ill-equipped rural schools, colonial style education was
largely a memory exercise for African pupils rather than training in how
to observe, question, experiment, and solve problems.

The Beginnings of an Indigenous Educational Plan

Confronted by this series of educational dilemmas at independence,
national leaders appointed the first African-controlled education com-
mission to chart future directions in schooling conducive to nation

building. This commission recommended that education in Kenya must be

made to serve national interests, but at the same time Cultivate indivi-

dual skills and talents. Subsequent reports have also accepted this
line of thinking, so that today the official, national goals of educa-

tion read as follows:
Education in Kenya must foster a sense of nationhood
and promote national unity . . . ; meet the economic
and social needs of national development . . . ; pro-

vide opportunities for the fullest development of indi-
vidual talents and personality . . . ; promote social
equality . . . ; respect, foster, and develop Kenya's
rich and varied cultures . . . ; and foster positive
attitudes about other countries.'

In line with these objectives, numerous important curriculum changes

have been implemented in an effort to make schooling less colonial and

more Kenyan. As will be seen this transformation has been more evolu-
tionary than revolutionary, building upon established practice rather

than embarking on a total revision of content and method.

All curriculum development and syllabus revision has been carried

out by the Kenya Institute of Eddcation (KIE), a semiautonomous profes-
sional body created f.n 1964 to oversee both curriculum matters and

teacher training. In 1967 KIE introduced a new provisional syllabus for
primary education that contained considerably more local content 1.ut

generally retained old subject divisions, with English, mathematics, and

science receiving the major emphasis.
Social studies was not to be taught as a unified subject, but many

of its concerns were included separately under language, history, geo-

graphy, science, music, and crafts. The study of geography, which began
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in Standard III (grade 3), focused on the area immediately surrounding
the school, then gradually extended to other parts of Kenya, other
parts'of Africa, and the rest of the world. Teachers were encouraged
to get pupils actively involved in projects, model m4k1ng, and reports
'on various local-topics. In history, which also began in Standard III,
pupils first studied the traditional ways of life of various African
groups in precolonial Kenya. They then shifted to surveys of ancient
Middle Eastern civilizations, and finally studied the European explora-'
tion, annexation, and administration of Africa.in the 19th and 20th
centuties. Under the 1967 syllabus, religious education continued to .

be taught in primary schools even though school management had shifted
from mission bodies to local civil authorities. Local churches often
continued to Sponsor schools, and the religious education syllabus--
which was heavily Christian and biblical in content--was adjusted to
conform to the particular religious orientation of the sponsor. Agri-

culture, which formerly had been taught as a separate subject, became,
one of the topics in general science. A few periods a week were also
4esignated for music, arts, and crafts; these tended to draw on examples
from the local culture. In general, the 1967 syllabus retained tradi-
tional subjects that provided young Kenyans with many new opportunities
to learn about their own society, but not in a unified, integrated
manner.

Innovations it Language Teaching

The area of language teaching proved to be both the most innovative
and the most influential in stimulating subsequent changes in all pri-
mary teaching. Under the 1967 syllablis some primary schools employed
vernaculars as the initial medium of instruction, taught English as a
subject, then shifted over to English as a medium in Standard IV and
taught the lingua franca, Swahili, as a subject. Increasingly, however,

many schools switched to the "new primary approach," which combined
English-medium instruction from the first day of schooling with acti--
vity teaching methods. The original book series for the project; known
as the Peak series, was now supplemented by KIE-sponsored materials

called the New Peak series and Safari English, both of which had dis-
tinctly African settings and contained detailed instructions for
teachers. This trend in language instruction was tmportant for the
social studies for two reasons. First, while vernacular languages con-
tinued to be taught as subjects, children now learned about their own
and other societies in a foreign language. Second, the new pupil-
centered, activity emphasis in language eventually spread across the
entire primary curriculum in the form of attempts to minimize monoto-
mous rote learning.

Nonetheless, because of the heavy hand of tradition, an enormous
gap still existed between official methodological precepts and actual

classroom practices in rural and urban schools alike. As school expan-
sion grew apace, resources were too scarce to provide adequate retrain-

ing programs for the nation's teachers, many of whom continued to teach

the new syllabi and materials in the old ways. Similarly, the certi-
ficate of primary education examination at the end of Standard VII
failed to adopt new testing procedures to match the active-learning
methods. This examination remained largely factual in scope, and since
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it was the sole selection device for secondary school entrance, teachers

drilled heavily on facts and pupils memorized anything that might appear

on the exam. In summary, the early national period saw the introduction,
of a new primary school syllabus in 1967 that encouraged moves toward an
innovative.African curriculum but which in practice still left pupils
learning a host of facts with no meaningful context.

Since the 1967 syllabus was only a provisional program, work was
soon begun at KIE to make improvements in it. Beginning in 1973, new
syllabi were introduced in Standar& I and progressively up the grade
ladder each year thereafter. Although this revision substantially
increased:local emphasis in the. curriculum, schools retained the fairly

.traditiot.al subject boundaries to which Kenyan teachers were acCustomed.

Children now began learning Swahili in the first year, studied only
African history throughout the primary grades, and received much of

their initial schooling in a mother-tongue medium. This change in lan-

guage policy was due, in part, to the realization that the activity

methods of the new primary approach worked best when conducted in a

language familiar to the young pupils. Teachers had found that pupils.

were much more spontaneous and inquisitive about their environment when
instructed..in their mother tongue, but became perplexed and confused

when similar instruction was given in English--a language few had

known at home. In general, this wave of innovation provided Kenyan
schools with a more-indigenous program but with few real reforms in

structure.or evaluation. Critics continued to charge that the schools

were irrelevant to local culture, rural development needs, and the grow-

ing problem of youth unemployment.

A Shift_in Emphasis Toward Things Aftican

Similar postindependence trends occurred in thf# secondary school

curriculum: traditional subject divisions were retained, but course

content was modified to include more African content and examples. The

process of localization was made easier when control over the secondary

school certificate examinations was gradually transferred, beginning in

1968, from Cambridge University to the East African Examinations Council.

In history, for dxample, courses dealing with English history and the

Commonwealth gave way almost entirely to African regional history. As

research and new books became available to schools, the emphasis within

the East African history syllabus increasingly shifted away from Euro-'

pean experiences in Africa to African perceptions of and activities in

colonial life and rule. A similar trend occurred in literature, whose

title was changed from English literature to literature in English in

order to accommodate the.growing number of works by African authors.

However, the essay format of the eernal examinations remained for the

most part unchanged, leaving little incentive for teachers to experiment

with project work, integrated studies, or courses with a social science

bias. In fact, many teachers had all they could do to cope with the new

local content, let alone consider breaking away from traditional teach-

ing modes.
The picture that emerges in social studies education in Kenya a

decade and a half after independence is a rather mixed one. A pupil who

completes primary school will be literate in English (and perhaps in

Swahili), will have studied numerous aspects of local history and
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geography, will be aware of how the nation is governed, and will have
had some exposure to local crafts and music. Despite official policy,
however, the average school does very little to engage learners in
firsthand experiences with the lbcal economy, government, or rural
development. Few practical skills are taughtparticularly in agri-
culture, in which more than three-fourths of the population is engaged.
'No sustained attempts are made to indulcate attitudes conducive to
political loyalty, cooperative endeavor, or social change. Instead,

. moat teaching is directed toward an inert body of knowledge which may
appear on the external examination that determines which students will
continue with schooling. In secondary school students are again
exposed to a fairly conservaiive, subject-centered curriculum which has
become highly localized in subject matter but which is relatively unaf-
fected by new ideas and techniques of social studies eduaition. A
closer look at one recent social studies curriculum project will estab-
lish additional reasons why change has been so restricted.

The Mombasa Conference

Serious efforts to establish new approaches in social studies
education in emerging African countries began in the late 1960s, when
representatives of the Educational Development Center (EDC) in the
United States and the Centre for Curriculum Renewal and.Educational
Development Overseas (CREDO) in England met with African representa-
tives to explore.curriculum needs and"priorities in Africa. Both the
United States and Britain were in the midst of making major revisions
in how the social studies were conceived and taught; this trend was now
to be transferred to developing 'countries which were also seeking new
ways to educate their youth. In August 1968, EDC and CREDO officials
met again in Mombasa,Kenya,.with representatives from all over Africa
arid established a plan to improve social studies education, particularly
at the primary level. Central to their strategy was the concept of

an integrated approach td learning about the world of
the child, which would provide him with active expe-
riences, involve him in his own society, and imbue him
with a spirit of inquiry and of social consciousness.
In this way the school would become an instrument for
community development in 'both the urban and rural areas,
instead of being merely an agent contributing to the
tendency for school leavers to move from the village
to the towns or city in search of white-collar jobs.2

Participants at this conference concluded that an integrated social
studies program ought to produce inquisitive learners who were apprecia-
tive of and knowledgeable about their local communities and who pos-
sessed the training, skills, and attitudes to work toward beneficial
social change. They believed that the initial years of schooling ought
to be infused with a concern for training children to understand their
local community, and that all teachers ought to understand such con-
cepts as role, value, groups, and institutions. At the upper primary
level, the participants urged,,although tradition favored teaching his-
tory, geography, and civics separately, these subjects ought to be
treated as cohesive core subjects of the social studies, and more social



science and creatiye arts should be worked into teaching programs.3 The

MombemaConference, in effect, opened the way forenew curriculum develop-
ment-in social studies in Africa but.recognized the fact that educational
practices and traditions could. not be replaced overnight.

The Mombasa proposals found a receptive audience at KIE, especially
since they echoed in many respects the philosoPhy and methods alieady
being implemented in the dew primary approach program for language train-
ing. In fact, the General Methods Section at K1E was already encouraging
primary teachers to "provide the child with plenty of opportunity to
experiment, explore, discover, and investigate his environment to the
fullest."4 Kenya's teachers were urged to stop felying on textbooks and
the blackboard and instead to plan excursions, skits, plays, reports, and
projects as integral parts of their teaching methods. kfurther step was
taken in 1968 when a Social Sciences Education Section was created at
KIE to experiment with the Mombasa proposal for.an integrated approach
in primary social studies. The program.was to be based on a KIE-
sponsored survey of preschool learning which explored ways to link
school work with the child's immediate environment. KIE officials.felt

that, although existing primary schooling tightly emphasized the teach-
ing of basic language, mathematical, and reading skills, the way these
skills were taught had little if any relationship to the social and
physical environment of the average Kenyan child. The Social Studies

Education Project naw set itself the task of integrating traditional
skill learning with learning about the local community. Its first

teacher's guide contained the following rationale statement:
The basic ingredient of this approach is organized
direct investigation in the field. In other words,
giving children direct and firsthand experience of
the immediate environment so that they can record;
analyze, and interpret those experiences. By devel-

oping skills at first hand and using experiences of
their own environment, we believe that children can
develop understandings and ways of wotking which
allow them to examine similar, materials in a more
conceptualized form.5

Experiments With a New Social Studies Curriculum

Over the next two years a srp.11 team of curriculum planners designed

and produced experimental units of work for this new social studies
approach. By early 1970 a guide had been circulated to 26 primary
schools, and short courses had been conducted in four regions to acquaint
teachers with the nature of this experimental work in social studies.

After further workshops in August and December on aspects of the pro-
gram and instruction in creating a social studies unit, the new program

was launched on a trial basis in the 26 schools in January 1971. Coop-

erating teachers were given guides for constructing their own units

around such themes as the home and the school, along with clear expla-

nations of the concepts and objectives each topics ought to involve.
For example, one suggested theme viewed the home ap a basic governing

unit in which members played various roles according to certain estab-

lished rules and regulations. Teachers were also expected to show how
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life in the home was related to the surrounding community, particularly
in economic terms. Pupils cbserved and were questioned about what was
happening in their own homes; their responses helped establish a pat-
tern for learning about family life. After the initial year of teach-
ing this new social studies material, evaluation by KIE identified gaps
and flaws in the guides which were correctedin later materials devel-
oped for teachers.

During the second trial year,.signs began to indicate that serious
difficulties lay ahead. These problems did not involve the Way in which
the project had conceptualized social itudies education so much as the
limited ability to.implement a major new program in Kenya at that time.
Within the parent body of KIE, serious staffing problems were apparent.
There were only three curriculum developers in the Social Science Sec-
tion; these people were assigned to handle all curriculum matters for
geography, history, and religious education.in primary schools, secon-
dary schools, and teacher-training colleges in addition to all the
development work for the experimental social studies project. As a
result, major difficulties arose in producing.satisfactory teacher
guides and in seeing that these readhed the trial schools on schedule.
The small project staff had neither time nor money to produce the
variety of teaching aids originally envisioned or to conduct vital
inservice workshops with'cooperating teachers.

Yet another major probem had to do with the teachers themselves.
The KIE staff found that many teachers involved in the experimental
program needed additional'training in order to cope with the demands.
of innovative teaching. The problem was compounded by administrative
decisions that all too frequently transferred teachers in the experi-
mental program out.of the ttial schools, leaving the task of continu-
ing the new social studies program to replacements unfamiliai with its
rationale or methods. Finally, the project staff encountered a general
lack of commitment by teachers to their profession. As one progress
report noted, primary teachers, particularly in rural areas, spent much
of their time and energy operating small shops or managing family farms°
in order to supplement their salaries, noting that

. . . this affects the time, effort, and serious
thinking that would otherwise be devoted to profes-
sional work. Until the system changes, and therefore
teachers' attitudes change, there is little that we as
curriculum developers can do to change the situation.6

It was clear that the project was encountering obstacles beyond its
means and resources to surmount and which threatened to bring about the
collapse of the entire experiment. These administrative, financial, and
profession'el problems continued, unabated, until KIE officially halted
work on the struggling project-in late 1975. For all immediate purposes,
the first significant effort to introduce a modern concept of social
studies teaching into Kenyan primary schools had failed badly. When
seen as part of a long-range process of curriculum renewal and reform,
however, the project made a significant posicive contribution by reveal-
ing key obstacles to reform and by elaborating a new philosophy for
schooling relevant to the needs and aspirations of a developing country
like Kenya. A seconS major attempt to reform schooling is now under way
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in Kenya, and,\ significantly, the enternal issues upon which reform is

depandigtt are being dealt with along with the now:Obvious currituium
deficiencies. .

Economtc Pactori

Kenyan Offictials are now extremely concerned about the growing
youth unemployment problem and the disparities in the society's system
of incentives and rewards. The modern sector of the economy has not
kept p ce with school growth; each year, manyof the 250,000 school
gradua es fail to find emplo ant. These youth migrate to the cities

and towna seeking jobs becaus they know that the dividends there gan be
reir higher than those offered in the countryside. As jobs have grown
scarce, qualification levels pave risenr many positions formerly filled

by primary graduates now requ re at least a secondary-school certificate.
The importance placed on paper qualifications has,.in turn, i creased.
the pressures on teachers to get students through the nation examina-

tions it the end of primary and secondary sch8ol. Unfortunately, these

examinations test few of the skills and abilities that would enable a

young person to enter a trade or self-employment.
Apprehension over this Situation is shared by international agen-

cies, among them the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the

Worid.Bank, both of which have surveyed Kenya's econoMic and educational
development. As a result of this concern, Kenya is now preparing to
make fundamental structural and curriculum changes in the schools, ,

largely along lines advocated in such earlier experimental projects as
the new primary.approach and the Primary Social Studies Project. A
brief study of the evolution of the reform effort will reveal directions

that social studies education is likely to'take in Kenya in the near

future.
In 1972 a UNDP-funded report suggested a strategy for increasing

productive employment in Kenya which led to dis'cusston about a number of

critical educational reforms. In addition .to_suggesting ways of stimu-

lating economic activity and achieving a more-equitable division of

rewards and resources, the report recommended four major changes in edu-

cation to better prepare youth for a wholesome, productive life. It

counseled that the existing academic primary system., which trains youth

to do little more than pass a dubious selection examination, should be

replaced by an eight- or nine-year basic cycle concentrated on the edu-

c§tional needs of the vast majority who will not enter secondary educa-

tfon. In effect, this change would mean greater emphasis in schools

on preparing youth for employment opportunities in rural areas and in

the informal sector of the economy. The report urged the addition of

many more prevocational subjects to the curriculum, particularly in the

last two years of education, and elimination of the system of external
examination, with its deleterious effects on teaching methods and curri-

culum reform. Instead of testing factual retention, the report noted,
assessment procedures should ev.aluate basic skills, reasoning skills,

and practical skills. Furthermore, the report continued, existing infor-
mal technical training schemes ought to be welded into a viable post-

primary educational stage. In this form of schooling, those youth who

did not proceed to some form of comprehensive secondary education could

-
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be Offered further opportunities to gaip'employable skills or to
qualify for'secondary or tertiary levels of education.
- The.report also advocated-a-quota-spite* for secondary selection

\ which would spread school places evenly thro4ghout the country, per-
,haps,by allotting a set figure to each primary school. Such a move
mightqurther encourage the abandonment of the tradition of teaching
only for the selection examination. These reforms would constitute

-\ the educational Component'of a development strategy designed to stimu-
\late productivity and distribute benefits more equitably.

e Need for a Relevant Education Progan

With the publication of this wide-ranging,set of recommendations
f r edohcimic, educational, and social policy, a rather lengthy pro-
ce s was begun whiCh ultimately promises to create fundamental changes
in ow Kenyan youth learn about their society and how to be effective
cit zens. However, it is indicative of tile evolutionary nature of the
cha ge process in Kenya that* two more lengthy reports were,needed to
fina ize the new directions.

On the'tenth anniversary of independence, the World Bank spon-
sored a mission to Kenya to advise the nation on development plans
for t e second decade of nation building. While representatives of
the mi sion found Kenya's overall economic growth rate admirable (a
7 perc nt average increase in Gross Domestic Product between 1964 and
1972).., they cautioned that tecentAeclines would necessitate policy
changes in order to sustain growth and to ensure that the rewards of
economiA expansion were shared more equitably. As far as schooling
was conc rned, they made this statement:

\ The mission's conclusions, therefore, go a little
further than the now-common plea ftor educa,tion and

Itraining to be more relevant to the country's social.
land economical needs. We feel it.is necessary for
1

\the whole economic environment to be manipulated, by
ru)th direct and indirect means, so that it offers
itable rewards to the individual to acquire and use

skills that are appropriate to the needs of the soci-
ety as a whole. In other words, the peoptle of Kenya
will demand "relevant" education and training when--
and only when--the incentives sxstem makes it individ-

.
ually profitable for them to do so.7

The economic answer, it was felt, lay in the promotion of small-scale
enterprise, including commercial, industrial, and agricultural endea-
vors. By making such enterprises economically attractive,/the report
held that popular support would follow to make education more concerned

'with technical skills, rural development, and:social transformation.
The development plan for 1974-1978 forecasted a major review of

! the education System, and in late 1975 the National Committee on Edu-
cational Objectives and Policies was appointed. During 1976 the corn-

( mittee received extensive data and opinions from members of the general
public as well as from educators and government advisers regarding
inadequacies in the educational system. .Most agreed that the schools

/ needed to teach in, through, and about the local environment so that
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Kenyan youths could become productive, knowledgeable'citizens. Prelim-
inary indications were that the committee favored exte ding the basic
cycle to nine years, replacing the existing primary sxllnination with a
totally revised method .of assessment, and infusing the curriculum WIth

the active learning of,practical skills. Only the tremandous cost

involved in such a reorientation seemed to dampen ent siasm for far-

reaching reform of existing practices. Past experi, ce has shown that,
in the.absence of suffiCient comMitment to And financial resources for
educational change in Kenya, the weight of tradition is Sufficient to
undermine attempts at innovation. '

What impact has all'this concern for reforming educati* had on
social studies education? All that can be said at present is that the
first 15 years of independence paved the way, gradually, for a national
willingness to experiment on a large scale with innovative techniques
and programs. .The first wave of change in national education was
largely focused on replacing.alien Curriculum materials with those of.a

local, African focus. The second phase promises to seek ways of ensur-
ing that educational objectives and teaching methods help Kenyan boys
and girls learn about their pociety by being directly engaged in its
affairs.

1. "National
dary Schools, vol.
pp. 1-3.
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15. Social Studies in Papua New duinea

A Climate of Emergiftg Nationalism

By Ian Whelan

Ian Whelan teaches at Capricornia Institute of Advanced Education,
in Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia. He formerly worked in Papua
New Guinea, where he led the team working on the Secondary Social
Science Project, and has served as a principal curriculum officer in
Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia.

Papua New Guinea became internally self-governing on December 1,
1973.---it-did so quietly and without any iuss despite the extreme appre-
hension of many, both white and black. The government closed all hotels
for the day but did not declare a public holiday.. Many Papuans from
villages outside Port Moresby left their modern-style homes and jobs in
POrt Moresby for a day or two and returned to the security of.their
home villages. Plans to announce the new constitution and move into
full independence in mid-1974 were frustrated by a power struggle
between the chief minister, Somare, and a minority group led by John
Kaputin and Father John Momis, two radical members of the ruling coali-
tion. In the ensuing confrontation, Somare emerged a proven leader of
the government and Kaputin lost his justice minister's portfolio. Curric-
ulum development in-the social sciences in Papua New Guinea, in recent
years, has been extensively influenced by this.atmosphere of emerging,
though confused, nationalism.

The 3 million people of Papua New Guinea represent approximately
700 different language groups and inhabit 184,000 square miles of the
eastern part of an island complex which lies to the north of Australia
and extends to within two degrees of the equator. The western half of
the islands are now Indonesian, and amicable relationships currentlY
exist despite problems caused by Free Papua activists' attempts to seek
sanctuary on the eastern side of the border.

For the curriculum developer, of constant concern is the diversity
of the Papuan and New Guinean peoples, which at least has the virtue of
being so extreme that all recognize its existence. The need to look to
all of Asia and not merely to the South Pacifir (with which, for obvious
ethnic reasons, Papua New Guineans feel a much stronger sense of identi-
fication) is a problem not so readily recognized. A further complica-
tion has been the widespread prejudice against Asian people. A critical
need for teachers in 1974 led to the trial recruitment of Filipino
teachers, a step which perhaps represented the beginning of a change in
attitude toward southeast Asia.

The government attempted to redress some of the country's major
imbalances in development by means of the 1973-1978 Development Plan,
the major goals of which are summarized in Figure 15a. A major problem
for the curriculum developer is the inherent contradiction between the
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goal of rapid indigenization of'ownership and management on the one hand

and, on the other hand,.the goal of ensuring equal.shares4fo all. Edu-

cational policy zince .1973 has oscillated between the two extremes.
Given the country's limited resources, postprimary and tertiary educe-
tion can meet the need to develop an elite to take over top management
and government onlY at the,expense of the primary and basic-literacy
education required if all Are to share equally.

Figure 25a

GOALS OF THE EIGHT-POINT IMPROVEMENT PLAY

1. Increase in the proportion of'economy con-
trolledby Papua New Guineans. A rapid increase in
the proportion of the economy under the control of
Papua New Guinean individuals and groin's, and in the
propOrtion of personal property income-that goes to
Papua New Guineans.

2. Equal distribution of benefits. More-equal
distribution of economic benefits, including movement
,towerd equalization'of income and serviCes in different
areas Of the country.

--3. Decentralization. Decentralization of eco-
nomic activity, planning, and government spending, with
emphasis on agricultural development, village industry,
:better internal trade, and the channeling of spending
through local and area bodies.

4. Small-scale artisan activities. An emphasis
an small-scale artisan, service, and business activity,

'relying where possible .on typically Papila New Guinean

forms of organization.

5. Self-reliance. A more self-reliant economy,
less dependent for its needs on imported goods and
services and better able to meet the needs of its
people through local production.

6. Losally raised revenue. Increased capacity
to meet government spending needs from locally
raised revenue.

7.

increase
women in

Equal participation by women. A rapid
in the active and equal participation of
all types of economic activity.

8. Necessar overnment control and involve-

ment. Government control and irvolvement in those
sectors of the econcny where control is necessary to
assure the desired kind of development.

Elitism is an interesting issue for the social education curriculum

planner. In early 1976, only 14 percent of the total population of Papua

1
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New Guinea lived in the towns, but this percentage included 90 percent of
the expatriate population. Less than one-third of the total population
derived most of its income from the monetized part of the economy, and
fewer still were literate. In the 19 proVinces and the national capi-
tal district, less thau 50 percent of eligible children were in school,
and there were.some vacant places. (The national figure WAS a little
less than 60 percent.) 'Extremely rugged terrain, a limited and frag-
mented road network, and the necessity of relying on expensive air
travel are factors militating against development.

On the credit side, Papua New Guinea has had a less-painful colo-
nial history than many other countries. It has no major tribal divi-.
sions suth as those which have plagued parts of Africa, and less than
5 percent of the.land is alienated (although the traditional tenure
system complicates economic development and lending or other bank .

procedures). Furthermore, Papua New Guinea is assured of continuing
aid from Australia, as well as from other countries.

The Educational Setting

The structure of precollege education in Papua New Guinea 1.s shown
in Figure 15b. Graduates of the national high school may go on to attend
the university, the teachers' college, or the agricultural college.
Students who do not go on to national high school or college may elect
to enroll at one of the.largely self-supporting vocational centers for

a one-year course. The national high school is for only a small percen-
tage of the provincial high school graduates. Many of these students
who expect to continue to the uaversity complete a college-preparation
program in just one year.

Adult education is much talked about but little practiced, ilthough
the Education Department maintains a ioken field force and a large College
of External Studies (cotrespondence school).

All schools, most of which were once mission-run, are now part of
an integrated national system. A few religious groups, most notably
the Seventh-Day Adventists, elected not to be included.

The teaching korce is increasingly Papua New Guinean. By 1977 all
primary school teachers, 51 percent of secondary school teachers, and
almost 24 percent of the college instructors were indigenous. The secre-
thry of education, most assistant secretaries, and a majority ofthe senior
staff members of the Education Department are also Papua New Guinean.
English is the language of instruction throughout the school system, ,

although in the early primary years local languages are now being given
more attention.

For the curriculum planner, several implications emerge from ihese
facts. The brutal selectivity of the system creates enormous pressures
for conservatism,as does the tradition of church-sponsored education
by a variety of religious ailiations. Because so few students con-
tinue in school past the primary stage,there is a need to pack as much
content as possible into the first six grades. Educators are increas-
.ingly expected to force new kinds of "essential knowledge" into an
already fact-domidated curriculum, tfius compounding the problem of
elitism.
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Fllure 1,5b

THE EDUCATIONAL LADDER 4

Grade

12

11

National

High School

10 Provincial

9 High,S6hool
40% eliminated
by achool results

8

7
70% eliminated
by national exam

6

Community
5

(Primary)

4

School

3

60% of total age cohort
2

1 Age 7-8.

Curriculum Development in an Emerging Nation

Curriculum programs in a developing country generally proceed
through four identifiable phases:

1. Cours4s of study, support materials, and textbooks are mainly
importedmost often from.the colonial power or the home countries of
missionaries.-

2. Imported courses and materials are adapted to better suit local
needs.

3. As the country achieves independence, transitional local devel-
opment takes place under the control of expatriates--most frequently
from the colonizing power.

4. Finall, the process moves toward g4nuinely indigenous
development.
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The four stages inthis sequence are not likely to occur in neat
succession. Emerging national leaiers may seek a reversion to moie-
formal,imported courses of aneirlier period, since these are more cam-.
patible with social authotitarianism, or they might want to move quickly
into stage four.

Among the courses imported by Papua New Guinea were the Australian
New South Wales state syllabi in history and social studies. The adap-
tive phase produced a primary science course developed under. Unitea
Nations leadership aftsr a Sarawak model ard a primary social studies
syllabus which was transparently borrowed from New South Wales. The
Secondary Social Science Project (SSSP) described in thwfollowing sec-
tion, represents the transitional phase. Expatriate-controlled local
developers sought to achieve cultural integrity and to return to earlier
principles--most of which had never been validated .eicperimentally for
Papua New Guinea. The new Primary Social Studies Pibject and the planned
revision of the SSP are fledgling examples of indigenous development.

The Secondary Social Sciente Project: A Case Study
0

Widespread discontent with existing social education led to the
initiation, in 1968, of the Secondary Social Science PrOect (SSSP).
Although in its early stages the progress of the project was somewhat
erratic and unsystematic, after 1970 the development of this comprehen-
sive experimental curriculum proceeded according to the organizational
framework shown in Figure 15c.

The organizational model is not simply a linear-development model
arranged to look like something more flexible, since interaction between
all cells took place as the project gathered momentum. The full-time
curriculum staff-may be seen as the hub of the wheel, facilitating this
interaction. A newly appointed professor of law (segment 2) might be
involved in the development of studies of legal concepts (segment 7).
A government statement of national goals (segment 4)--for example, the:
Eight-Point Plan--may affect activities in segments 5, 6, and 7. Feed-
back (segment 9) from trials of materials (segment 7) may fundamentally
change assumptions about learning styles (segment 3).

Note that work began under control of imported consultants; how-
ever, local committees and work groups, the Department of Education's
Curriculum Branch, and the University of Papua New Guinea's Media Center
gradually took over. Teachers, academics, and others contributed gener-
ously by providing advice and written material and participating in
brainstorming sessions. Their involvement made it possible to depend
largely on infurmal, unpaid-for contributions, which gave richness and
variety to the course. It proved very difficnit to use material written
outside Papua New Guinea, with a few notable exceptions. For example,
borrowing ideas and materials from the South Pacific area, particularly
from Palau and Suva, proved most rewarding.

This model shown in Figure 15c was on occasion referred to as the
"Whelan Dartboard Model," and in fact that image could well explain many
of the less-systematic, even absurd, blunders in curriculum development.
In the case of some of these, one could almost believe that a blind-
folded politician, administrator, or curriculum developer had thrown a
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dart and then commenced a lock-step linear development program from the
point at which his dart had hit. (Clearly, some failed to hit the board

at all.)
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The Nature of the Program

The goal of the SSSP was to develop an interdisCiplinary course,
strongly built around understanding of Papua New duinea, with conCept
development providing the main rationale. Hilda Taba was a major'for-
mative influehce; however, other aspects of the program--most notably
the identification of key concepts from contributing disciplines and
the trahslation of these into analytical questions ih.an inquiry model--
were inspired by the work of Edwin Penton. Above all, the course was
designed to promote national--or, more appropriately, cultural--
integrity.

Objectives. The following teaching objectives were cited in early
drafts of the course outline: .0

--To increase self-understanding in relation to other individuals,
social groups, and society.

--To increase understanding of the central processes of modern
society, particularly as they affect the development of Papua New Guinea.

--To teach elementary ,skills of social inquiry and social action
and, through understanding of social procelsses, ultimately to increise
the potential contribution students can make to the development of
their country.

--To foster attitudes which will'support the individual's growth
in a changing.society and which will lead to coMkitment to active par-
ticipation'in social life. These attitudes include iolerance of dif-
feren4es (individual, ethnic, national, international); respect for
individual and human rights; critical thinking, particularly on social
issues; and commitment to group decision making at class, local,
national, and international levels.

--To employ sucb methods as system4tic observation, surveys, docu-
mentary'research, and experimentation al a basis for acquiring o'-jec-
tive knowledge.

Content. The content of the course came as something of a shock
to many, ranging as it did from surveys to case studies and from con-
temporary times to prehistory, with much emphasis on Papua New Guinea
from the national's point of view and a drastic reduction in studies of
Australia. Inevitably, content dealing With key international events,
physical geography, and "big facts" had to be drastically reduced in
order to make room for exploration of the individual, groups, and the
national society and its institutions. One of the first lessons in-the
curriculum for grade 7 (the first year of secondary school) was based gen
case studies in role conflict--significantly, it was a notable success.
At grade 9, controversy arose in many schools over content dealing with
evolution, juxtaposed with a study of prehistory in Papua New Guinea.
Experienced mission-school teachers were astonished by the vehemence
of the science vs. Christianity debate, which they had not suspected to
be of consequence in Papua New Guinea. Ironically, case studies for
grade 8 which dealt with developing self-concepts and included discus-
sions of sexual behavior and the risk of pregnancy for girls living away
from home aroused little antagonism.
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Skills. 'The skills identified for development were particularly

demanding; requiring close ties'with mathematics and English learning

programs. Complaints arose that social science demanded too much, but

evidence from the field trials strongly suggested that other subject

areas demanded too little: Teachers often forgot that they were deal-

ing with only the top 30 percent of the primary school population.

This was not social studies as a lower-stream option, as has often been

the case in Australia, but a compulsory core subject for an elite.

Concepts. The concepts, as might have been expected, proved dif-

ficult to identify in a specific or definitive way. The basic list of

concepts for emphasis as analytical tools in grades 7 and 8 was as

follows:
Theme: Similarities and differences
Concepts: self conflict ideology

group resources colonialism

community technology authority

village communication power

family development law

race values stereotype

role prejudice custom

status
A concept/topic grid or matip was used as a planning device in

later years in order to ensure systematic and comprehensive development.

In the teachers' guides, three classifications were used to simplify

the concept lists: (1) key concepts to a topic, (2) concepts being
introduced, groundwork laid, and (3) concepts already developed and

being eaployed. A modified form of Repertory Grid Testiag was developed

as a research tool for exploring students' concepts, establishing pro-

files of attributes, permittingbetter-informed planning, and evaluating

growth in key concept areas. Although the technique seemed to offer

some advantages, it was little used.

Implementation of the Program

The greatest concern of everyone involved with the project was to

make real cnanges in the social education of children, not merely to

introduce a new combination of educational cliches unrelated to.actual

practice. Would something different happen in the classroom on Monday

morning?

Materials. Provision of a broad spectrum of materials was judged

'to be hecessary. L11-,raries and professional resources were .generally

inaccessible to tea(Jers in Papua New Guinea; staff turnover was high;

teachers came from all over the wo-eld; the kinds of interdiscipliaary

materials needed were not readily available, particularly given the

country's third-world/second-language status; teachers would require

evidence of full Education Departmelit support before agreeing to use the

curriculum.
The format agreed on called for approximately 40 topics spread

over four years. For each topic taught, a participating school would

be supplied with a teacher-background reader dealing with t.heoryor

Q
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content, a detailed lesson-by-lesson activity guide, tapes and slides,

games, student copies of the actixity guides, scripts, and key.docu-
manta. The decision to produce the teacher's guides in a format
designed to last for only three years (at which point they would begin
to self-destruct,-presumably)'Wes intended to guarantee local teacher
initiative after a settling-in or familiarization period.

Inservice training.' Because no funds for special training were
available, training and evaluation workshops were treated as inservice
functions. (Indeed, multifunctionality was an overriding requirement
of all project activities.) Regional meetings were held for this pur-
pose; holding field days in which students were included proved to be
very successful in one district.

PTeservice training. The university and the teachers' college
were both intimately involved in project development work; hence lec-
turers were briefed on planned change long before it reached the sthools
The WO-fiZeicurriculum staff also ran seminars for preservice teachers
whenei/er they visited the teachers' college; these represented the
earliest attempts to involve Papua New Guineans at the developmental
stage. The principal training institutions for Papua New Guineans in
Australia were also supplied with all field-tnial materials.

1

Communication. In their book Communication of Innovations: A
Cross-Cultural Approach, Everett Rogers and R. Floyd Shoemaker note the
need for the change agent to be as similar as possible to the population
to be changed. For example, village women often can win over other vil-
lage women to the idea of boiling drinking water when visiting experts,
vith access to all the educational gimmicks money can buy, cannot.

During the first 12-18 months of the project, its staff of 11 or 12
were all expatriates and all highly qualified academically. None of

them was a practicing h: ichool teacher, nor had any of them taught in

Papua New Guinea school. ler than on a short-term basis. No member

of the original project :f -,ould conceivably have been looked on as
IIone of us" by teachers, .d teachers obviously played no part in deci-

sions related to the project. It became clear that much hard work would
be necessary for the project to be acceptgd by teachers, particularly
the newly qualified Papua New Cuineans on whose shoulders the burden of

implementing the course must ultimately rest.
In a little more than a year, eight teachers had been identified

as prindipal change agents. All were from field-trial schools, had
been involved in materials development and appraisal? and were willing
and able to assist with troubleshooting in other locations as the
revised version of the course was brought into all schools. Some were

Papua New Guinean, although as yet so nift to teaching in secondary
schools that they were a little diffident about taking so assertive a
role. Within another year this situation changed too, however, and soon
the new graduates were inviting.whites antagonistic to the course to

leave it alone.
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Epilogue: Some Gains Despite Setbacks

The.Secondary Social Studies Project was not an-immediate success.
One suspects that the absence Of a communications-network linking Papua
New Guinea's isolated schools hampered the project from the outset,
although some,district groups functioned effectively--generelly around
trial schools,' 'curriculum work groups, or the university or teachers'
college.

The project did lead to some changes in educational directives.
The National Board of Secondary School Studies decided to abolish
history and geography as separate subjects, require social science,
and accept Curriculud Branch-guided school assessment (partly via an
item bank) in lieu of compulsory external or systemwide examinations.
This was teen as quite a breakthrough, although the project team had
wished to see separate disciplines remain as electives, partitularly
in the senior school.

:

A number of problems plagued the project. Schools were often unable
to cope with teamteaching and block-time-allocation needs, the insti-
tution of home rooms and resource centers, unorthodox furniture arrange-
ments, noisy classr9om activities, frequent out-of-class trips and
equally frequent visitors. Administrators needed tO plan carefully in
order to avoid generating opposition in the community or disappointing
overoptimistic expectations. The lock-step monthly testing procedures
required for evaluation of the program during field trials created other
complications. Because principals were slow to allow specialization in
social science teaching, it was difficult for teachers to achieve a
total identification with and concentration on the new subject.

\Teacher mobility and promotio out of che classroom further com-
plicated the project. Native Papua w Guifieans were promoted rapidly
to nonteaching roles--some never did teach. Many expatriates were on
two-year contracts. Consequently, many teachers never developed a full
understanding of the social education concept inherent in the course or
sufficient identifiCation with a local ccomunity and knowledge of its
resources. Thus, the overdependence of the Program on.published mate-
rials seemed likely to continue.. ,
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16. Social Studies in the Philippines

. Moving Away Frotn the U.S. Model
C.

: I

By 'Michael Locsin

Michael Locsin, a native of the Philippines, attended Davao

College and%the University of the Philippines And received an M.A. in

social studies education from Stanford University. He is an instruc-

tor at Ateneo de Davao High Schwa in Davao City.

The Philippines is a.conglomeration of influences./Its 40 million

people, scattered on 7,000 islands and speaking.more than 80 different

dialects, are predominantly of Malayan stock. The Chinese, whose pres-

ence in the islands dates back io pre-Spanish times, have always been

well.represented in the population; and their.influence on Philippine

cuisine and on the economy is ormidable even to the present day. The

Spanish conquistadores came in 1521 and, colonized the islands for more

than 300 years, giving the country its name and a religion: *Catholi-

cism. Today, approximately 85.percent of Filipinos are Catholic, and

there is still a pievalenqe Of Spanish surnames; however, most Filipinos

are primarily EAglishTspeaking, not Spanish-speaking. In 1898 the

United States occupied the Philippine Is/ands and introduced democratic

principles, a Westeru-style educational system, and Englidh as the offi-

cial medium of instruction.
Today, the Philippine form of'government is slowly shifting.

Although martial law was declared 1,6 1972, deviations from the U.

in the educational setting have not been so swift or so radical.

the efforts of the DePartment of Education and Culture to change

medium of instruction to Pilipino, English is still used in most

schools, some grade schools, and all colleges,and universities.

it is safe to say that the. Philippines'is moving away from the U.

slowly but surely; new textbooks, for example toare being printed

Pilipino.

The Educaltional Setting

The following brief descilption of education in the Philippines

appeared in the report of a national commission:

S. mOdel
'Despite
the
high
However,
S.' model

in

The magnitude of educAtional resppnsibility in the
r Philippines is enormoug as may be beet indicated by

quantitative measures and indices. Enrollment at all'
levels of the education ladder is relatively-large
,for a country with an income per capita of roughly
$200. . . . International comparison ratiospf enroll-
ment and graduates to total population show that the
Philippines educates as high a proportion of its
people as the advanced countries. She ranks second
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to the United States in terms of higher education
enrollment per 100,000 population and'compares fav-
orably with other advanced countries in terma of

--enrollment ratios for both elementary and second-
ary education.' :

The system provides cOmpulsory eleMintary education for six years--.
grades 1 to 6. Thus, because there is a "constitutional provision to
provide universal/elementary education," most elementary schools are

public.2 The commission concluded tha the constitutional commitment to
provide free elementary education was generally fulfilled, but that,the
public elementary school system wakbeset.by problems: "The drop-out.

rate 18 high before literacy is achieved."3
Secondary education consists of four years of high school After%

":elementary schooling. The commission re0orted:
Secondary education is widely believedito be the
weak link in the education ladder. If,so, this
could be the result of the multiple burden placed
on it . . . improvement of general education, ter-
minal education through vocational training, and
preparation for 011age.4

Tertiary education (higher education) in its present form comes

closestto the U.S. model In terms of courses offered, degrees granted,

and format (a system of state universities). "Becatipe of the constitu-

tional commitment to-provide- free primary educatiOn,'which practically
exhausts the edUcation budget of the government,".the commission
observed, "'tertiary education is'lek to private enterprise."5 About
580 private colleges and universities enroll 92 percent of all higher

education students.6 The commission found serious deficiencies at this

-level as well: '

There is'a ereMendouspressure of social demand for
a university olt coil* education which,has swollen
'enrollments thifoligh the system of open entry regu-'
lated to a lar$e extent by the ability of parents
to pay fees. 4ggregate oUtput of graduate's is much
greater than.market demand or market needs resulting
in underemployment and unemployment of educated
manpower.7

f.3

f

The Role 'of Private Educltion
, \

Private education, Most of it under the auspices ofparious reli-
gious orders of the Cath lic church, plays a very importhnt role in

SS

Philippine education.
Because of the gove

elementary education, th
However, the best grade
schools, which are mostl
the educational ladder, t
to ensure the education ci

0
ment's constitutional dommitment to unilversal

majority of elementary schools are :public.
chools are generally considered to be private
found in urban areas. At all other:levels of

e government ha left it to private,enterprise

f the Filipino people.
All preschool education is'private. The elementary schools run by

religious orders have kindergartens; eome also have nursery schools and/

or prep schools. In recent years a number of independent nursery
schools; kindergartens, 4nd Montessori centers have been established in

url.ln areas by both reli4ious and lay educators.
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The majority of high schools are private and Catholic.. Here again,
the suOposedly "best" schools--which are sought after and therefore
rather selective--fall into this category. It ia impoitant to note
that the high schools run by the Catholicchurch range from urban-based
schools deminding extremely high tuition to rural high schools charging -4

tuition just slightly higher than that imposed by the locally based
public barrio high schools.

Most colleges and universities in the Philippines are privately
run. This privaasector of higher educatiOn can be &aided into three
categories:.. Catholic colleges and universities, the oldest of which is
the University of Santo Tomas, founded by the Dominican friars in 1611;
Protestant colleges and universities, the largest and most prestigious
being Silliman University'in Dumagu te.City; and nonsectarian schools, '1

which range from universities run 1 ke\businesi corporationa.to non-
profit institutions.

The predominance of Catholic e ucation,.backed.up by a clear and
definite Christian philosophy of edu ation and a Lohesive and organizedi

f teachers and administrators, has given birth to a
itutionalized organizations unequalled in the public 'sec-
le, the Catholic Education Association.of the Philippines
ilippine Jesuit Educational Associatian (PJEA),. and the
ng body in the country, the Philippine Associatiun of
ools, Colleges and Universities (PAASCU), to name a few.

Protestant institutions belong to.the Association of Christian Schools
and Colleges (ASCA), while the nonsectarian private schools gqe affili-
ated with the Philippine Association of Colleges and Universiges (PACU).
These three sectors of private education combine to form the/Courdinat-
Ang Counciliof Private Educational Associations (COCOPEA).

clerical army
roster of Is
tor; for ex m
(CEAP), the4'
only accred
Accredited'S

Recent Chapvs in the Educational System I

On December 24, 1969, President Ferdinand E. Marcos issued Execu-
tive Order no. 202,thereby creating a commission to survey Philippine
education. The commission, made up of prominent members of both public
and p4vate education and leaders of various occupational fields in
Philippine society, was asked primarily "to analyze the performance
of the educational system with reference to development goals."

Predecessori of this 1969 commission umre the Monroe Survey of
1925 and the 1960 survey, of public schools in the Philippines, better
known as the Swanson Report. The latter was a survey conducted by a
IIcommittee composed of Professor Chester Swanson of the University of
California and four other American professors and higher officials ofi
the Bureau of PublIc Schools and the Department of Education."8

The general appraisal of the Swanson report reacls as follows:
Much of the educaltion of the Philippines is simply
not,good enough to justify the great faith of tne
people. What will happen to this unquestioning
faith in education when the people learn that it
is not solving their problems? Will thy lose
faith in.educaltion or in those who are.respon-
sible for the4x educational serviLes?9
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The 1969 presidential commission discovered that "the great faith

of the people" in education had not diminished. But they also discovered

diet
The Board of National Education in its Educe-

,. tional Policy Report to the President in 1957 . . .

'formulated a set of educational Objectives that are
still being obsetved at present.10

After enumsrating these objectives, the committee concluded;
In the context of planning requirements, the objec-
aims as stated not only need to be translated to

:/

more operational terms, but they also define a scope
of responsibility that is not feaeible for the edu-
cational system alone to achieve."

Furthermore, the committee declared:
Planning has not been the area of strength of Philip-
pine education. This is shown by: (a) the lack of a
clear definition.in operational terms of the role of
education in national development; (b) the absence of
long-range goals setting perfOrmance targets for each
operational component of the educational system; (c)
the absence of policy guidelines that define the proper

function of each educational'level of sector; (d) the

nature of the decision-process of both individuals and
educational institutions, Which is based on free choice

rather than guided selection; and'(e) the disproportion-

atemagnitude of educational responsibility relative to

N the capacity of the economy to support the correspond-

ing requirements for educational services.

0
The developmental role of.education is not clearly
defined.in the present context. The strong social

demand for education has minimized the manpower
consideration in educational planning as clear
targets are not set out for each of the educational

levels and for each of the training programs.12
Based on their observations and conclusions, members of the presi-

dential committee of 1969 recommended "(a) a restatement of national
development goals; (b) a redefinition of educational aims; and specifi-
cally, for implementation urposes, (c) the strengthening of the Office

of Planning and Research.'
It is evident today that since the declaration of martial law in

'the Philippines in 1972, national educational aims have been made con-

sistent with national development goals: to make the educational system

responsive to the needs and demands of a growing technology.

The Quest for Relevance

The courses in Social Studies are sterile, largely
textbook dominated, with only monosyllabic responses
from "students" who have memorized the "answers" in the
text. These social studies should be the center of home

room activity, continually encouraging maximum student
participation and affording growing guidance
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opportunities. Furthermore, a vital student parti-
cipation in school government can be centered in
these social studies classes. "Crass Toots" demon
cracy in the high sChool demands full participatiOn

of all students. These clause, properly.,concerned
with civic matters, offer an.opportunity Which as
yet is not being realized in most schools.14

The foregoing excerpt from Chapter 3 of the Swanson Report describes
the status of the social studies,in the 1950s and early 1960s, and gives
general suggestions as to how the subject can be' made relevant. How-

e7er, the 1969 Presidential Commission On Philippine Education, being
primarily concerned witti how.the educational system could best be made
responsive to national development needs,°made no attempt to appraise
singular curriculum offerings. In regard io elementary education, the
commission emphasized that "basic education should provide literacy and
develop in the individual cognitive power, numerical manipulation, and
communication skills."15 In secondary education., the commission noted

a need for reform:
The orientation of secondary education should be
changed. The academic conterit should be strength-
Aned with postponement of the vocational founds-
tion at least a year later. This move would: (a)

assure an improved general level of high school
education and (b) provide a better preparation for
employment for those students whose high-school
education is to be terminal.
By enriching the academic content of the second-
ary curriculum, a strong foundation in mathematics

and science will be insured. This is a necessity
as shown by studies on college freshman preparation
which indicate watknesses in the disciplines of
communication, math and science.16

These passages indicate that the academic curriculum of both elementary
and secondary education In the Philippines centers on mathematics,
science, and communication. (Communication in the Philippines refers to
language arts, both English and Pilipiho.)

The social studies may still be in the condition described by the
Swanson Report in 1960. However, reforms are being implemented.

The Educational Projects Itplementation Task Force of the Philip-

pines (EDPITAF), created by President Woos in 1972 to implement
recommendations of the 1969 commission, is presently concerned with
producing updated textbooks and improving teaching methodology in three
distinct curriculum areas: the natural sciences (in cooperation with
the National Science Development Board), the language arts (English.

and Pilipino), and the social sciences.
The Soc!al Studies Center at the Education Development Center in

the University of the Philippines in Diliman, Quezon City, is speci-
fically concerned with the improvement of social studies instruction.
Founded in 1967 as the National Committee on Social Studies by a group
of Bureau of Public Schools educators and institutionalized in 1969

as a center under the office of the Director of Public Schools,
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the Social Studies Center has the. following objectives: (1).the cfaption
nf instructional materials for the ocial studies at both elementarky and
secondary levels, (2) the acquisition and development of professinsl
compitencies in curriculum development, methodology, and research Ipn
teachers of social studies, and (3) the establishment of a resesrch-based
social tudies program. 1.4

The Social Studieg Curriculum

The,development Of effective citizens in a democratic societywell-
informed, useful.citizens with inquiring minds who actively'participate
in the solution of social, economic, and political probletb$ and 'seek to
develop strong moral and spiritual values--has'been the national objec-
tive in the social studies since 19691. (Before 1969 social studies in
the Philippines was history-, and geography-based rather Oan
interdisciplinary.)

4 .

The Elementary Social Studies Curriculum

In the elementary schools, social studies is a required subject from
grades 1 to 6. Table 16a shows the weight and position.of the social
studies in the elementary curriculum in relation to other subjects.

Table 16a

THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM

Subject

Time Allotment by Grade Level
(in minutes per day)

1 2 3 4 5 6

Character Education 20 20 20 20 20 20

Language Arts:
Pilipino
English

60

40

' 60
40

60

60

60

60

40

80

40
80

,

SOCIAL S2UDIES 30 30 30 40 40 40

Mathematics

-

30 30 30 30 40 40
,

Music and Arts 30 30 30 30 30 30

Health and Sciences 30 30 30

Science
1

30 40 40

Source: Circular no. 16, series 1920, Bureau of Public Schools,
Department of Education.
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As this tble indicates, Filipino grade schoolers in the inter=
mediate years (grades 4 to 6) spend more time with social studies .

teachers than they spend on mathematics, thesfine faits, or science.
If, in spite of this fact, the condition of the social studies remains
unchanged trom that described by the Swanson Reportmsterile, largely,
textbook-dominatid"--the problem may be, not lack of einpnasis,'but
rather lack of relevant nothodology and materials.

The topics covered by social studiesoin the elementary school
include the family, the community, the school, Philippine geography,
2overnment, and Philippine history, as well as studies on other-peoples
and cultures. It is differentiated from character education bY the
latter's emphasis on the moral development of he individual. Tri the

public schools, character education is .centered on the individual's
proper development and duties to fellJw humans, country, dnd God. In

private Catholic schools character education consists of religious
instruction focused on the individual's growth as a true and good

P
Christian.

The Secondary.Social Studies Curriculum

Cb

The.secondary school curriculum was revised in 1973. Gradual
implementation started in 1974. In 1977 the curriculum was implemented
in fUll farce in all high schools in the country, both private and
public.

This curriculum reflects the changes effected by the findings and
recommendations of the 1969 presidential commission. The emphasis on
education for manpower is evident: practical arts was nonexistent in
pritrate schools before 1973, as was youth development.training, which
covers a whole gamut of activities from civic action to military
training.

Under the new guidelines, social studies suffers a 20-minute cut- .41
back; before 1973, thersubject was taught for 200 minutes per week.

Department Order no. 20, which contains curriculum guidelines for
various subject areas, prescribes the following syllabus for secondary..
social studies:

The social studies offerings haye corresponding con-
ceptual themes for each year level. Slacial,Studies

I, The Community, has geograph}i, anthropology and
sociology as dominant disciplines; Social Studies II,
Philippine History and Government, has history and
political science; Social Studies III, Development
and Progress, gives added stress to economics;
,Social Studies IV, The World--A Cultural Perspective,
gives new emphasis on geography, anthropology, and
sociology. Teaching for values will be stressed to
develop a concerned citizen in a democratic society.

These descriptive guidelines seem to iategrate three approaches ta
the teaching of the social studies: (1) the interdisciplinary conceptual
approach, (2) the values clarification scheme, and (3) the "social
science as social studies" approach: Whether this integration is an
asset or a liability to the teaCher in the classroom is not yet known.
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Table 16b.

4

THE REVISED SECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAM

Subject..

,

Time Allotted (in minutes per week) --

lst Year 2nd Year 3rd Year .4th Year

Min. Units Min. Units kin. Units Min.

,

Unite

0

Communication Arts
(English) 300 2

,

180 1

.

jr

180 1

.

180 1

Communication Arts
(Filipino) . 180 1 180 1 180 1. 180

,

1

SOCIAL STUDIES 180 1 180 1 180 1 180 - 1

Sdience 180 1 180 1 300 2 800 2

Mathematics .180
,

P

,

180 1 180 1 .

.

180 1

Practical Arts
(vocational) 300 1

,

300 1 300 1 300 1

Electives:
AcadeMic
Vocational

.

._______

_

.

180

300
1

1

.:....360

600

.

2

.2

360
600

2_,
2

Youth Development
Training

.

300 1 300 1 300 1 300 1

. Source: Department Order no. 20, series 1973, Department of Education

and Culttare.

Social Studies in

Case studies are
us either by exposing
objectives and actual.
practice.

The two case studies that follow provide an illustrative example of

the social studies curriculum at work in the secondary level. Aside

from serving their function of usefulness in showing consistency or
inconsistency with educational policy, they are also intended to show
the actual development of the social studies in the seondary school

classroom and the movements found therein.

the Secondary Classroom: Two Case Studies

useful in showing actual practices. They enlighten

a contrast between intended outcomes expressedi by

outcomes or by revealing a harmony of goals and
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High School A

%
High School A is a private Catholid.boys' college-preparatory

secondary school with 700 students. It is awned end-run by a famous
religious order of man dedicated to the following of Christ. The
school is supposedly the best in one of the major cities of thee
island of Mindanao. Its students can best be described as coming
from the upper-middle and upper classes of society. Its social science
curriculum from the 1950s to the 19.70s is as shown in Table 16c.

Table 16c

.SOCIAL SCIENCE CURRICULUM IN SCHOOL A

.

School Year

, . Decade

1950s 1960s

i

19709 '

First Year American history Geography.

),

Community life

Second Year
Philippine history
(1st sem.) and
government

Philippine history
and government

Philippine history.
(1st sem.) and
government (2nd' sem.)

Third Year Oriental history
World history (or)
Oriental history World histciry

Fourth Year World history Socioeconomics . Socioeconomics

In the 1950s, Oriental history covered the histories of the South-
east Asian nations, Japan, and China. Occasionally, when time allowed,
the history of India was included. In the 1960s, Oriental history
covered only the history of Southeast Asian countries. Chinese, Japan-
ese, and Indian history were taught as the firstthree parts of world
history before students were introduced to the development of Western
civilization. World history, for the most part, traces the development
of Western civilization from the Greeks to World War II, with a/brief
introduction to Egyptian ancient civilization at the beginning of the
course.

Geography was Philippine geography.
Socioeconomics in the 1960s was basically Philippine sociology

in the first semester and elementary economics in the second semester.
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In the 1970i, the cogrse began to include the concepts of politicalisa-

tion, social justi e, and community.involvemeft.
Community life, taught during the first year in the 1970s, follows

the.government's guiddlines clOsely in integrating sociological aid
anthropological approanhes in the study of communities: tha family,'

the peer group,.the school, the neighborhood, the pal.Tiih, civic groups,
and cultural minorities.

American history and Philippine history and government are self-

explanatory. In the second year, Philippine history was and is taught

in the first semester, followed by a study of Philippine government in
the second semester.

High School B, .

woOft

.High School B is a public coeducational high school with a student

population of approximately 2,000. Like all other public high schools,°

it serves both college-bound students and terminal students and caters

to a diverse group of students in terms of age and socioeconomic status.

High School B is located in the same city as High School A. Its

social studies curriculum for the same period of time (1950s to 1970s)

is shown in Table 16d.

Table 16d

SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM IN SCHOOL B.

.

School Year

Decade ,

,
.

1950s 1960s 1970s

First Year World history
Philippine

do
community
life

Philippine
communie9

"life

Second Year
American history
Oriental history

Philippine
history and
government

.

Philippine
history and
government

Third Year

-

Philippine
social life

Philippine
-problems*

,

Oriental
history

Fourth Year
Philippine
history World history

_

.
.

Worid history
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Since almost all of the subjects in the Curriculum of High School
B are similar to'the course.offerings of High School A, there is no
need for further description except4Tor one: Philippipe social life,
which was taught'during the third year in the 19500,wahm-pctually
Philippine sociology.

Conclusions

An analysis of the two social studies curricula reveals.the
following similarities, differences, and conclusions:

1. The two schools show very different schemes of implementing'
national policy. This is evidence of the fact that schools are gener-
ally given some freedom to interpret and implement, policies issued by
the Department of Education and Culture. Further case studies would
show that this kind of diversity exists even within the public Achool
system. -

2. The curricula reveal the predominance of history in the 1950s
and, interestingly enough, its resurgence in the public school in the
1970s. It is significant to note that in the 1950s, a student in the
private school was taught history all four years. In the public high
school, students took history three years out of four in the 1950s and
1970s. It is also worthyof note that, as the private school moves from
'asocial-science-discipline approach toward an interdisciplinary, con-
ceptual approach, the public school is making a sudden turnabout in a
more-traditional direction,

3. It is evident in both curricula that the 1950s witnessed the
end of major U.S. influence on the social studies program.. That was
the decade when.U.S. history made its. exit from Philippine classrooms.

4. Concurrently with the exit of U.S. history in both curricula
came the appearance of a new movement, that of nationalization. The
public school introduced a course on Philippine community life And
Philippine'problems in the 1960s; the private school has participated
in a moregradual but consfstent manner in the thrust taward emphasiz
ing nationalization.

In conclusion, it appears that the social studies--pronounced
sterile" by experts in 1960 and.scolded by policymakers for not being

more responsive to national development in 1969--has in fact been
sensitive to the needs of the time, especially at the secondary level.
Its very senslitivity, however,,tends to lead to extreme variations in
implementation.
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17. Social Studies in South Korea

. Centralization and Conformity

7

By P.3. Hunt

6

F.J. Hunt is senior lecturer in.educiiion at Monash University in.
Australia. He is coauthor of Social Science and the School Curtigulum
and editor and coauthor of Socialisation in Australia. After early
studies at the University of Western
Stanford University. He has studied
Sweden, the United States, ard Great
Hunt's major interests are in social
the sociClogy of education.

Australia, Hunt earned a Ph.D. at
education in South Korea, Malaysia,
Britain as well.as in Australia.
science curriculum development and

The Koreans have a long history as a distinctive and separate group
of people. .They have existed in the Korean peninsula for some 4,000

, years, and they claim never to have been subject to mixing with.other
ethnic groups. This claim is the basis of a.concept bf ethnic puritY
and a source of some pride., The Koreans attach high value to their die-,
.tinctiveness as a people, and it\ is important to them `to retain their
identity and.their distinctive characteristics.

A second factor of major significance is related to-Korea's geo-
graphical position. 'The country has as physical neighborrthree major
world powers: China, the USSR, and Japan; the united States is vir-
tually a neighbor as a result of the latter's involvement in Asian
affairs. This geographical position problem might be more manageable 1

if all Korean people formed a united sogiety; however, this ethnically
"pure" society is bitterly divided on ideologidal grounds, with one part
leaning toward the USSR,and mainland China and the other toward Japan
and the United States.

. A third factor stems from Korea's lack of an ideology appropriate
to participation in the contemporary world) Budahism and Confucianism
have long been.important in Korean culture, with the latter substan-
tially the more influential. The legacies of Confucianism include a

, strong hierarchical structure in abciety and an emphasis on conformity
And obedience in thought and behavior. Such a basic cultural tradition
runs counter to the democratic ethos, to participation in decision mak-
ing, and to the concept that the individual$at least shares some.respon-
sibility for his actions.

Thus Koreans experience powerful pressures to be an independeht and ,

distinctive group of people,yet their capacity to be so would seem
severely handicapped by the political division that separates northern-
ers from southerners and by the persistence of a cultural tradition that
is antithetical to, major trends in.contemporary societies.

In part, these.conditions explain the tremendoTs efforts in South
Korea to develop as a nation. During the past two-and-a-half decades .

'emphasis has been paced on economic development, reflecting the widely
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'shared AssumptiAn that economic deveiopteent is basic ta ether Wes of
development. However', as-is the case in 0 many societies, thistempha-

sis has resulted.in copsiderableidtvelopment at the.m.and wtdeepread
'poverty at the.loyer levels of society. . 7
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(Since the balance of this chapter is based on the author's field
work in South Korea during 1972-1973, it is written is a personal,

narrative.).
..

. '

The Schools ,

The school system in South Korea in the early 1970s consasted of a -

. six-year elementary, three-year middle, and a three-year senior,filgh

school.structure. SChooling was compulsory for, six years. 'Children
in grade 1 atteAded school for six hours daily except on Saturday, when

attendance was for four hours. The.elementary curriculum was comprehen-

sive, including studies in Korean language, sociarstudies, natural
science; mathematicss.moral education, health education, crafts, art,

and music. Some senior el.ementary-grade thildren.also stuaied domeetic

and agricultural sciences. In iecondary schoolsi subjects were more
specialized--for example, history and geography were added to social

studiei and moral education. English, the first foreign language taught,

began in the middle school, and Japanese had recently been accepted as a

foreign ldhguage to be taught'in schools.
Entry to middle school had recently'become.open, with dramatic con-

sequences for some schools.* One principal produced tables showlng that
students entering in 1971 had a mean IQ of 108, while those entering in

1972 hid a mean of 92.7--comparable to the means for other schools.

Correspondingly, performance and other patterns were expected to change .

substantially .in subSequent years.
Entry to senior high schools was by.selective examination, with

keen competition between students for,selection and pervasive results

on the operation and functioning of the middle school. Testing proce-

dures between provinces showed some variations. . I was given to under-

stand that the Seoul Board of Education maintained a bank of test'items

in each subject and that these were made available for Individual schools.

to use in preparing their own tests. In one rural province, the provin-

cial board tested children from all schools, which then selected appli-

cants from the,test results. Children wDo_failed to gain entry to

schools of their choice could then sit roethe examinations set by indi-

viduf schools which had places to spare.
Laitry to tertiary education was also determined by selective exami-

nation, conducted 4n this case by the Ministry of Education. The pro-

cess here appeared to be complex, with considerable attention given to

ensuring security of the examination papers and fairness in the assess-

ment process. Here, again, the competition to succeed was very keen,

with pervasive effects on the senior high school and in turn on the

middle schools, where children, encouraged (or pushed) by their parencs,

were seeking to dolwell in order to get into the.better.senior high

schools. So, whereas attendance at elementary and middle schools was

0

'essentially,on a district basis, attendance at senior high schools was

4
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essentially determined brmerit; therefore, some elite schools drew from
wide geographical areas. In some cases the mArit ordering walr-Cirtied
over into the sthool, with children being ass:,Aed,to*gasses in homo-.
geneous groups on the belie of their performance on the entrance
examinations. ,

'The reputations of school* in terms of the entry 'of graduates to
tertiary.institutions seemed invariably linked to socioeconomic factors.
"One of the best senior high schools in Seoul" dreit nearly all of its -

itudents from middle- to .upper.-class business and.professional families.
At thet time it was estimated that 70 percent 'of the graduates of that
school went on to first-level tertiary institutions and some 25 percent-
'went on to second- and third7level institutions. Similarly, in a pro-
vincial senior high school ityas estimated that 70 percent of the stu-
dents,came-from the families of government.officials; and 90 percent
went on to universities and colleies, mostly in Seoul. The tendency to
choose colldges.in the capital appeared to be attributable partly to the
presence in Seoul of better-quality tertiary institutions tnd partly to
the importante in regard to one's work and career, and possiblybmaTriage,
of class and-school contacts, which were perceived by many people as
being next in importance to family connections in influencing events in
one's life. Individuala from rural families who had been educited.in
.rural institutibns often encountered severe hardship in.the struggle
to obtain employment appropriate to the level and.type of qualifications
that they had obtained.

School Administration

"The degree to which control of Korean education was centralized was
striking. This was evident in respect to staffing policies, curricuAam
and textbook preparation, the examination process, admission to second-
ary and tertiary institutions, and the degree. of responsibility and
authority that could be exercised at provinbial.board and school levels.
This kind of centralization was'also consistent with general practices
of the national vvernment in relation to lOcal government and other
aspects of life in Korea,\in which provincial governore were appointed
(and dismissed). by the national president and there.was virtually no
representative local government.

In educatirm, provincial boards Were appointed'by the natiOnal
government thrnugh the Ministry of Education. While these boards in
turn made appointdents, some--for example, thOse of secondary school
principals--were still finally approved by the minister of education.
Some pepple had the impression, right or wrong, that the minister was
involved in college and university appointments. In generdl, I was
continually surprised at the revel and extent of detail in educational
administration at which the minister and sometimes the president were
seen to be involved or influential.

Apart from points of.direct intervention, centrally devised policies
governed a good deal of school functioning. The curricula or schools
were worked out by the ministry. Elementary and secondary school curri-
culum committees were responsible .to a Central Curriculum Board made up
of academics, teachers, parents, and some lay members. Curriculum guide-
4.nes flowed from the ministry to determine the character of textbooks

2(1."
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and other aspects of the program. Textbook writers were given guide-
lines initially; subsequently, their drafts were examined by ministry
officials and academic experts for accuracy and, I.understand, confor-
mance to policy. The program was further set for the teacher through
the operation of the examination process, along with pressures created

by parent and student expectations. The centralized natur of policy
and decision making and implementation was evident 1.n observations made
on a number of occasions. From many sources came such comments as."The
government is very powerful," "TheLministry is very kind--they make all
the decisions for me," and "The ministry is.overy centralized,"

The Social Studies

visi,ted only eight Schools, but it was possible to gain impres-
"sions about, many others from talking with Teople I mets.in a wide variety

of situations or seeing students moving through the str ets of Seoul or
provincial centers or along the paths between the-rice f±elds either
going to or coming from school.

One first impression was of uniformity in dress: shorts or trou-
.

sers and shirts for boys (who had close-cropped hair, parti63.arly at
the secondary-schbol level), and simple tunics for girls. The impres-

sion of uniformity of dress, appearance, and behavior was reinforced by

the degree to whidh physical activities were closely directed and coor-

dinated--exercises and marching in'particular.
Buildings, too, were'uniformly designed, with classrooms lined up

end to end several stories high in tiers side by aide. Those schools

that I visited were well appointed and constructed, but I was invariably

taken to schools serving middle and upper socioeconomic groups. Some

schools observed from the footpath or the rocAside, either in Seoul or

in the provinces, were not so impressive or attractive and seemed less

adequate in terms of facilities; howe'ver, these were no less uniform .in

basic design; Variations between schools appeared to be related to the

socioeconomic background of the students.
Inside the schools, I saw no class with tewer than 55 students,

even in the most-prestigious schools or at the most-senior form levels.
In teacher-training pris:i.ry schools, as many as ten student teachers

.- were seated across the, .ack of the room, observing the teacher and the

class at work. Most classes had more than 60 students. Classroom,seat-

ing was by pairs in rows facing the teacher and the front of the room.
The teachers invariably,lectured,although small-group discussions were

emplcod for short periods of time in some primary schools. The teacher

instfucted and wrote notes on the blackboard, whichkstudents then copied
into notebooks; textbooks, atlases or other appropriate books were also

open on their desks. Responses from children were often in unison; thus,e

virtually no opportunity was provided to test or assess the knowledge or

understanding of individual students. Although there was no evidence of

concern for individual comprehension of or reaction to the material,

this did not mean that there was an absence of concern about individual

children. In some schools, teachers' responsibilities included coun-
seling families on matters involving their children.
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At least some schools emphasized the concept of basic knowledge, in

terms of the key points to be.gained from a lgOson. Teachers stressed
these points during the lesson, in remediation, and in testing. This
concept appeared to have critical significance as an idea concerning,
what education was seen to be about.

Because my interest was primarily in the social science/social
studies domain, I was invariably taken to.visit social studies classes
in elementary schools and history, geography, social studies, civics,
or moral education classes in secondary schools. The history and geo-
graphy lessons included topics from Korea.and the world, depending on
the grade level; the lessons that I observed in the other subjects
included material from economics, family life, and politics. The lesson
on family life discussed the"responsibilities of parehts and children
and principles related to how they should behave--in other words, their
proper roles. One fascinating (and, for me, informative) lesson was on
anticommunism. After a short lecture on Marx, Engels, and Lenin, the
lesson moved to the examination of slides showing aspects of life first
in a democracy and then in a communist society. The 'slides depicted
voting, shopping, reading, creativity, marriage, family life, communi-
cation, and religiouo activity. The distinction between the two ways
of life was presentea as the contrast between the options and choices
available to those living ia a democracy and the direction and super-
vision that prevailed under communism. Ironically, free choice was not.
much in evidence in schools in South Korea, nor were comparisons made
of schooling.in the slides.

This general comparison between two forms of government'was made
more explicit in one school, where a display of maps, photographs, and
other material included a series on the Korean War. These showed the
changing battle lines, the general history of the war and examples of
the mode of fighting, including atrocities committed by North Koreans.
In response to my questions aoout whether such presentations engendered
or perpetuated bad feelings between Korean-peoples, it was explained
that this effort was designed to counter the propaganda emanating from
the North Koreans and would be.stopped when the latter modified their
indoctrination programs.

Somewhat different in character were the methods in two primary
schools that I visited. In one, a social studies teacher in a third-
grade class shbwed a series of slides on Seoul, after which the class
was asked.to identify some problems in Seoul and discuss possible solu-
tions. The problems identified included water supply, housing', pollu-
tion, and garbage disposal. In the same school, the principal stated
that his policy was to encourage the teaching staff to employ modern
methods that encouraged thinking and creativity rather than remembering.
In another primary school, the teacher called children one at a time to
the front of the room to talk about a picture. Children's art work was .
extensively displayed on the\walls of this classroom. In some other
classes in the same school, aetivity and individuality were evident in
the work being done, particularly in crafts.

2i
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Interpretation and Comment

The basic character of the prOcess of social education was repre-
sented by the transmission of a eingle set of "facts" to all children.

Uniformity of content wee accompanied by uniformity of dress, 'appear-
ance, and behivior, with standards handed down from above and ultimately

in accordance with national government policies. To some extent, it
can be argued, uniformity was the result of the imbalance between the
high educational aspirations pf parents and children and.the Shortage of
places in senior high and tertiary institutions, and the consequent need
for selectivity in admission. Other factorsthe traditional depart-
mental structures in universities and teacher-training institutions,
the traditional perceptions of the roles of teacher and student, the
large classes, and the limited teaching resourcesalso helped to
explain the situation. However, these factors did not explain the
uniformity of dress and hair styles, the limited authority of school
administrators at the provincial and school levels, nor phe emphasis on
efficiency at the expense of educational objectives'in plans to reorgan-
ize Korean education.

On several occasions I asked specifically about educational objec-
tives. One response that was offered again and again was focused on

the development of a sense of Korean national identity. In seeking to

clarify what was meant by this, I was- invariably led into a discussion

of Korean history and to a justification of the teaching of Korean his-

tory. Given the interest of some educators in behavioral objectives,
I asked what qnational identity" meant in terms of the characteristics

of the individual Korean Although few seemed to have given thought to
this question, the answers I received were remarkably in agreement,.
citing such adjectives as pragmatic, resourceful, self-reliant, and

independent. Curiously, it was difficult to find evidence that the
schooling process encouraged the development of these qualities. the

dependence on lecturing, the reliance on textbooks, the preoccupation of

examinations with facts--all these strategies stressed memorization
rather than thought, initiative, creativity, or resourcefulness. Pos-

sibly the "hidden curriculum," arising from such factors as the intense

competition to enter a good institution at the next level of education,
tended to encourage resourcefulness and initiative.

I In general, I formed the impression that much of the structure and

process of education in South Korea functioned to stultify the develop-

ment of individual administrators, teachers, and students. There was

little opportunity for participating creatively, imaginatively, or

responsibly in the educational process or in developing the educational

system. In turn, the educational:system offered little opportunity for

individual students to behave in these ways or to experience conce=rn,

involvement, and responsibility. Many people were ineffect excluded
from taking part in the development of Korean society or in the shaping

of their individual lives. A few people had much power, and they may

have made good decisions, but many,others had little or no power and

were thereby limited in opportunity. Such a situation can have serious
consequences for the development of pqople in any society. Lack of

involvement and a sense of participation too-readily generates a sense
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of exclusion and even of alienation. It,seems to me that Korea needs
an educational system and a learning process that inculcates the con.-
viction that people have a real part to play in the shaping of their
lives and in the building of a modern Korean society.

4.
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. 18. Social Stu4ies in the Soviet Union

The Promotion of "Correct Thought"

Bir Raymond McHugh

Raymond McHugh receiVed arftEd.D. from Stanford University in social
studies education and has taught at'California Stateyniversity - -North-
ridge since 2963. He has written'a number of social studies articles
and booklets, serve4 as editor of the California Social Studies Review,
and was coauthor of Quest fok Liberty, an eighth-grade U.S. history
text. During 1973-104 McHugh traveled in Europe and lived for mime
months in England, where he did postgraduate work at the University of
London. While on the continent, he visited secondary schools in Germany,
France, Italy, Grbece, Spain, and the Soviet Union to see how 'schools
were training students in ivorld understanding.

Since the beginning of communist rule, Soviet leaders have aimed at
building,a new sdciety, and they have used the educational system as'a
foremost means of achieving that goal. They have employed.the full force
of education in an effort to change the course of history and the nature
of man. Education is seen as the central system not only for prodUcing
scientists, engineers, and teehnicians but also for creating the "new
Soviet citizen." The success of the five-year plans has depended on
increasing educational resources and expanding the intelligentdia as
well as on training manpower'and exploitinuednnomic resources. The

building of a Soviet society has also demanded indoctrination in commu-
nist ideas. *The schools were employed, first, to teach loyalty to the
regime and, secona, to ensure a 'iterate population..

.

The drive, toward industrialization in the USSR was accompanied by
heroic,efforts to expand and improve the School system at all levels.
Today, in spite of original handicaps and the devastation of World War
II, the educatiohal system has accomplished much. There'has been a
spectacular rise in quality from nurseries through higher education.
Literacy is now virtually universal, and the Soviet Union appears to be
using the momentum acquired to press on toward providing even-more-
adequate education for all.

Under communism, the highest authorities in the nation have paid
close attention to the programs of the schoofis end other'educational

'i

gencies. Lenin was the first to regard education as an indispensable'
instrument for the'achievement of communist purposes at home5and abroad.
His remarks on the importance of educ tion are quoted profusely: "With-

out teaching there is no knowledge, and without knowledge there is no
communism." "The school apart from life, apart from politics, is a lie
and a hypocrisy."1 Lenin's words, "Study, study, study," are posted on
classroom walls throughout the Soviet Union.

During the 1920s there was a wave of experimentation in Soviet
education. John Dewey's, activ:ry and projecc methdds, the Dalton
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assignment plan, and other progressive educational techniques were tried
in the new Sol9.det schools. Hiatory as a separate discipltne disappeared
almost completely from the curriculum as concepts were taught in an
interdisciplinary manner. But not for long. -The urgent needs of the
national economy, the constant call for efficiency, and the general
tightening up on society at large brought a reaction.

In the 1930s,Stalin swept away what ha referred to as "irrespon-
sible experiments" in the.schools. Many features of prerevolutionary
schooling were ieintroduced, among them.strict content examinations,
uniform teaching methods, separatioi of-subjects; and tight classroom
discipline according to the German model. (Stalin suppOsedly obtained
the heart of the Soviet curriculum from the classical German gynnasiym.)
Traditional European schooling was applied on a mass acale and geared to
the political needs of the communist state. By World War II, literacy
had risen to 80 percent and schools were producing specialists and
skilled personneltin large numbers By the time of the Khrushchev
reforms in technical education in 1958, most students were completing
seven years of schooling; some finished ten.

In the middle 1960s, with the arrival of Brezhnev, changing demands
on schools and the arrival of universal secondary education led to the
first comprehensive curricular reform since the early 1930s. In 1964 a

joint commission Of more than 500 leading ednotors began to develop new
school programs; this effort caminated in a final decree by the 23rd

Congress in 1966. The process of updating the curricula continues into
the present, according to Soviet educators.

Soviet Education Today

Most urban students .attend school forten years, beginning at age

7. All ten grades,areusually housed in the 'same building, with a gen-

eral 3-5-2 curriculum. In the three,primary grades, the heaviebt empha-
sis is placed on'learning to do arithmetic and to readr write, and-speak
Russian properly. In the five grades of middle school, the dominance of
math and science over the humanities and social studies becomes firmly

established. In the final two years of.secondary school, which are
vital to students who hope to go on to.college, the curriculum is even
more heavily weighted in favor of science.

Most urban students remain in regular schools in grades 9 and 10,

but a-few transfer to technical,schodls. There are also special schools
"in the larger cities for students who are talented in foreign languages,
math, or science: There are" only a few of these schoOls, and places in'
them are avidly sought because most of their'graduates go on to college.

Children go to school six days a week for five hours a day from
September througfi May, with short holiday 'periods. Discipline and
student-teacher relations most clearly follow thipse of a military or 4

strict parochial school in the United Sstates. There is no attempt to

segregate students by ability. Every class accordingly is expected to
include a broachcross-section of students, from the slow to the swift,

all doing the same work at the same pace.
Teaching techniques tend to be formal and old-fashioned: rote

recitation, drill, memory work, lectures followed by quesiioning to test

whether tlie peescribed content was mastered. The job of the teacher is

.2./
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to instruct the pupils; the student's role.is passive--to accept and

absorb. Class atmosphere is rigidly organized .by U.S. standards, and
lessons leave little room for spontaneity, activity, or discussion.
There is little use of such supplementary activities as games, labs,.
or supplementary book corners. However, many-teachers temper formal-
ity with friendliness, and most teacher-pupil relations seem orderly
but not'cold.

Education in the soviet Union is centrally planned, directed, and
controlled; all schools are established, approved, and run by the state
The central government prescribes standard aims, textbooks, curricula,
and,methods of instruction from preschool through the university. (The

standard curriculum is shown in Table 18a.4) Local educational officials
implement decisions of the ministries of education of the USSR and the
Communist party by following detailed instructions. With only minor
exceptions, eighth-gradeatudents in places as far.apart as Moscow and

Murmansk wear the same uniforms, conform to ihe same rules of behavior,
study the same subjects from the same textbooks at tfte same rate, and

take.the same exams. At 15, when most Soviet students complete their
basic iducation, their alternatives for further education are roughly
the eame wherever they may be.

Each course has a syllabus that outlines the material to be cov-
ered and reading assignments to be completed; from grade.7 on, students

martake frOi two to six hours, of electives beyond the regular required
couraes. The ministries of education of the separate republiCs are
authorized to make changes in response tolocal conditions. Regional

yariations exist primarily in the teaching of language, cature, and'
vocational orientation--usUally in the elictive courses.

Universal ten-year education, a prominent national goal, is a
reality only in large cities, not in. small towns and rural areas.
There is great disparity,between the education provided by poor, rural.,

schools and that offered by city schools, especially in regard to the
quality of principals and teaching staffs..

'Soviet authorities openly declare the political aims of their edu-

cational system. Education must be political in nature, they say, in
order that citizens can be trained to transform the country from social-

ism to communism.: the CentraL,Committee of the Communist party in 1958

emphasized the development of correct attitudes in the following polioy.

statement:
Upbringing must inculcate in the schoolchildren a love
of knowledge and of work, and respect for people who
work; it must shape the communist world outlook of
pupils and rear them in the spirit of communist moral-
ity and of boundless loyalty to the country and the
people and in the spirit of proletarian internationalism..3

In the early years of school, student reading books contain count-
less stories about heroes of the Revolution. In the middle and upper

grades, political content increases. Especially in social studies
classes, schools make an intense effort to instill the official point
of view on a wide variety of political and historical issues. However,

political conditioning in Soviet,schools in the 1970s is not nearly so

crude as it was under Stalin.. Political education now focuses on
developing loyalty to the economic and social system.rather-than to

iNz
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Table 1ft

THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM IN THE USSR

, Subject
Number of hours per weak by grade.

'of
10
o

. .

Total
number

hours
per weak1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Russian grammar
,

12

.

10 10 6 6 3 3 2 2/0 -- 53

2. Literature -- -- -- 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 18

3. Mathematics 6 6 6 6 . 6 6 6 6 5.. 5 _58

4. History -- -- -- 2 2 2 2 3 4 3. 18

5. Social sciences -- _.- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2 2

,

6. Nature study --
.

2 2 2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 6

7. Geography -- .... -- 2 3 2 2 2 2 .11.
..

.,8. BOlogy
.

9.. Physics

__ -,_ __ --

--

2

--

2,

2

2

2

2

3

0/2

4

2

5

11

16
a

10. Astronomy _ 1 1

11. Mechanical drawing -- -- -- -- -- 1 1 _... ---- 3

12. Chemistry , -- -- -= -- 7- -- -2 .2 3 3 10

13. Foreign language -- r- -- 7- 4 3 ..3 2 2, 2 16

14. Art 1 1 1 1 1 1 -- -- 7-- 6

15. Singing and music
appreciation 1 1 1 1 1

,

1 1 -- -- -- 7
.

16. Physical training 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20

17. Shop 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20

- .. .

..

Total houisoof
compulsory subjects
per week 24 24 24 24 10 30 30 30 30. 30 276

18. Free-choice .
, extracurricular-
subjects -- -- -- -,.: -- -- 2 4 6 6 --

.
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, political leaders. Today, inculcating the general moilues of Soviet
societygroup loyalty, respect for authority, a
key goal of the work of the schools.

Goals Tre da and Content i h SoCial Studies

More so than in any other_dubject area, communist ideology saturates
the courses of study, textbaa, lectures, and Oacher Wknuals of social-
studies courses. The primary goal of the social studies is to promote
IIcorrect thought." Major themes in social studies.instruction are the
materialistic nature of 6xe universe, scientificIaws of social develop-
ment, the transition from capitalism to socialism, the Great Actober
Revolution, the struggle of the Communist party, the "Great Patriotic
War" (World War II), oppression of labor and warmongeriqg in capitalist
countries, freedom and plenty for Soviet.peoples, and the ultimate
triumph of communism in the world. No small order.

In*Soviet education, the subject of history.is anything but an
autonomous academic discipline; it is completely politicized as the
"party science." M.A. Zinoviev expressed the official view that "his
tory is a powerful weapon of communist education, and it must wholly
serve.the cause of the struggle for communism."4.In 1956, KhrushcheV
said: "Historians are dangerous people. They are capable of upsetting
everything. They must be directed."5 Accordingly, history writing and .

"")teaching are closely supervised in the USSR. The goal of historical
. research is to prove a *preconceived pattern of histo*--that of economic
development, which is cited as the single force in interpreting the petit,
as opposed to multicausation. .,Deviation from this view ii *considered a
serious mitter.61

There are two official journals for teachers of social studies,
Prepodavanie istorii v shkole.(Teaching.history in the school) and
Geografila v shkole (School geography). The history journal is a
bimonthly written 5di teachers interested in the teaching of history and
other social studies subjects. Soviet Education, the U.S. journal that
translates articles from the Soviet educational press, monitors these
and other publications.7

The uniform cur,riculum of required social studies courses in the
elementary and secondary schools consists of history, geogiaphy, and
social science. History is taught from grades 4 through 10, geography
is taught-in grades 5 through 9, and 'social scienCe is a capstone,course
in grade.10. The Ministry,of Education describes these courses4in the
following mannerI

Required Social Studies Courses

Grade 4 (2 hours) Episodes in the history of the
Soviet UniOn '(simplified history)

Grade 5 (2 hours), Ancient 'history

(2 hours). Elementary course in physical
geography and map reading

Grade 6 (2 hours) Medieval history (through the
Middle Ages)
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4 Grade 7 (2 hours)

Geoiraphy of .continentsland prin-
cipal countries, facts about nat-
ural features and population

History of the USSR (from prehis-
tory to late 18th century)

(2 hours) Geography (same as Grade 6)

Grade 8 (3 hours) History of the USSR (late 18th cen-
tury to late 19th century) and mod-
erd history (to the 1870s), both
taught in "organic relationship"

(2 hours) Economic geography: natural fea-
iures, population, administrative
divisions, and national economy of
'the USSR

Grade 9 (4 hours) Systematic history of the USSR (20th
century to victory of socialism) and
contemporary history of other coun-

. tries (World War I through World War
11)

(2 hours) Economic geography of foreign countries

Grade 10 (3 hours) History of the USSR (completion of
building of socialist society and
building of communism),ahd contempor-

,

ary world history

(2,hours) Social science: fundamentals of
Harxist-Leninist-philoiophy, politi-
cal and'ciVic attitudes, socialist

Grade 11

t

planning, social activism

' In various.republics, history of .

" each republic is studied as a sep-
arate subject or in relation to
the history of the USSR, generally
ahding a year of sehooling.8

The Soviet curriculum of social studies took shape along with other
reforms instituted by Stalin in dhe' 1930s; fukther reforms in 1965 incor-

porated more study of "historical procesies," revised texts, and made his-

tory courses less repetitive and more systematic. The course in social

science for the tenth grade was added in the 1962-1963 school year, under

Khrushchev's influence, as a capstone course in political indoctrination.9-

History. History in the.curriguluth plays a central role in incul-

cating a Marxist-Leninist belief system. Soviet professionals say:

The fokmation of'an idea about ihe historical
.process, that iso about.the natural movement of a

society toward the highest social-economic,struc-
ture, and the development of a deep conviction
in the victory of communism in the entire world --

can bi atcomplished by means of the study not
of individual historical periods but of the
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0 whole.course of history frost ancient times to
the present.. 'The content of history education
in the school is arranged accordingly.10

In the first ttipee gradesvhistory is introduced gradually in con-
nection with reading. Children .hear about revolntionary holidays; they
are told about the.lives of peasants and workers in prerevolutionary .

Russia, the struggle of the working class4.and about "Uncle" Lenin. In
grade 3 children learn 61-Th-6-struggles against foreign oppressors, t
establishment of the Soviet government, and the construction of facto -
riei and collective farts.

History begins as an independent subject in grade 4 and continues
every year in a linear sequen6e through grade 10. Children are given a
brief chronological survey of Russian, Soviet, and world history, illus-
trated by stories relating to social class, communist leaders., and the
growth of agriculture and Odustry under the Soviets.'

In the grade 5 world history course, students learn about pre-
history, through the ancient Orient and Egypt up to Rome. Grade 6-con-
tinues the world history story throug,b/the Middle Ages to the English
revolution, adding concepts related/io.social structure.

A systematic course in the history of the USSR np to 1800 begins
in grade 7. In grade 8 the USSR course is continued to 1900, and the
modern history is brought up to the 1870s. Grade 9 develops the USSR
record from World War I to World War II along with world history for
the tame era. Grade 10 complete's the coverage of the USSR in contem-
porary times together with contemporary world history.

Throughout, all these courses there is a concentration on social,
political, and economic events that provide a natural media for present-
ing'historical maeerialism--the central tenet of Marxist-Leninist his-
torical theory. Variations on this theme include the progressive devel-.
opment of human society and the inevitable decay of the old society.
Sylrabi are quite specific about coverage. For example, in the ninth-
grade course on the hittory,of the.USSR, ien hours Are specifically
allotted to 'the topic "The Revolution of 1905-1907 in Russia--the First
People's Revolution in the Imperial Era."11

Different points of view are never mentioned, and to many'observers
this is one of the most dismal aspects of Soviet education. Religion,
of course, is not dealt with objectively as a.factor,in cultural his-
tory, and other large chunks of the past are likewise removed ftom study.
In teaching about World War II, no mention is made of Hitler:s efforts
at genocide directed at the Jews: The role of the United States in the
war is also ignored. In essence, Soviet social studies simply do not
acknowledge the existence of contradictory sources of information.

Yet recently there has been widesprdad discussion of the need for
history teachers to stimulate pupils' reasoning and to promote the study
of "historical processes." The reforms in history teaching of 1965,
which were claimed to have been completely implemented by 1973, called
for an _improvement in pupils' "analysis, generalization, comparison of
history facts, proorof conclusions and evaluations, (and] definition of
historical concepts." Texts must devote enough time "to the development
of pupils' historical reasoning and independent intellectual skills."
Brezhnev himself, at the 25th Patty Congress in 1976, stated:



Ainder present conditions, at' a time when the voldme .

of information a person needs is growing sharply
and rapidly, it is no longer possible to count pri-

, solarili on the assimilation of a.certain body of
facts. It is important to instill people with the
ability to augment their knowledge on their own and
find theii way in the headrong flow of scientific
and political information.12

-Sovtet-educi-tors------.fori-that_a_f blem-oriented approach" to the
study of social studiespis becoming widespread. They c a m new
texts have been designed to make the teaching process more active and
that methods are being promoted.to develop-stuitente-4411ity tpgain
knowledge independently because of the colossal growth of information.
Because youth obtain a "reserve" (4 information about political and
social life frOm the press, television, radio, and films, "Saviet peda-
,gogical science" believes it is important to train youth in the ability
to discern from a mass of facuLthose most important, thereby developing
their cognitive abilities as well as inculcating a communist convic-..
tion.li Observers are reminded of the parallel interest in new history
teaching methods in.the United States in the l960s, which argued for
much more attention to historical, methodology and process as well as
content..

,

9

Geography.. graphy classes, the 'chief aim is to give students

in understanding o ho natural phenomena influence industry and agri-
culture and how man can manage geography for'hil own benefit, according
to Marxist-Leninist tea hings. In early >tears, young readeri take excur-

,

sions- and are introduced to background knowledge related to weuather and

the solar system.e Formal instruction begins in-grade 5 and continues
through,grade 9. In grades 5 through 7.physical geography is Studied;
in grades 8 and 9 economic geography.

Grades 5 to 7 cover a basic.survey of the planet and universe.
Then follows study of the geography of the USSR: rivers, lakes, land

forms. Next, the Soviet-people and the country's natural resources are .

covered. (Only in the USSR have natural.resources been properly devel-
oped, students are told.) The.syllabi then mdve*to the physical and
political geography of the world.' The eighth-grade program concentrates
on the economic geography of the-USSR, grade 9 on that of_foreign

countries.

.Social science. The terms social studies and social science seem
to be used interchangeably in translatiotts of Soviet literature. In

this chapter, the term social studies is used as a blanket rubric to
describe a curriculum which includes history, geography, and the social
sdience course. Social science refers specifically to the tenth-grade
capstone cotirse--the last grade of Soviet secondary schooling. The aim

,
of this course is to introduce the most mature students to theoretical
questions of communism. It serves as a summary course for instruction
in social science by helping students complete "the formation of their
scientific world view, their ideological-political preparation."14
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YouthArganizations and the Social Studies

The Soviet aim of teaching students collective responsibility and
group conformity begins in kindergarten and is developed through the
school years both in the claiiroom andin a series of young people's
organizatiOns--the Octobrists for grades 1-3, the Young Pioneers for
grades 4-8, and the Komsomol for students age 15 and over. Youth organ-
izations play an important role in providing social and political edu-

.

cation for social activism.
Membership in the Octobrists and Pioneers is virtually automatic.

These organizations might be described as mOre-serious versions of the
-Boy and Girl Scouts. The Pioneers have branches in every school and
also function after school-hours. Fostering the right spirit.is one
-of-theix-eszential purposes--both in communist ideology and doing one's.
.best in and'ouiirthe-classroom. Using exclusion from the Pioneers-as
punishment greatly simplifies 8AB-617-discipline problems, becauso a non-
pioneer misses a lot of fun--special.privilegii,-films, camps, hikei,
and visits to factories and farms..

Members of the Komsomol particifiate in A wide variety of activities:
lectures, discussion groupi, garden work, sports activities, hobbies
and crafts, summer camps, snd farm work. They also provide some super-
vision to the Pioneers. History teachers are singla out by Soviet edu-
cators as having a special role in the succeis of.a school's Komsomol- A

organization. Secondary historians'are urged to work with, support, and
offer leadership to this important arm in the building of socialism.
They can.help encourage students to read the daily press, to work cooper-
atively, and to engage in micially useful tasks.15

Directives and Decrees for Teaching Social Studies

.The basic structure of history teaching in Soviet schools conforms
to a decree issued by the USSR Central Committee of the Communist party
-on May 16, 1934, entitled "On the Teaching of,Civil History in the
Schools of the USSR." New goals and methods/for history courses were
formulated by the Central Committee in October 1959 1.iia the.decree "On
Certain Chang'es in the.Teaching of History in the Schools." Guidelines
were stipUlated for the creation of ne4 textbooks under the Khrushchev
regime at that time. These documente and others stressed...the need to

. give' youth a scientific understanding of the development of society and
"to show them, in sequence, the role of the popular masses as the true
makers of history." The reorganization of history courses was under
taken to give more attention to the history of Asian countries as well
as increased coverage oft,"proletarian internationalism."16

In 1964, the.Soviet Union undertook sweeping curriculum changes
much like those that. U.S. schools had experienced a few-years earlier.
The Central Committee decree of May 14, 1965, "On Changes in'the Pro-
cedure for Teaching History in the Schoole," cafied for the elimination
of chronological repetition of history courses and a more-systematic
and detailed coverage, year by year,"as well as attention to historical
processes as described above.17

A series of anniversarid* in the early 1970s also Led to new direc-
tives and syllabi. Of greatest importance was the 50th anniversary of
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the Great October,Socialist Revolution, followed by the 150th anniver-

sary of tho birth of Marx and ingels and.the'centennial of the hirdr-of--

Lenin. An all-union codlerence for "Heads of History and Social Studies'
Rooms of Advanced Training Institutes for Ttschers" was held to prepare.
plans/for the schools to commemorate the 50th anpiversary-of the Soviet
Re0461ic, caebrated in 1972.18 I

To ehe communist world, educatiolal problems related to rearing his-
tory students "in the spirit of Marxist ideology apd interngtional
friendship". led to a"Series of meetings between educators of the Soviet-

!

dominated countiies. In 1965, "pedagogues" from the German Democratic
Republic (East Germeny) took the initiative,and organized an "Interne-
tional Symposium on the Teaching of History in theSchool," held in
Berlin. Slime this, similar sem4nars have teen held annually with the

;

leading.history educators from GDR, Bulgaria,.Hutigary, Poland, Romania, .

the USSR, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.19
Genetrally, two prohlems Eire posed fox discussiod: (1) generalftheo-

retical and methodological questions in the teaching of htstory in ihe

schools and (2) particular Methods. In Berlin the'group examined "Prdb-
lems in the Development of the HistoriCal Thought of Schpolchildrent"
In1969, in Budapest, the topics included "Graphics in the Teaching of
History."

Trends in: the Sociii Studies

-- In the early' 1970s, there was much emphasis on how social studies
teachers could carry out the decreep of the party. plans for electives

were discussed, but only as topics to be studied within the required
history courses.. One such elective was*"Principles of §4pviet Legisla-

tion..." In economic geography, elettives included "Economies of the
Most Important' Branthes of the USSR National Economy." Other writers

worried that the lihear treatment of histoky caused students to be
"insufficiently informed on the important .facts and phenomena of modern

times." Accordingly, plans were mounted to.introduce a special-subject,
"Sovitt SCO.ely," in the eighth grade which would-cover the basics of
Soviet government ahd the rights and responsibilities of citizens.20

Critics of history teachinecantinued to recommend better practices.
In a forthright article, "The Pupil's Interest in Htstory Isthe Index
of the Teacher's Skill," A.I. Nersesova offered a c6llection of ideas,
for improved history teaching which might well have appeared in the U:S.
journal Social Education. The most important idea was colorful narra-
tion, along with A/V aids, good cognitive student drawings, use of the
chalkboard,'and the reading of.excerpts from fiction and movies.21

throughout the 1970s, history classes, schools, and youth groups
were urged to make continuing efforts to revive memories of World War

II. Concern was growing that the current generation had noeawareness of
the fighting and bloodshed of the "Great Patriotic War" which had cost
the Soviet Union 20 million lives. Many schools conducted observances,
and students visited battlegrounds and tape recorded the reminiscences

ofsveterans.22,
The later curriculum wo rk of the 1970s reflected a new emphasis On*

independence which seemed to come into conflict with the high value

placed on conformity and "right answers." A main goal was to break away
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from rote learning andmecfianical teaching: At least,some edUcational
reformers seemed to be aware that many students were bored with the
heavy-handed ideological appxoach that marked the social studies.

Leonid Zankov, a sonior Member of the Academy of Sciences, in
his'book Conversations With Teachers supported the argument-that
students were ready for creative, analytical, and inductiveteaching.
Although he admitted the possibility that more-creative approaches in
science and other subject would lead Students to question the basic
premises of politically sensitive subjects, he hoped that a fkillful
teacher could "erpourage a questioning spirit which still leads to the
right conclusions." Evidently more-experimental approaches were
adopted in:some schools, but the continued complaints of parents and.,
educators about outmoded teaching seemed to indicate that the reforms
did not amount to much.23

The Teaching of International Relations in the USSR

Detente and the Curriculum

Changing political pressures:had resulted in a major cArerhaul of
social studies texts after the death of Stalin, with the elimination
of virtually all glorification of thg, long-time dictator., When
Khrushchev was ousted, his role.in turn was obscured, and Stalin-
regained some stature along.with mild criticism. 'Despite an official
Soviet policy of detente with the West which evolved in the 1970s, most,
observers think that improved relations with the UhitedStates and.the

, West will have only a minimal impact on the Soviet version of hiltory. 24

Changes in social studies texts are discutsed in generalities by
'Soviet educ'ators, usually in terms of "upilating," "refinements," ot
"further improvements." And, they.say, it must notobe forgotteh in all
textbook revision that "the most important thing is to teach *pupils a'
deep understanding of 'Party policy and a correct assessmtnt of histori-
cal events, from class and,Party positions." Recently it was reported
that the Ministry Of Education and the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences
had drafted a new syllabus, for the tenth-grade social Acience course
'based on the opposing sociAl and economic systems of the modern world,
in an attempt to "reveal more deeply the basic advantages of the social-
ist order over the capitalist and the irreconcilability of communist and
bourgeois.ideologies."25

Global Education Maw

Marxist-Leninist ideology forms the basis for the world.outlook or
world view that all Soviet citizens are expected to possess. In Soviet
educational literature, it is assumed that instruction in all subjects,
especially in the social studies, can and should "inculcate in the young
generation a Marxist-Leninist world view."

Studies in foreign affairs and world cultures begin as elements in
required courses in history, geography, and social science as well as in
foreign language and literature. These topics are taught with.a heavy
ideological bias. Advanced research on foreign countries and people is
carried out by various scientific research institutes of the USSR
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Academy of Science in Moscow. these instititss Aliirtrain-greduate
students.Z

The .international role of the USSR as a builder of world communism

permeates the social studies curriculum. In the Study of.geography, for
eiample, Soviet educators say that teichers Should emphasize the success-
ful economic and cultural development of the USSR for its immense inter-

national significance in the social progress of all mankindi especially
for countries in the socialist system. The international indoctrination
of schoolchildren-begins with an understanding of the common features of

all the peoples of the various republics of the Soviet Union.' Indoc-

trination in Marxist-teninist vtorldviews continues in all social studies

courses through grade 10--where, in the culminating social science expe-
rience, students are expected.to know "the historical forma of human
society; nations and national relations; the Soviet socialist sfate;

and the educatioh of tde new man." The course ends with a study of ihe

leading "role of the Soviet'Union in the international communist move-

ment and the worldwide significance of the Great October Socialisi

.Revolution."27
The fact that the use of social studies.to create a distorted view

of global affairs is repugnant to many Westefn educators is puzzling to

the Soviets--who,, understandably, believe in communist ideology and.

think that their children ought to be indoctrinated in it. (They argue,

too, that the West does the same thing.) On the other hand, global edu-

cation in the USSR is much more extensive than it is in the. United

States and,Western Europe, and history teaching in particular is more

international in character. Soviet textbooks cover much more about

"Asia, partly because so mush of the Soviet Union lies in the East. Not

only do Soviet texts give broader coverage to Near Eastern cultures

than do Western texts; the former also say far more about Islam, India,

and China. Western surveys of history seem to igpore much of the human

race; in Soviet texts to do so would seei odd.
Since the 1960s, Soviet social studies educators have devoted even

more space in textbooks to the historyltof Other countries. More time .

is being.spent on the "national liberation struggles of peoples against

colonialism, and the.establishment and consolidation of new, independent

. states in Asia and Africa.:' It is claimed that most syllabi have aban-
. doned the.practice of orienting history around Europe. And as new

research and material becomes available, it is expected that the study

of Asia, Africa, and Latin America will be expanded even further.28
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.19. Social StOies in Spain

Echication for Living Together ,

By Luis M. Villar
t

ois M. Villar Angulo received a baccalaureate degree in history
from Seville University and 'an N.A. in education from Stanford Univer-
sity. He has telght Spanish in the comprehensive high schools of
London and in the p4blic elementary and high schools of Seville. He is
presently head of the Research Division at the Institute of Sciences of
Education at the University of Seville. He is inierested in the teach-
ing of primary and secondary social studies and in research on teaching
via'closed-circuit television,j Among his publications are La Micro.-
ensenanza en la Red ICES-INCIE (Microteaching in the SCES-INCIEfnet=
work) (Seville: .1977) and La Formacion Del ProfesoradO: Nuevas Con-
tribuciones (Professional training: new contributions) (Madrid: San-
tillana, 1977).

Spain, which occupies some 327,250 square miles,'is the third-
largest country in Europe. The mainland of Spain resembles a rocky
castle. Spain also has islands (the Canaries and the Balearics) and
additional land in Africa (the soveretgn enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla).

Spain'is a multiform mosaic. Its variegated geographical pattern
is reflected in marked diffeiences of climate amescenery. Galicia,
Catalonia, the Baque country, Andalucia, old and new Castile, the
Canary Islands--all these regions vary in their colors, traditions, cus-
toms, folklore, and dialects. Castilian is the official language.1
Besides Spanish, Catalan, Galician, and the Basque are other tongues.
, In 1977 Spain had a popLation of more than 36 million people.
This population is unevenly distributed, as a result Of the varying land-
scape and economic factors. The Spaniard's per capita'income was a
little less than $3,000 in 1977, and the state expenditure in education
represented only 2.4 percent of the gross national product. Although
the government gave more funds to the Ministry of Education and Science
than to any other department, the public expenditure in education was
about $71 per inhabitant.2

There is religious freedom in Spain.3 Almost 80 percent of the
population is Catholic, altuough 27 percent do not practice Catholicism.4

Spain has been settled by people with a venerable c4tural heritage.
Three thousand years before Christ the Phoenicians founded Cadiz on the
southern coast. Greeks, Romans, and Arabs left decisive marks upon Span-
ish art'and culture. In 1492 the Catholic Monarchs unified Spain, and
foreign Austrian and Bourbon dynasties occupied the throne from the
16th century to the 20th century.

On July 18, 1936, after a three-year civil war, General Francisco
Franco managed to establish a dictatorship that lasted until his death
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in "1975. Since then, Spain has been a monarchy under the leadership
of King Juan Carlos of pourbon.

The Spaniards held their first democratic political elections in
June 15, 1977. Subsequently, the new Cortes (parliament), was put in
:charge of Writing a constitution; this was approved by the. political.-
parties and by a national'referendum in 1978.

One of the most controversial irticlis of the,1978 Constitution
deals with education. The political partiea had. different points of
view about the issue of educational freedom and about whether the Churdh,
and other private societies had the ridight to set up private schools.5
As a'result of the elections held on.M4rch 1, 1979, the Unioh de Centro
Democratico (UCD) party won a. majority of me:dims in the Parliamiht.
The UCD edhcational policy supported. 'freedom of teaching," Which means
that,private schOols were allowed to.exist and to receive money'from.the

.administration., ,

.The Educational Setting

In August 1970 the Cortes passed the General Education and EduCa-
tion Reform Financing Law, whigh is.the;basis of the current Spanish .

educational system. The structure of the, old system ("Moyano Law") had
been established in.1857.

.The minister of education and science explained to the Cortes whr
the government wanted to modify the educational system. Among the rea-

sons cited were the following: the inequality between rural add urban
education; the.lack of preschool.institutions, espeCially in rural and
working-class areas; the lack of primary school buildings; the problems
caused by the existence of two parallel educational systems, prtvate
and'public; the inadequacy of educational training for secondary school
teachers; the high percentage of "free" students (those who did not
attend regular classes in schools but took the final test); the high
percentage of failures and dropouts (only 42.5 percent of the students
who took the university entrance examination passed in 1965-1966); and
the high pupil-teacher ratio.6

Article 1 of the General Edudation Law states the following educa-
tional goals:. .

1. Integral 'and harmonious human and personal-
ity development of the individual to prepare him to
responsibly exercise his liberty inspired by a-
Christian approach to life ind 'national traditions
and culture; social development and formation of a

community spirit; all in accordance with the prin-

ciples of the national movement and laws of the land.

2. The development of work and study habits
and professional training so the individual may con-

.

tribute to the social, cultural, scientific, and
economic dpvelopment of the nation.

3. Integration of regional characteristics
which enrich Spanish culture to foster a spirit of
tolerance and international understandingS.7

The law also established that basic general edudation would be com-

pulsory and free for all Spaniards and that university education would
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be available to persons.over 25'years old who, even without having
'graduated from high.school, pass the examinations.established,.by the
rkgulationi. Figure 19a shows the structure of the new educational
system. ,

The Ministry of Education and Science.not only exercises unre-
stricted supervisory, administrative, and execdtive powers but also
carries out judicial and legislative functions. Thus, the Ministry
of Education and Science determines the nuMber and location of schools
and the amountvallocation, and eXpenditures of funds.a In the 1977-
'978 academic year, students were 'distributed among the varioui educa-
timidl levels according to the following figures:9.

Preschool education 1,008,796
Primary*education 5;579,662
Professional training 407,812
Secondary education and COU 877,516
(Note: When students leave basic general educatiOn at the age of

14, they take an eXamination. If they pass, they go to high school;
if they fail, they may go to either professional .training or adult edu-
cation. Professional training is foi low achievers; its main goal ia to
equip students with skills that might enable them to find jobs. "COD"
.stands for a university-oriented'or preparation course.)

During the 1976-1977 academic year, .only one-third of the populd--
tion between two and five years of age went to preschool centers, and
more than half of these went to private centers. 'Of the total number
of preschool education, basic general education, anddpecial and adult
education centers, 69.1 percent are run by the state,, 9.5 percent are
r1%.by the Church, 19.7 percent are run by private enterprises, .7 per-
cent are.run by local administrations, and only 1 percent are run by
other agencies. Of the children who*finish basic general education,
17 percdnt do hot go on to either high school or professional training. 10

The Social Studies: An Overview

General Aims and Objectives

Social studies aims and objectives vary depending on the educational
level. The main objective in preschool education is "the harmonic devel-
opment of the child's personality:" The specific objectives of moral
and social formation 'are:

- -To provide the child with an environment
in which he may freely develop, respecting others'
freedom and rights.

--To learn to cooperate, serve, and live
with other children.

- -To be responsible for his behavior.
--To know his country's symbols.
--To be familiar with basic traffic

regulations.12
The belief seems to be that preschool objectives should emerge from
experience. In other words, school is considered life, more than
preparation for life. a
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STRUCTURE OF THE NEW EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

?PRESCHOOL EDUCATION.
NoncOmpulsOry,
Free of charge in government schools
For children from 2 to 5
Two stages.: (1) nursery school

(2)4indergarten

BASIC GENERAL EDUCATION
Compulsory ang free of dharge
Eight liars of schooling
Two stages: (1) for children frOm 6 to 10

(2) for children from 11 to 13

ELtMENTARY SCHOOL
GRADUATE

Persons over
25 years old.

lExaminations

HIGH SCHOOL
Three years
Comprehensive

GENERAL EDUCATION
FULFILLED VOUCHER

UNIVERSITY , 1,4

ORIENTED COURSE

GRADE I
Two years at most

Complementary
teaching .

r
....1GRADE II

Two years at most

,UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

First cycle
, Three years

Basic disciplines

SCHOOLS
One.cycle
Three years

Complementary
teaching

Second cycle
Two years
Specialization

Third cycle
Research
Teaching

GRADE III
Two years at most
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The goal of the social Studies in elementary education is:"to
develop and use the student's study habits; imagination; capacity\for
observation, inductioik and dedUCtiOn; religious-morel habits-and ideas;
ability to get.along with others;.sense of beloiging.to a. local,
national, and international cOmmunity; artistic expression and appre-
ciation;.high leirel of social-civic consciousness; and .physical.sports-
manship capabilities."13 These aims are,coisidered values, rather than;
specific directives for teaching.

The prime objective of the social studies in basic general educa-
tion is to develop:understending.and comprehension of ;resent and future
world social realities and the social relationships and interactions of
.human life. The general goils for the high school curriculum are bal-
enced, emphasizing the well-rounded Rupil--the pupil who is developed
physically, morally, intellectually, spirituaiiy, and aesthetically.
The following student objectives were develolied specifically for the
social studies:

--To acquire a profound knowledge of man and society from the past
to the present.

--To develop habits that will permit ari understanding of the cul-
ture of the society in which they live..

.--To.receive trainSng in civic and social activities and responsi-
,

bilities.
.

--To understand peOple in other countries.
The general goals of university education can be applied to a cer-

tain extent to social studies. The following objectives are stated in
the General Education Law:

.--To complete the personal'development of'youth,
prepare professionals whoi the country needs, and
improve end perfect the practice of professions.

--To foster:cultural progress, develop research
at all levels, and train scientists and educators.

--To contribute to improving the' national edu- ,

cational system as,well as the:social and.economic
development of the nation.14

Course Offerings

For three-year-oid children, social education is focused on social
behavior and adaptation to the environment. There are seven goal areas
for four- and five-year-old children. The moral and social formation,
atea includes such activities as sharing things with others, working
in teams, playing traffic games, and interacting with classmates and
adults. In October 1977 the Ministry of Education issued a document
describing the goals and content of a new educational cycle called
"preparatory," intended for five- to seven-year-old children. This cycle

was designed to coordinate the planning, evaluation, and promotion of

preschool education with the two first grades of.basic general education.
Teaching content was divided into four areas: mathematics, language,
artistic and dynamic expression, and socioaffective behavior.

In the first grade, students are expected-to develop an'understand-
ing of school, family, neighborhood, and country. Social education in
the second grade is focused on the study of people, housing, great

2°"
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inventions,.and the relationships'tetween people and their natural envi-

ronment. Third-grade students learn about how people lived in the past
and how.they make their livings today--working as farmers, fishermen,
minersj etv.. Concepts of physical geography are introduced in ihe

fourth grade. Geography and history are combined at the fifth-grade .

level. The purpose of the units is to, learn not only about Spain but

4 also about universal ideas. Concepts are drawn from,ert history, lt
erature, world history, religion, and civic education via an interdis-

ciplinary approach.
Sixth-graders are taught three units: General Geography, Spanish

Geography, and Foundations of the Spanish and European Societies.. In
the seventh grade, pupils learn gebout continents and the expansion of

Western civilization from theRenaissince to Eureppan industrialization.
Units in the eighth grade ace devoted to studying Europeap civilization
and the contemporary world, other world cultures,.and Spain in the. con-
temporary world.

A, 4inisterial Order issued on June 30, 1977,,established an experi-
mental social education program. The results of this prograth were used.

A as the basis for formulating new guidelines for ihe social studies in

October 1978. These guidelines are now being implemented in, all centers

for basic.general education.15 The objectives identified for the new
social studies curriculum called for students to acquire the following
skills and attitudes:

1. Readiness to exercise the rights and duties of!a citizen on the

basis of:respect for democratic liberties and fundamental human-rights.

2. .The basic knowledge, moral criteria,,and elements of judgment
indispensable for effectively solving personal, social, economic, and
political problems.

3. Attitudes of respect, generosity, and fellowship toward itter-
personal relations.

4. ttttitudes of respecti comprehension, and acceptance toward
sociocult ral realities in Spain and the'international community.'

5. The critical judgment ffecessary foi interpreting the values

of society and defending them against manipulation..
6. An understanding of the importance of rules for living together

in the.family, school, and society.
7. Recognition of the value and importance of the institutions,

laws, and ways of life of the local, regional, national, and interna-

tional community.
8. Understanding of the moral dimensions of daily life and human

behavior.
9. Appreciation for the value of work as an avenue for personal

self-realization.
10. Understanding of the universal

and brotherhood in the contemporary wor
11. Ability to make personal value

support of democracy, human rights, and

meanings of culture, freedom,
id.'

decisions about the defense and
the country.

In the seventh grade, children are taught about democracy as well

ai about respect for and exercise of fundamental human rights, the struc-
ture of a democratic state, the Spanish constitution, the unity of Spain,

European institutions and otganisms, and individuals who have made out-

standing contributions to the development of world understanding.
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The new Bachillerato (high school) offeis a`three-yeas program to
students from 14 to 16 yeers of age. Thessocial studies curriculum

'is illustrated in Figure 19b. History, the only social studies course

Figure 19b

HIGH S,CHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES.CURRICULUM

Subject .

.;

.

Hours per Week
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

_a {

History Of Civilizations and Art
Geography .

Geography and History of Spain
Philosophy .,

Political, Social and Economic.,
Educaiion

.

4
--
__
--

,

--

,

..-

__

3

2

.

.

--
..

4

4

.2

taught during the first year, is entirely devoted to the study of world
civilizations and. art. This subject is composed of eight units coimring
a lieriod frot the Stone Age to the 20th century: Human,and economic '

geography of the present warld is the subject matter of the second-year
couise. Since physical,geography is Supposedly taught during basic
general educationg this courie emphasizes human geography in various .

parts of the world.
The geography andhistory of Spain and of Spanish-speaking peoples

are studied by all stUdents in both elemental), and secondary schools,
probably because curriculum planners believed that this kind of knowl-
edge is necessary for effective citizenship. This course, more than
the first-year course, is to.some extent interdisciplinary,because it
also involves concepts from anthropology, economics, ancrsociology.

The course in philosophy, offered during the third year, draws
concepts from philosophy and psychology. Sociology, economibs, and
political science are taught as an integrated course during the last
two years. The second year is focused on economics, while the third
year is devoted primarily to acquainting students with theenature of
Spanish government and politics.

Teaching Methods

Preschool teaching methods are action oriented in order to develop
"the spontaneity, creativity, and sense of responsibility of the child."
Pupils at this le'vel are involved in exercises that develop thinking
abilities.17

Elemei,tary-school methods attempt to foster "originality and crea-
tivity . . . as well as cooperative habits and attitudes." Thus, the
curriculum is kept tlexible, allowing individual teachers great freedom
in.adapting the program to the pupils. The General Education Law
recommends the extensive use of audiovisual aids. For social education,
it specifically suggests that students move out into the community
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aroma their schools tOatudy the ecological potential of the zone. ,

The most important teaChing methods in the new basic general.edu-
cation guidelines mot be sumMArized'airfollows: (1) personalizededu-

m cation, (2) programming-of social edudation,around an 'experience aria.,

. inmutual _interaction with an "expression" area,.(3) fidelity to the
continuous progress of science; (4) practical and effective knowl-.
edge of the environment, and (5) continuous evaluation.19,

. The law also emphasizes that teaching methods are'to be personal-
Ized at the high school level; in other words, whatever pupils-are to
learn 'must 'make sense to them and be vital4to them. Generally speaking,
the moit widely used teaehing style ii expository. Inqpiry strategies
are ptiltzed in very few cases. 2u

Instructional Materials

'The use of textbooksois fairly common in primaryLand seconitary.
education. Before the,General Education Law was,passedr.encyclopedias
containing a collection of concepts from alldisciplines were used in -

basic general education to provide a base of information that pupils-had
to memorize. Today, textbooks and other resources tend to be work
,oriented and based on the following characteristics: logical organiza-
tion of content, individualizationi selfrinstructlon; active participa-
tion,on the pupil's part, self-evaluation, and programmed instruction.

TeXtbooks are orgatitzed around units, with related materials clus-
tered around broad topicik. Private commercial publisherslprint those
books, wtich must be approved by the.Ministry of Education and Science.
Textbooks take a varlecy of forms,4 and teachers'are free to .choose from
those'that have been approved by the ministry. Children must buy their
own hooks and materials in Order tO be able to follow the individualized
instruction,'working independently°at their own rate. Howevet, despite
the emphasis on individuailty, all students in any givereclass use the
same textbookst,and materials.

In the social studies at the fifth-grade level, 30 units feature
woild communities, with emphasis on France. The units are highly Con-
densed and are written with-the thought that teachers will supplement
the basic textbook with other materials.

Moat secondary education books either do not regard inq4ry as a
,method of teaching or develop it in only a few lines. The.tOtbook is
central to-the-teaching process. Althodgh some teacheis promote indi-
vidual reports, very little enrichment is offered in the form of trips,
panel discussions, and audiovisual resources. Much emphasis is placed
on grades, which are largely determined by exams. These exams require,
for the most part, oral responses. However, some ongoing research pro-
jects have been testing the effectiveness of active learning in secon-
dary edudition--in particular, project Germania--75, carried out by the
Institute.of EducatiorialScience at the University of Valencia, which
is-focused on the develoOment of student-centered materials.21

Education for Living Together: A Case Study

Thi section contains a summary of a research project, Education
for Living Together, conducted by the National Institute of Educational
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Science in 1977.
22 The rationale for the hypothesis and variables

,was based upon the work done by J.V; Torney, A.N..0ipenheim, and A.F.
Faruen and published undkr the title Civic Education in Ten Countries.'

The aims of the experiment were, among others, the followilg:
--To determine the state of the art of civic education for Spanish .

l0-..and 13-year-old children.
--To compare,Spanish social education with social education in

oth7r. countries. '
--to explore possible inferences for schbol programs of the,results

of the study.
'The sample consisted of 2,408 fifth- and eighth-graderi from 11

randomly selected regions and towns all 64er Spain. The students came
from varied family backgrounds, and their sChools were managed by
teachets trained in different institutions. Both rural and, urban

schoola were represented. The intervention project was undertaken in
the spring of 1977 and was finished in the fall of the iame year.

The measuremedt instruments were quantitative. An effort was made
to adapt the 13 tests and,questionnaires designed by the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. The prin-
cipal of each school, teachers, and students answered the items on the
instiuments. Ihe dependent selected variables werechildren's compe-
tence in the cognitive dOmain, attitudes, and perceptions.

The results of this project arerelevant for .the future planning
of social education, because it is one of the few experimental studies
conducted in the fieldlof civics. The results can be summarized as
follows: .

1. Spanish children at the fifth- and eighth-grade levels of
basic general education have civicknowledge and social attitudes.simi-
lar to those of children of other countries.

2. Spanish children have'more knowledge abopt civic fa:Mations,
national political.processes, and international issues than they have
about institutions and socioeconomic issues.

3. Interest in social issues is less in Spain than in other coun-,
tries. However participation in social activities is higher than in'
other,countries.

4. Spanish children strongly support thel.r government.
5. Spanish students are less conscious of adulf_islues than Gqr-

man, Italian, or U.S. children.
6. Sociocentric attitudes are lesi developed in,Spain than in

other countries.,
T. Spanish children perceive social institutions in a confused

manner and are able to distinguish only some of them.
8. Spanish social studies teachers u*e more-traditional methods

than teachers in 'other countries, but they allow much student
participation.

The findings also showed that eighth-graders achieved higher scores
than fifth-graders in,the cognitive test and vocabulary, along with.
greater maturity in political socialization.

Other types of analysis measured differences between groups of

schoolchildren. Parent occupational level was correlated with chil-

dren's knowledge and vocabulary: children whose parents were university
graduates, dbctors, managers, factory executives, and teachers obtained
the highest scores.
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AnOther important finding was that students who vent to private
religious schools had the highest scores in knowledge and.vocabulary.
The second-best scores yore obiained by students in private nourpligious
centers. The lowest scops.were achieved bY children in state school's. .-

One surprisin4 coucluSion of the researchers was that students in pri-
vete schools had more literal attitudes than students in state schools.

Regional differences were related to significant differences in atti-
tudes. The most liberal attitudes were held by students from Barcelona
and the Basque country; these students,alsO evidenced stronger support"-
of democratic valueS and were more critical of ta government. Studenti
in Barcelona, MAdrid,.and the Bisque coultry also scored above the mean -

in civic knowledge.and vocabulary

. International Perspectfves .

The national government is play4ng a more active rol. in the devel-
opment of educational programs thith it once did.,-Dufing the 1970s,

- education came to be accepted as an instrument for'democratizing the'
.country. The General Education and Education Reform Finanting Law was
thought Of ae a means to reform not only education but society as Yell.

To finance implementation of the lawOhe Ministry of Education
and Science authorized the expenditure of'international funds. loaned by
the World Bank tot-setting up educational'pilot centers and buildings
'and fdr bringing foreign experts to implemet,programs and didactit
aids. However, phe,experts' short stayin the country had only a mild
impact upon our education.

The role.of the Ministry of Nucation And Science has been one of
estslishing in a general way the 5bjectives towardiwttich the schools
are to move and offerIng leadership in organizing, planning, and chang-
ing social studies programs. This, which is considered by some educe-
tins a's constituting an eicessive degree'of centralizatign and don*rol
of a-critical and sensitive curriculum area, has protected the social
studies program from presbuzes from foreign ideologies.and dbmestic,
social groups. Despite the ihnoirative asOects of the fhw, the philos-
ophy of national curriculum planning continues to be.deeply embedded in
.the tradition of the Spanish education.

The teaching ,of current events is part of the basic general edu-
cation curriculum, usually as an integrated part of each lesson-. Usu-
ally, however, this topic occupies only a small percentage of the time
allocated to social studies.

a.
The first major purpose of basic general education social studies

for eighth-graders is to promote social interest, nbt only in the
immediate world and in the Spinish past but also in current foreign
and national evens and new intellectual and scientific.developments.
International relations is an.integral component of the tourse.

In 1969 the Ministry of Education and Science suggested that it
would be convenient to develop cooperhtive relationships with interne-.
tional agencies dedicated to education, science, and cultqe--particu-
larly with UNESCO and the Latin America Education Office--as a means of
contributing to the.spirit of understanding and international coopera-
ion. the idea behind ehis effort, customary to the Spanish way of '
thinking, would be to benefit from the services of these ageAcies and
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to share elements of the Spanish culture for the enrichment of other
.peoplas,23. As a rasult of this declaration, the new Bachillerato curri-,
.culum. gives preference to Spanish-speaking countries in the social stud-
'ies.and anthropologY content.

NOTES TO dHAPTER 19 .

1. Article 3 orthe Constitution establishes Castilian as the
official language of the state.

2.
a
El desarrdllo de.la educaci6n en 1975-76 y 1976-77. Inforbi

a la 36- Reunion de la Conferencia International de la Educaci6n,'
Ginebra, Septiembre,°1977 [The development of education in 1075-1976
and 1976-1977: Proceedings-of the 36th Annual International Conference
on Education, Geneva', September 1977] (Madrid: Miniatry of Education
and Science, 1977), p. 345.

3. The state may not adopt Catholicism as the official religion,
according to Articlg 16 of the. Constitution.

4. Comentario socioI6gico. Estructura social de EtioaAa, Enero-
1978, MociolOgical-commentaryt SOcial structures of Spain,

aanuary-July 1978] (Madrid: Spanish Confederation Of Savings Banks,
1978).,
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y EducaciOn [Political parties and education] (Valladolid: Mia6n, S.A.,
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Lecturas sobre la Constituci6n Espailola [Readings about the/Constitu-
tion],*2 vols. (Madrid: UNED, 1978).

6. Rengn Flores Jaramillo, La Reforma Educativa en Espana [Edu-
cational reform in Spain] (Quito: 1971), pp. 55-57.

7. Lpy General de Educaci6n y Financiamento de laAReforma Edu-
cativa y Disposiciones CoMplementarias [General Education and Eaucation
Reform Financing Law] (Madrid: Ministry of Education and Science, 1977),
*pp. 46-46.

8. Ibid., pp. 51-52.

9. Estadfstica de la EducaciOn Preescolar, Gerieral Bgsica,
Especial y Permanente de Adultos [Statistics on pr*School, general
basic, special, and adult education] ( drid: Ministry of Education
and Science, 1978). The Ministry of rucation hasi published the follow-
ing other books containing educational statistica: Estadfstica del
Bachillerato y COU, Curso 1977-78 [Statistics olr high school and COU,
1977-1978] and Estadfstica de la Formaci5n Profesional, Curso 1977-78
[Statistics on professional training, 1977-19703.

10. La educaciOn en Espana. Evoluci6n de la dgcada 1966-1976 y
anglisis del curso 1976-77. EducaciOn preescolar, general bgsica,
especial, adultos, formaciOn profesional, baphillerato y COU. Edu-
caciOn universitaria (Estadistica del curso.l975-76) [Education in
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tics fof 1975-1976)] (Madrid: Ministry of Education and Science, 1977),
pp.,20-22.
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20. *Social. Studies in Sweden

The EvolutiOn of Civics Education

By.Birgitta Granell, Arne Lindquist, and Erik Wallin

pirgitta Granell teaches college-level social studies at the
Katedralskolan, in Uppsala. She took her M.A. degree at the Univrsity
of .Uppsala. Aree Lindquist is in charge of inservice training ftir
teacher trainers at tha University of Uppsala'and has done curriculum
developmeni work for the National.Board of Education. Erik Willin is
a professor of education at *the University of.Uppsala. He received a
Ph.D. from the University of GOteborg and is currently working with a
project on curriculum and change.

Sweden is a small country with a comparatively homogeneous popula-
tion. No immigration of consequenee occurred until recent years. Immi-
grants represent slightly more than 5 percent of the population, with
local variations; the percentage is much higher in the industrial areas.
Sweden,is likewise homogeneous in terms of religion and culture. As to
politics, the country has been characterized by great'stability.

Compulsory edUcation in Sweden, grundskolan, coveri.nine years
(from the age of seven) and is divided into three stages Ofthree years
.each. In the junior and middle schools, the pupils save form masters/
mistresses, while in the upper school, classes are taught by specialists
in two or three subjects.

. .

The secondary school, gymnasieskolan, covers two or three years
(in one case four). It is voluntary, but more than 80 percent of the
pupils go on to theoretical studies (three years) or vocatiOnai training
(two years). Civics is studied by'all pupils.

The educational system is national. The same goals, the same.,syl-,
labi, the same curricula apply throughout the country. NeverthelesS,
the.goals_are expressed in such a way as to allow for local variations.
Current effotts at reform aim at further decentralization.

Civics Education Today

Civics as a subject is comparatively new in Sweden, having developed
from those social studies previously taught as part of history. It
gained independent status in both the compulsory and the secondary
schools in connection with the far-reaching educational reforms of the
1960s. Although the subject formerly had a history/political science
focus--knowledge of Sweden's constitution was emphasized--its nature
has changed: its primary goal today is to give students a total view
of modern society, national and internatiohal. Thus, economics, soci-.
ology, and cultural geography also play important parts.
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Civics is integrated into other subjects in the'lower and inter-

mediate grades of the compulsory school. In the lbwer grades it is

taught as part of local history, where the community is studied in terse

of geography and politics. At this point the schocas work in close

cooperation with local police departmenti, who.assign Special officers'

to participate in teaching, and studenti visiesuch places as banks and

.fire stations.
In the intermediate grades civics is included in the combined

"orientation subjects," an area that includes_subjecti related to the
.natural and social scienCes. The collvtive theme'of these subjects is

"How people live'and work together." Much attention is devoted to dis-

cussions Of current events in the mass media. Students are exhorted to

take newspaper clippings to school, and these provide a basis for dis-

cussion.
In the upper school civics is taught as an independent subject.

The following content areas are treated: school and studies; working life,

careers and training, trade unions; sex roles; personal economics; commtinity
organizations and problems; political life in the Swedish society; psi,-

lic finance; economic development; legal systems and problems; social

problems (traffic, the environment, use of:alcohol and drugs); political,

social, and economic problems in other countries; international problems

and cooperation.
These basic topics are stated in the syllabus, and are compulsory.

Nevertheless, the syllab'us makes no mention of timing, which is planned

in class with the collaboration of teacher and pupils. Many study areas

require close cbordination with other subjects. The historical aspect

of civics is introduced in collaboration with history teaching. Reli-

gioui knowledge, geography, and biology shed further light on certain

aspects of society.
Practical vocational guidance also plays an important part. During

their years in the upper school, pupils are enabled to make at least

three different study,visits to places of work, and to work in a job for

a continuous period of 14 days in the ninth 'grade. The purpose of this

vocational guidance is to asdist pupils in making choices for further

study and careers. These visits are discussed afterward in many classes.

In the case of civics, they provide the basis for discussions of prob-

lems related to the industrial environment, industrial democracy, trade

unions, and sex roles.
In the secondary school, civics education is focussed on the follow-

ing themes and content areas: population, settlement, atld industry with

different natural conditions and under different economicl political,

and social circumstances; public finances and economic pol4y; social
planning; the constitution, political life, political ideotogies; opin-

ion making; international politics and economics; current social prob-

lems. This last content area is designed to provide students with

opportunities to use and summarize knowledge acquired during their pre-

vious studies of civics. The syllabus gives examples of problems which

may be treated under this heading: industrial policy, the latest

natiOnal budget, etc. Yet the pupils have a wide choice of subjects

and often work in groups. In the gymnasiet too there is cooperation
between many different subjects which incorporate elements of civics
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and anthropology; for example, psychology, philosophyi religion,-eco-
nomics, and other social sciences.

The.Purpose of Civics

Primary education. Instruction in vivics at thia level is intended
to provide students with a basic knowledge of modern society, both
national and international, and to inform thenkabout various careers
and educational opportuniiies. Students are taught the fundamental
tenets of a.depocratic society and stimulated to bedome actively
involved in social life and the solving of aocial problems; Students
are also helped to devplop skills which will enable them to acquire

.

knowledge independently.

SecondarY education. As a result of education in. civics, second-
ary pupils are expOcted to (1) acquire knowledge about populatiofi,
settlement, industry,.economy, and social and political conditions in
modern times; (2) gain..an understanding of the function and variability
of society; and (3) master'the knowledge and skilla requited to ana1yze.
and discuss social problems. A nunber of overriding aims a0-values
underlie these specific goals. .The first paragraph of the Education.
Act reads: "The education of children and youig people carried On.at
the instigation of society is intended to provide students with knowl-
edge and practical skills Amd, in cooperation with the home, to.promote
their development into'harmonious human beings and capable, 'responsible mem- ,
bars .of society." All the subjects taught are expected to contribute to
this development, but civics inevitably bears a special responsibility.
It must contribute to both the-furtherance of the individual's Own
development and the progress of society.

The School's Role in Socialization

Students mUst be helped to understand their positions in their
families, their schools, their local communities, their country, and
the world. The school continues the process of sOcialization, which
begins in the home. Political socialization may be said to begin in
the compulsory school, where the pupil becomes familiar' with political,
social, and economic problems and also aciluires.concepts related to
space, demography, and the environment on which to base further study.

The immediate need for the pupil is to acquire knowledge and skills
in order to cope on a:practical level with modern society; i.e., the
knowledge and skills mhich make social intercourse possible, facilitate
contact with the environment, and are of use in work and at leisure.
The pupil must not only study society but also be equipped with skills
for living in a democratic community and exercising various functions;
e.g., in associations. Students must acquire the means of understand-
ing, accepting, and/or criticizing the society and should practide the
art of cooperating and solving probleum which they encounter in school,
among friends, and in the local community. Young people must prepare
themselves for the society of tomorrow and be given opportunities to
collaborate in its construction. Political socializstion also deals
with the individual's maturity as a social being, which involves the

r)
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abilities to eccept reasons, respect the opinions of others. and. abide

by democratic decisions.
. In order to promote the-growth-of a democritiC society, Citizens

must actively Participate, knowing why and how they can influence its

deyelopment. The higher the degree of civic edUcation in a country,
the more the inhabitantd can cooperate in political and economic deci-

sions. Consequently, civic education plays.a vital role in.maintaining'
and strengthening a democracy.,

What ii'a democratic.citizen in the eyeis of society? Any society
needs people who can work together, who can solve problems, and who
can take a braid view, even in the global context. Active individuals
who can work in groupeIthci are willing io commit their energies to the
development of society via political parties, popular movements, and
trade unions--are the foundation of-a democratic society. A society

also-needs individuals who have the- inclination and the capacity to par-
ticipate in a responsible fashion in the improvement of life in the
local, national, And international communities and who continue to
acquire the necessary knowledge and skills even after they have left

school.

Civics in Tomorrow's School

Education which makes'pupils aware of existing social'problems but
allows them to be merely passive observers is not in accord with the

aims expressed in the syllabus. The danger is that studehts may get the
impression that the problems and structures of society are matters for

which "experts and politicians," not.individual citizens, ire respon-

sible. It is important that each area of study have direct contact 4th
the society in which students live. Each pupil must have repeated oppor-

tunities to practice his or her ability to communicate with authorities,

organizations, and Persons outside the school ,community. Studehts must

be given opportunitiei to learn and apply practical civics. They must

practice acquiring bases for independent judgmentmaking up their own
minds.on current problems, questioning decisions made by those in author-

ity, presenting their own suggestions, and accepting the consequences of

their decisions. Education must be designed so that pupils are stimu-
lated to play an active part in the various social organizations. They

twat be enabled to discover that they themselves bear the responsibility

for the development of their society.
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21. Social Studies in ranzanla

Education for Self-Reliance

By David Court

David Court is a visiting senior research fellow at the Institute
for Development Studies at the University of Nairobi and the East Afri-
can representative of the Rockefeller FaUndatiOn. He is coeditor and
coauthor of Education, Society, and Development: New Perspectives From
Kenya and the author of a variety of articles on education and educa-
tional policy in Bast Africa. Ne was born in Britain and educated at
Cambridge, Nakerere, and Stanford ,universities.

,

The RepAlic oCTanzania is situated on the eastern-coast of Africa,
just south of the equator. It comprises the mainland area foimerly
known as Tanganyika and the islands of Zanzibar, Pemba, and Mafia;
however, the term Tanzania usually refers to only the Mainland part of

the republic. The'landscape and climate of Tanzania are,extremely
varied. The country contains Mount Kilimanjaro, the Great Lakes of the
Western Rift, Olduvai Gorge, and the famed Serengeti plains, which run
across to the southern shores of Lake Victoria.

Most of the Country is a vast arid plateau, broken in the west and

center by branches of the Rift Valley:. In both the north and south the
plateau and grassland,give way'tb forested mountain ranges, while in
'the east they fall away to a narrow, fertile coastaliAain. The country

covers 360,000 square miles7largerthan the coMbined areas of Britain,

France,- and Belgium--and contains a scattered population of 15 million

people. Rainfall and population alike are concentrated in.the periph-
eral areas--the coastal belt, the mountain areas, and around Lake
Victoria--While the central part is dry and largely uninhabited.

Tanzania is a rural country. Ninety-one percent of.the economi-
cally active population are engaged in the agricultural sector and have
varying degrees of contact with the monetary economy. Almost all stu-

dents come from rural family groups whidh grow their own food, cherish

cows and goats, and emphasize kinship and ethnic attachment in their

social organization. They live inself-constructed homes, usually with-
out electricity, and obtain their *ater from streams or public wells.

Disease and ill health contribute to a life expectancy of only. 40 to 41

years. Reaching school age is in itself-an achievement, ai about 25
percent of the children die before they are five years old. Towns are

few and far between, but have an importande beyond their size as staging
posts for the rural areas. The present capital.city, Dar es Salaam--
which means "haven of peace"--was found0 in 1962 by Sultan SeyYld Said,
one of the Arab sultans who ruled the coastal strip of East Africa at
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that time. Dar es Waal has a poptilatIo4.of 317,000t-tire are 14 .

.

otheftowns with populations greater than 15,000;1
The geographical variety of Tanzania is paralleled by the.diver-.

sity among its peoples. A number of important types of group Attach-.

ment cut across the population. There are estimated to be mote than. .

120-different ethnic groups represented among the peopletof Tanzania.
Thesis groups are distinguished".by their distinct languages and cultural

practices and by their attachments to particular geographical areas:
Religion provides another major form of group attachment in Tanzania.

At least half of tho population adheres primarily to traditional reli-

gions; the other 50 percent is divided between Christians and Wslims.
Islam, introduCed by Aralysettlers as early as the eth century, is the
largest single religion in Tanzania; Christianity came to East Africa,
'Via various European.Protestant-and Catholic missions,-in the second
half of the 19th century. In its traditions and its practices, Islam
has the appeal: and status of the indigenous national religion. How-

averi the entrenchment of Western education under the Christian mis-

sions, and their association with the colonial power, has given

Christianity a political influence,beyond its numerical strength.

By all conventional indices Tanzania is an economically under..-

developed country. ,The aveiage per-capita income is about $90, and

ianly 500,000 peOple are.engaged in regular wage-paid employment. The

majority of the population is involved in the production of,smaize,

beans, bananas, millet, or rice, w4ch are the staple food Craps.

The national economy depends on agricuZture, with cotton, coffec'sisal, -

cashew nuts, and tea the prihcipal sources-of government revenue. Indus-

tfial production is.expandihg, most notably for the'vrodessing of agri-

.cultural products and tmport substitution in such goods as cement,

textiles, and tires. The new railway fram Dar es Salaam to Zambia has

,brought previously ignored areas into communication with the rest-of the

world as well as -greater contact with Tanzania's southern neighbors.

With foreign and domestic capital in short supply, the main
resouraes of Tanzania remain its land and itsA)eople. Economic and

social policies recognize this reality. Although typical of many

African countries,in its poverty, Tanzania is renowned for its uniqde

attempt to devise a comprehensive philosophy of rural socialism as the

framework for economia planning and political organization.
The Arusha Declaration, published in 1967, is the principal docu-

-....

ment of Tanzania's socialism. It identifies the kind-of society Tan-

zania aspires to be and,projedts some means forits attainment. Two cen-

tral'elements of the declaration are its emphasis on mativation--i.e.,

a spirit of self-reliance--and its attempt to link increased farm pro-

duction with more-equitable distribution ofresources. Following from

the principles of the Arusha Declaration, major enterprises are now run

by state-controlled corporations, and the emphasis at the grass-roots

level is n the mobilization of the rural.masses to local self-help.

The progressive implementation of the Arusha Declaration and of subse-

quent documents of Tanzanian socialism depend on the massive task of

educating the people in its principles and. implications.
The political environment of Tanzania provides a favorable context

for such mobilization and for the implementation of educational policy.

The most supportive features of the environment are the absence of large
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tribes :41tO the existence ids natiohal ialguageo.a.stioXidintral party,
and.a charismatic president..

'Unlike most other African countriei, Tanzania is not plagued by
ctivisive tribalism, because none of its many dispersed tribes is large
.enough to 'aspire to pOlitical.dominance. Furthermore, Tanzania has
been spared two problems'Which are faced by.Kanya.and Uganda: Serious
land'pressures And the location of the capital city in an area which
is dominated bya single powerful tribe. The mixed nature Of Tanzania's'
colonial experiinceGerman rule being replaced by the British mandate
and then trusteeshipworked to deter large-mcale European settlement
of the type which occurred in KenYa and which impeded national
integration.

I Secondly, Tanzania has in Swahili a language whidh *cuts across
tribal vernaculars. Although it is the-first language of only a coastal
and urban minority, Swahili is universally spoken in Tankania. Its
particular advantages are its African robts and the fact that it is
not the language of in elite or colonial power, as would be the case
with English. Swahili is the officiai national.language and it being
vigorously promoted-as a vehicle of national integration.

A third-major unifying fosce in Tanzania is the.national political
party. Originally called TANU (Tanganyika African National Union), the
party emerged in the 1950s as a major nationalist movementexpiicitly

/- opposed to racial, tribal,.or religious bases of affiliation and uniting
in its support a wide cross-section of the populace. Sweeping aside in
successive elections an opposition party-sponsored by the colonial
government and an extremist splinter group, TANU led the country to
independence in December 1961. After independence, the. party developed
a strong central organization and established branches throughout the
country.

In 1965 Tanzania became a constitutional one-party state. A new
electoral system, which provided for a choice between.TANU candidates,
was applied for the first time in the 1965 election. Following a merger
between the political parties of mainland Tanzania and the island of
Zanzibar, a new single party emerged which is.known as the Chama Cha
Mapinduzi, or alq.

The Educaticrial System

Tanzania has complex formi of indigenous education in.which most
adulvmembers of the society have educative functions aimed at passing
on knowledge and skills related to subsequent life tasks. Formal school-
ing of the present type in Tanzania, as distinct from traditional edwa-
tion provided by parents and elders, dates from the establishment of
the Christian missions in the 1870s and 1880s. Tbe basic aim of early
mission schools was to impart literacy in order to promote the spread
of Christianity. The colonial governmentsGermany before 1918 and
Britain after--began to make some provision for education, out of a
need for literate clerks and craftsmen for the colonial state.- Although
the first government school opened in 1893, the bulk of education in
colonial times was at the primary level and rarely extended beyond the
rudimentary. The change in colonial administration, two world wars,



and.the intervening depression.combinsd to delayAe.istablithMent of

national educational system in Tanzania.
The colonial period left Tanzania with an education system which .

was inadequate and ill equipPed.for the needs of a 20th-centurY-A4ican
nation with strong aspirations toward economic and social change. In

1961, Tanzania had a literacy level of about 14 percent. Fifty percent

of school-ale children did1not snter tile school system, and of the other

50 percent only one in.eight received more than four yearsof education.

In 1961, the year of independence, Tanzania's four-year secondary schools

had an output of 1,603 students. A further 176 stUdents completed the
pre-university Higher. School Certificate course, and there were 203 stu-

dents at the University of East Africa. Educational faqilities were

unevenly distributed across the regions of Tanzania in relation to pat-

terns of missionary settlement and the tolonial economy.
The glaring shortage of.trained manpower in 1941 meant that the .

early years Of independence were devoted to expanding the educational
facilities and.remedying the most Ovioua defects. The racially segre-

gated structure wai ended, and a unified administrative Organization

brought all types of schools under a central Ministry of Education, with

common standards on staffing, admission Of pupils, syllabi,and funds.
\\The chief characteristic of the period between 1961 and 1966 was the

of rapid increase in the number of secondary salool places. The inherited

and continuing administrative pattern of formal education in Tanzania

consists of a seven-year primary course followed by four 'years of

secondary school, two years of upper-sedondary pre-universityprepara-
tiono\and a university with-a basic,three-year degree course.

espite important changes during the early years of-independence,
education in'Tanzania remained colonial in spirit and organization at

the time 9f the Arusha Declaration in 1967. It mas characterized by a

hierarchical structure, highly selective examinations, and an academic

ethos in which.the content of each stage was geared to the requirements

of the next rather than to the interests and needs of the terminating

majority. The 50 percent of the school-age population who never entered
the school system and the-majority of the remainder who left after seven

years of primary, school were viewed as "failures.." Their education had

done little to prepare them for improving rural life and agricultural

productivity. Job qualifications in the monetary sector,of the edbnomy

were defined in terms of educational attainment, and the reward struc-

ture was exclusively geared to years of forMal schooling.

The 'issuance of a presidential.edict entitled Education for Self-

Reliance in 1967 inaugurated.an attempt to change the nature and pur-

poses of Tanzanian education which has been going on ever since. Edu-

cation for Self-Reliance wis the result of a recognition by President

Nyerere that the inherited system of education was producing.neither the

skills nor the attitudes believed to be commensurate with Tanzania's
economic situdtion or with the kind of society the nation aspired to

become. put of this diagnosis came explicit prescriptions detailing

vocational and social tasks for the educational system which aimed at

preparing students for developmental roles in a poor agricultural coun-

try with a ssocialist philosophy.' The goals of this policy are:
--To transform Tchools into rurally oriented institutions, provid-

ing a complete and self-contained education, whose products, especially

from the primary levels, would contribute directly to rural improvement.
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--TO help schools become integrated into the communities in which
they are located.

--To transform the fundamental outlook of students from oni in
which individualistic and nationalistic values predominate to one
characterized by socialist and egalitarian concerns.

,s

The Social Studies: An Overview

One of the outstanding characteristics of Tanzanian education is
that civic education--designed to produce'students who are able and
willing to contribute to the socialist development of the country--
is a paramount goal at every level of the school system. Tanzania is
unique in Africa in the explicitness with which it has.specified desired
qualities of citizens ind in the wholeheartedness with which the coun-
try is attempting to achieve them. The inculcation of specific qgali-
ties of citizenship is considered to be one.of the central tasks of
schools. Schools are expectea to produce citizens who will subsequently
lead in the transformation of tanzanian society. The social values
which they- are expedted to acquire and then spread are succinctly
defined in Education for Self-Reliance. Schools are expected to:

. . inculcate a sense of commitment to the total
community and help the pupils to accept the values

. appropriate to our kind of future, not those appro-
priate to our colonial past . .,emphasize coop-
erative endeavor, not individual advancement;
stress concepts of equality and the responsibility
to give service . counteract the temptation to
intellectualparrogance . . . prepare people for
their responsibilities as free Workers in a free
and democratic state.2

Two distinct types of citizenship norm are implicit in the offi-
,ciallyexpected citizenship role. First, citizenship in Tanzania '\ .

require9 basic qualities demanded by any 'modern polity. For instance,
the role of.the citizen requires such capacities As a sense of personal
competence, a propensity for social trust, and identification with
national rather than regional intekests. A second theFe of official
expectation, calling for dedication to ideals of communal service and
cooperative activity, denotes the distinctly socialist strand in Tan-
zanian citizenship and incorporates all the personal qualities which
are seen as relevant to national development. The official model of
citizenship-is contained at leaat partially in mot statements of edu-
cational policy. A particularly explicit definition can be-found on
the opening page of the primary school syllabus for political education,
which lists in parallel columns.the qualities of good and had.citizens.
A translation of the "good citizen" column follows:

Civics--Standard Four
An explanation of the qualities of good and bad citizens
The pod citizen:
1. Is able to understand the politics of our country.
2. Is an obedient person.
3. Does not gamble.
4. Pays taxes regularly.
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5. 'Dote his workAinergetically.
6. Is conscientious in all his.work and especially

in Cooperative tasks.
11. 76. Is ready to share itenation-building tasks.

8. Helps kislellow citizens who. are in difficulties.

9. Is.law abiding.
. .

10. Is a peaceable perm.
11. Has aAesire to educate himself.
12.. I. bumble and not ihtellectualy arrogant.
13. Fabill.ariies himself wich good customs.

14. Enjoys working in,cooperttive.undertakings.
15. Sets an example,of dedication in seeing jobs

through to a rapid conclusieti.

16. Is careful with property.
17. Is trustworthy. 4

18. Is not lazy.
19. Is considerate for the well-being of the.village.

20. Keeps himself in good health. ,

21. ..Tries to eat.sensible foods.
22. Has respect for the land.
23. 'Obtains clean water.
24. Maintains valuable cows.in 'good condition for

bringing in profit., .

-:
Citizenship education is not the exclusive responsibility of Any

single course--either history, geography, or a composiie'known as

"social studies." Rather the central concerns of social studies-- 1 7

helping pupils develop.a clear Uhderstanding uf themselves and their '

country and awareness of their social responsibilities and potential-

ities--is expected'to be an integral part of every classroom Subject, to

be reinforced by various extracuiricular acfivities, and to permeate the

very life of he school. Indeed, one of the' most interesting character-

istics of Tanzanian education is its attempt to break down the distinc-

tion between Social, political, or citizenship education oirthe one hand

and technical or professional education oi the other. Thus, for, example,

mathematics problems are often stated in language which conveys politi-

cal messages as well as mathematical principles. Nevertheless, there

are a,number of particular activities through which speOfic themes and
principles'of citizenship education are conveyed at alV levels of the

school syStem.
Politicel education,is a designated cal;se for all students fram ,

primary school through university and underlies much adult and out-of-

school education. It has a strong ideological and normative content,
and it is intended to convey knowledge and understanding of the prin-

ciples and purposes of Tanzania's policies of socialism and self-

reliance along with the requirements of good cftizenshir. At the pri-

mary level the initial emphasis is on the political history of Tanzania,

especially the attainment of independence and the role and organization

of the national political party. This is complemented in history and

geography classes by an emphasis on "our land" in an attempt to replace

a Eurocentric perspective, which formerly permeated teaching', with one

that.emphasizes Africa and TanFania.. Current affairs is also a regular

part of political education courses at the primary.level. The theme
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of countsiactinCali f orms .of exploitation isicOntral. Nistoriczl forts.,
orslaVery,leudalism, and capitalism Ire examined and contrasted with
,the ideal of Tanzania, which is to create a type of society without

. Individual or institutional forma of exploitationt
Witt,have been oppreised a great deal, we have beep
exploited'a great d al and we have been disre-
.gaided a great'deal. It is out weilcness. that has

led to our being opprssed, extilbitagi and-dis-
regarded. We now intind to bring about creyolu- .

tion which will ensure'that we.are'Xiv,r again
the victims of these things.4 .r

, 'Political education at the secondary lsvel moves from the rela-
tively actual arta descriptive approach of the primary school to a more
.analytical apprOach. .In particular the syllabus focuses on the themi'of
underdevelopment, viewing it not is a product of hiitorical or geograph-
ical "accidents" but as a consegnence of coloniaJtiam and the kind of
international eConomic and political relätionships engendered by colon-
ialism. This perspective enables students to look sequentially at the
achievements of precolonial African societies, ,the nature ana conee-.
quences of colonialism as a worldwide phenomenon, and;the importance of
liberation movements. From this approach the.point is made that the
ta0 of development began rather than ended with the attainmett of
independence, and the practical implications Wihis for students are
drawn.

If real development is to take place the people
have to be. irivolved. Bducat2d people can give a
le4d and should do so. They tin 'show what can be
done and how. But they can only succeed in effect-
ing changes in the society if they work from a posi-
tion within the society. In order to dO this the
edu4ated people in Africa have to identify themselves
with the uneducated and do so without reservation.5

All schools in Tinzania bave farms, and work.,o6. them is a regular
part of the curriculum. The purpose of this policy is twofold. In the
first place, farmwork is intended to supply a means whereby itudents can
contribute to the poliCy of self-reliance by growing some of.their own
food, and at the same time it is hoped that the regular experience of
successful tollective work will help to instill belief in the benefita
of cooperative'activity74one of the central tenets of Tanzania's social-
ism. Second, it is hoped that this agricultural work will help students
to remember that Tanzania is an agricultural country, and that even
those who will not continue in agricultural work will gain from the expe-
rience a lasting appreciation of the problems atid virtues of peasant
agriculture. More broadly, it is a practical expression of.the desire
to bridge the gulf between "education" and "work" which is seen to have
,characterized the inherited pattern of education. The serioueness of
this attempt to integrate.respect for productive work into education is
indicated by the fact that at both primary and secondary levels a stu-.
dent's work performance and attitude account for hall' of.his overall
assessment.

Two types of extracurricular activities are particularly important
in citizenship education throughout the school system. The first of
these is defense or militia training; all students take part in weekly

au
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drilling exercises, ofteniusing wooden replicai f rifles. The object

of this training ts partly politicalto raise p litical consciousness--

and partly military, to prepare students for.po Bible future service

in the .people's militia, which.is seen as the de ender of the socialist

revolution from either outside or internal subver ion, In addition,

each school has a CCM Youth League which is a bra ch of the radical wing

of the national party.organization; its role is to publicize the prin...

ciples Of the CCM and implement them at the school level.
Although the English language is the medium of instruction in post-

primary education, Swahili is the language of civic and social education

throughout the education system. The aVailebility of Swahili as a legi-

timate nationalistic language has made possible the'popularization of

such political terms and concepts as Uhuru (freedom), Kujitegemea (self-

reliance), Ujamaa (socialism), Kujitolea (self-sacrifice), and others
which have meanings far beyond their literal translations. Various cam-

paigns tor collective activity have also used Swahili slogans and catch-

phrased as a means of popular mobilization. Among these phrases are .

Siasa ni kilimo ("Agriculture is the best kind of polltics"), Ujamaa ni

ptu ("Humanity id thectssence of socialism"), and Wongozo ni huduma

("Leadership is service"). Thus Swahili is much more than.a useful
lingua franca; it is an aspedt of Tanzania'43 national identity and a

vital tool of socialist education.

Civic Education for Adults

One of the most innovative areas of citizenship education in Tan-

zania has been adult education. Since 1970, which" was declared Adult

Education Year, the literacy and education of, adults has'received a

major emphasis. A steadily increasing proportioq of the educational

budget has been allocated to this field, and in theladmifiistrative struc-

ture of the Ministry of Education the Directorate of Adult Education has

equal status with the bodies responsible for primary and secondary ede:

cation. President Julius Nyerere has shown_a strong personal interest

in adult education. In his annual New Year message Of December 31, 1970,

he pointed out that the three main objectives...pi adult education were

"to shake ourselves out of a resignation to the kind of life TLnzanian

people have lived for centuries past, to learn how to improve uur lives,

to understand our national policies of socialism and self-reliance."6
Nyerere's definition of adult education makes clear the inportance

of stimulating people to want to learn how to live more fully in their

own society:
But what is adult education? Quite simply, it is learn-

ing about anything at all which can help us to understand

the environment we live in, and the manner in which we

can change and use this environment in order to improve

ourselves. Education is not just something which hap-

pens in classrooms. It is learning from others, and
from our own experience of past successes or failures.7

The importance of adult education, both for our country

and for every individual, cannot be overemphasized. We

are poor, and backward; and too many of us just accept

our present conditions as "the will of God," and imagine
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that we can db nothing about them. In slaty cases,

therefore, the first objective of adult education
must be to shake ourselves out of a resignation to
the kind of life Tanzanian people have lived for
centuries past. We must become aware of,the
things we, as members of the human race,'can do
for ourselves and our country.°

There have been two major outcomes of this emphasis on adult edu-
cation.9 The first was the institution of the policy of transforming
primary tchools into centers of education for both children and adfilts.
Such school facilities as blackboards, chalk, buildings, demonstration
plots, craft rooms, and playgrounds are made almilable, usually in the
afternoons, for tht use of adults. Before the children leave the school
compourid, parents begin'io arrive. The children entertain and learn
from the'parents, and the parents are attracted to the schooland
hence to learning--by the Chance to use the school facilitiei. They
find initial meaning particularly in the practical asp:cts of the
school--for example, the farm,,carpentry shop, and demonstration plot.

The second policy outcome of the emphasis upon adult education
was the inauguration of a series'of massive literacy and educational
campaigns coordinated by the Institute of Adult Education. The first

three of these were designed to augment and emphasize an important
event in Tanzania during the year of the campaign: the introduction
of the Second Five Year Development Plan, which spelled out in detail
-how_the concept of Ujamaa and the tenets of the Arusha Declaration would
be put into practice. The second campaign was asaociated with the 1970
national election, during which the government wanted to encourage par-
ticipatiOn and informed choice. The third was linked to the celebration
of the achievement of ten years of independence.

These campaigns and those that followed, all of which were based
on radio study, have had five major components: weekly radio programs,
voluntary groups of laarners, trained study group leaders, printed
materials,-and study guides. Each week a group of 10-20 learners would
gather in one place--perhaps a primary school or community center, a
political party office, or under a mango-tree. The group would first
listen to the radio program together and then read the subject matter
for the week'fram the printed materials; if group members could not read,
the material would be read to them. The group leader used the study
guide to connect the message in the radio program with that in the
printed materials. After listening and reading, the group members would
discuss how the subject matter in the program and printed materials were
related to their own lives.

The operating principle behind these campaigns is that learning
can take place cmly when there is real dialogue, not simply between the
group and the leader but also between members of the group. As well as
being pedagogically sound, thfs style of education reflects and rein-
forces Tanzania's ideology of development--which, in the words of the
TANU guidelines, is stated: "If development is to benefit the people,
the people must participate in considering, planning and implementing
the development plans."10 The study group leader is not a teacher in
the sense of being the repository of superior knowledge but is trained
only in how to conduct meetings and how to draw out contributions from
the more-reticent members of the study group.
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The campaign designed to emphasize the achievements of a decade of

independence had two malor,goals. Firat, it aimed to "create a deeper .

sense of national awariness-Tto help people feel that whoever they are,

wherever they live and whatever.they do, we are all Tanzanians."11

Second, because it triqed. the development of Tanzanta from'earliest

times to the Present and emphasized the nation's achievements since

independence, it yes intended to promote perdeption of tbe tenth enni-

versary 'of indeperence as-a time for rejoicing (hence its title-1-

the Swahili phras for ehat conceptRAkati wa'Furaha).
.

Building on the experience gained in the Wakati wa Furaha campaign,

even larger campaigns have been carried outi including one 'designed to

encourage the use of techniques for preventing the six most common dis-

eases in Tanzania. This campaign, titled Mtu ni Afya ("Good health is

essential"), involved the acttve participation of over'2 million adults.

Civics 'in %Idler Education

A second example Of an attempt to make civic education a central

task of an educational institution is provided by the University of Dar

es Salaam. The overall objective has,,been to.fashion an environment

which will help students develop,an uAderstanding of the needs and idpir-

ations of their society and a commitment to meeting them. This goal has

led to intense consideration of the philosophy of university education

and the beginning of change in a number of aspects.of the university

life, among them the teaching program and degree structure, the organi-

zation of the university, its research priorities, and its relationships

to government and to the.wider national communit.Y.

Educational_philosophy and intellectual climate. The social func

tion of higher education in Tanzania gains strength from the fact that

it is developing within,a clear educational philosophy which assigns the

university a central role In the task of serving and generating national

development:
The university in a developing society must put the

emphasis of its work on subjects of immediate moment

to the nation in which it exists, and it milst be

committed to the people of that nation and their

humanistic goals We in poor societies can
only justify expenditure on a universityof any
type--if it promotes real development of our people.

. . The role of a university in a developing'
nation is to contribute: to give ideas, manpower,
and service for the :furtherance of human equality,

human dignity and human development.12
A context in which an educAtor president has initiated a national

debate about the meaning and purposes of education in Tanzania.has been

a most voductive one for stimulating university members into lively and

self-conscious consideration of what they ought to be doing and how they

can help their university to better serve the objectives of Education

for Self-Reliance.
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The teaehiniprokram. 'One of the Aistinttive charmeteristici-Of
university education at Dar es Salaam is the assumption that if yrO-
fessional training is to be applied.on behalf of mass welfare irhas
to be part of i wider understanding of society:.

Obviously technical skills pf a very high order
are in short supply, and a'major chore of the
university must be to pro4ide them. But it would
be a "false economy" to think that this can be done
at the expense of the broad insight that alone
makes their use wholly relevant to contemporary
Tanzania.13

In the past, two factors have inhibited the creation of this broad
insight: the elitist mentality which wai a product of the hierarchical
education system and the fragmented vision of highly specialized train-
ing which derived from the intellectual organization of the inherited
model of the university.

In Particular it is the fragmentation of perspec-
tive entailed by the separate academic "disciplines",
which provides the main obstacle to the development
of an integral and coherent vision of man in history
and society.14'

The University of Dar es Salaam has attempted to'tackle both of these
inhibiting factors. It has been concerned not simply with teaching
urgently needed skills but also with making specific attempts to ensure
that those who receive such training feel morally committed to using it
to the best advantage of the nation. The means by which Lhis commitment
has been:encouraged have included exhortation, inculcation in courses,
and the requirement that those qualifying academically fox higher educa-
tion complete at least two years' work experience before proceeding to
the university. After graduation from the university, graduates Must
work for two years at reduced salaries. The intention of this policy is
to ensure that university education is seen as part of a wider pattern of

training in which the ability'to think clearly and solve problems develops
within a commitment to understanding at.first hand the conditions .cif under-
development as a prerequisite for doing something about them.

The highly specialized and diScipline-based degree structure that
was part of the inherited colonial pattern has proved difficult to
change, particularly because of the nationally heterogeneous composition
of the university staff. The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences has
taken the lead in experimenting with degree structure and course content.
Tn 1971, this department was reorganized with the objective of achieving
a problem-solving and career orientation rather than a certificate-seeking
and discipline-based one. The traditional subject divisions were
replaced by vocational "streams," and a .compulsory common course on
"development" was instituted with the object of ensuring that all students
gain some systematic exposure to the cultural, physical, and social con-
ditions of their society. This course constitues one-sixth of a student's

degree requirement.
The rationale for this reorganization was stated thus by the dean of

the faculty which pioneered it:
The basis of the university should be responsiveness
to the needs of Tanzania by providing our students
with the ability to understand Tanzania's problems and
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contribute towards their solution.c It should be
established with the expectation of preparing stu-
dents to think for themselves, addressing themselves
to local problems first and using this local expe-

.
rience to contribute to universal, knowledge.:15

The cowman course is divided into three sections CorrespOnding to the
three years of student's stay at the university. The first-year course
aims to stimulate understahding of the nature of underdevelopment in
contemporary East Africa, its historical origins, and iis international
dimensions. _The second-year course focuses on the role of science and.

technology in social change, while the ehird-year course tries to develop

tools of Marxist analysis which are then applied to a consideration of

socialist strategies for surmounting underdevelopment.,

Teacher preparation. irhe development of teaching program which

. can inspire students to a lasting concern with problems of development

in their own society is dependent on a correspondingly relevant type of

training'and approach for facu/ty members who will be responsible for

that program. There is a growing sentiment among East African academics

that professional irrelevance and cultural disorientation have too fre-

quently been the consequence of protracted overseas training. At the

.same time, there is recognition of the danger that a narrow intellec-

tual incestuousness might develop in people' who receive all their aca-

demic training at the same university. The University of Dar es Salaam

has Made some moves to counteract the.harmful consequences of extended

overseas training while at the-same time recognizing the need, particu-

larly in technical and professional fields, for ontinued acCess to

overseas facilities and expertise. The new pattern toward which the
university is.moving is one that discourages a fullfledged conventional

overseas Ph.D. program and instead encourages prospective staff members

to undertake shOrter, more-intensive overseas work in programs designed.

to provide specialized and individualized experience. This may then be

combined with more extensive work at Dar es Salaam, perhapg as part of a

home .university Ph.D. program.

Research. Accompanying the changes in the degree structure of the
University of Dar es Salaam have been ,efforts io incorporate research
materials into the curriculum wherever possible and to develop a common
course for social scientists in research methodology and appreciation.

One of the most important efforts in this direction has been the devel-

opment of the "teaching through research" programs for second-year stu-

dents. These programs, which provide opportunities for selected stu-
dents to engage in supervised and coordinated research on their own

environment, help not only to deepen students' knowledge of society

and its problems but also to substantially enlarge the body of empiri-

cal information awilable for teaching use. The broader importance of

the programs is that successive generations of students who do not go

on to graduate research or academic careers gain familiarity with basic

processes of data collection, collation, and analysis as well as with

some of the fundamental problems of society. Since the majority of

these students will be involved in planning roles of some sort, the

ability to read tables and evaluate data will be a great aid in their

day-to-day work. Moreover, it will equip them to make relevant demands
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for research on the university, thereby enlarging the univetsity's
researeh-literate ConstituenCy--en important element.in the achievement
of productive tesearCh. The implications within the university, are the
,prospects.that an understanding of underdeveloplent may best be ittainedm.-

via the creation of an integrated.social scionoe methodology,and
approach which draws On commcip elementsLfrom all the main disciplines.
rather than separate disciplinary approaches. In this regard, one can
look toward the emergence of,an M.A. program in development or r4ral
development as a possible future vehicle for this integrated approach..

A particular strength of the "teaching through research" programs
is that they are concerned with the' basic camMon essentials of a social
science approach. Social science is treated not as a narrow discipline-
based technology but ts an analytical way of approachinCproblems and
organizing data. Wheh sociil science is seen in this way--as one of a
number of possible routes to increased understanding of social reality--
it wOuld seem to be an important means by.which the university can equip
its students to play informed and active roles in*contributing to the
development of their own society.

catmattzirities. Central to the emerging view of the
social function of higher educatic 1 is the idea that the univirsity
'should help students develop a consciousness of the'problems of the
peasant masses and a commitment to helping solve these problems. Until

recently, attempts to foster such an awareness have gone little beyond
calling on students 'to engage in occasional work.on such self-help
projects as building primary schocgs or digging water furrows. How-
ever, the decision to prohibit direct entry to university from secondary
,school, and to admit only those with previous work experience, testIfies
to the seriousness of the government's intention to restructure national
education and to integrate it more fully with social and economic reali-
ties. The expectation is that students who Have had work experience
will have a basis of understanding, commitment, and knowledge which will
enable them to make use of university resources in a way that maximize&
their future contributions to society.

University organization. The East African universities have inher-
ited the British pattern of university administration and teaching
styles. The vice-chancellor is the chief executive, reporting to an
external council and served by an internal senate and a registrar. On

the teaching side, the familiar two-pronged pattern has been the mass
lecture and the small tutorial. It is clear that both patterns have
been subjected to severe strain as a result of the rapid expansion of
university enrollment, and neither is cOnducive to the egalitarian
style of social interaction which Tanzania wishes to encourage.

The University of Dar es Salaam has made some effort to combat
this problem. By means of a comprehensive system of student election
and representation, students participate in university governance more
fully at Dar es Salaam than at most other universities in the world. In

the same way, service workers on the campus participate in the running
of the institution. These kinds of representation help to diminish
administrative atthoritarianism, particularly if (as is often the case)
the students make up more than half of an administrative board. The
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fact that investigative studies made by students aie made public and

implemeatad through the university senate.and council is indicative of

the reality of student participation and of the ideal of a comMunity
where all members are enabled.to participate in decision making which

affects them.

. International Perspectives

Our review of the social goals of Tanzanian education has revealed

the salience of.national rather than internatienal'perspectives. There

are two main reasons for this emphasis. Tn the first place, the country

has chosen tO'use the concept'of nationalism as a major means of mobil-

izing the population into productive activity. For a country consisting

of a scattered population with diverse localized loyalties and less than

20 years of extitence as an independent entity, this has meant an immense

task of educating people into the meaning, responsibilities, end oppor-
tunities of nationhood. Second, because the educational machinery avail-
able for this mobilization was derived from the British model; it was

inevitable that great attention would be given to divesting education of

its colonial and foreign content and to developing a.Tanzanian style,

content,, and perspective.
However, while the early emphasis.was undOubtedly on the'nationali-

zation and'decolonization of education, increasingly,the social objec-

tives of Tanzanian education are being placed in an international

context. Students are made aware that Tanzania shares the condition Of

underdevelopment with the majotity of the peoples of the world. Attempts

are made to 'reinforce desirable attitudes and values by drawing attention

to the nation't common cause with other countries striving to break out

of this situation, particularly with those who are utilizing socialist'

means of doing so. The struggle against colonialism sand underdevelop-

ment thus provides an international ,framework for viewing the wider

world. The liberation of the African continent frominstitutionalized
racism--of.which apartheid in South Afrida is the most notable example--

further provides a continuing ideal and theme of study.
Tanzania's goal of producing dedicated, competent, and inforp4d

citizens is not the province of a single subject labeled "social studies"

but rather part of an emphasis that permeates every educational activity.

Nothing less than the involvement of education in the transformation of

social relations is the paramount purpose of Tanzanian education, and'

it provides a unique eXperiment in applied social studies.
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22. Social Studies in the Uni4.ed States

Confusion, Restructuring, and a Slow Reconstitution

By Richard E. GrOss'

Richard S. Gross is a professor of education, specializing, in
social studies,at, Stanford University. He took his'doctdrate at Stan-
ford and hip other degrees at the University of Wisconsin. Gross has
had extensive experience as a secondary-level teacher and as a consul-
tant in elementary and secondary education. He has been a guest pro-,
fessor at the University of Wales, Swansea; at the University of
Frankfurt, West Germany; and at Monash' University, Melbourne, Australia.
He has-lectured on sodial studies education in many nations an4' Is a '

past president of the National Council for the Social Studies. Gtoss

was a founder of and editor for both the Florida and California state
social studies councils. Among his more than 1Q0 publications in the
field, he is aDthor, coauthor and/or editor of Teaching the Social
Studies, Social Studies for Our Times, Educatihg Citizens for Democracy:
Teaching Social Studies Skills, How to Handle COhtroversial Issues,
Problem-Salving and the Social Studies: The Heritaglrof-American Edu-
cation, and British Secondary Education. ,Gross has also served
director and author for textbook series'published by Field Educational
Publications and Addison-Wesley.

4 *

The schools and their programs in the United States reflat the
diversity of a 50-state nation of 220 million people, the great bulk.of
whom are descendants of immigrants from other countries and regions of
the world. Educational diversity is further enhanced by,the great size
and distances within the United States, as well as by the tradition of
community finance and control which has prevailed since the beginning
of public education in this country.. Although control of education is
largely vested in state governments, until recent years the states have
left most educational matters in local hands. During the last quarter
century, however, considerable centralization has begun to take effect

at ehe state level, largely as a result of attempts to equalize condi-
tions between school districts in states where there is great disparity
in therabilities of local districts to support efficacious school
programs.

Yet foreign visitors to the United States frequently cite the sur-
prising coMmonalities they find in school offerings and organizational .

patterns in this country, as well as in the approaches used by instruc-
tors. These'similarities might be due to the efficiency of commercial
and professional communication or to the fact that almost 50 percent of
U.S. youth are now being prepared for college and university entrance.
The shared values of a host of citizens of all classes and the similar-
ities of fairly standardized textbooks provided by a few dominant pub-
lishing houses are further elements in promoting commonality.
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Additionally, thi nation has purposely used its schools to:piomote civic
ends; most often, such efforts are focused on social studies programa.
Given the last situation, it is interesting that.more variations are
apparent in the sociocivic curriculum than in any other subject matter-
field in the.schools of the United States. .', ..

,

The locial Studies

The concept of a Social studies curriculum which,features broad-field
.and interdisciplinary topics, units, and lessons.drarn from history, and,
the social sciences, ai well as,from the contemPorary scene, emerged in
this country some 65,,years ago. Because this Organizational approach is
more-recent than the_structures of content in.most other schbol subject
areas, one might expect to find more variation4 in the social studies
than, for example, in mathematics or language programs. However, When one
examines- the actual situation in many sChools, the term social studies
is used to designate a multisubject area or department; many individual
couries-and classes are not true social stud* offerings in the-best
theoretical sense. The observer finds, rather, fairly'disparate and
relatively "pure".history, gewaphy, government, and other social science
courses being offered under the now-accepted category "social studies."
Indeed, theorists, teachers, and lay persons.have:never been able to
agree on just What the 'social studies are.1 Altheugh this situation has
been irC,effect for a long time, it has beeh exacerbated in recent years
by the "new social studies" movement that began in the late 1950s and
has continued into the preseht. This period spawneemore than 60 new
projects and.programs in the social studies field, for the most.part
developed by social scientists who had minimal contact with the schools
or

p
with children. The bulk of these projects were discipline centered;

in some, educators and psychologists were purposely excluded from plan-

ning teams. Although it would be unfair to:blathe these innovative pro-

.
grams for the failure to achieve greater agreement about the concept and

content of the social studies, since thousands of teachers over the
years had been educated in the academic, separate-subject tradition,
there,is littke doubt that these highly publicized projects contributed
to a confusing "cafeteria" of curriculum'options.2

The."new social studies" offerings Were developed with the support
of substantial federal_fund-s, made available fOr the first time for cur-

. riculum development. The movement did tend to emphasize the imiSortance
of skill development and inquiry competencies- rather than the methoriza-

tion and regurgitation'of facti which had- dominated cfassrooms an& learn-

ing forlso many years. The emphasis on prpcess rather than on content
knowledge was welpoied by many leaders and'some teachers in the'field;
but, again, tradition was not to be denied..

Recent surveys have made it clear tha the great bulk of these

prbjeets fell upon infertile ground. The developers frequently failed
to Consider the realities of school situations and the attitudes of typi-

cal teachers, nor were adequate funds provided for implementation and
dissemination activities that would 2nsure the spread of the new programs
through resourceful approaches in inservice education. The great major-
ity of these projeCts were never accepted by teachers, and relatively few
are now in evidence in social studies classrooms.3 During the present
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era of emphasis on getting "back to the basics," pit4cularly in ele-
mentary schoolso.only a fiW hours a week-ire being devoted to the social
studies. The statewide and distrietwide proficiency and achievement--
tests now employed in more than half of the 50 states usually do not
assess sociociVic learnings--i fact that reflects,the diminished impor-

. tance of the social studies in the'minds of many persons.
The present,situation may be,,id part, g reaction to ihe "now",

era--the itudent-oriented and,crisis-oriented prograws and-instructional
emphases that emerged during the "revolutionary" 1960s. Although..-the pro-

liferation of minicourses, eleqtiyes, and individualized curricula that
emerged during the 1960s encouraged some-Healthy innovation and varia-
tions from entrenched offerings, it also contributed to a bieakdown of
organized scope and sequence--to a "balkanization" of thp field.of
social studies. In this period of near-anarchy in curriculum, why
almost anything and evexythingyas acceptable as "social.studies" apd,
'all offerings tended to be assessed as.being of equal value, few skIlls
and concepts were recognized as key or essential learnings that all
pupils ought to experience as part of their social education.

That disastrous era is largely gone, but the picture is hazy at
best. Reconstitutron and restructuring moVe slowly, and often in dif-

ferent directions. Differences of.opinion about the social studies
contipue to characterize the profession... Teachers who claim to be
doing one thing (for example, inquiry) may in reality be doing Pomething
very different.(encouraging students to "inquire" byanswering questions
'at the end of a textbook chapter).. There is a National Council fot,tbe
Social Studies, but its impact is not significant; many.potential members
belong, instead, to one of,the smaller, separate organizations for
teachers of geography, history, and economics.

School Programs in the United States

Most children in the United States go to public schools. The organ-
ization of schools in the private sector is Very similar ,to that of the
,public schools; Figure 22a illustrates the basic pattern of schooling
followed by the great majority of pupils. 'Although an' increasing number
of parents are enrolling children in private and public preschools that
give some initial training to young children before they begin their
regular educational program, formal schooling for' most children begins
in the kindergarten at 'age five. Most children spend thir first seven
or nine years at a neighborhood elementary school, some imes referred
)to as "grammar school." Such a school may be divided i to primary

and middle-grade segments. Children who move through a K-6 elementary
school normally proceed to a three-year junior high school for grades
7, 8, and 9. Approximately half of all U.S. students,follow this pat-
tern, which tends to be mire common in urban areas. recent years

there has been a tendency to reconstitute and rename tike junior high

school as a "middle school," with most pupils enrolled for three years
starting at the sixth-grade level.

After junior high school, mp.ny students pass intO senior high
school for a three-year period at approximately age 15. The more-tradi-
tional pattern, however, is that of a K-8 elementary.school and a
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four-year high school. The K-8 elementary.school has been retained to
a greater extent in rural areas andsmaller towns, accompanied by a four-
year high school. The above-mentioned middle-school development is
bringing abOut an increase in the four-year high school pattern. This
development reflects in part theoretical views about the earlier matur-
ing of pupils: it is also the result .of decreasing numbers of
elementary-age children and the need to readjust the use of space
between elementary and secondary schools.

. The public high school pattern still tends to offer a general aca-
demic curriculum, with relatively few schools specializing in commercial
or technical programs. One criticism of contemporary secondary educa-
tion is that high schools fail to offei truly comprehensive programs,,
with adequate offerings and varied tracks for students with different ,

abili.ties and vocational interests. The result is a serious drop-out
problem, since many cAidents do not find that the emphasis of the typi-
cal high school on college and university preparation answers their
needs.

More than 90 percent of U.S. youth enter high school, and iore than
40 percent go on to some kind of higher education. How these figures
might change as a result of relaxed state attendance requirements
remains an open question. ..Depending on individual state law, students
must stayin school up to age 16, 17, br 18. ,Certainly if these young
adults are to be required to stay in secondary school (a number of
school systems allow part-time attendance coupled with work experience),
high schools will have to provide a rich variety of offerings. Most
U.S. high schools are quite large in comparison with those in other
nations, and it is feasible to offer a variety of programs if the com-

\-munity will finance a broad scope of offerings.
The higher-education system in the bnited States includes two-

year junior or community colleges, which in some states enroll a con-
siderable nutber of 19- and 20-year-olds as well as older part-time
students and adults following new vocational or creative and leisure-
time interests. These two-year colleges are usually free or charge
very low fees. Graduation from high school is usually the only require-
ment for admission. Most diplomates of two-year colleges end their
formal education at this point, but in some states considerable numbers
transfer to colleges and universities in order to complete four-year
bachelor's degree programs. Low-eost four-year state and municipal
institutions are also available in most states to students who want
four-year college degrees. Many of these public institutions, now multi-
purpose, grew out of former "normal schools" (teachers' coljages) or
agricultural and technical schools. There are also many pri-ote liberal-
arts colleges, most of which are or originally were sponsored by reli-
gious groups. The majority of both the private and public four-year
universities award master's and doctoral degrees in addition to a four-
year baccalaureate.

The Typical Social Studies_Program

Figure 22b shows the sequence of the social studies program offered
to most students who progress through elementary and secondary school.
It must be emphasized, however, that in many communities or states there
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are variations on this pattern. Therefore, as a result of grade-level
placement and pupil mobility (one out of four U.S. families changes its
residence each year)., it would be theoretically possible for a student
to complete 12 grades of chool.without experiencing a singlecourse in.
U.S.'history--or, on the other hand, to be exposed to such an offeeing
fiom.four to seven times. It should also be noted that few elementary-
level pupils have social studies every day, and that the amount of time
devoted on a vIven day may vary from as little as 20 minutes to as much.
as an hour.

Junior- and senior-high pupils usualli have an hour of social
studies each day, but!many. schools do not require that social studies
be.taken every year. Typically, a four- ear senior high school requaes
only two and a half years of social stuçIies. The courses most fre-
quently reoited are U.S..history and vernment. Social studies elec-
tives must complete for enrollment wit oferings in Other sublect-d
matter fields.

. Instructional etho olo

An integral aspeet Of the inte disciplinary, problem-centered
theory of the sopial studies is related to process and techniques. It

is not possible/to meet the skill-frriented objectives of this curricu-

lum by using merely a read/recite or teacher-lecture method of instruc-
tion. While some social studies eachers still emphasize such
approaches, most have begun to ncorporate class discussion, siall-

gtoup work, independent study, communify projects, and other active-

learning techniques into the* methodological designs. Some observers

have pointed out that many teachers stjal_hes-itate to apply appropriate
. didactic approaches for bui/lding the 4nds of pupil competence that
should stem from social e46cation, andithat the field as a whole would

prOfit by maki4g wider usi of effective long-term planning as well as
such strategies as problem-centered un ts, research projects, role play-
ing, and student-led panels. These cr tics believe that the social
studies will never achieve their maximum impact on U.S. youth until
truly important, lively, and controversial topics are joined to a meth-
odology relying on direct pupil involveMent in problem resolution. Such

approaches emphasize the development and acquisition of the key knowl-
edges, skills, and attitudes that characterize a free; inquiring; and

compassionate individual--one who understands his or her personal rights

and responsibilities as a citizen of the community, state, nation, and
world!

Case Studies

Two of the many curriculum projects developed in the United States
during the 1960s are described in this subsection. One example at the

secondary-school level.is the discipline-oriented High School Geography
Project (HSGP). Man: A Course of Study (MACOS) is an interdisciplin-
ary unit designed for students in the middle grades of elementary school.
Both are representative of thevprojects developed during what came to be

known as the "new social studies" movement.

o
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Figure 22b
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Note: In many social studies classes from the middle grades on, considerable tilme is allocated to the
study of current affairs. It is estimated that from 20 to 25 percent of most high school social studies
rograms is devoted to current events.Ac\
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High School Geography Prolect. Now known as Geography in An Urban
Age and published by the 'Macmillan Company, this one-year program was
developed in the early 1960s under the auspices of the Association of
American Geographers with the support of the National Science Foundation.
It has normally been offered in the ninth or tenth grade. The emphasis
of the program is on inquiry and actiVe learning; the central focus is
on geographic settlement. While a good deal of physical geography is
included, the major orientation of HSGP is toward applying a geograph-
er's skills and insights to human geography.

The program consists of six units. Unit 1, Geography of Cities,
contains activities related to the development and decline of urban
centers. Basic skills in using geographers' tools (maps, charts, photo-

- graphs, models, etc.) are introduced. Students work in small groups
most of the time. The basic activities are focused on city location and
growth, a detailed study of iacial housing patterns in New Orleans, the
complete aevelopment of a modern city, local surveys, and the develop-
ment of a megalopolis.

In Unit 2, Manufacturing and Agriculture, students decide where to
locate an industrial company in the United States through a role-playing
activity. An interesting game, "Farming," deals with problems of agri-
culture on marginal lands. Interviews with farmers from different coun-
tries provide a comparative study of agriculture and world food problems.

Unit 3, Cultural Geograpthy, includes a variety of topics, ranging
from attitudes toward cattle in different countries to sports around the
world. Unit 4, Political Geography, contains studies of legislative
problems related to geography in a hypothetical state, redistricting in
an attempt to ensure equal voting representation, a boundary dispute,
and the metropolitan governmental problems in London.

Unit 5, Habitat and Resources, deals with the interaction of people
with their environment by comparing the different means of modifying the°
environment used in Egypt and California. A study of water requirements
in highly'industrialized.societies includes an analysis of pollution and
waste disposal difficulties. Unit 6, Japan, is the single regional unit
in the course. It uses a variety of media--filmstrips, tables, charts,
and overhead transparencies--to help students understand issues related
to modernization, bath historical and current.4

Man: A Course of Study. Commonly known as MACOS, this is the
best-known part of an unfinished curriculum that evolved in the 1960s
at the Educational Development Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Ori-
ginally funded by the National Science Foundation and now disseminated
by Curriculum Development Associates of Washington, D.C., this year-long
elementary program draws from archeology, anthropology, psychology,
sociology, history, and biologl.cal science. Its major theme is "What
Makes Humans Human?" MACOS is unusual because it is basad on ethno-
graphy, film studies, and field research--strategies normally considered
the province of college students. Students and teachers explore together
the roots of mankind's social behavior through studying selected animal
groups and examining a remote human society very different from the
modern United States. Social-science skills and concepts are emphasized,
and students simulate the methods of behavioral scientists in observing,
collecting data, hypothesizing, and problem solving.
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The first unit of MACOS is devoted to the life cycle of the salmon.
The survival of the young salmon is compared with the parental care pro-
vided by human beings. The second unit is focused on the behavior pat-
terns of herring gulls. Again, the treatment of the offspring is
compared with the dependency of children in a human family. The third
unit uses baboons as a basis of.comparison with human social behavior.
Questions about dominance, aggression, and territoriality are explored
as the child comes to better understand human rearing practices and
social behavior. The fourth and culminating unit explores the concept
of culture through a study of the Netsilik Eskimos, a pure example of a
surviving traditional culture. Again, a base is provided through a
study of a variety of activities ranging from subsistence endeavors to
the development of beliefs and values that mark the cooperativeness and
cohesiveness of a culture.5

MACOS uses a multimedia approach; films and filmstrips are used
as a primary data source, and 23.student booklets replace the conven-
tional textbook. Also provided are maps, posters,poems, songs, games,
creative construction activities, and actual social science field notes
and journals. Much of the work is accomplished in small groups.

MACOS was probably the most expensive to develop and the most
highly publicized of the "new social studies" projects in addition to
being, probably, the most disparate, .departing dramatically from usual
offerings at elementary grade levels. .It was, therefore, ultimately
to draw the greatest criticism.

Although both the HSGP and MACOS were well conceived, thoroughly
tested, and fairly well disseminated through special training programs
for teachers and commercial publication, neitheras was the case with
most of the other 1960s projects--achieved the influence that had been
hoped for. The HSGP was probably too difficult for many teachers to
handle, as well as for students to learn. Its disparate parts did not
cover certain conventional elements or areas of geography instruction.
The "hands on" aspects of the program made it difficult for teachers to
control materials--losses and breakage were common. There was no text-
book or workbook. Like some other projects, HSGP included some excel-
lent process-oriented human geography, but the developers did not ade-
quately assess'the situation in the schools nor the inclinations and
weaknesses of the teachers whom they expected to carry forth the
renaissance" of geography in the high schools. Similar errors char-

acterized the other discipline-centered programs of the 1960s, which
to a large extent never "took" in the schools. One developer, antici-
pating some of the potential obstacles to the success of the "new social
studies," had urged the creation of "teacher-proof" materials. However,
even in an age of electronic media and programmed instructional pack-
ages, learning still depends primarily on the outlook and competence of
the classroom teacher.

MACOS, the most richly funded of the federally sponsored projects,
wisely required teachers to attend training workshops before using the
new program. Nevertheless, it also failed to gain a large audience,
although initially it was well received. MACOS suffered from some of
the same liabilities that plagued the other projects; for example, it
required excellent teachers in order to accomplish its admirable aims.
Beyond that, its ultimate "failure" was due primarily to its unconven-
tional subject matter. Many parents and lay persons knew that children
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at the fifth-grade level normally studied American history. Now, they

could not accept such a melange of strange subjects and topics, nor .

strategies often viewed as beingbeyond the ability of 10- and 11-year-

olds. Many patriotic and civic groups objetted to such a radical depar-

ture from the traditional subject matter. Certainly one of the great
mistakes made.by the MACOS developers was their decision not to present
it at the sixth- or seventh-grade levell where children normally study ,

world regions and cultures. MACOS encountered both political and.ideo-

, logical opposition. When fundamental religionists on the one side and,
eventually, members of Congress on the other began to attack what they
saw as morally dangerous and "un-American" elementi in the'program's.
content, materials, and approaches, the failure of NACOS wad certain.6

The "new social studies" projects, as a group, promised to bring

forth a new era of social education.- Unfortunately, most misfired for
a variety of reasons besides those mentioned previously: inappropriate-

reading leVel, teacher resistance, state laws which did not allow expen-

ditures for anything but conventional textbooks,7 eVen the reluctance
of publishers' sales representatives to take bulky and complicated,
samples into schools in order to demonstrate the new materials.8

(d

Contemporary Affairs nd International Educatioh

Several studies have shown that most high school social studies
teachers who teach about contemporary affairs devote approximately one

day per week to the discussion of such topics in their classes.- Some

instructors deal infrequently with current events. The time devoted to

current affairs also depends on the specific course; for example, a his-.

tory teacher may 410cate much less time to such issues than a teacher

in a government class. Nonetheless, probably too many-teachers disre-
gard the importance of relating parallel current developments to the

content of their classes. Not all states and districts provide funds

for the purchase of newspapers and topical materials,.and individual
teachers 'may be reluctant or even forbidden to ask pupils to subscribe

to one of the excellent weekly current-events newspapers or magazines

prepared commercially for distribution to students. Radio and televi-

sion are not used as much as might be expected. Although there does

seem to be some increase in the use of local daily newspapers by both
elemenfary and secondary teachers, it is evident that many children are

not receiving adequate exposure to this important aspect of sociocivic

education.
Since World War II and the Korean and Vietnam conflicts, as the

result of a growing recognition of the global interdependence of people,

nations, 'resources, and products, Americans have become more conscious

of the importance of an international outlook. The electronic and com-

munication revolutions, which bring faraway events into everyone's DAT-
,

ing room, have further contributed to a global orientation. One would

expect, therefore, that more attention would belved in the classroom

to current events and that offerings and enrollmentcs,in such elective

courses as World Regions, World Geography, and WorrdiCulturet would be

on the increase. However, these developments have not occurred to any

great extent. 9
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Undoubtedly mor. teachers are paying attention to the interns-
.

tional aspects of their courses than was true in the past. Nonethe-
less, ,in spAtelof the vigorous attempts of several organizations to
promote global. perspectivewin the curriculum, special projects devoted
to international eduCation,.and global-education conferences and insti-

tutes, the overall social studies prligram in the United States remains

highly nationalistic. The predominance in the curriculum of U.S. his-
tory, civics, and government classes--which often duplicate each other
at different grade levels--results in overexposing many students to
a narrow perspective. Such important areas of the world as Latin
America, Aftica, Oceania, and Asia are sadly underemphasized in the
high school social studies classes. Probably the most globally ori-.
ented courses of any depth are found in grades 6 and 7. This situation

is far from satisfactory insofar, as it fails to Provide an understand-
ing of the common problems and needs in the ever-more-interdependent
world in which students will be ultimately involved.
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23. Social Studies in Zambia

Building a Commitment to National Unity

By Anne Sikwibile and Ado Tiberondwa

Anne Sikwibele, a Zambian, received a B.A. degree from the Univer-
sity of Zambia and an N.A. from Stanford University. She is a lecturer
in the Department of Education at the University of Zambia, specializ-
ing in instruction and curriculum' in the social sciences. Ado Tiber-
'ondwa, a native of Uganda, holds a B.Sc. degree from the University
of London; a postgraduate diploma in education from Makerere Univer-
sity; a master's degree in education from Teachers College, Columbia
University; and a Ph.D. from the University of Dar es Salaam in Tan-
zania. A senior lecturer ill education at the University of Zambia, he
has published extensively on matters related to teacher education.

The Republic of Zambia became politically independent in 1964 after
nearly 70 years of British rule. Its population of.about.5 million.
people is unevenly distributed and composed mainly of indigenous black
Africans.. Though small in population, Zambia is large in area (75;216,190
hectares). The country is situated in south central Africa; its immedi-
ate neighbors are the independent countries of Malawi and Botswana and
the British colony of Rhodesia. Since Zambia is landlocked and some of
ita neighbors are politically hostile or unstable, the country's geo-
political and economic position is strategically vulnerable.1 /

Copper mining became the mainstay of the economy after independence.,
providing about 95 percent of the export earnings.2 However, because
copper prices have,experienced a great deal of fluctuation on the
world market in redent years, Zambiiis now making serious attempts tl
diversify production toward agriculture. The main agricultural crop is
maize, which is also the staple food for the majority of the African
peoples. The country is self-sufficient in sugar, ground nuts, and
tobacco, all of which are grown on a commercial basis. Other important
crops are cotton, rice, beans, sunflowers, and various other fruits and
vegetables, which are not grown on a large scale. Coffee and tea are
grown on an experimental basis.3 Further development of agriculture is
a top policy priority of the national government,with the aim of making
the country self-sufficient in food production.4

Zambta inherited a weak social infrastructure as a colonial legacy.
This has manifested itself in the gross neglect of social services,
especially in the field of education.5 Thus, at independence, the new
government had many problems to grapple with, among them a scarcity of
skilled manpower which led the government to concentrate on quantitative
educational expansion at all levels. Most educational services in the
country are provided by the government, supplemented by those provided
by such voluntary organizations as missionary societies and by private
individuals. Private fee-paying schools are a recent development in the
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country; these grew out of the adute n d for more school places in-form

1 and form 5 (eighth and elevent4 grade ), which the government could
not fully" provide.

As a newly independent country, 2a4ta has the problem of building
a nation out of many tribal or ethnic gr upe,,eech of which saw itself

as an.independent nation before the colon zation of the colintry by the

British. The.population oi ZeMbia-is verr .hetetogeneous, composed of

72 different language groups. Tribal cleavages created significant div
isions within Zambia shor ly after independence, and not surprisingly,
havi.provided a continuing challenge to the integration of the country
into a single nation.8 Rckwever, the government has done everything pos-

sible to encourage nation 1 unity and national consciousness, even going
so far as to Arrange- for t e slogan ''One Zambia, one nation" to be broad-

cast over Radio Zambia ibo t ten times in every 24-hour period.7

After achieving polit cal independence, Zambia had a two-party.sys-
tem until.December 1973, whet the country became a one-party state;
after that date Zambia was no longer -tied ,to the British constitutional
system.8 -The country is now guided-by President Kaunda's ideology of
humanism. The form of government in Zambia can be described as parti-
.cipatory democracy.9 'The system provides for general elections to be

held every five years.

_a)

Social Studies in the Educational System
_

The structure of the educational system in Zambia is shown in Figure

23a. Social studies as a discipline includes such traditional sub-

jects as history and geography as well as an all-etbracing subject known

in Zambia's educational system as "civiCs," which is taught in thejunior
sections (first three years) of Zambia's secondary education system.10

The subject has'the following characteristics:
- -It aims at helping-individuals to unaerstand those rights which

are guaranteed to all citizens by the constitution and by the Bill of

Rights.11
--It spells out those duties and responsibilities which each

Zambian has to himself, to his family, to his neighborhood, to his coun-
try, and to the entire society of fellow human beings.

- -It introduces pupils to Zambia's national philosophy, humanism,

and its application to the evw-changing Zambian society.14
--It gives.young Zambians some knowledge of the workings of differ-

ent Zambian institutions connected with government, commerce, education,

culturc, and the legal and political systems. The courge deals with the

political, economic, and social structures of Zambia and the relation-

ships between Zambia and the outside world.
At the end of the course, students are expected to be acquainted

with Zambia's political, economic, and social structures and problems

and their individual rights and obligations as well as with the mean-

ing and application of the national philosophy of humanism--which views

man, not material things, as the logical foCug of all activities that

go on in society.
Because Zambia attaches very great importance to the study of

civics, this subject has now becorre recognized throughout the country.

In teacher-training institutions, including the University of Zambia,
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civics is one of the "teaching" subjects. Student teachers take courses

in the content and methodology of teaching civics in secondary schools.
-.For example, since the 1974-1975 _academicyear, the University of Zambia

has been turning out civics teachers in the following numbers:13

(1
C.

1

Academic Year
,No. of Griduatin$
Civics Teachers

Total No. of Grad-
uating Teachers

1974-1975 28 103

1975-1976 34 110

1976-1977 52

1977-1978 41

,121
102

1978-1979 59 121

Similar trends are observed in junior secondary and primary, teacher-
training colleges. The emphasis on social studies and civics in Zambia's
educational,system is further confirmed by the fact that in both grade 7
and form 3 all students must sit for the final examinations in social
tudies and civics, respectively. Although civics is not offered.as a
niversity subject, it is assumed that prospective teachers who have
d de intensive courses in ecodbmics, political science, sociology,,and
h,story can be trained to become satisfactory civics teaChers.

The sequence of social studies instruction in Zambia throughout the
fo al schooling is shown below.

Grades 1-2: Social studies taught with Zambian languages.
Grades 3-7: Social studies includes 'civics, geography, and history.

Forms 1-3: Civics, history,and geography taught as separate subjects.

Forms 4-5: History and geography taught separately. There are plans

to teach political education.
nivertity: 1. Social Sciences Foundation.

2. Training for civics teachers.
3. Other social science subjects taught at advanced

levels.

SocialkSciences at the University Level

Betause the University of Zambia, the only university in the coun-

try, is \fully aware of the importance of social sciences, the Faculty of

Humanities and Social Sciences offers a major first-year course called
"Social Sciences Foundations" which introduces, in an integrated form,

some of the major concerns, concepts, and methods of inquiry of various

branches bf the social sciences.14 In'the context of the contemporary
situation in Africa in general and Zambla in particular, this course

looks at the process of social change since colonial times. This

approach helps students understand the problems oT present-day Zambia

and Africa14pd make reasonable predictions about the future.
The Social Sciences Foundation course is considered so important

in the university curriculum that it is a tonditional prerequisite for

registration in virti..1411y all further courses in political science,

economics, tociology, and public administration. Apart from its intro-

duction of the initial concepts in these subjects,'the course also gives

attention to a variety of study skills and research techniques in

social science disciplines.
After their first year at the University of Zambia, some students

who have taken the Social Sciences Foundation course join the Faculty of

21')
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_Education to,be trained as secondary school teachers. Most of these

students prepat:e for civics as one of the two subjects which they\will

later teach in secondary schools. .Dnring their three years in the Fac-

ulty of Education, the students take advanced courses in economice,

history,.political science, sociology, psychology, and education. At

the same time, the students who choose civics as one of their "teaching"

subjects are given instructions and practical drill in methods of teach-

ing civids to secondary school students.

Teaching of Civics

Civics is essentially a local'subject inasmuch as it dealsLwith the

history, pOlitics, economics,'social trends, and culture of a people in

a particular country. Therefore, a teacher needs to be acquainted with
virtually all aspects of Zambia's past, present, and futere trends in

order to teach any topic in civics with confidence.
Although the tenth-grade civics curriculum mainly features inter-

national issues,15 the teacher needs to know;/for examile, that Zambia

was a British colony, that it became independent in 1964, that it is
surrounded by minority racist regimes, that its main source of foreign

exchange is copper, and that it had only one politidal leader during

the first 15 years after it became politically independent. The inter-

disciplinary quality of civics has made it difficult for educationists

to formulate a syllabus that would cover all the aspects of the subject,

Tor such a syllabus would cover many elements taught in other social

science subjects. The local nature of the subject calls for the use of

local teachers who have not only read about life in Zambia but actually

lived it. The dynamic nature of the subject makes-the use of textbooks

alone inadequate. Hence radio, television, newspapers, public pronounce-

ments by-the national leaders, and out-of-school projects form an impor-

tant part of the teaching of civics, not only to the schoolchildren but

also to ordinary citizens.16
Civics is taught only at the junior secondary level. However, con-

sideration was given recently to the question of whether the university

should continue training teachers to teach civics at this level, since

the university is mainly concerned with preparing teachers for the

senior secondary level. (Nkrumah Teachers' College also trains teachers

for the junior secondary level.17) There are also plans to replace

civics with required political education courses at each grade level.

It is hoped that civics will be introduced at the senior secondary level

in the near future and that it will be one of the tore subjects in the

curriculum.18 For the time being, however, the University of Zambia has

decided to suspend the civics education program until the Ministry of

Education clarifies the future of civics in schools.

The civics education program at the university will be replaced by

an economics education program for the following reasons:
--The urgent need for economics taachers in secondary schools at

the senior level.19
--The need for clarity concerning the extension of the civics pro-

gram to the senior levels..
--Uncertainty about the future of civics in secondary schoolsA since

this subject may be replaced by a program of political education.2u
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Like all newly independent coUntries, Zambia heeds school pro-
grams designed to promote national consciousnesa, patriotism, and
discipline. :The civics curriculum in Zatbia is perhaps the major
formal instrument of citizenship education. An examination of the
program reveals its nationalistic outlook,.which is reflected in the
emphasis placed On such nationalistic values as "Zambian humanism"
and "participatory democracy." The contents of the prOgram also
tend to be very selective; with a major focus on:acquainting young
citizens-,with the nation's past and present order and desired future.
Students are taught how to salute the national flag and bow to sing
the-national anthem and certain patriotic songs 'as well as to honor
heroes and national holidays. These values, symbols, and.events
are important in the overall school curriculiam, 'because without them
the ideal of a united and coherent nation couldInot be attained.

Despite the fact that civics is only taught at the junior levels,
it is a.verrimportant subjtct in the Zambian school system because'
it deals not only with knoWledge but also with development-oriented
attitUdes, values, and skills. These-are ifttended to motivate and
help graduates to behave in constructive ways in building up a new
-nation composed of citizeni who not only identify with but also take
an active Part in the Civic affairs of their nation.

International Perspectives

-Since the school system and curriculum in Zambia are modeled after
the British system, schools follow the Cambridge Syndicate Syllabus.
The face that at the end of senior secondary school students must take
examinations that are designed and scored by Cambridge strongly influ-
ences decisions about courses offered and content stressed.

This factor aside-, foreign ideologies--including the study of
Marxist, capitalist, and communist systems--are part of the curricula
pt university and secondary schools. The study of international organ-
tizations and agencies also forms an important part of the civics curricu-
lum. Such topfl.s as the world market, the Commonwealth, the United
Nations Organization, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
the Council for International Copper Exporting Countries (GIPEC), the
Peace Corps, the Canadian Voluntary Organization, and Voluntary Service
Overseas are taught in relatiou to their history, goals, and relation-
ships to ZaWa. A world problems course is part of the civics curricu-

1 lum, and students are encouraged to formulate hypotheses and solutions
to such problems as hunger in the world, the population explosion, wars,
cold, pollution, and the economic gap between the rich and poor nations.
These topics lead to the study of foreign policies and governments and
of the effects of certain policies on the world community, and in par-
ticular on Zambia. By studying such issues as the apartheid policies
of South Africa and the human rights campaigns launched by the United
States, s;-.udents will have gained a comparative perspective of govern-
ments, communities, and economic and social policies by the end of their
academic careers.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 23

1. C. Gertzel, The Political Process in Zambia; Documents and
Readings (University of Zambia, 1973), p. 2.

2. C. Elliot, ed., Constraints on the Economdc Development of
Zambia (Oxford University Press, 1971), P. 3.

3. C. Gertzel, The Political Process, p. 3.

4. United National Independence Party, National Policies for the
Next Decade, 1974-1984 (Lusaka: Zambia Information Services, 1973),
p. 28.

5. J. Mwailakatwe, The Growth of Education in Zambia Since
Independence (Lusaka: Oxford University Press, 1968), pp. 7, xii.

6. C. Gertzel, The Political Process, p. i.

7. A.K. Tiberondwa, "Modernising African Traditional Education,"
UNIP Youth Magazine 1, no. 1 (1976).

8. Zambia has a one-party system of government. The constitution
allows for free elections to be held every five years to choose the
national government.. The people are also free to criticize the govern-
ment and to offer alternative solutions to problems.

9. Participatory democracy allows full participation on the 'part
of the citizens in state affairs as well as in the effective running of
their own affairs. It postulates free elections at village/section and
ward as well as district and national levels and postulates government
in accordance with the will of the people, with the corollary that a
government can be removed from power if it loses the support of the

country.

10. "Social studies" as a subject is taught only in the elementary
(primary) schools. In the first two years of primary education, social
studies is taught together with languages. In the next five years of
primary education (grade 3 to grade 7) it is taught as an interdisciplin-
ary subject combining history, geography, and political studies. In

secondary schools (standard 8 to standard 12), social studies per se
does not exist as a traditional subject. Instead, a new compulsory sub-
ject called civics, distinct from history and*geography, is taught to
all pupils up to standard 10. Civics aims at making the pupils effec-..

tive citizens of Zambia. Sometimes it is referred to.as political
education.

11. The Bill of Rights is the section in the Zambia constituion
which spells out the rights and freedoms of individuals in Zambia.

12. "Zambian humanism" is a statement of philosophical theory on

the meaning of human existence (Kaunda 1974, p. 1). Zambian humanism,

as a way of life, puts man'at the center of every activity in society.

Humanism does not believe in the exploitation of man but rather in the

dignity and equality of man.

13. University of Zambia School of Education records. 1974-1979.
Figures for 1978-1979 are subject to satisfactory examination performance.
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p.

14. University of Zambia, School of.Sducation Handbook, 1978-799
89.

15. The Form 3 (standard 10) civics syllabus deals with Zamb'ia's
relationships with the international community and with world issues
and problems.

16. Out-of-school projects include such student-centered activi-
ties as visits to the National Assembly and other government institu-
tions so that students can experience what actually goes on and
interview people involved with various activities in the country.

17. Nkrumah Teachers' College is a rwo-year "junior" college
which trains teachers for secondary schools. It is responsible only
for training teachers who later teach social science subjects, civics,
commerce, art, and indu..crial arts. The college is affiliated with
the University.of Zambia through the Teachers' College Associateship
Unit. Normally, diplomates from this college teach up to standard
10 (junior secondary classes). The higher secondary classes are taught
by teachers holding university degrees.

18. L.A. Sikwibele, "Civics as a Major University Subject:'
Need for Rethinking," Educational Front 1, no. 2 (February 1977).

19. The teaching of economics in secondary schools was intro-
duced very recently. Few schools offer the program, and there are
very few, if any, teachers trained to teach the subject at the senior
secondary level. Hence the university's decision to introduce an eco-
nomics education program.

20. The political. education ogram was introduced by the ruling
party, the United National Independ nce party, in 1975. The program
is intended for all levels of educaelton and all sectors of the community
and aims basically to develop competent citizens. The program has.not
yet been implemented, but it may'eventually replace civics since
so much of the content will be similar.
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Related Resources in the ERIC System

)

'The resources described in this section have been entered into the
ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) system. Each 4.denti-

fied bya six-digit number and two letters: "EJ" fox' journal. articles,

"ED",for other documents.
If you want to read a document.with an ED number, checleto see

whether your local library or instructional media center.subscribes to
t the ERIC microfiche collection. (Fora list of.libraries in your area
that,subscribe to the ERIC system, write to ERIC/ChESS, 855 Broadway,'
Boulder, Colorado 80302.)

If an ERIC collection is not accessible, or if you want a personal
copy of the document in either microfiChe (MF) or paper copy (PO', write
to ERIC Document ReOroduction Services (EDRS), Computer Microfilm Inter-
national Corporation, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia. All orders must
be accompanied by payment in full, including prepaid postage. Prices

(correct as of December 1, 1979) are cited for each ED document. (Note

that for some documents paper copies are either not available or met be
ordered from the publisher or distributor instead of from EDRS.)

If your local library does not have a.journal article that you want,
you may write for one or more reprtnts to University Microfilme, 300
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. The following information.
is needed: title of periodical or journal, title.of article, author's
name, date of issue, volume number, issue number, and page numbers. All
orders must be accompanied by payment in full, plus postage.

Brook, Diane L. Some Aspects of Geography as a School Subject in Britain
With Particular Reference to TWo Schools in London. Athens, Ga.,:
Geography Curriculum Project, Uhiversity of Georgia, 1977. ED 156
599. EDRS price: MF $0.83, PC $3.32; plus postage. Also available
from Geography Curriculum Project, 107 Dudley Hall, University of
Georgia, Athens, Ga, 30602 (paperbound; 46 pp.; $1.25).

Observations of geography instruction in two high schools in London
and research at the University of London Institute of Education provide
the basis for this overview of precollege geography instuction in Britain.
Because British secondary schools concentrate more on universal education,
they are developing a curriculum which is similar to the U.S. compre-
hensille high school curriculum. Some significant differences rem4in,
however, between educational practices and educational objectives in
Britain and the United States. For example, geography in Britain is
pursued as a separate discipline rather than an integral part of social
studies; it can be a secondary school major subject rather than a one-
year course of study; it emphasizes field work; and it is widely differ-
entiated,according to teacher and pupil ability. The author's conclusion
is that geography in British schools is changing and that most changes
are in the direction of U.S. public school geography.

Cochrane, Don, and David Williams.
Studies: A Modest Proposal."
13, no. 1 (February 1977), pp.

"Moral Education in Canadian Social
History and Social Science Teacher
1-7. EJ 168 662.
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The authors of this article contend that recent ideas and publications
concerning values and moral 'education have had little illact on social'
studies teaching in Canada. The article provides eight suggestions for
improving values education, including leadership from provincial ministers
of education, development of a values education rationale, and improvement
of teacher education and inservice education in values education.

Catterall, Calvin D., ed. Psychology in the Schools in International
Perspective, vols. 1 and 2. Columbus, Ohio: International School
Psychology, 1976-77. ED 147 199 and 147 257. EDRS price: MF $0.83
*each, plus postage; PC not aVailable from EDRS. Available from-
International School Psychology, 92 S. Dawson Ave., Columbus, Oh*o
43209 (paperbound; 258 pp. and 253 pp.; $7.50 per volume),

These volumes are part of a series which examines actual and potential
contributions of psychology toward solving problems of the world's schools.
The first volume contains articles written by school psychologists from
the United States,41Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan, West Germany,
Sweden, Pakistan, Norway, Denmark, Austria, and England. Volume 2 presents
information about Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, India, Ireland, Israel,
Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, South Africa, Switzerland, and Turkey; Each

Chapter describes ways in which psychology is applied in schools in the

authoes country, traces the background of school psychological services,
reviews the training of psychological personnel, and predicts future needs
in.school psychology. The series was compiled in response.to a need for
international perspectives on practical psychology which was expressed at
the International Colloquiut in School Psychology, held in Munich in July
1975.

"Contribution of Economics to General Education, The." Economics 14,.no.
2 (Summer 1978), pp. 59-61. E.J. 186 028.

This is the report of an ad hoc committee on the contribution of
economics study to the British secondary curriculum. It includes arguments
for increasing economics study. General education aspects, skills develop-
ment, development of conceptual knowledge, selection of content, attitudes,
and learning experiences are also discussed.

Dima, Nicholas. "University Educatien in Eastern Europe: The Case of
Geography in Romania." Journal of Geography 77, no. 4 (April/May
1978), pp. 149-151. EJ 182 348. ,
This article describes the geography curriculum at the University of

Bucharest, Rumania, where the educational program is controlled by the
Communist party. The instructional approach is practical.and emphasizes
factual learning. . . is also highly ideological and Strongly atheistic.
Cours work is structured, and there are no student options or electives.

Dumas, Wayne, and William B. Lee. "Social Studies in French Schools."
History Teacher 11, no. 3 (May 1978), pp. 401-411. EJ 180 276.

This article examines current educational goals, curricula, and
methodology'of French social studies education. The authors discuss the
influences of the student riots of 1968 and consider what effect these
reforms will have on the future of.French education.
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"Exercise Effective Leadership in the Study of Theory." Chinese Education
10, no. 1 (Spring 1977), pp. 26-30. EJ 166 705.

This article describes one aspect of .....:ucation in the People's
Republic of China; namely, that in order.to promote the study of theory
in revolutionary cadre training schools, emphasis is on acknowledging .

the significance of Marxist theory. Tutoringand class schedules are
designed to foster conscientious study. Physical labor is part of the
learning process.

Farmerie, Samuel. "The Social Studies and Education of a New Communist
Man in Yugoslavia." Social Studies Journal 8 (Spring 19.79), pp.
22-25. EJ 193 294.

The author of this artiCle explores the role of the social studies
in Yugoslavia's nation-building process, discusses integration of social
goals into all cu riculum areas, and considers specific social studies
goals, teacher .t ining, instructional materials, and curriculum.

71-e-t-El-e-f-,-1.,aadan. "Comparative Education: A Question of Identity."
1 Comparative Education Review 18; nO. 3 (October 1974), pp. 348-353.

EJ 105 287.

! This article seeks to resolve-the problem of identity from which
comparative studies has seemed to suffer.

,..----- 4

Gallagher, Paul. "Rethinking the Social StudiU,Curriculum." History
and Social Science Teacher 14, no. I (Fall 1978), pp. 24-28. EJ

191 431.

The author discusses Canadian national unity and the social studies
curriculum. He suggests that Canada 1-iould be regarded as a political

whole composed of many cultures, and that new K-12 social studies curric-
ulum which includes a comprthensive program in Canadian citizenship is
needed.

Gillmor, Desmond A. graphic Education in the Republic of Ireland."
Journal of Geog d 77, no. 3 (March 1978), pp. 103-108. EJ 178 610.

*This article reviews the history, content, and trends in geography
teaching and research in Ireland from the 19th century to the present.
All educational levels and geographic societies are described.

Grayes, Norman J. Geography in Education. London: Heinemann Educational
Books, 1975. ED 148 650. Not available from EDRS. Available from
Humanities Press, Inc., Atlantic Highlands', N.J. 07716 (paperbound
$6.25, hardbound,$15.00; 232 pp.).

The book reviews the historiC'al development of geography aS a
discipline and discusses the current status of geography teaching in
3ritish schools.

Kiray, Mubeccel B. "Teacl-ing in Developing Countries: The Case of Turkey."
International Social Science Journal 31, no. 1 (1979), pp. 40-48. %

EJ 203 886.
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This aiticle analyzes the state of the social sciences and social
science teaching in developing nation's; particularly Turkey. Topics dis-
cussed include demands for research workers, social change, the relation-
ship between knowledge and analysis, resistance to new teaching methods
within traditional universities, and differences between historical and
deterministic intetpretations of society.

Lavrikov, I.A. "Improving the Professional Training of Economists."
Soviet Education 20, no. 6 (April 1978), pp. 5648. EJ 186 017.

The author explains that professional economic education in Russia
will require a refurbishing of the scientific, methodological, and edu-
cative foundations of education snd an accelerated development of
economic institutes and departments.

Mehlirler, Howard D., and Jan L. Tucker, eds. Social Studies in Other
Nations. NCSS Bulletin no% 60. Washington, D.C.: National Council
for the Social Studies, 1979. ED 174 540. EDRS price: MF $0.83,
PC $6.01; plus postage. Also available from National Council for the
Social Studies, 2030 A st. NW, Washington, D.C. 20036 (paperbound;
112 pp.; $7.82). ,

This book describes social studies programs, citizenship education,
and major social studies issues in the Federal Republic of Germany,
Thailand, Japan, Nigeria, England, and the United States. Tlie first

chapter considers the transnational nature of the social studies, traces
the development of social studies, and discusses efforts and need to
"internationalize" social studies in the United States. The chapter on
Germany discusses the organization of the public schools and political
education in postwar Germany. ocial change and institutional reform
are major issues. The report on Thailand deals with present curriculum
reform. Major issues are confusion over goals, the status of soCial
studied, methods of teaching social studies, arid the status of Thai
culture. The chapter on Japan describes the present course of study and
notes major issues of curriculem revision, teaching strategies, inter-
disciplinary and global approaches, rapid growth, and professional
diversity. Nigeria is discussed in terms of changes in curriculum,
teacher training, and beliefs about social studies since independence
in 1960. Major issues are conflicts between social scientists and social
studies educators, the lack of clear standards for educators, the force
of tradition, and inadequate resource materials. The report on England
focuses on the structure of the educational and examination system, with
emphasis on cultural pluralism, decentralized decision making, and multi-
ethnic education. The final report on the United States discusses global
challenges.

.1
npekesa, Bongoy. "Role and Status of Economics in Zaire: A Critical

Survey." Internationaa Social Science Journal 30, no. 1 (1978),
pp. 181-190. EJ 182 310.

The author of this article'believes that economic education and
research in Zaire should relate the needs of a developing nation, and.that
Zairian authbrities must devote more financial and human 'resources to
development research'.

Nichols, W.T., "Impressions of Social Studies in IsreAl." Social Studies
Journal 8 (Spring 1979), pp. 32-8. E4 193 297.
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This article characterizes the separate educational systems of Arabs
and Jews in Israel, with emphasis on social studies content of geography,
history, and civics.

Rowley, Charles D.. "Introdvcing the,.Social Sciences to Papua New Guinea."
International Social SCience Journal 31, no. 1 (1978), pp. 98-113.
EJ 203 887.

This is a'discussion of problems related to teachind social sciences
in Papua New Guinea, a country whichtrecently established a national
university after nearly a century of colonial rule. The author concludes
that the best social science education for developed and developing

'nations emphasizes a broadening of perspective and a greater relevance
to the human predicament.'

Searles, John E. "Social Studies in Brazil." Social Studies Journal 13
(Spring 1979), pp. 26-28. EJ 193 295.

This article discusses the role of social studies in transmitting
the culturayheritage of Brazil. It includes descriptions of Brazilian
culture and the educational itructure.

Social e1nces in Asia, vols. 1, 2, and 3. Reports and Papers in the
Socia Sciences, nos. 32, 33, and 35. Paris: United Natio
Educat onal, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 976-
77. ED 156 571, 156 572, 156 573. Not available from EDRS.
Available from Unipub, Box 433, Murray Hill Station, New York,
N.Y. 10016 (paperbound; vol. 1, 56 pp.,*$2.65; vol. 2, 72 pp.,
$2.65; vol. 3, 113 pP., $5.25). ,

These volumes are part of a series which provides overviews of
social science research and teaching in UNESCO member nations. Volume
1 focuses on Bangladesh, Iran, Malaysia, Pakistan, and Thailand. Volume
2 deals with Afghanistan, Japan, Indonesia, Korea, and Nepal. The third

'volume is devoted to Burma, Mongolia, New Zealand, the Philippines, and
Singapore. For each nation, the following factors are described:
history of social studies activity, institutional framework, major
research interests, curriculum development, future trends, and perceived
benefits from regional and international cooperation.

Susskind, Jacob L. "Social Studies Education in India." Social Studies
Journal 8 (Spring 1978), pp. 29-31. EJ 193 296.

This review of objectives, content, and problems of social studies
education in India concludes that social studies is a relatively new
component of the curriculum and that there is little uniformity in.its
content and methods from state to state.

Volkov, F.M. "Higher Social Science Education in the USSR." Interna-
tional Social Science Journal 31, no. 1 (1979), pp. 130-37. EJ 203 890.

The author examines social science teaching in the Soviet Union and
explains how it is related to technological advancement. Topics discussed
include social progress, developments within the social sciences, political
influences, teaching methods; and teacher characteristics.
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